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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The economics of Naval Communications have dictated that

conventional vertically polarized Very Low Frequency/Low Frequency

(VLF/LF) transmitting antennas are electrically short in terms of trans-

mitted wavelength. The basic physics of such radiators implies that to

accelerate charge sufficiently to radiate appreciable power, the struc-

ture must carry voltages of the order of several hundred thousand volts.

Inevitably, insulators incorporated into such structures to withstand

these potentials also play a significant structural role. Thus, the

insulating components of high power VLF/LF transmitting antennas must

satisfy almost unique requirements of high structural strength, high

voltage withstand, high reliability, low dead weight, and low cost.

The procurement of such devices therefore requires a breadth of engi-

neering knowledge, background, and expertise in several diverse fields

not ordinarily found in civil engineers who usually design the radiators,

viewed primarily as structures.

Such a limitation of outlook led to a series of catastrophic

failures of insulators incorporated in a number of VLF radiators designed

and constructed in the late 1960's and early 1970's for Naval Communi-

cations and for the Omega Navigation System. These problems required an

extensive series of investigations and redesign of insulators and asso-

ciated hardware over a period of years, on what amounted to a crash basis

due to the urgency imposed by the Chief of Naval Operations (LNO) on the
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upgrade of both the communication and navigation capabilities for the

Fleet to adequately accomplish its mission in today's political environ-

ment. The redesign and upgrade was accomplished by an almost pragmatic

approach which was carried out with little documentation other than the

reporting of message traffic, speedletters, and correspondence enclosures

addressed at the time to the major participants. Little formal documen-

tation was possible because of the press of time and limitations of funding.

It is the purpose of this report to initiate a collection of this infor-

mation into one place; in particular, this work provides an historical

review of what took place in chronological order in the years 1972 to 1976.

It does not give results in any detail since this is the subject for a sub-

sequent effort.

( It is noted that the present limitations on time and funding

have made this overview into a document that is abbreviated and, in some

cases, obscure to anyone who was not immediately and intimately associated

with the tests of the devices described; also, the devices themselves at

this remove are referred to in some cases, only in a highly colloquial

manner. It will also be found that the account herein is, in part,

as Test Director, instigator, and, on occasion, gadfly. In some instances,

the author had been involved as the employee of a contractor, prior to his

function as a government critic, who made cost estimates and design recom-

mendations of devices which subsequently failed. This is not to cast aper-

sions on himself or any associates, but only to remind the reader that at
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the time that a lot of the design and procurement effort was going on,

the best information that could be brought to bear reflected a high degree

of ignorance about the distinction between power frequency and radio fre-

quency environments which the program here being summarized, hopefully, in

a large part removed. The motivation for the present work is to provide

the information, heretofore deficient, and to prevent such future fiascoes.

An attempt has been made to provide literature references, but

early in the writing of this account, it was realized that any attempt at

completeness would yield a list of several hundred documents, the avail-

ability of most of which would be at least questionable. There is no

intentional slighting of authors or sources. A few of the more relevant

papers are mentioned. Titles of books will occur to those familiar with

the field, such as those written by Cobine, Loeb, and F.W. Peek.
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1.1 Electrically Short Antenna Characteristics

The problem confronted by the communications systems engineer

is to provide an available link with less than an allowable maximum error

rate for some minimum percentage of time in a predicted maximum noise

environment in a specified coverage area (or range) for some modem using

a defined rate of transmittal. To the transmitting antenna designer

this implies a radiator and associated tuning, matching, and power ampli-

fier circuits such as to give a maximum radiated power over a band of

operating frequencies (for carrier and side bands) within some 3 dB band-

width within a defined limit on voltage and cost. The structure also

must occupy a fairly obviously defined piece of real estate and be realis-

tically stressed for the physical environment which implies wind loads,

(. ice loads, moisture precipitation rates, atmospheric electricity, earth-

quake hazards, temperature extremes, etc.

At frequencies such that the transmitting antenna can be con-

viently made comparable to a wavelength, it normally is not hard to arrive

at a reasonable compromise to satisfy all conditions enumerated above

simultaneously; the most stringent requirements usually are to provide

coverage within and not beyond politically defined boundaries without

interference outside, and so directionality is a factor. For Naval Com-

munications and Navigation at VLF and LF, assuming broadcast capability

at specified frequencies, these considerations are not factors. The most

usual. fight is to provide the coverage reliability in the reception area

from a remotely placed source, in consideration of the noise fields at
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the receiver. VLF has traditionally provided the most reliable long

distance coverage with very low attenuation rates for the radio fields,

but the wavelengths in the range of 10 kHz to 30 kHz mean that conve-

niently physically realizable structures are considerable smaller than a

quarter of a wavelength in height. Height over the ground is an impor-

tant consideration because the usual attenuation rates and coupling

factors of energy into the earth-ionosphere waveguide favor the launching

of vertically polarized waves. As indicated in the next section, height

can be directly traded for operating voltage and so the structural limits

can be, in part, made up by raising voltage limits.

Typically in the past, the operating voltage limit was about

200 kV to 250 kV at the Navy VLF stations. This limit was met satisfac-

torily by grounded-tower-supported top loads whose insulation was pro-

vided by hollow, tubular, smooth-surfaced "stick" strain insulators on

which were imposed usual structural working loads of no more than 30,000

pounds. These insulators and their associated anticorona hardware evolved

from design and testing programs carried out during and after World War I

into the early twenties by W.W. Brown and others using a tuned circuit pro-

viding voltages at LF up to about 180 kV. By cascadine two units which,

with rather simple hardware qualified individually up to this limit for

continuous arc-free operation, it was found that 250 kV could rather easily

be obtained, and structural loads could be sustained in excess of the limits

for single units by arranging them in parallel through the use of equalizing
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yokes without significantly disturbing the electrical characteristics. Thus

for years, and for designs not departing greatly from these early mechani-

cal and electrical stress limits, the practical upper limit for operating

voltage was regarded as given.

It is fairly easy to show that the remote (radiation) field of

an electrically small vertical radiator measured at the ("perfectly"

conducting) earth's surface, associated with vertical polarization, is

given by the following very simple relationship, apart from propagation

effects imposed by the presence of the earth-ionosphere waveguide:

H = E = I he ()
Xd

in which I is the rms current at the feed point, X is che wave length in

free space, he is the so-called "effective height", d is the distance from

the source to the observation point and n is the intrinsic impedance of

space, 120 7 ohms or approximately 377. In an electrically short radiator

the impedance presented to the source is primarily capacitive and therefore

the current is very nearly given by the ratio V/X, where X is simply the

capacitive reactance of the antenna. Thus with a fixed upper limit on

voltage, the current moment I he can be increased by either reducing the

capacitive reactance (increasing the antenna capacity, by increasing the

area of the topload) or by increasing the effective height; in the days of

World War I and immediately before, upgrades of existing stations in con-

sideration of the existence of more or less standard free-standing tower

6



designs consisted mainly by economic convenience in enlarging the ars.a

because the joint imposition of voltage rating for the insulators and the

limits of the known tower design in supporting the topload conductors

defined everything but the area factor in the antenna capacity.

Equation (1) can be taken as equivalently defining the power

radiating capability of the source since the Poynting vector flux is H2 n

in the remote field. With suitable accounting for the vertical pattern

of a short monopole radiator, this can be expressed in terms of the radia-

tion component of the resistive portion of the antenna impedance as

Rr - 160 r (he/) 2  (2)

where of course the resistance Rr is referred to the feed point as the

ratio of radiated power to feed current squared.

Although important for pricing the performance from the stand-

point of output versus input power, system performance is not described

adequately until some accounting is made of information rate. In the

earlier days of more or less tactical use of long range communication and

with the limits imposed by the then-used method of on-off keying, the

theoretical upper limit of communication rate was not realized and trans-

mitting bandwidth was not a performace criterion to be concerned about

except as it implied something about rise and decay times for the leading

and trailing edges of the keyed waveform and the ability of the receive

system to discriminate between successive transmissions of dots and dashes.
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After WW II, with increased emphasis on reliability and trans-

mission rate on a global (strategic) basis, especially with the advent of

the FBM fleet and attendant C3 requirements, the meeting of possible

theoretical limits in information rate became important and FSK and MSK

modems made such possible. Thus, the pricing of the transmitting system

also had to reflect trades of the parameters implicit in the relationship

for bandwidth B

B - f/Q, Q -X/R (3)

where R - Rr + Rloss (series equivalent) f is the center operating fre-

quency, and Xo is the antenna static capacity reactance related to base

reactance X by X - Xo (1 - f 2 /fo 2), fo being self resonant frequency. As

will become evident in what follows, this more or less new requirement

imposed greater emphasis on physical height and on structural aspects in

consequence, and the new modems put increased demands on electrical per-

formance of insulators relating to withstand capability.

It is apparent from the above, stated more or less without proof,

that viewed as a circuit element, a VLF/LF antenna looks like a lossy

capacitor a portion of whose losses can be related to the radiation from

a vertical current moment; the rest of the loss budget consists of copper

or conduction loss in the current-carrying system.* Viewed as a source of

radio energy, the VLF/LF antenna is a vertical current moment whose

* Dielectric type losses are usually so small as to be almost negligible.
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magnitude is controlled by the capacity, voltage, and frequency; the

inherent information rate is governed by the self capacity and the total

energy loss. In an optimization process, all these aspects must be priced

and balanced in terms of system performance. The developmental history of

the Naval Communication system has made the practicable voltage limit to

be about 250 kV (not as an absolute requirement), with a strong motivation

to achieve this with higher ratios of strength to weight in view of all

that this implies relative to the system cost.
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1.2 Defining Equations for Short Antennas

Either through the use of a fairly recondite approach based

on a mode-theoretical analysis of the antenna problem, or on a fairly

simple-minded application of lumped circuit analysis, the above relation-

ships can be transformed into the following set. These expressions are

generally regarded by practitioners in the field as basic; it is well

recognized that with suitable precautions, they can be used to carry out

performance trades in an initial design approach, and when coupled with

some fairly simple rules of thumb about pricing, can be used to give an

initial approximation for installed cost, at least for early comparison

purposes. The equations are:

Pr = k he2 V2 Co2 f4

Bas - (k/21T) CO he
2 f4/ as (4)

nas= Pr/Pas

in which

k - 40 (2w) 4/vo2, vn - 3 x 100 meters per second

- 6.93 x 10-13

la



All quantities in (4) are in MKSQ, i.e., meters, farads, volts, Hertz.

The subscript as refers to "antenna system," and obviously efficiency

nas is radiation efficiency and makes a demand ultimately on the power

capability of the generating source.

The "voltage" V must be regarded with a certain amount of

trepidation as the average potential on the structure; in one that is

infinitely small, there is no difficulty with definition, but in one of

finite extent relative to a quarterwave there is a so-called "inductive

rise" which simply means that because of distributed inductance in the

antenna the feed voltage is not the same as that at the outer extremities.

This voltage distribution can more or less be simply predicted; often it

must be subjected to confirmatory experimental measurement. In any design

situation, it can be regarded as definable and therefore implies definite

requirements on insulator ratings when the locations of these are estab-

lished by structural considerations.

It is sometimes the case for very short, heavily top-loaded con-

figurations that most of the inductance can be regarded as residing in the

"downlead" carrying current up to the capacitive top load, so that "the

voltage" is that on the top load itself, provided most of the significant

capacity elements are also in the top load. In such a situation, total

antenna system input power is Pas M I Ras, where I = Vas/Xo ,

Vas - V(l - f2 /fo2), f0 being the self-resonant frequency.

The purely geometric quantity, bandwidth-efficiency product,

or 100% efficiency bandwidth, is intrinsic to the antenna geometry and
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so is fixed thereby through the relationship

24_B100 W B as as " (k/21r) Co he f (5)

for a given operating frequency. On the other hand, although power

handling capability is established in a similar way, except for a square-

law dependence on capacity rather than a linear one, it is open-ended in

the sense that, provided gradients can be controlled to levels below

critical, radiated power is only limited by transmitter capability; that

a practical limit for voltage and gradient may be reached is evident from

the square-law involvement of voltage, and the realization that when dis-

ruptive breakdown is reached, any further increase in source energy only

goes to sustain the discharge rather than produce information-bearing

energy. Put another way, at a specified frequency, if efficiency, band-

width, and radiated power are all established as design goals, then equa-

tions (4) indicate that an infinite number of trades of capacity and

effective height are possible, provided the necessary voltage limit can

be met. (Note that if a range of frequencies is to be covered by a certain

power and bandwidth capability, then efficiency cannot be arbitrarily im-

posed.) But a voltage limit may not be arbitrarily acceptable because

capacity and conductor dimensions including height are interrelated, so

that effective height (capacity centroid) and capacity are not truly inde-

pendent; moreover, voltage and conductor surface gradient are related in

a way similar to capacity through conductor dimensions; finally, the gradient

12



must be less than a definite upper limit (for dry surfaces -- for wet

or dirty, a degradation factor must be included). These so-to-speak

coupling relationships are the following:

C= (2rC0 Z) (Ftlog. (1-h, s)])

E~a

E = -Y (G loge ( Lh sEl 1

0.0322] 16
E - Ec 2.35 x + 0_ M F K x 10

in which h is the height over ground of a conductor segment of cross

section radius a, s is interconductor spacing in an array of elements at

( the same potential, V is voltage, E is gradient in rms volts per meter,

F and G are the functional relationships appropriate to the conductor

geometry at hand, Z is the length of a conductor element, K is relative

atmospheric density (1.0 is sea level at STP) and M and F are surface and

frequency factors. The factor 2.35 x YT is recognized as the breakdown

strength of air in kV/mm for plane (uniform field) electrodes at STP, at

dc or power line crest voltage. At the locations of most of the VLF

stations existing today, K can be realistically taken as 0.95. If care

is taken to avoid snags and abrasion during manufacture and installation,

experimental evidence from the antiquity of power line practice indicates

M may be about 0.75; comparisons of corona onset at 60 hertz versus LF

seem to show F to be about 0.9. The joint effect is that approximately

13



E 1.6 1 + 0.0 x 106 volts per meter

apart from degradation due to wetness. This last is roughly accounted

for by the observation that the maximum field over a hemispherical pro-

tuberance on a plane is three times that ambient over the otherwise undis-

turbed plane, so that a small droplet on a surface of large radius would

cause a similar local increase and and thus the gross breakdown gradient

would be further reduced by such a factor. In practice, not so conser-

vative a reduction is used, so that instead of 1.6, one typically finds

a value of 0.65 to 0.8 in use, this limit to apply to those parts of the

antenna conductor surface where charge is most heavily concentrated,

namely, the ends. Thus, the average allowable limiting gradient may be

about 0.4 kV per millimeter for worst case conditions.

In the course of several designs for high power, a real question

has thus arisen whether it is economically feasible to support conductor

at the required height, having the necessary surface area with realizable

structures, quite apart from the necessity to find insulators with the

necessary strength-to-weight ratio and voltage rating. It can be seen, in

fact, that if there is no stringent limit imposed on real estate area, it

may be cheaper to allow the antenna to spread out for increased capacity

to trade for voltage for a given power radiated. On the other hand, if

the extent of the site imposes a limit, as was indeed the case for several

situations of upgrading existing installations, then a premium is placed

on height versus voltage, and in either case one quickly runs into either

a structural problem or a voltage rating limit for the insulators (as well,

possibly, for the active conductors).

14



1.3 Performance/Configuration Trades versus System Requirements

Although this report is not intended to relate design trades in

any detail, it is worthwhile to put the above remarks in-somewhat more

concrete terms by mentioning the design goals for the three main VLF/LF

systems to which the insulator problem is addressed. These are the Omega

Navigation System (low VLF), VLF communications (high VLF), LF communi-

cation; Loran C, an LF navigation system, has such moderate performance

goals that insulators are an unproblem, and so is not dealt with here.

For Omega, in the frequency range 10 kHz to 14 kHz,

Pr > 10 kw

Bas > 10 Hz at 10 kHz

nas - 0.07, ?as - 150 kW

For VLF communications, the present goals are somewhat different

from those of 20 years ago when the last generation of upgrading began.

These were formerly

Pr > 500 or 1000 kW

Ba9 > 50 Hz at 15 kHz

nas - 0.5, Pas 1 1000 kW or 2000 kW in
modules of 500 kW

15



Recent improvements in modem have led to increasing attention to frequen-

cies higher than 18 kHz and bandwidths of 200 Hz or more, with the same

limits as before on power and voltage.

For LF communications,

Pr> 20kW

B as >200Hz usually at f > 50 kHz

as as-has >_0.4, P as -! 50 Id !

Cost trading of structures for the two VLF cases have led to

effectA.ve heights grouped rather closely around 185 meters in all cases

but one or two under a roughly 200 kV voltage limit; the low power and

efficiency for the Omega system allows the site to be rather less than a

square mile and a moderate capacity to be 0.03 ufd; structures are lighter

because less conductor surface must be held aloft, in comparison with the

VLF communication stations which, with similar but slightly larger site

limits, must be in excess of 0.045 ufd up to over 0.14 ufd to hold the

voltage limit. Even then they cannot safely handle the maximum desired

input power below a frequency somewhere in the middle of the band, whereas

the Omega system antennas are all transmitter limited (i.e., voltage is

less than the maximum) at all frequencies above that at the bottom of the

band. At LF, the siting requirements are much less, and the voltages to

handle can be as low as 50 kV; in some cases 100 kV was made a requirement.

16



Although the individual site environmental conditions must be

properly accounted for in making structural evaluations of candidate

insulators, it can be seen that for Omega, contrasted with communications,

for equal site environmental factors, the structural requirements are less

stringent than for the communication installation. Moreover, the differ-

ences in modem between the two systems is highly significant in relieving

electrical stress requirements for the Omega system in comparison with the

communications system. The Omega system uses basically an ICW modem which

requires continuous transmission of a carrier at each of five frequencies

for slightly less than one second's duration each over a ten second epoch

with a 100 millisecond period of interruption between each keyed segment.

Thus the insulator withstand requirement is for about one second in ten

for the most extreme condition of 10 kW radiated at the lowest frequency

for which the highest voltage requirement is attained. For the communica-

tion system, on the other hand, the use of the VERDIN MSK modem means that

for any transmission frequency less than that at which the antenna system

becomes transmitter limited, the insulators are operated at the maximum

rated value 100% of the time, much as are power line insulators. For the

same nominal operating voltage, an essentially infinite withstand in com-

parison with a 1 second withstand implies insulator rating selection that

is quite different and leads to insulator dimensions and hardware arrange-

ments that are much larger and more sophisticated than in the Omeea case.

A somewhat peripheral requirement has been imposed by the Navy

in the last 25 years in the form of a "failsafe" feature, which means that

17



the guying system must be stressed in a way to almost guarantee no mechan-

ical failure under any conceivable environmental condition. This becomes

an unproblem for guyed grounded towers, but for base-insulated monopoles,

where the structural guys must also take the electrical stress, it implies

that the porcelain insulating elements must be enclosed by interlinked

metallic loops (either castings or cables) in such a way that in the event

of the destruction of the insulating element, the metal members cannot

separate. The porcelain is thus worked in compression (a favorable condi-

tion) between mountings that can come together if the porcelain crushes.

These must be designed to be so rigid in order to avoid local overstress

in the porcelain that the metal components become very massive and the

strength to dead-weight ratio becomes comparable to what would be obtained

if the porcelain element were worked in tension and sized to give an adequate

safety factor (even though not in principle failsafe). The sheer mass of

metal that must be suspended in the insulator "point loads" in the guy system

becomes highly significant in the stressing of the tower that must hold them

up. The implications as to cost of the installation is a strong motivation

to investigate availability and properties of insulating materials that

offer a very high strength to weight ratio when worked in tension in compar-

ison with what is know about porcelain. Were sufficiently high strengths

attainable, the so-called "failsafe" feature could be done away with and a

further simplification and cost savings effected.

18



2.0 INSULATOR SPECIFICATION BASIS

The writing of a procurement specification is simply producing

a verbal description of what is desired in terms of structural performance

and safety factors, hopefully maximum dead weight and electrical charac-

teristics. The outcomes for power line applications are rather different

from those of the radio frequency installations, mainly because of strength

to weight aspects, accessibility for maintenance and repair, and frequency

of operation. To provide some predictibility as to behavior of members of

a production type, the electrical industry has over the years developed

standard procedures for establishing electrical parameters and comparisons.

These are set forth in such documents as ANSI C29.1, C68.1, and the NEMA 107

for noise interference generation. The characteristics tested are actual

disruptive flashover for various standardized environmental conditions, the

statistics of interruption frequency as flashover is approached from below,

and corona or partial discharge inception levels. These procedures give

excellent bases for comparing performance among individual size variants

in a given type or genre, and even between similar sized members of some-

what different but resemblant types, but they do not address the defini-

tion of performance of a radically new type except in comparison with old,

and even then only under the highly artificial conditions of the environment

called out in the procedures, especially for contamination of various sorts.

These limitations are called out in the text of the standard documents them-

selves. Thus, as guides for development of new types, they may be regarded

as adequate but not as definitives for performance. Moreover, as implied
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above, in widely differing frequency regimes, the same unit may behave

quite differently, and this aspect is not addressed in the procedures.

Lack of appreciation of the deficiencies in these standard tests turned

out to be crucial in leading to the failures experienced in radio fre-

quency applications.

2
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2.1 Power Line Aspects

At voltages comparable to those used in the VLF/LF radio systems,

the power line industry makes a great deal of what is called leakage path

on the insulator surface and ratings for withstand which are expressed in

terms of Basic Impulse Insulation Level (BIL) and not necessarily on long-

term steady state withstand. Assuming no significant energy loss in incip-

ient corona discharges, it turns out that most of the power line losses in

the suspension systems are due to leakage resistance, that is, in E2 /R

losses on the surfaces mainly from dirt and moisture. Very little energy

is dissipated in dielectric type losses because the porcelain itself has a

very small loss tangent and because (mainly) the reactance of the self-

capacity of the insulator is so high at power line frequencies that capa-

citive currents (total displacement flux) may be a couple or orders of

magnitude or more smaller than the leakage (resistive) currents, even though

the gross insulator resistance may be of the order of 100 Megohms.

To maximize the leakage path in a given length of insulator body

and to make it relatively immune to large variations due to wetting and con-

tamination, so-called anti-fog type "petticoats" are incorporated on the

surface. These, in themselves, have little effect on the breakdown charac-

teristics of the unit under dry conditions, but during heavy rain, they

serve to break up connected streams of water tending to short out the unit,

by a combination of drip formation and by electrostatic repulsion of water

from the surface; under these conditions, they raise markedly the break down

levels from those experienced from similar units without the petticoats.
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In low and moderate voltage systems, the insulators, when sized to produce

acceptable conduction energy losses, turn out to be so grossly oversized

for voltage that attainment of withstand is almost automatic.

In very high voltaged systems, on the other hand, the cascading

of short elements into very long assemblies to reach desired leakage magni-

tudes does not necessarily give corresponding increase in withstand, flash-

over or corona immunity ratings or, more particularly, in freedom from

arcing due to switching surges or induced impulse from lightning strokes

(either direct or neighboring). The impulse behavior attainment becomes

controlling and, when reached, involves implicit design to control fields

associated with capacitive distributions in such a way that the long-term

withstands are almost automatically attained and leakage resistance almost

surely is. This is because the test for pass is a statistical freedom

from arcing in response to a standard impulse of specified rise and decay

times (l.5ps up, 40s down) such that the unit is being tested by energy

having very significant high frequency distribution.
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2.2 Radio Frequency Devices

At VLF and above, the reactance of the self capacity of most

insulators becomes low by comparison with the shunt resistance whether

the latter is a surface effect or an equivalent expression of normalized

dielectric loss. The performance of the insulators made of electrical

porcelain, even when contaminated to some degree, is thus largely con-

trolled by field distributions around the end cap hardware and in and

along the porcelain body surface. Attention is largely given to testing

for pass for long-term withstand because that is the mode of use in

present day radiation systems; and impulse behavior is of relatively

little importance because special protective devices in the form of gaps

or lightning arrestors are used to protect the insulator at levels well

below those at which the insulators would be expected to fail.

Beyond this important difference in electrical behavior, the

relative inaccessibility for maintenance and repair of the units in an

antenna compared to the case in a power line, and the requirement, for

the sake of lightness, to work the material at much higher unit stresses

(in power lines, insulators are largely required only to support dead

weight loads of wire and simple small substation frames), leads to con-

figurations that are far removed from the basic simple shapes that are

addressed in the performance comparisons described in the standard test

procedures. Thus, these procedures may not be relevant and since in

antenna applications what is desired is failure-free operation in certain

specific environmental conditions, the acceptance tests using the highly

artificial deposition of water and contaminents described in the ANSI

documents, may not be of significance.
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This aspect was apparently realized by the early workers in

high power communication installation design, but was, to a degree, neg-

lected later on because of long-term use of the same standard insulator

designs through the erection of Jim Creek in the late 194 0's. When pro-

curement of insulators for the third generation of stations starting in

the mid-1950's was undertaken, it appears that power line practice was

assumed to be relevant for acceptance testing and this approach persisted

until lated in the 1960's and early 1970's.

It is a matter of record that in the original procurement

specifications published to contractors for the insulators for NAA (Cutler)

NWC (Australia) NPM (Lualualei), the various LF installations, both Navy

and Air Force, and for the Omega navigation stations (the original four, at

any rate), the Navy and its consultants made no mention of acceptance pro-

cedures addressing specifically the radio frequency regime. The whole

thing was based on power line practice. An example of such a specification

is incorporated here in Appendix A.
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3.0 BRIEF HISTORY OF VLF INSULATOR FAILURES

Because of siting limitations and because of a supposed advan-

tage in cost versus performance in emphasizing electrical height, deci-

sions were made in the mid-1960's after NWC was under construction to

use base insulated towers at NSS and NPM and in some of the Omega stations.

These towers turned out to be so massive and imposed such large dynamic

loads on support systems that providing adequate structural strength in

the insulators became a major investigative problem for which there was

no historical precedent. For lack of any better approach, within funding

limits imposed on the new construction, it was apparently determined that

careful enlargement of existing designs to meet the new stressing would

serve adequately. The situation was a direct outcome of the imposition

to design to cost.
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3.1 Annapolis

The upgraded NSS radiator consists of a base insulated center

tower 1200 feet high, surrounded by six grounded guyed towers of lesser

height between which is strung a cable topload roughly hexagonal in plan

similar to the German Goliath. This is connected to a "comet's tail"

remnant of the old antenna, the triatic topload mounted on the three

remaining free-standing 600 foot towers and one pair of the new guyed

towers. The base insulator assembly (BIA) was a three-deck stack of nine

Lapp hollow porcelain cones, three to a deck, with a total height for the

BIA of roughly 120 inches. With 21 inches of exposed porcelain surface

per cone, there was a leak path of 63 inches, and the metal rain shields

gave an air arc path of about 100 inches. The assembly was protected

originally in its entirety by a single gap consisting of metal spheres

mounted on the ends of adjustable metal arms. Figure I is an outline

sketch of the unit.

During high power testing for acceptance of the completed radia-

tion system in late 1971, severe arcing at the base insulator interrupted

the program. Inspection of the BIA revealed a vertical crack from top to

bottom of one of the cones in the top tier. Subsequent internal examination

indicated that the immediate cause of the fracture was thermal shock from

an internal arc. The probable reason for such a failure has never been

definitely settled, but it was conclr-ded that there may have been moisture

on the internal surfaces which had had no chance to bake out after an extended

period of idleness following erection.
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3.2 Lualualei

Lualualei (NPM) was a completely new installation at which

two 1500-foot towers were constructed on the locations of two of the old

600-foot free-standing grounded towers. The new structures were guyed and

base insulated, each supporting its own unbrella cable top load, and each

was supported by a BIA identical to that at Annapolis. After acceptance,

the station reported trouble remaining on full power operation during light

rain, but there were other mysterious occurrences not associated with incle-

ment weather. An extensive series of tests during early 1972 failed to

produce significant improvement in what appeared to be deficiency in protec-

tive gap performance, but a revised system was installed into which was

later incorporated a sensing device that gave a carrier cut-off (CCO) capa-

bility to the system to anticipate incipient arcs and to eliminate traumatic

interruption of the transmitter. Some controversy between various agencies

in the Navy and the manufacturer developed over the probable causes of what

at the time were assumed to be overvoltages, but these were subsequently

proved to be nonexistant.

Meantime, a different BIA design by Continental Electronics Manu-

facturing Company, using solid petticoated station posts provided by Cerelap

in two decks of eight each, had been accepted for use in the Omega 1200-foot

base insulated towers. Based on their similarity to the Annapolis center

tower, it was determined to test it for possible use there; but, since

availability of assembly was some time away, a parallel effort was mounted

to devise a way of increasing protection of the Lapp BIA's at Lualualei in
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order to avoid future tower jacking there. At Annapolis this had

already been done to permit removal of the faulty BIA. A new series

of NPM tests, commenced in part in late May of 1972 and continuing through

October of that year, gave incontrovertable evidence that, not only was a

single gap inadequate, but the BIA itself was electrically deficient in

respect to its procurement specification. The problems were twofold:

the smooth porcelain surfaces permitted formation of connected sheets of

corona in impinging rain and subsequent arcing and shorting of individual

units, and the rain shield hardware itself was subject to premature arc-

over. These problems were apart from the protective gap difficulties.

The NPM tests were terminated when an extremely hot region was discovered

on Cone No. ; one of the bottom-most elements in the east tower BIA, and

warm spots were found on one of the center units at west tower. Subsequent

investigations indicated that a hidden exfoliation crack extended for about

1200 around the lower portion of the hot unit, and that there may have been

voids, euphemistically referred to as "inhomogeneities" in the questionable

west unit. As for Annapolis, the cause was never really determined, but it

appeared likely that this fracture may have been irduced by too-rapid un-

loading during structural acceptance testing, not by any electrical failure.
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3.3 Omega

Before the first base insulated tower installation for the

Omega system was ever completed, much less tested, there was considerable

controversy between the Navy, its architect-engineer and his consultant,

Westinghouse, on the one hand, and the construction contractor, Woerfel

Corporation, on the other hand. The controversy concerned the accept-

ability of the guy strain insulators in terms of meeting electrical speci-

fications which were still, at this time, of a 60 hertz basis. Previously,

there had been questions about the dimensioning of the base insulator and

its protective gap, but these did not become paramount until later. The

best way to report the history of the guy controversy is to include Appendix

B, which should have given advance warning of what was to come to all con-

cerned. This, very briefly, was the catastrophic failure of the center post

of the pentapost units. Figure 2 is a sketch of the BIA and Figure 3 is a

typical pentapost. It was a derivative of the original quadrapost design

which was to have been used throughout, until the Naval Facilities Engineer-

ing Command determined that there was some question about the mechanical

stability of the assembly under high structural loads; thus the center post

was added for stability. It proved to be badly overstressed electrically,

and actually degraded the electrical performance of the insulator.

Although an existing design from Lapp was available for the main

top-load guy insulation, the same supplier of the structural guy insulators

produced a very light high strength unit consisting of a number of fiberglass

rods encased in a porcelain jacket for anti-corona and environmental protec-

tion and the whole filled with transformer oil ( a modification after an

earlier version of the units, filled with a semi-solid called "biwax"
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failed catastrophically due to internal burning in a void in the

dielectric material). Since even the oil-filled modification was under

suspicion, ultimately the Lapp cascaded "double triple" station post

unit was resorted to as a replacement.

The BIA became a problem in that the air gap between the lower

edge of the rain shield and ground was so small that the unit never met

specification at VLF even though a pass was declared for straight ANSI

60 hertz tests. One of the main deficiencies in these standards became

evident which was the highly artificial nature of the wet tests. Aside

from the insulator per se, there was difficulty again, as for the commu-

nication stations, with the single electrode gap protective device, which

in this case, consists of a single "L" configured arm with a large sphere

working against the edge of the rain shield.
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3.4 Sixty Hertz Power Electrical Isolation Devices

Since warning lights are an FAA requirement on high towers,

60 hertz power must be brought across the VLF insulating gap in a base

insulated tower. There are various ways to do this: by transformer, by

placing the power conductors inside a tubular rf connection, and by var-

iously configured rotating units incorporating an insulating shaft con-

nection. The latter scheme was accepted for both the communication stations

and the Omega system, mainly because there was no precedent for accomp-

lishing the objective across so high an rf voltage. Readily available

existing isolation transformers had been used up to about 100 kV. The

rotating units supplied by Lapp consisted of a generator surmounting two

stacked hollow insulators under a dunce-cap-shaped rain shield, mounted on

a steel table under which was placed a drive motor connected to the generator

by a porcelain shaft running up through the outer petticoat insulators

through three bearings. The whole device was filled with sulphur hexa-

flouride.

It is out of place here to describe the many mechanical problems,

although some of those problems impacted on the electrical performance.

The units passed the ANSI C29 testing procedures but failed to live up to

expectations at rf. On more than one occasion, one of them arced internally

during rf testing, and the extended withstand was under specification. This

was shown to be a combination of unbalanced distribution of potential between

the insulating sections and of too small a radius of curvature at the edge
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of the dunce cap. There was, moreover, no protective gap system since it

was assumed orginally that the device placed for the BIA would serve to

protect the entre system.

Prior to the arrival on-site of production rotating isolation

units (L.U.) a platform-mounted diesel engine-powered generator placed on

four station post insulators of four sections each, the entire unit being

about 12-feet off the ground, with fuel fed through a hollow tube insulator,

was used as a temporary expedient. Resultant difficulties in operations

were not in meeting rf requirements, so these will not be discussed.

After repeated experience with unreliability in rotating units,

a procurement was arranged with the successor to the A.O. Austin Company

which had supplied lower voltage insolation transformers in the past for

construction of replacement devices at the five 250 kV insulated towers in

the communication and navigation systems. A development program was required

to solve moderate deficiencies in the protective gaps, but other than one

internal rf failure, there were no outstanding acceptance problems.
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4.0 EARLY INVESTIGATIONS FOR FIXES

Up to the middle of 1972, most of the emphasis on attempted

remedies was on investigation of the properties of the protective gaps.

At the time, a lot of this effort was directed at providing single, more

or less uniform field-type gaps, which subsequent experience showed was

not the direction in which to go. The deficiencies in the insulators

themselves were not so evident, partly because no one could believe that

devices which had passed the ANSI test procedures should be expected to

fail. Additionally, it was felt that if there were an over-voltage prob-

lem, it had to come from real, unsuspected induced resonances or harmonic

response to undesired spurious components in the transmitters. Many of

the early tests are reported in references (1) through (6). in addition,

Appendix C shows two such test plans, the second of which was generated

by the Author at NELO in May of 1972 in re~sponse to a request by NAVELEX

following the first so-called "Ad-hoc VLF Committee Meeting" at which the

problems and their attempted (failed) solutions were thoroughly discussed

by key representatives of ELEX, NAVFAC, (00, COMNAVTELCOM, SUBPAC, Lapp,

Holmes & Narver, NELC, NBS, NRL, Westinghouse, and the two communications

stat ions.

The motivation and objectives of the NELC tests at Lualualei

are evident from the text of the plan. In the event, it was found that

the spurious induced and resonant responses were not present and that the

insulator itself, as well as the gap, was deficient in sometimes spectacular

ways under spray wet condition. These tests took place in the period of
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May 22 through May 29, 1972 and proved to be the beginning of the NELC

insulator Test Directorship that extended through the next four years

during the entire VLF antenna upgrade effort. It was from this time

forward that the thrust developed to qualify insulating devices at rf in

realistic test conditions and to incorporate such requirements into speci-

fications, in addition to any prior qualification that might be necessary

as a preliminary at 60 hertz. It became evident that the properties of

protective devices were not so well known as believed and so a closely

associated effort was mounted as part of the overall program to arrive at

gap types and arrays that would perform this function as desired.

The first NPM tests were reported and thoroughly discussed at

the second Ad-hoc meeting in early June, 1972. It was at this meeting

that NELC was commissioned to set up the first high voltage test facility

for an Research and Development effort that could be carried on without

impacting the availability of the VLF station for normal use. The test

facility was set up adjacent to the helix house under the three-tower LF

antenna at NrF Chollas Heights, San Diego (previously used as a development

bed for the Omega Navigation System by MELC). The special developmental

VLF transmitter for Omega was used as the power source and the helix and

antenna itself were used as the high voltage-tuned circuit to provide the

test energy at 9.8 kHz. The available voltage was limited by the ratings

of the components to about 140 kV rms and power was 60 kW gross.
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5.0 TEST PROGRAM CHRONOLOGY

Tables 1 and 2 show the complete history of the test sequence

in chronological order as nearly as can be reconstructed-at the present

time, nearly five years later. Table 3 shows the sequence and dates of travel

by this author in relation to that test history. The test program was

generally started with efforts to confirm the original Lualualei test re-

sults, to look at some aspects of the Lapp BIA failures in enough detail

to arrive at fixes, if possible, and to quantify the rf behavior of the

candidate base insulator (used in the Omega system and manufactured by

Continental Electronics) as a replacement for the Lapp unit at Annapolis.

It was quickly realized that a test bed with double or more the voltage

capacity of the Chollas Heights antenna system would be needed to test

(an entire assembly, although many results for single insulator units or

deck assemblies within a complete BIA could be obtained with the 140 kV

limit. This led to an attempted on-site fix at operating voltages at

Lualualei which, in turn, fortuitously permitted early discovery of the

cracked porcelain there. On the other hand, it led to the uncovering of

a previously unsuspected limit on certain high voltage capacitors, their

design troubles, and the properties of liquid dielectrics. This account

will not deal with the capacitor investigation.

Throughout the program and its modifications, the major NELC

Test Director sponsor was PME 117 within NAVELEX. This organization sys-

temized the exchange of information between the investigators and other

interested agencies in the Navy and among the contractors, as well as

supervised the direction of the sequence as it unfolded. This was done
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in part by a committee whose membership was drawn from the above listed

organizations and known initially in the program as the Ad-hoc Committee,

and later on as the VLF SteeringeCounci!.
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6.0 HISTORICAL ACCOUIT OF THE TESTS

In the following discussion, the actual chronological order

is not followed, but the discussion describes groups of tests somewhat

by insulator type. This seems desirable so that the account of develop-

ments of the hardware for a given type will not be fragmented. The indi-

vidual steps in a development sequence sometimes were separated in time

over several months, aid formed portions of separate occasions of opera-

tions at the NELC Lualualei High Voltage Test Facility (NELC/LLL HV Test

Fac).
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6.1 First Lualualei and Chollas Heights Tests

6.1.1 Lualualei

After assembling equipment and carrying out calibrations of bale

characteristics at the station so that actual voltages were known in terms

of feed point current, the tests addressed the behavior of the BIA as a

whole under dry and, spray wet conditions in order to determine if Dry Flash-

over, Wet Flashover, Dry Corona Inception, Wet Corona Inception (DFO, WFO,

DCI, WCI) and excessive heating took place in full power operation. In

view of the pass under 60 hertz tests, such events were not expected.

Additionally, the tier-to-tier distribution of voltage was measured (grading)

and an attempt was made to calibrate the protective gap, -which by this time

had taken the appearance of a cylindrical can atop a slightly smaller dia-

meter post, place adjacent to, and at the same level as, the edge of the

topmost rainshield. A detailed discussion of the results, quantitatively,

is beyond the scopy of this report and will be dealt with in a follow-on

report. Qualitatively, it was found that the grading was unequal, with

about half the total base voltage appearing on the top tier; according to

the manufacturer, this was deliberate so as to apply the most voltage to

the deck which had the greatest rain protection. Each individual tier was

supposed to withstand, by itself, almost the full operative base voltage

with the others shorted out, and, while under dry conditions this was almost

true, it turned out to be grossly untrue when wet conditions prevailed. The

gap could be successfully calibrated and showed dependable operation up to

two-thirds of the normal operating base voltage. Beyond this level, its
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behavior became increasingly erratic until, at full base voltage, it

offered almost no dependable protection at all. Also, the arcover vol-

tages were heavily dependent on local environmental conditions, including

the presence or absence of gnats or flies.

When dry tests were conducted in the absence of the gap, the

BIA appeared to operate successfully at full voltage. However, when wet,

the events were spectacular. There was much evident corona on the sur-

faces of the porcelain and a strong tendency for initial formation to

occur at the edges of the metal caps and base rings. The actual arcing

took place from rain-shield segment to rain-shield segment and the arc

location was not stable, apparently sometimes taking place along the sur-

face of the porcelain. Arcs originating from the top rain shield to pro-

tective device when present, could and did migrate to intra-tier locations.

An effort to improve the grading was undertaken through the use

of sections of six-inch stove pipe assembled as a grading ring extension

of the rain shield. This is shown in Figure 4.

6.1.2 Chollas Heights

Since NM was still considered an operational installation, it

was determined that more detailed and extended tests could be performed at

leisure at the Chollas location, although full base voltage could not be

developed. Accordingly, a concrete pad was poured south of the helix

house, about 30 x 40 feet in dimension with a ramp so that fork lifts
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could be driven thereupon for handling components. A complete example

of the Lapp BIA was shipped to San Diego incorporating some of the elements

that had been in the Annapolis BIA. This was set up on the test pad as a

complete BIA during the latter part of the tests. Thc first sequence add-

ressed studying the properties of a single tier of three Lapp cones. This

tier was subjected to DFO, WFO, DCI, IVS, and WWS tests. The latter two

are so-called withstand which are statistical determinations of the length

of time between successive arcovers as flashover is very slowly and repeat-

edly approached from below as a function of applied voltage. In industry,

various ratings are 10 second, 30 second, one minute, and ten minute with-

stand. Of interest for high voltage rf installations is a so-called long-

term withstand of perhaps several hours duration since required station

reliability implies a total of a very few minutes non-operation per 24 -

hours. The single deck was mounted on a steel table in a geometry iden-

tical to that of the BIA and with a steel plate overhead that could be

used to mount a rain shield. The supporting table had holes in it corres-

ponding to the open base rings of the insulators in order to render visible

any internal events as flashover was approached.

The very first significant observation made while assembling

the single deck for test was that the insulators arrived onsite in open

crates with no protective wrapping and that they were treated inside with

a roughly one-sixteenth-inch thick film of silicon grease which was heavily

contaminated with dust and dirt particles. According to the manufacturer,

the (clean) grease was used as a retardent to WS degradation due to surface
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contamination as the silicone grease acts to encapsulate the particles

and retard the appearance of connected conductive paths. This practice

is followed by some power companies in situations of heavy atmospheric

contamination to reduce the necessity for frequent power line cleaning.

Therefore, the question arose immediately concerning the lack of protection

for the grease film from contamination during shipping, and, as an outcome,

it appeared that a possiblity existed that the BIA elements were in a

similar condition when assembled into the Annapolis installation. To

produce test results giving the most favorable outcome for the insulators,

it was decided not to proceed with them in their as-supplied condition,

but to clean them up.- The grease was removed with solvent and detergent,

which proved to be a difficult and offensive procedure and the insulators

were then subjected to the DFO procedures, DCI, DWS, and then WFO, WCI,

and WWS in that order when assembled into the one-tier deck on the table.

The wet procedures were repeated for both external and internal appli-

cation of water spray from which it was found that an internal flashover

could be induced at about 125 kV rms after a corona inception at 90 kV.

In view of the grading as built and the expected 200 kV operating voltage,

the implications of these results in view of the contaminated interior

conditions of the BIA were obvious. It was also evident that inspection

of the interior of the LLL BIA was of some importance, as well as attempts

to equalize the grading in order to reduce the load on the top tier to a

value below that for corona inception.
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A second very significant series of tests was the WFO and WCI

externally. Dry conditions produced no test, as the DFO and DWS of the

individual units were beyond the ability of the facility to produce arc-

over voltages. Corona inception was found, not surprisingly, to be at

the interface between the porcelain and the end hardware which was con-

figured to produce high local concentrations of field. A rough calcu-

lation showed that the actual local field could be four or five times

higher thatn the field along the surface midway between the end hardware,

so that inception levels wet could be expected at gross voltages of around

80 kV or less. Withstand (long-term) tests were conducted up to around

100 kV. Therefore, in the as-built BIA, the top tier tnder spray wet

conditions appeared to be a marginal operation at best. This all was quite

apart from the problems about the protective gap device.

When WFO occurred, it usually produced an arc directly between

the base ring and the top end cap along the porcelain surface with atten-

dant local thermal shock, especially near the terminal points of the arc.

In one of the units, repeated arcing eventually produced exfoliation fail-

ure of the porcelain surface over an area of about four square inches,

although no propagating crack appeared in the porcelain body.

The evident conclusion from these early tests was that the local

gradient along the insulator should somehow be equalized and the first

attempt to do this was to mount toroids immediately adjacent to the edges

of the end hardware next to the porcelain. By using a pair of such rings,
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one of larger diameter and mounted outboard of the other, an approxi-

mation of a Rogowski surface of revolution was produced that showed

promise of accomplishing the desired result. Under test, the experi-

mental modification showed mainly that the resulting arc path was removed

from the insulator surface, but the gross withstand voltage was not im-

proved much; mainly, it appeared, because of surface rouzhness of the

jointed tubing used and because the approximation to the Rogowski surface

was not very good. It became Inown that Dr. Richards of Science Appli-

cations, Inc. had developed a computer program from which the fields next

to an insulator displaying rotational symmetry could be calculated accu-

rately and such modifications as Rogowski rings could be configured to a

high degree of precision. Subsequently, such a contract was let and tests

of these devices were conducted at Lualualei after the Chollas sequence

ended. Later, a similar computer program was developed at CEL.

The formation of corona after inception was looked at carefully

before and after application of the rings and the value of equalizing local

field distributions was quite evident. In the as-supplied condition, the

corona spread in the water drops on the wetted surface progressively in

sheets from the high field regions into the lower as the gross voltage was

raised. Just under flashover, intense partial arcs, called flares, became

noteworthy; these, in themselves, were sufficient to cause significant

local heating and danger of thermal shock. In the presence of the field

shaping rings, the formation of the corona sheet was much less regular and

considerable more randomness was observed so that less constant local heating
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took place and there was less likelihood of connected sheets !or ing at

voltages much less :han that for actual arcing. ln either case, it was

observed that the smooth surfaces of the cones made them very susceptible

to the formation of sheets of surface corona and subsequent disturbance

of transmitter matching conditions, as well as thermal shock, premature

arcing of the unit, and upset of assembly voltage distribution.

Because evidence had accumulated in the past that there was some

difference between corona inception levels as well as flashover levels for

60 Hertz versus VLF (References 7 and 8), comparisons were run of behavior

of standard rod gaps at the two frequencies. The motivation was to see if

these differences could be involved in the fact that 60 3z test pass pro-

duced a device that failed to meet specification at VLF. While at Chollas,

qualitative differences -were observed in the appearance of corona in the

gaps at the two frequency regimes, it could not be said that much differ-

ence of flashover levels was observed, although dry corona inception levels

were quite different.

The first version of a standard gap tested was a rod-rod gap

using square cross section stainless steel in a horizontal plane and mounted

so that the gap was sufficiently distant from the supports as to be in an

essentially undisturbed state. 3y comparison -with sphere gaps, it was

determined that the square section rod-rod gaps gave lower level activation

but more predictable behavior, that is, less randomness. From this it was

concluded that a gap having a highly divergent field should be capable of
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being preset dependably to a given level in a more reliable fashion

than a sphere gap which has a more uniform field and is more subject to

premature firing due to surface irregularities. One such non-uniform

field gap was a sphere-to-ring gap arrangement which could be mounted

coaxially within the BIA tiers. Since its activation level would probably

be less than for the LLL BIA gap, it was decided to arrange the new gap

to protect each tier individually. As tested, the device showed promise,

but there were difficulties with the execution of the hardware under the

time limit of the tests, and there was a fairly obvious disadvantage of

the location of the arc path.

Still using the single tier test object, a direct comparison was

made with the properties of a deck made up of several Ceralap petticoated

units, again both at 60 Hz and at VLF. It was found that the petticoats

eliminated the formation of sheets of corona on the surfaces and that the

deck with Ceralaps could not be arced under any condition, although the end

hardware of flat plate was the same as for the Lapp units and the overall

axial dimensions were nearly alike.

The Lapp BIA was finally assembled in its entirety and tested for

grading as-built and with an extended rain shield of outside dimensions and

location over ground the same as that of the open stovepipe grading ring

triod at LLL. This was fitted directly over the original bottom two rain-

shield segments, but the top section was removed before the extension was

mounted. As by this time some attention was being given officially to the

installation of some kind of partial environmental shield, this was modeled
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with hardware cloth on timber supports as a sort of fence around the BIA

in the presence of the extended top rain shield to determine what the separa-

tion would be to avoid seriously disturbing the grading obtained without it.

The limits were determined and the dimensions subsequently used in connec-

tion with an experimental enclosure later tested at Lualualei. 60 Hz and VLF

tests gave similar results for the grading.

Within individual tiers, a final series of experiments showed

that the difference between withstand levels for spray wet conditions and

for the "drip-dry" situations as specified in the ANSI procedures was sub-

stantial. The latter states that the test object shall be sprayed at a

specified rate with 450 downward impinging water until all surfaces that are

going to be wetted are so, then the water is to be turned off and the unit

allowed to stand until water drops remain as they will but there is no fur-

ther draining from edges. In this condition, the water droplets are merely

irregularly located protuberances on the metal hardware and, as such, form

a surface having a particular statistical kind of roughness; but wetness is

not really a relevant factor in the test, especially of the insulating mater-

ial holding the hardware apart. The wetting and disturbance of the conduc-

tivity and the grading of the insulators and the interaction of these with

the dielectric properties of the surrounding moisture and droplet laden air

under real conditions of rain are thus never tested. This, rather than

differences in frequency of operation, appeared to be the cause of the fail-

ures of gaps and hardware in the real installations; the fracture at Anna-

polis appeared to be a result of an internal arc induced by wetness from
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accumulated condensation on a bedly contaminated interior surface, thus

something should be done to insure interior dryness by sealing or pressur-

ization rather than by silicone.

The rest of the Chollas conclusions were that the gap systems

were insufficiently developed, that the overall grading should be improved,

and that the local fields at the hardware surfaces should be reduced by

suitably increasing local curvature. Grading was not affected by the pres-

ence of the tower on top of the BIA -- Chollas and Lualualei results were

the same.

Beyond all this, it seemed certainly true that the value of petti-

coated porcelain was beyond dispute, although the availability of such at

the time of the design was nil from U.S. sources in the structural strength

ratings required and under the mechanical load equalization requirements of

the Navy.

Another aspect of the Chollas tests should be mentioned. This is

that it became evident that the detection of corona onset can depend greatly

on the lighting conditions ambient at the time and on the use or not of

visual aids such as field glasses. Although detection of rfi hiss on a

broadcast receiver placed near a device under test can be used as the onset

criterion, it is not obvious that unless some standardization procedure is

carried out the results are at all comparable to those of visual detection

or from the observation of corona currents embedded in a (filtered) sample

of the signal current feeding the device. Also, among several human obser-

vers, there is considerable variance in physiological sensitivity to the

blue, violet, and near ultraviolet wavelengths in the radiation from the
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discharge, so that agreement on onset level is often not obtained. Among

observers and between test methods, the variations can exceed 5%, and thus

become important in the event of a dispute over a pass. Thus, attention

was subsequently given to obtaining more dependable ways to detect onset,

and investigation was made of using an ozone detector as well as a modi-

fication of a kind of Geiger tube device that is used in high voltage

installations for the purpose. The Geiger tube device proved moderately

successful if it could be adequately shielded from high local fields such

as those in the neighborhood of the device under test, but the ozone detec-

tor under field conditions for these experiments was impracticable.

In the ANSI procedures, a requirement exists that water used for

wet tests be of a specified conductivity. In MKS units, this turns out to

be 5.6 millimhos per meter, considerable less than the conductivity of rain

water but several orders of magnitude greater than than of distilled water;

compared to ordinary tapwater, which can be up to 100 millimhos per meter,

it is a good insulator. Thus, a problem arose about supplying standard

water in amounts required to conduct extended spray-wet tests that was more

severe than would have been the case if the wet tests had been conducted as

drip-dry trials. For Chollas, a batch mixing procedure was used with storage

capability of 500 gallons. Later this was inadequate at LLL and a contin-

uous production plant was developed making use of two types of zeolite resins

as in water softening systems. The necessity for use of standard water to

produce a certifiable test result has never been seriously disputed in the

electrical industry, but such few comparison tests as have been reported in
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the literature indicate that differences in wet tests due to water

conductivity as long as it is of potable quality are quite small; a

reported difference of 10% between tap water and distilled water (reduced

flashover voltage for tap water) was not realized in subsequent trials

at the NELC HV VLF Test FAC. However, to eliminate any doubt about the

validity of test results for record, standard water was always used

although its provision becamse a matter for significant expense. As an

extreme example, a comparison was made between test results using straight

distilled water of better than 10- 5 mhos per meter and seawater, and the

reduction was no more than the above mentioned 10%.

The Chollas tests have been related in considerable detail,

although in many cases firm quantitative results were not preserved and

the limitation on source voltage meant that performance predictions of a

complete BIA depended on the validity of assuming that individual tiers

could be added by superposition with due regard for grading (which proved

to be true to within about 10 or 15%) because complete devices could not

be tested. The reason is that the experience constituted a learning

experience for VLF versus 60 Hertz tests, for many of the participants,

that subsequently was highly significant in directing the course and

approach to future tests. In particular, the experimentation on gaps

was fragmentary and later was greatly expanded at Lualualei, although

never carried out in as systematic a fashion as would have been done if

the project could have been performed as pure research. It is significant

that all the conclusions from the Chollas tests were substantiated by the

later ones.
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6.2 Second Lualualei Test Series

Several parallel efforts were carried on during the second

series of Lualualei tests in August 1972. These were mainly contractor

jobs with NELC in the position of government inspector. The electronic

part of the Architect-Engineer design team performed a two-fold task of:

(1) repeating the NELC work of May and July 1972 to confirm that the con-

clusions about grading, benefit of petticoats, corona inception levels,

DFO and WFO voltages, and absence of induced resonant overvoltages all

were indeed valid and (2) performing initial inplace testing of a carrier

cut-off device in the presence of several different kinds of protective

gap systems:

a. That supplied by Westinghouse earlier in the year

as a replacement for the original gap

b. The tier-by-tier ball-ring gap of NELC design

c. A sphere to rainshield tier-by-tier design by

Westinghouse which was an improvement on the NELC

concept in that it removed the arc path to a safer

location with respect to the insulators.

These measurements were all performed, both with the original

Lapp rain shield, and with the "production" version of the NELC designed

extended top rain-shield element. Some were also repeated again with

the SAI version of the NELC field-controlling ring collars around the

end cap hardware in place. With additionally some cap-nuts installed

to hide the sharp edged end threads of some of the insulator element

mounting bolts, the entire BIA showed some improvement but in
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subsequent operation still did not reduce interruption frequency to a

satisfactory level during inclement weather.

The second major effort was by the supplier of-the insulator

assembly to provide access to the interior through holes drilled in the

end hardware to permit visual inspection of the surfaces and to enable

a manifold tubing system to be connected by which to pressurize the hollow

cones with dry high dielectric strength gas. Using a boroscope, pictures

were taken to confirm the visual findings of, in some cases, heavy dust

and grout particulate contamination of the silicone treated surfaces, as

well as the effects of condensation which had entered in an as-yet undeter-

mined manner. It appeared that the potentially dangerous condition that

may have led to failure at Annapolis existed also at Lualualei. While

no cleanup of the inside walls appeared practicable, it was decided to

proceed with the pressurization; these efforts quickly showed that no

such outcome was possible because the grout joints in the insulators

themselves were not, and could not be made, gas tight, although a lot of

effort was carried on to accomplish this. Not only was gas consumption

unacceptably high but under spray wet conditions, SF6 in the presence

of ionization from corona, proved to be dangerously susceptible to dis-

association and reactive with the water to produce, among other things,

hydrogen flouride in a spectacularly high-temperature flaming reaction

that etched the porcelain glaze, in one case, deeply into the unglazed

body. During the event, the spectators feared for the structural integ-

rity of the insulator from thermal shock; the result was to abandon
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further attempts to seal the insulators. Later on, the joints between

the steel base rings and the mounting plates were also shown to be leaky,

even to the presence of water. The test sequence is included here as

Appendix D, taken from NELC report 1300 - 543 of 16 October 1972.
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6.3 Third Lualualei Series: The "Glass Brick Wall"

Since up to this time it appeared that the Lapp BIA was satis-

factory in all respects, although it did not actually meet electrical

specifications, if it could be kept dry, attention was given to providing

some kind of constantly favorable environment. A scheme for an air curtain

similar to that employed at the entry of some public or commercial buildings

was considered but rejected because of the sheer volume of warm air and the

energy source required to drive it. A tight enclosure constructed of elec-

trical porcelain sections supporting a weatherproof rain shield-like exten-

sion was impractical because of the cost to design, the delay to produce,

the necessary petticoated modular "bricks," and the questions about the

maintenance of cleanliness in the unavoidable vertical joints to prevent

the formation of continuous carbonized leakage trails across the outside

surface of the enclosure, while still attaining structural stability. It

was finally determined that a worthwhile test could be performed on sec-

tions of wall assembled in different ways from glass brick, since it was

cheap, available, dielectrically satisfactory, and adequate structurally.

There was dissent in the prediction of the possible outcome of the tests,

but it was felt that the case for ultimately replacing the smooth-surfaced

cones in the BIA could be made all the stronger if the results from the

enclosure were unfavorable. In the event, although the best possible

effort was made to carry out a fair test, various factors indeed proved

to overwhelm the concept, chief of which again was the volume of air and

the energy requirements for conditioning and moving it through the enclosure
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as the only seemingly practical way to avoid the vertical electrical

leak paths was to construct the walls of vertical sections of single

brick width with vertical open slots between held to a tolerance of

about one-sixteenth-inch width.

Based on the information obtained at Chollas Heights about

the proximity effects of walls on the grading of the BIA, the dimensions

were selected and the design carried out by NELC with the result depicted

in Figure 4. The rain shields were made of sheet metal with tubing edges

for gradient control and served the triple purpose of acting as petticoats,

as rain shields, and as grading rings. They were installed integrally in

a thirty degree sector of the horizontal joints of the enclosure test sec-

tion, while as a control for test purposes they were omitted in an imme-

diately adjacent thirty degree sector. The wall sections themselves were

one-foot brick sections, ten-high placed on a 48 inch high concrete block

parapet that was made electrically conducting by a cover of hardware cloth;

the weatherproof roof of the enclosure was electrically modeled with an

assembly of hardware cloth and wires supported on a wood frame which was

screened by the metal wires. Further electrical modeling of proximity

effects on the grading was done with two additional 60 degree sectors of

the base wall and roof (without the dielectric portions) so that,ultimately,

tests were conducted on a 180 sector of the proposed enclosure.

With a serious defect not evident until wet tests were made,

the wall sections successfully passed all dry electrical flashover,
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withstand, and corona inception tests with voltages available at the

tower base from full power operation of the transmitter. Grading was

not exactly equalized, but the variation from top to bottom, tested by

the sphere gap voltmeter technique, was within satisfactory limits, with

the worst case individual section carrying about 30% more load than the

least. In a final design, this variation could be reduced if it were felt

necessary. Under wet conditions, the withstand was satisfactory except

that when arcing occurred, the path migrated inward so as to lie against

the brick which werehighly frangible under local thermal stress. Moreover,

the silica sand/casting resin grout mix, used for favorable dielectric

characteristics, was flamable. This could probably be remedied in a final

installation by use of a highly conducting portland cement mix into which

graphite or zinc or molybdenum-sulphide were introduced, but the problem

with the glass would still remain even if pyrex could be substituted for

the ordinary glass used. The bare wall without rain shields was totally

unsatisfactory. As before stated, although electrical porcelain blocks

could be used instead of glass, they would not have been available in the

time frame required by the Navy for executing the fix. Finally, the

structural stressing by application of a large vertical dead weight to pre-

clude fracture in the horizontal grout joints by inward buckling tendency

from lateral wind loads, was not really resolved in a satisfactory way.

Other tests carried on in parallel with the wall development

were further refinement of the tier-by-tier ball-to-rain-shield protective

gap and the development test of a revised base current metering system
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similar to that used in the Omega transmitting systems that promised

a simpler, less costly and more accurately calibratable (and free from

variometer position effects) system.

Although there was increasing agreement among all concerned

that rf testing of the Omega type base insulator for possible use at

Annapolis would be a requirement for acceptance, the feeling persisted

that such tests would be made by use on an ad hoc basis of the Lualualei

antenna system and transmitter. The same would be true for a new BIA

design which now became increasingly important for eventual installation

at N'PM. But no feeling of great urgency was present, nor was there a

great push for construction of a special rf test facility for this; in

view of the availability of Chollas Heights for single deck tests, if,

as was assumed, the new BIA would consist of multiple tiers. This approach

changed abruptly on the discovery, more or less by accident, of a zone of

extremely elevated temperatures around a considerable fraction, circum-

ferentially, of the lower portion of one of the bottom cones in the east

tower BIA. This event led to ultrasonic examination by NAVFAC represen-

tatives who discovered a "discontinuity" corresponding to the location

of the elevated temperature, and determinations by NAVSEACTI AC of the

temperature rise using a thermistor; the measurement indicated a rise

completely out of specification and one which seemed to attain no upper

limit. Externally there was no evidence of cracks, so it was thought

that there might be something visible inside and therefore inspections

by boroscope through the bottom base plate hole under full power -ioltage
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conditions was carried out by NELC. This inspection revealed nothing.

The crack, if such it was, must therefore be entirely contained within

the body of the porcelain and,since repeated and continued thermal stress

from whatever discharge phenomenon was taking place within it might lead

to further propagation of the crack and eventual catastrophic failure,

the decision was made against further use of NPM operationally until a

permanent fix was in view consisting of a replacement BIA. In the mean-

time, the broadcast coverage area of NPM in the Pacific would be filled

in as best might be by continued operational use of NPG/NLK Jim Creek

beyond its planned date of retirement to caretaker status. Increased

sense of urgency was thus injected into what, up to the end of October

1972, had been a, more or less, business-as-usual approach, and the first

order of business was the construction of a high voltage source giving

the capability of acceptance testing up to about 300 kV. The assumption

of the availability of a "quick fix", so evident in the discussions in

the Ad Hoc Committee meetings as recorded in the minutes, was dropped,

and serious consideration was given to the writing of a new specification

incorporating requirements for high voltage tests at rf.

The general flavor of the approach up to the end of October 1972

is contained in the Ad Hoc Committee meeting minutes of 15 June (9). It

is tempting to include this as an appendix, but this would render all the

thicker what will turn out to be, at best, an already unwieldy document.

In any case, after late 1972, it began to be realized that the Navy would

have to provide whatever rf testing capability was going to exist for

proving satisfaction of the new specifications, and that there would be,

in all probability, no quick fix at least for Lualualei.
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7.0 HIGH VOLTAGE TEST FACILITIES

There are numerous high voltage laboratories in the United

States for special purposes, but they almost exclusively are of three

kinds: continuous application of power line frequencies, generated by

large autotransformers such as those built by the Swiss firm Haefley;

impulse testers, such as those employed by commercial laboratories in

the form of Marx generators to supply the more or less standard light-

ning pulse; and the very high voltage, high impedance dc generators,

such as the Van deGraff machines and linear particle accelerators used

for studying atomic and nuclear reactions. As subsequent interviewing

of 38 commercial power frequency labs showed, there was nowhere in exis-

tence an rf facility of the desired capability, and almost no one showed

interest in carrying out the design of such.

Urgency and cost indicated that the construction of a facility

for Navy insulator testing would have to be an in-house effort and, accor-

dingly, the task was given to TELC. In the approach to the design, the

historical precedent of a high voltage high Q tuned circuit was used.
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7.1 Lualualei Transmitter Capacitor Moderate Voltage Facility

The final power amplifier tuning capacitors in the FRT-64 have

a manufacturer's identification plate which contains, among other things,

a rating of 60 kV in some instances and 50 kV in others. A conversation

with the manufacturer revealed that these were intended as a conservative

peak rating based on hipotting tests in the plant. A stack of six in

cascade would thus perhaps permit attaining 240 kV rms for insulator tests,

with an implied peak of 330 kV. Calculation of the capacity indicated

that considerable flexibility for tuning with the existing helix house

components for almost any VLF frequency was possible. Accordingly, in

November, design was started of a concrete pad to be placed west of the

helix house. A light aluminum downlead guyed to the face of the helix

house and supported by an auxiliary insulator mounted at the edge of the

roof and connected to the bushing at the top and resting on a structural

bracket atop the topmost capacitor was installed after six capacitors

were stripped out of one of the power amplifiers and placed in pairs on

the pad. Each successive pair was mounted physically higher to correspond

to the voltage applied to the supporting insulators. These latter were

obtained by demounting the platform-mounted engine-generator tower lighting

sets and tower lighting was not disturbed since they were grounded by the

boarding ladders and light fed from "shore" power. The entire work of

design and installation was completed with the considerable aid of station

forces by early January 1973. Conceptual sketches are shown in Figures

5 and 6.
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Although calculation of the breakdown voltage for the plate

spacing and oil dielectric gave about 76 kV peak, it was considered pru-

dent before applying full voltage to the stack to place_-a seventh capa-

citor in parallel as a sacrificial test object to see what the actual

breakdown voltage really was. Using the undisturbed PA as the power source,

voltage was slowly increased while current was monitored carefully both at

the transmitter through the newly installed base current metering system

and by an oscilloscope presentation in the little shielded observation hut

that had been used before at tower base tests. This hut was equipped with

a capacitive divider local field sensing device for sampling voltage on

the test piece as well.

As the voltage approached 18 kV rms, the current was observed to

coumence a rapid rise not in proportion. Before the circuit could be de- N

activated, the oscilloscope presentation showed a rapid random variation

of amplitude which was accompanied by a strange noise from within the test

capacitor similar to muffled flatulence. Several repeats showed a suc-

cessive decline in the voltage for initiation, and when this had fallen

to 11 kV, testing was halted, the capacitor was disassembled, and the plates

and separators showed clear indications of internal arcing.

Obviously, this low failure voltage caused considerable conster-

nation, not only because of the implications for the presumed high voltage

facility, but also because of the expected steady state voltages to be

applied to capacitors of this same design in the FRT-87 at Annapolis. At

the older stations, such as Cutler, Australia, Panama, and Lualualei, the

PA tank voltages had never placed more thatn about 10 kV on the capacitors,

and no failures from this cause were ever recorded.
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To eliminate the possibility of the early failure being a

fluke, a second capacitor was similarly tested with similar results.

Further discussions with the manufacturer offered the possibility that

fill, degassing, and "settling" procedures were faulty, so a fairly

lengthy program of testing capacitors using various refinements of

fill procedures was initiated. In one sequence, a new capacitor which

had never been filled with oil was filled with sulphur hexaflouride

which has similar dielectric strength to oil at moderate pressures.

Nothing showed that the capacitors could ever be safely operated at

voltages higher than 12 kV rms, in spite of test-cup hi-potting results

indicating corresponding peak voltage withstands three times this. The

results reported in reference (10) NELC 2761.

Although, by this time, one of the Omega BIA's was on hand

for intended high voltage rf qualification tests, no such tests were now

possible, but measurements of the grading across the assembly, using the

sphere gap voltmeter method, was determined for several configurations

of rainshield and open grading ring hardware, with the insulator at ground

level as at the Omega stations and mounted on a pedestal modeling what

would have to be provided at Annapolis to occupy the ten-foot space between

the foundation and the tower base. The indications were that for such an

arrangement, the grading could be satisfactorily controlled and, provided

the high voltage criteria of withstand and flashover for dry and wet condi-

tions could be met at rf, the insulator would be usable at Annapolis. The
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design and construction of a truly high voltage facility now became of

the utmost importance and was undertaken immediately following the con-

clusion of the Omega grading tests in early March 1973.
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7.2 NELC/LLL 500 kV Test Facility

Sufficient experience had been gained by this time to permit

fairly good estimates of test circuit impedances for both dry and wet

conditions across the test piece. The variations could be quite large,

and, for a sharply tuned circuit, the resultant changes could be dest-

ructive to the driving source. Accordingly, a careful series of com-

promises was undertaken to arrive at a system that would not overwhelm

the driving source, assumed to be one of the Lualualei PA's, and permit

testing to at least 450 kV rms under spray wet conditions within the

limit of 500 kW delivered to the circuit through what would be a con-

siderable mismatch that could not be compensated for with the existing

network. The calculations resulted in a letter report, here furnished

in its entirety as Appendix E. A thorough discussipn in this text at

this point of the details of the design basis would be out of place and

overlong.

Very briefly, the outcome was a circuit mounted on the concrete

pad provided for the capacitor stacks, with an extension thereto, the

whole shielded with hardware cloth for a ground plane and tied to station

ground. The circuit components were two 12-foot high, 12-foot diameter,

55-turn coils connected in series aiding to give 17.5 vHy inductance in

series with the helix house components and fed by a copper tube downle-d

permanently mounted to the helix house face, and also in series with a

"bedspring" capacitor 60-feet square and 18-feet off the ground, having a

capacity of roughly 1100 pf. The high voltage conductors were carefully
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sized, based on previous experience and calculations, to control

gradients to less than wet corona inception levels at the intended

design voltage of 500 kV rms at 28.5 kHz. Selection andstressing and

grading of the station post insulators holding up the assemblies and

the details of the actual construction would make a complete novel-

length story in itself. Extensive use of the Chollas H eights facility

was made to conduct model studies, both in air and in an electrolytic

tank to confirm computed estimates for circuit values. One particu-

larly delicate matter was the support posts for the coils, which in

the end, were made of hardwareless station post porcelains glued together

nine high, end-to-end, with casting resin and braced with three-inch

diameter pvc schedule S0 white tubing sections whose ends were fastened

with resin-saturated fiberglass cloth tape wrappings at the station

post joints.

The design occupied the better part of spring and early summer

of 1973 and the construction was undertaken immediately following Labor

Day by station forces, including the PWC riggers and a large crew of

welders, technicians, and laborers from Pearl larbor. As a rough approxi-

mation, based on the author's recollection of the number of persons and

the length of the days spent, in the six weeks to completion, shortly

before Halloween, about 2 man-years went into the erection of the circuit.

Immediately following a demonstration performance for RADM Paddock, at

which the circuit w-as fully tested to breakdown for the very first time,

it was used for conducting qualification tests on the rotating _.U.'s.
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It is worth mentioning that the arc-free test voltage attained by the

circuit itself was 580 kV rms, or more than 800 kV peak. A plan view

of the installation in its later versions is shown in Figure 7 and an

electrical diagram in Figures 8 and 9.

The updated procurement specification, Appendix F, required

extended test times of several hours to permit a statistical measure of

interruptions under wet conditions. Thus, the usual criteria for with-

stand used by the power industry were not applicable and, by comparison

to their requirements, the supply of standard water was orders of magi-

nitude greater because of the spray wet conditions under which the deter-

minations were to be made. It quickly became evident that the demand for

distilled water to mix with local tap water to produce standard conduc-

tivity would overtax any supply, including SubBase, Pearl Harbor, and

therefore the facility would have to be its own manufacturer of such water.

The method finally used consisted of a deionization plant in which a con-

tinuous flow process using a resistivity cell as a control produced dis-

tilled water mixed in the right proportion with tap water for the standard

conductivity in 6000 gallon batches. Except for the necessity to reju-

venate the two resins in the system, the installation could have been run

continuously at a rate of about 1500-gallons per hour. In view of the

rate of demand for some of the wet tests, a continuous capability of about

8 hours duration was accomplished. The basis for the design of this system

is included here as Appendix G.
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8.0 GUY INSULATOR -AND I.U. DEVELOPMENT TESTS

By November 1973, it was apparent that the chances were heavily

against any kind of successful fix on the Lapp BIA, although some aspects

remained to be tested, notably the possibility that some kind of petticoat

configuration could be bonded onto the existing surfaces. In any case,

the existence of the new High Voltage Test Facility offered the capability

of trying various remedies, if not at leisure, at least without the possi-

bility of a collapsing tower in the event of insulator failure. Also,

another opportunity of assembling the Lapp BIA under controlled conditions

was possible. Moreover, the Omega (Continental) BIA intended for the

Argentina installation was available for test and would be put through the

same sequence as planned almost a year earlier with the oil capacitor test

bed; additionally, certain tests of surface contamination, including salt

water and ice were contemplated. Finally, there were obvious aspects sub-

ject to improvement on the rotating I.U. It was felt by NELC that a simple

improvement of grading by installing and extension of the dunce-cap rain

shield would take care of most of the rf problems; Lapp, on the other hand,

felt that the addition of a third segment in the insulating column was appro-

priate. There was considerable controversy over this, mainly because the

history of a similar such fix for the top-load insulators in the old NPM

triatic showed that the lack of suitable grading to take full advantage of

the third segment improved the flashover limit by only 10% compared to

the two-element string. At any rate, the decision was made to conduct

comparison tests on these two-deck modifications in comparison with the

three-deck redesign, as well as further modifications on it if these
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were felt desirable. It was intended to test the new larger Continental

BIA as well when it became available, inasmuch as such tests were required

by the new procurement specification.

Appendix H is furnished to show the intended schedule of tests

that were to occupy the test facility up to about the middle of February

1974. In the event, considerable variation from this sequence was brought

about, first, by the availability of the Continental BIA mockup for rf

testing and its subsequent failure, and second, by the considerable shock

of the failure of the Omega guy strain insulators. Although the schedule

was varied, most of the items called out in the test plan of Appendix H

were, in fact, accomplished, and in addition, many more configurations of

the anti-corona hardware for the I.U. were tried than were originally

planned. It also goes into considerable detail about the calibration of

the test facility, because this had to be unimpeachable in the event of

a marginal failure of a contractor-supplied device intended for acceptance

under the 1-157 specification, Appendix F.
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8.1 Rotating Isolation Unit

Initial testing of the Lapp two-tier I.T. showed that it

failed by a wide margin satisfying procurement specifications if they

were interpreted to mean VLF voltages, even though a pass had been

accepted long since for all the 60 Hertz criteria. DRO, WFO, DWS, WWS,

and wet and dry corona inception were all failed at VLF. Moreover, an

indisputable internal arc occurred during dry flashover tests, and there

was incontrovertible evidence of local burning of the internal porcelain

surfaces when the unit was disassembled after the event. Grading tests

by the sphere gap voltmeter method indicated a 65%/35% division top to

bottom and through several reconfigurations using flexible tubing grading

rings, it was shown that when adjusted to equal grading by a top rain

shield extension, the unit would meet specification. While the three-tier

assembly showed similar failures and similar improvement, it offered no

advantage over the two-tier unit, contrary to the claims made by the manu-

facturer. The entire sequence of tests on the I.T. extended over a period

of six months, starting in early November 1973 and involved a total of 26

or more arrangements of corona rings and grading rings for both two- and

three-tier units. In the interest of brevity, these are not described in

detail, but final recommended and adopted outcome is depicted in Figure 10.

In all events the rotating I.U. finally died a natural death because of

persistent troubles with bearings and gas tightness and was supplanted by

a three-deck isolation transformer tested in 1975 and 1976. This is dis-

cussed in a subsequent section.
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8.2 Lapp BIA Fixes

In December of 1973 the Lapp BIA incorporating all the improve-

ments to date, such as the extended top rain shield, clean interiors, local-

field shaping rings, and multiple ball-to-shield gap protective device was

installed on the test pad and a comprehensive and definitive series of DEW,

WFO, DWS, WWS, DCI, WCI tests conducted. As found before, the controlling

aspect was the formation of connected sheets of corona in water on the sur-

faces of the smooth cones under spray wet conditions. In an effort to

alter this, a contract had been let with SAI to investigate the practica-

bility of casting RTV petticoats on the outside surfaces of the cones under

field conditions. As a part of this research, the properties of specially

prepared smooth, hollow porcelains with and without such petticoats, con-

stituting in single units models, so to speak, of the elements in the Lapp

BIA, were investigated for dry and wet conditions. At this remove, it is

not possible to say what, if any, improvements were obtained by cast-in-

place petticoats on the test objects. For the Lapp BIA, some improvement

was noted and, had it not been for the evident difficulty in obtaining

homogeneous, smooth surfaces without inclusions or voids with the casting

method used, consisting of adding successive beads to a flange-shaped

surface directly bonded to the porcelain with a caulking gun, it is likely

that such a scheme might have been adopted for the Lualualei BIA's except

for (1) at east tower it was already evident that the BIA had to be replaced

and (2) a destructive surface arc took place across one of the units from

particles of dirt during a "contamination" test. The resulting etch mark

made the continued structural integrity of so-modified Lapp cones at least
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questionable, and so it was finally concluded that no recourse existed

other than replacement with a BIA containing petticoated porcelain units.
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8.3 Omega BIA Modifications

Tests of the BIA intended for installation in the Argentina

Omega station were addressed in the test plan of Appendix H. It was

found early in the sequence that, in its existing form, it was under

specification for wet conditions and so various modifications were

attempted, the most significant being raising the height of the rain-

shield by about ten inches and adding small collars at the grout-to-

hardware joints of the individual porcelain to reduce local gradients

and to protect the epoxy seals from corona damage. In the configuration

intended for Annapolis in which the BIA was mounted on a raised pedestal

approximately four-feet high, an additional ring was added around the

periphery of the top corners for the pedestal so as to be about the same

major diameter as the top rain shield. It was qualified for use at Anna-

polis under the restriction of 170 kV for long-term wet withstand to meet

the daily maximum allowable interruption criterion of aggregate three

minutes in 24 hours.
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8.4 Continental BIA Tests

The first of three extraneous test series in relation to that

already planned for this period was an attempt to improve the total pro-

curement schedule for the replacement BIA by carrying out the same tests

as for the modified Omega BIA on the mock-up version of the new larger

device. The concept was that aside from structural considerations, the

new BIA could be qualified by producing a pass on the mock-up instead of

testing the actual insulator. This followed from the 60 Hertz tests at

A.B. Chance in mid-December 1973, at which the mock-up passed the require-

ments by a wide margin. This statement is not true of the protective gap

hardware which investigative tests showed still needed substantial improve-

ment. But at this time, the major concern was for the BIA itself.

The original version of the mock-up hardware which greatly re-

sembled that of a scaled-up version of the Omega BIA, failed every VLF

test criterion called out in the new procurement specification. The ori-

ginal BIA hardware design is shown in Figure 11. It quickly became evident

that the controlling aspect was the configuration of the rain shield/grading

ring system, especially the top rain shield which produced a high field con-

centration at its outer edge. An ad hoc effort for redesign was quickly

undertaken from which it was not too surprisingly found that by inverting

the top rain shield and adding extra rings beyond the existing boundaries

of greater minor diameter in a progressively higher location, an approxi-

mation to a Rogowski surface of revolution could be produced that showed

promise of satisfying requirements. A conference in Washington with the

project sponsor, followed by a design review in Dallas with the contractor

in early March, produced contractor-supplied hardware for tests in late
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April and early May 1974 that convinced him that the results observed

in January were valid and gave a configuration that all agreed in a

second design review would probably satisfy VLF requirements. This

final design was frozen in May 1974 as a direct result of the develop-

ment of tests directed by NELC.

The significant difference between test results at 60 Hertz

and at VLF deserves some comment. In earlier experimentation on samples

of wire in a concentric device in which purely radial fields were avail-

able, comparison of 60 kHz with VLF (10 kHz to 60 kHz) seemed to indicate

a downward trend in corona inception levels with increased frequency.

This trend was similar to what had been reported years earlier in connec-

tion with so-called standard rod-to-plane gaps. A difference depending

on frequency was thus not unexpected; moreover, the differences between

ANSI procedures and the spray-wet conditions for WWS and WFO called out

in the new procurement specification were appreciated inasmuch as results

were in hand for the comparisons at Lualualei and at Chollas Heights from

the previous year and a half. But a one and a half-to-one difference,

60 Hz versus VLF was hardly being looked for. The experience with the

new Continental BIA seemed to show definitively the highly artificial

nature of the ANSI procedures and also the difference between clean lab-

oratory conditions and outside tests in which active spray deposition is

a condition of wet tests. The reasons for the large difference in dry

test results are not so obvious and were never really resolved. Extensive

and repeated calibration of the rf test facility using substitute standard
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reactor techniques and comparisons with accurate ammeters metering

current into standard resistors, even accounting for the fraction of

current bypassing the bedspring capacitor high voltage attachment point

for the test piece, never failed to give indications of accuracy to with-

in 2% and the calibration of the A.B. Chance 60 Hz and impulse testing

facility was never called into question, so the differences had to be

accepted as real. Dust, dirt, and even insects were all observed factors

in lowering the outside test results, but by no means could be regarded

as the only reasons.
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8.5 Other Tests

The second and third added test series disturbing the origi-

nally planned scheduled were first, the evident difficulties with the BIA

protective system and second, the dramatic failure of the center stabi-

lizing element of the pentapost insulators used in the base insulated

Omega towers. It is worthwhile to describe these tests and their ante-

cedent history in a separate section.

8.5.1 Gap Tests

While the new specification required the BIA to meet definite

flashover and withstand requirements, it also described independently the

characteristics of a protective gap system. Because of the previous fail-

ures of the various gaps tried out with the Lapp BIA's and the evident

difficulties with the existing Omega BIA gap, there were several config-

urations attempted with the Continental BIA on an experimental basis.

These are sketched in Figure 12, and were basically four configurations:

a large sphere on an inverted "L" shaped support arm, much as for the

Omega BIA, looking at the top rain shield; the same, looking at an outward

projecting similar sphere mounted on the rain shield; an enlarged cylind-

rical rod with sharply squared-off end looking at either the rain shield

or the rain shield-mounted sphere; and an enlarged version of the horn gals

used in the PA capacitor surge protective system. These were all tried

at A.B. Chance as part of the 60 hz qualification tests in December 1973

and calibration curves were drawn for them both for 60 Hz flashover and

for impulse response. Additionally, the wet behavior was studied
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in detail, from which it was found that the uniform field, closely

spaced, sphere gap gave test results about half those when dry, while

the non-uniform field devices, such as the horn gap and the rod-to-sphere

breakdown at very much closer voltages in confirmation of observations at

Chollas. The basis seemed to be that sphere of ionization forms around

the small electrode at relatively low voltages wet or dry and becomes the

controlling aspect of the ultimate breakdown. In any case, the non-

uniform field gap gave promise at 60 Hz of satisfying specification re-

quirements, and so was made subject to the VLF tests along with the BIA

mock-up.

With the considerable help of Dr. F.R. Kotter of the High

Voltage Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards, these proposed

protective gaps, as well as many other configurations including cascaded

rod-to-sphere gaps were studied at Lualualei in January 1974. In con-

junction with the BIA hardware development, in February and March a

continuation was undertaken in which not only double gaps, but multiple

rod-rod and rod-plane gaps were investigated in detail.

The outcome of these experiments was that a non-uniform field

type gap would be vastly superior, in providing constant and predictable

behavior under most environmental conditions, to a uniform field gap whose

response is sensitive to surface perturbations on the (locally) near-plane

surfaces. However, because of the highly divergent nature of the field

near the small electrode, breakdown field strengths are reached at rela-

tively low gross potentials across the gap, so that to withstand very
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high voltages such as required by the BIA procurement specification,

more than one such gap in cascade would obviously be required. it

quickly became evident from tests carried out in April and May 1974,

that one desirable configuration would be a stack of up to ten gaps

in a voltage grading device consisting of wide closely spaced plates

acting as the plane side of rod-to-plane gaps; however as development

and provision of such a device was well outside the contractor's scope

defining the BIA, his effort was confined to balancing the wet-dry per-

formance versus electrode end radii for non-uniform gaps consisting of a

rod (or earlier a small sphere) working against center corona rings on

the BIA, one each for each deck of porcelains. Ultimately, this rather

simple scheme turned out to be marginally acceptable and forms the present

protective system on the Lualualei BIA. The ring system for Annapolis

turned out to be self-protecting and no gaps as such were installed.

Because of lingering doubts about the effectiveness of the

contractor's protective gaps, it was felt worthwhile to continue the

investigation of the properties of multiple gaps to arrive at a lightning

arrestor concept that would be nearly immune to environmental conditions

and completely independent of any of the tower base components. This

development culminated in the Multiple Gap Device which was considered for

adoption at each of the five VLF insulated tower bases, but never actually

installed. Its history will be discussed in another section. The gap

results were reported in Reference 11.
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8.5.2 Early Guv Strain insulator Tests

Although supposedly required to operate at up, to 250 kV rms

as the topload extremities for full power input at the lower portion of

the design VLF band, (or about 220 kV at the tower base) and in all four

cases similarly configured as a single-tower-supported umbrella topload

(Annapolis is a hybrid with a hexagon topload supported at the center of

a base insulated tower and the outer corners insulated by fail-safe

strings from grounded support towers), the two Lualualei communication

antenna towers came out with quite different numbers and configurations

of topload and guy insulators from those at the two Omega stations using

base insulated towers. The basic concept was the same for all, namely

that the topload guys were not considered as structural supports for the

tower and need only be self-sustaining; hence, they need not be of "fail-

safe" design and thus impose tensile forces on the insulator elements.

The tower support guys, on the other hand, were required to be such as to

work the elements in compression with the hardware configured in such a

way that failure of the insulator would not lead to separatien of segments

of the cable portions. The successful bidder to supply the insulators

for the comunication station rated insulators considerably more conser-

vatively for guy breakup use, based on 60 Hz tests, so that the design

model studies for numbers and ratings and locations of such insulators

resulted L nc fewer than six and as many as eight guy breakup points

while those for the Omega towers, in part based on the supposedly higher
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electrical ratings of the other successful bidder for supply, gave

four such breakup points. In retrospect, it appears that had the

qualification test results that led to the controversy referred to in

Section 3.3 been, in fact, rejected, a redesign might have led to the

incorporation of more breakup points, but it is doubtful that all of

the ensuing troubles would have been avoided thereby. It turned out

that the withstand tests for both Omega and communication guy breakup

insulators at VLF gave similar results, but the corona inception results

were quite different, and this may have been the crucial aspect.

In the communication stations, there were no electrical fail-

ures that led to subsequent mechanical problems, although there were

troubles similar to what is experienced at most high voltage base insu-

lated installations, namely, that certain conditions of electrical acti-

vity and/or precipitation lead to guy insulator "sparkling" having nothing

to do with direct lightning strikes or with insulator ratings such as wet

withstand, per se. This phenomenon appears to be a kind of Van deGraff

charge transfer between guy segments of different potential by the close-by

passage of particulate material such as dust, snow, and rain or sleet. It is not

a triboelectric effect, but an induced charge mechanism. It does not

take place when the tower is electrically neutral. This author has been

present on several occasions when the events take place in what is an other-

wise very usual and uneventful operating situation, in winti, snoi-wy (or

rainy) weather.
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Not long after the North Dakota Omega installation became

operational, on the other hand, two distinct events took place. One

was a topload main insulator failure, subsequently diagnosed as an

internal burn in a void, a condition possible because of the construction

features of the insulator (to be dealt with subsequently); the other was

what was dramatically described as a rainstorm of porcelain fragments

from failures in the center post of the pentapost guy strain insulators.

These fragments showed unmistakable evidence of high-temperature high-

power burning from flares and/or arcs. Although the "sparking" phenomenon

had been reported for the tower, it was fairly evident that the damage was

something that could not be explained by the occurrence of intermittent

single discharges of that sort; these looked as if they had been brought

about by extended operation in a strongly ionized condition in wet weather.

The events had taken place well before the construction of the Lualualei/

NELC Test Facility, and a decision was made that realistic qualification

tests should be undertaken during the time that the facility would be in

use for the base insulator tests.

In February 1974, initial testing of the Q9A and Q9B series

took place. DFO, DWS, 'WS, DCI, WCI were all measured, the wet tests

being under spray wet conditions. The insulators were suspended from a

50-foot mobile crane in normal orientation, with the bottom end of the

insulator set connected to the bed-spring capacitor by a flexible trunk

made of metal-reinforced air conditioner ducting. Immediately, a con-

troversv arose concerning the reversal of the "high-voltage" connection,
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with the manufacturer's representative maintaining that a corona ring

was of no value on the low potential side of the assembly. Apparently,

a confusion existed concerni. - the significance of field concentration

and voltage with reference to an abitrary ground, which was resolved only

with difficulvy. The series of tests were repeated with the insulator bare

of anti-corona hardware, with the configuration of hardware called out in

the installation sketches and with modifications described below developed

in the course of the experimentation.

In its original quadripost form, the apices of the assembly were

provided with corona rings in pairs, mounted to the sides for the end caps

in a manner resembling ear muffs. When the fifth center station post was

added, provision of similar anti-corona protection required modification

into what has been termed stirrups. A sketch of these items is provided

in Figure 3. The requirement for any anti-corona devices at all for a

particular unit in a complete guy assembly apparently was determined by

the designer in terms of voltage at the location, the voltage difference

across the insulated gap, but not on local gradients. Nor was the degra-

dation of withstand particularly under wet conditions by the presence of

the fifth post taken into account, mainly because of the disputed nature

of the qualification tests. At any rate, tests with the corona hardware

in place at all apices of the assembly, whether or not called out as re-

quired in the installation drawings, showed that the rating of the insulator

for withstand was not improved thereby nor was the basic problem avoided
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which night observation of corona inception showed was strong active

flares taking place across the endmost petticoats of the center post

under wet conditions well under the long-term withstand for the insu-

lator. The location of this high intensity discharge was exactly as

indicated by the burn damage evident on the fractured porcelain.

In an attempt to cure this condition, a spring wire ring similar

to the collars installed on the Omega BIA to protect the grout joints was

placed around each end cap in order to provide a location for the forma-

tion of the flares that was removed from the actual porcelain surfaces.

The diameter and location was such that the ring projected beyond the

edges of the petticoat. Additionally, small collars were installed around

the grout joints as in the Omega BIA for the same reason. The outcome was

a failure to improve corona inception levels wet or long-term withstand

levels, but the insulator could now be operated in a condition of active-

corona for extended periods without damage. NELC recommended that a pro-

duction version of these modifications be obtained and installed in the

existing insulators after qualification tests at the Lualualei test facility.

This was, in fact, done later in the year. In July 1974, comparison tests

(over the objection of the insulator supplier) were run using the Lapp com-

pression post fail-safe insulator in two sizes, as installed at Lualualei

and Annapolis, which showed similar flashover and withstand levels, but

not so much tendency for early formation of corona, mainly because the

hardware configuration was different and more gently curved. A drawing of

the assembly is shown in Figure 13. Arcover took place mainly between
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the portion of the saddle in which the top of the station post was

nested and the linking arms to the opposing frame into which the bottom

end was nested, so that the insulator hardware, to a large extent, pro-

tected the porcelain. Under very heavy spray wet conditions, an arc

could be induced that followed a path very closely along the extremities

of the petticoats, but this took place at levels seldom expected in a

guy assembly in view of the actual voltages in the system and the presence

of at least 50% more individual units in the string than was the case for

the Omega towers. Put another way, the Lapp units were not intrinsically

different from the Continental units, in any respect, except the wet incep-

tion level and in their application, had an advantage in carrying, at most,

two-thirds the voltage demanded of the Continental units. Neither assembly

could be significantly improved although the attempt was made in both cases,

as already described for the pentapost, and by applying collars around the

porcelain to insulators and by placing hardware cloth sleeves around the

linking arms to increase the radius of curvature and reduce local fields in

the Lapp units. Improvement mainly consisted in the control of the arc

path, not in the voltage at which the arc occurred.
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9.0 DESIGN FINALIZATION, INCLUDING LATER GUY INSULATOR TESTS

In the period from early May through mid-July 1974, continua-

tion of the above described developmental efforts on the BIA, the guy

insulators for Omega, and various combinations and types of gaps and

protective devices took place in rotation, with most of the measurements

on the BIA and Omega insulators now taking place using contractor-supplied

protective corona hardware configured as found and recommended by the NELC

conducted development tests. A semifinal form for the multiple gap device

was defined,and procurement was undertaken for insulators and hardware for

final tests to take place on the "production" prototype later in the year.

Additionally, single deck tests using combinations of the Cerelap porce-

lains in the Omega BIA were conducted and a test on Unit 69 of the Stemag

insulators for the LLL BIA was performed using a continuous soaking to

see if any destructive arcing had been taking place in the porcelain-to-

epoxy grout sealant interface which had been found to have separated suf-

ficiently in some of the units to permit relative rotation of the porcelain

columns and the metal end caps. Later dissection of this unit failed to

show any harmful effects, although there was evidence that water had pene-

trated the fine crack by capillary action. The Q7A and Q7B quadriposts

were tested in a manner similar to the pentapost with similar results for

ratings with the contractor-produced hardware recommended by NELC, but,

of course, there was little of the same concern for the protection of the

unit as for the pentapost. Firm recommendations were made to CHESDIV and
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PME 119 on retrofitting antenna hardware to North Dakota and Argentina

guy insulators. In conjunction with all these tests, the AGA Thermovision

infra-red conversion camera was used to record temperature rise in the

units while under test -- this equipment had initially been tried in Janu-

ary 1974 on an experimental basis and found to be of the same order of

accuracy as NAVSEACTPAC's thermister and much more convenient to use, after

being suitably screened from r.f.i. Lastly, a finalized version of the

NELC mods for the two-tier insulation unit was tested for acceptance and

the configuration was described in detail to NAVFACCHESDIV for their pre-

paration of production drawings.

All these finalization tests involved DFO, DWS, WFO, WWS, DCI,

WCI, and, in some cases, heat rise tests on several modifications as for

developmental tests; it is not possible to say how many individual modi-

fications were so tested, but there were seven or eight for the Omega insu-

lators, as many as 22 for the BIA, four for the Lapp guy insulators, and,

as before mentioned, a total in the entire series of more than two dozen

for the I.U.'s. Appendix I is indicative of the effort for the BIA and

shows the final hardware configuration adopted.

Apparently, as a development independent of the efforts of SAI,

NCEL devised a computer program for calculating complete field distri-

butions around the insulators of any longitudinal cross-section, provided

they display rotational symmetry. Ongoing work is now directed at removing

the requirement of rotational symmetry. In the very early days of the

design efforts by CEMCO, use was made of electrolytic modeling in the
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form of plane sheet sketches of silver paint on aquadag-coated paper,

similar to a two dimensional electrolytic tank, to predict location and

distribution of critical equipotential surfaces and hence field concen-

trations. While these were certainly indicative and of undoubted aid in

gaining a qualitative idea of distributions, they are in principal wrong

because of the two dimensional nature of the representation, and thus not

much reliance can be placed on them for quantitative estimates. The use

of the computer program finally became crucial in attaining the final con-

figuration for the Continental BIA hardware; it also showed beyond doubt

that the smooth conical surfaces of the Lapp BIA elements could be expected

to be in trouble immediately when wetted. During the period when single

element tests were being conducted at Lualualei on a pedestal, such as

the Ceralap deck and Cervit block, a rerun was made with a single Lapp

cone placed under a large plane sheet equipped with a large corona ring

that should have provided considerable equalization of fields. The author

regrets that the inclusion of the resultant nighttime photograph of the

entire insulator enveloped in a sheet of corona cannot be included in this

report. During the test the withstand voltage declined to below 20 kV.
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10.0 CONTINENTAL BIA ACCEPTANCE TESTS

The final design review at the Continental plant in Dallas,

Texas took place in the last days of May 1974. The configuration of

hardware presented for test in mid-July 1974 was substantially that

agreed upon with a few minor variations of dimensions in the innermost

rainshield location that could be adjusted to a small degree. Official

acceptance tests commenced 22 July 1974, consisting of the following:

0 DFO, WFO, DCI, WCI without protective gaps

0 Gap calibration, individual tiers, wet and dry

* WWS with gaps set for recommended position based

on calibration

0 Extended heat rise tests (24 hour) in conjunction

with interruption tests, with 12 hours of spray

in 2 hour shots

The only test difference from that already described above and differing

from the modified ANSI procedures was the interruption tests. These con-

sisted of measuring the number and duration of arcing or flare events that

under 250 kV spray wet conditions would result in a cumulative down time

for the transmitter of more than three minutes in 24 hours. To discrim-

inate between "spontaneous" events and those that might be induced by

fluctuations in transmitter output in response to power line transients,

a memory voltmeter was placed on the power line feeding the station, as

part of the test condition requirements. Otherwise the procedures were

the same as used hertofore, with pass criteria stated in NAVELEX speci-

fication 1-157.
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Although no interruptions were experienced, so that power line

variations for these tests became a moot point, it was startling to all

concerned to observed the poor regulation and the occurrence of large

transients in the commercial power source. The output of the transmitter

under the conditions of loading presented by the wetted insulator and test

circuit through the mismatched coupling network appeared to hold to within

5% in spite of the source variations; it was agreed, however, that this

aspect was, by good fortune, overlooked in the controversy that raged about

the mysterious overvoltages as possible causes of failure in the Lapp BIA

and protective system two years before.

It should be mentioned that the final gap system adopted con-

sisted of one simple 2 -inch diameter rod with hemispherical end in each

tier, projecting upward from below and looking at the corona rings in the

next adjacent level; the gap setting was measured as the distance between

the rod end and the closest such ring. They were adjustable in one-inch

steps from 20 to about 38-inches, so as to include the setting proved

likely in development tests of multiple rod gaps. Because of the wide

spacing and relative high voltage (250 kV rms by specification) for wet

withstand, they acted as a hybrid device, neither definitely non-uniform

field nor uniform field, and hence, their response under wet and dry condi-

tions was markedly different, though admittedly within specification.

Moreover, the cascade of two gaps was just sufficient to bring the random-

ness observed for previously used single gaps under good control and in

operation, no subsequent difficulty was experienced like that from the early

models to mid-1972.
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BIA serial No. I was accepted officially on 26 July 1974 as

having passed 1-157 rf specifications; it had immediately prior to the

Hawaii tests been qualified under the 60 Hz portion of the specification

at A.B. Chance; its companion passed in mid-August. The Lualualei towers

were jacked in early August and early September and BIA No. I went under

West Tower on 10 August 1974. BIA No. 2 performed identically to No. I

in all respects except for WCI; one of the Stemag upper-tier units required

emplacement of a spring collar around the porcelain to metal epoxy grout

joint to obtain a pass. It was then placed under East Tower.

BIA serial No. 3, intended as the unit for Annapolis, was tested

in October 1974, but as the Omega BIA on the pedestal was already in place

there, it was simply place into storage, ultimately in the unused helix

house No. 2 on Greenberry Point. It satisfied all requirements without

modification. It presently serves as a source of possible spares for the

other BIA's in current use. Figure 14 shows the final version of the CEMCO

BIA hardware developed by NELC.
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11. 0 ISOLATION TIRAINSFOQRER

During 1974, a specification was written with NELC consul-

tation by CRESDIV NAVFAC under which a procurement was utidetaken for a

three-deck isolation transformer similar to those used in the past, in

which toroidal oil-immersed transformers were used to supply 60 Hz power

to the tower lighting system across the 250 kV rf base insulator. The

procurement specification, 21-75-0043, resulted in Contract N62477-75-

C-0043 to Decca Austin Insulator Corporation of Branson, Ontario; after

a design conference in December of 1974 and various correspondence con-

cerning the rf specification requirements with CHESDIV, the first item

was tested according to the specification requirements similar to those

for the Continental BIA but with the extra properties of placing 60 Hz

power at the high rf voltage side of the gap with a designated efficiency.

These tests entailed modification to the LLL test facility so as to provide

a dummy load on the bed-spring capacitor to absorb the 60 Hz power; the

qualification tests were conducted in the last week of October 1975. The

rf specification requirements were as severe as those for the 31A in all

respects having to do with DFO, WFO, DWD, WVS, DCI, WCI and interruption

frequency, as well as requiring 60 Hz power delivery with a required effi-

ciency and regulation. It also defined grading across the stacked units

and a protection system similar to that for the 31A, only appropriately

sized for the three decks in contrast with the two used in the BIA.

Serial No. 1 was supplied with adjustable grading rings whose

positions, when by experimentation were found to satisfy the specification
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requirements, were built into the hardware for the succeeding four units.

The gap system was similar in the outcome, although initially consisting

of rod-sphere gaps which were designed out of the system by test, to that

of the Continental BIA. The recommended setting was 18-inches per deck,

later revised downward to 16 inches.

A marginal pass was obtained involving a suspected internal

breakdcwn of one of the isolation transformer segmeats under an applied

voltage later proved to be in excess of the specification requirements

for DFO; the subsequent units tested in March 1976 passed without question.

In the first unit, there proved to be an apparent rf shielding problem

in the 60 Hz voltage regulator which was subsequently corrected. Apart

from subsequent breadkown in one unit, the I.T.'s have performed satis-

factorily at all five insulated tower locations.

As part of the specification requirements, two cascaded units

in any combination were required to perform to an rf withstand of 250 kV

with the third element failed (tested as a shorted segment for rf). This

requirement was also successfully met.

Since by the time of this procurement, the disasterous properties

of hydrogen-refined transformer oils had become evident for the PA capa-

citors, it was a known requirement that acid-refined oils be used in the

I.T.'s and this type was a defined part of the acceptance criteria. Filling

procedures were carefully monitored by NELC and carefully executed by the

supplier. Oil quality was analyzed before and after electrical test.
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12.0 MULTIPLE GAP DEVICE

The four occasional of investigating the properties of arc

gaps of various sorts carried out during the 1974 insulator tests after

the 60 Hz gap qualification measurements led to trials in July of cascades

of rod-rod and rod-plane gaps as possible protective devices for very high

voltage insulators.

These trials led to a semifinal version consisting of a stack

of fourteen metal sheets of varying diameter for capacity grading purposes

equipped with flexible metal tubing anti-corona rings at the edges (later

found to be unnecessary) mounted on a coaxial column of station post insu-

lators that were available at the test site. The electrodes were sets of

3/8, 1/2, and 3/4-inch diameter aluminum rods with threaded concentric

studs and made in modular sections so as to be adjustable in -inch steps,

the whole set being sufficient in number to set up either a rod-rod or a

rod-plane system. The grading was determine and the individual gaps were

set to correspond as closely as practicable to the grading, so that no

single gap would be controlling, although as a practical matter, it is not

possible to make them fire exactly non-preferentially.

Experimentation in September 1974 determined that for the voltages

at hand, a stack of 10 or 11 gaps would be sufficient; and while in some

respects, rod-rod gaps might be preferable, the rod-plane gaps could likely

be mounted in a somewhat shorter overall height. They were placed so as

to project upward from below to the next sheet above so as to avoid the
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possibility of shorting by connected streams of water under spray wet

conditions.

The VLF results were so promising in showing a device whose

breakdown characteristics were practically immune to external conditions,

that it was determined to proceed with impulse tests at Naval Air Test

Center Patuxent River, where there was available a government owned Marx

generator adequate to perform the tests. In its final form in which pin-

cap insulators were used in triads between each deck for structural stabi-

lity, it was set up in an electrically shielded hanger housing the impulse

generator and a two-week series of wet and dry calibrations was conducted

for nine variants during March 1975.

As Appendix K shows, two or three versions were found to satisfy

all performance requirements and their adoption was recommended after cer-

tain modifications to render the device structurally adequate for wind loads,

and after a final round of VLF tests were to be performed. When these last

were finally carried out at LLL in early November of 1975, it was found that

the pin-cap insulators have such high dielectric loss in the grout joints

between the layers of porcelain that they would overheat and fracture, and

were thus unsuitable for use at VLF. Therefore, were the device ever to

be actually installed, recourse would have to be made to station post support

insulators, short enough to keep the assembly to a reasonable height, yet

bulk- enough to withstand wind shear loads. Within the time and funding

available in consideration of the desire of PME 117 to get back to the main

business of final development of the VERDIT system (even though it was pro-

posed in the interest of economy to continue the project as an inhouse
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development and installation) and because of the dimished sense of

urgency due to the absence of problems with the new BIA's and their

protective devices, further development of the MGD was not immediately

possible, so it was place on indefinite hold.
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13.0 HAIKU OMEGA ANTENNA HARDWARE TESTS

Although by mid-1974 the principal difficulties with the base

insulated tower insulating system could be regarded as aneliorated, if

not cured, other problems cropped up during early high power testing of

another Omega transmitting station of nearly a comical nature. These

mostly were unexpected occurrence of intense corona on the Haiku spans.

Possible causes and cures were investigated on the NELC/Lualualei Test

Facility in October 1974, relating mainly to the obstruction marker

spheres and to the clamps of the vibration dampers.

13.1 Obstruction Markers

By FAA requirement, the rationale which is beyond the scope of

this report, the new six-span valley antenna at Haiku, erected to replace

a four-span VLF antenna of wartime construction whose effective height

and capacity were not adequate to meet radiation requirements for the

final Omega system, was equipped with spherical international orange

obstruction markers on spans A and F, the outermost cables enclosing

in plan the other four. This was done despite the absence of such devices

on the older installation. High power testing in April 1974 brought down

several of these in flames, to the consternation and amusement of all con-

cerned. In the absence of these faulty ones, the station could not be

operated because the preformed wire mounting clamps remained on the spans

and formed sharply pointed electrodes from which corona flares would ac-

tively stream; thus they had to be removed. The question now became one

of the necessity to remove the remaining markers and/or desirability of
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replacing the destroyed ones with new. The cause of the events was also

a mystery to be investigated, as nothing of the sort had ever taken place

with these when installed according to usual practice on high voltage power

lines, even though, like those used at Haiku, they were of the epoxy-bonded

fiberglass construction.

A sample of the span cable taken to the Test Facility proved to

be too stiff to pull straight as a mounting for tests, so a short section

was made up by twisting the correct number of properly sized soft drawn

copper wires around a piece of conduit to model the span cables. This was

suspended from the edge of the bed-spring capacitor with its ends shrouded

to prevent breakdown in unwanted locations, and the marker ball under test

was wired to the exposed stranded section in the usual manner.

Application of rf voltage showed that even when wet, destructive

corona only took place for levels higher than those on the spans, and under

these cw conditions, the usual failure mode was the initiation of corona in

water drops at the separation between the flanges joining the two halves.

After ignition of the epoxy from the corona, the carbonized tracking of

the outside surfaces hastened the process through the formation of strong

corona flares. The final stages involved intense flaring and burning

around the embedded portions of the mounting brackets. The internal conduc-

tive Aquadag coating appeared to provide no effective rf shielding of the

sharp points of these brackets. Thermagrams taken during the tests clearly

showed hot spots in the location of the embedded clamp ends as well aR

around bolts and other hardware. Once initiated, the burning process and
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corona flares continue at voltages well below those on the spans. The

initiation of the destruction on the span was surmized to be from charred

tracking resulting from a surge caused by a known lightning strike on the

spans prior to high voltage testing, offering exposed conductive points

from which flaring could start at the rf voltages used. The final recom-

mendation was to discontinue use of the markers, although this author felt

that if such was required, spun aluminum replacements could have been

fabricated.
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13.2 Vibration Dampers

The wire surfaces were marred at locations where vibration

dampers had been installed and some concern was expressed about the cause

of these marks. High voltage tests of the dampers on the test span sec-

tion at Lualualei showed no evidence of arcing or "sparklers" from clamp

looseness, so the conclusion after metallurgical examination at Pearl

Harbor was that these marks were from abrasion or corrosion.
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13.3 Other Tests for ?ME 119 and NCBL

A detailed program of direct inspection of the spans and

night observations through a 60-power telescope for the possible pres-

ence of corona and grounding resistance for the span halyards is not

really relevant to this report, but is included as a part of Appendix L,

which is a trip report written at the time containing the high voltage

test results as well. In addition, however, the first test of a high

strength synthetic organic material for possible use as topload guy

insulators was conducted, but results were so discouraging that they

were never really reported. This is discussed below.

Another test object for the short test section of span material

was a remote telemetering transmitter for sending strain gage information

to a receiver on the ground which NCEL proposed to use for measuring forces

in the topload spans at Cutler. This device proved to be usable only after

high voltage tests proved what should have been obvious, that its configu-

ration especially the transmitting antenna ,as grossly unsuited for use in

a high intensity rf field and a suggested redesign of the package external

shape and internal filtering were provided.

The Philadelphia Resin Company is one of several makers of high

strength low loss polypropelene stranded ropes that can be and have in the

past been successfully used to guy HF and U.F antennas where voltages and

gradients are not severe. Because of the very high strength to weight

ratio for the material, its application to the LF and VLF regime would be

of considerable impact on tower design and resultant cost. There have
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been other kinds of organic material considered and used, one being

fiberglass strands looped between end hardware with a compressed outer

solid jacket protecting the strain members, others being made up of

groups of fiberglass rods anchored in the end fittings, and still others

made of numbers of belts of high strength organic assembled in a similar

manner. Nylon and orlon ropes have also been used, the latter where a

relatively inextensible material is important. All these synthetics

share the characteristic of rapid deterioration by exposure to sunlight

and high susceptibility to burning if any condition exists permitting the

formation of corona on their surfaces. The jacketing material, if any,

must thus be inert and enclose the strain member in such a way that dielec-

tric contrast does not lead to internal breakdown and must itself be resis-

tant to weather, particularly in the presence of an ionizing environment.

Some synthetics in a cast form are resistant, others are not. Some designs,

to be discussed in a separate section below, make use of a porcelain jacket

which is not subject to tensile stress.

In small light installations where the occasional replacement of

an insulator or a guy is no great problem, direct exposure of the synthetic

can be tolerated. The polypropelene insulators supplied by Philadelphia

Resin were of this type. Vibration dampsers consisting of loosly draped

loops of polypropelene rope on the bed-spring capacitor rounds had already

been observed to serve satisfactorily when dry, but in spray wet conditions

when corona beads formed on them, they quickly burned, so it was no great

surprise when the Phillystran insulators did the same thing. As no anti-

corona hardware had been supplied by the company, several configurations
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were tried using experimental rings made up of air conditioner ducting

as had been done many times in the past during the test series. Although

these were of some benefit, it was quite evident that what was really

needed were grading rings in the form of the extended baskets used on

strings of insulators such as the topload strings at Cutler. In the time

frame of the tests, no practicable way to mount such rings on the flexible

insulators could be devised, and it was quickly realized that if such a

modification were installed on these insulators, they would begin to lose

their strength-to-weight advantage in comparison with existing porcelain

designs. oreover, the problem about direct exposure of the material,

Kevlar, to weather would remain. Accordingly, further testing for VLF

application was halted.
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14.0 SYNTHETIC TOP-LOAD STRAIN INSULATORS

Point loads imposed on electrically active top-load elements

by the presence of insulators have significant impact on the allowable

sag versus stress on the cables, and consequent effect on mean height

over ground and so on antenna effective height. The Lapp "double triples,"

two yoked columns three high of station posts worked in tension (at Haiku

a similar arrangement but a triad of columns was used) had as their direct

ancestor the multiple assemblies of yoked Locke hollow tubular porcelains

used in the older VLF stations. Although never subjected to rf testing,

the Lapp units were sized similarly to the Locke units, and since they

were made up of petticoated units, they appeared to be very conservatively

designed; at any rate, none has ever failed because of the rf voltages

imposed, and they are used at numerous locations throughout the United

States VLF communication an navigation systems. But their presence in

the structures has had significant impact on stressing and cost because

of the dead weight loads they impose. Therefore, interest has never

slackened in finding a lighter substitute, even after the poor performance

of the polypropelene rope insulators. Figure 16 shows a sketch of the

concept.

Initially in the Omega final system, a design by Continental

Electronics was adopted in which fiberglass rods were prestressed between

end mountings in such a way that the porcelain covers would never be re-

lieved of compression and so remained sealed to the end caps even during
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the severest of dynamic tension loads in the antenna top-load wires.

The rods were protected from weather thereby, and to insure that inder

electrical fields imposed there would be no possibility of internal corona

because of contrasting dielectric materials such as porcelain, air, fiber-

glass, the assemblies were filled with an insulating material having simi-

lar dielectric constant and puncture propterties to the porcelain and the

rods. Initially this material was a semi-solid "biwax" which was heated

and cast into the partially assembled insulator and allowed to cool slowly

enough so that bubbles would be allowed to expell themselves. Shortly

after start of high power operations at North Dakota, one of the units

failed by internal arcing, and examination revealed that corona and arcing

had taken place in an unexpelled bubble. The insulators were replaced by

a second set of similar units in which transformer oil was used instead.

But there were suspicions about the integrity of these units because of an

unavoidable expansion chamber to be left in the insulator (i.e., they could

not be completely filled) and the geometrical angle of installation was

such that under some conditions a possibility existed that a portion of a

fiberglass rod would be exposed. Aside from this, capacitor failures indi-

cated that the oil itself was under some doubt, and so the decision was

made to revert to the lapp units even though procurement had been undertaken

from another supplier for an oil-filled set of porcelain jacketed fiber-

glass rod units for Haiku and Argentina.

Because of its favorable structural and electrical properties, if

it could be properly protected from ionizing environments, fiberglass has
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continued to be used and interest has continued to be present to find

combinations of porcelain and/or synthetic jacketing material not requir-

ing the internal filling with liquid dielectric. Naval Facilities Engi-

neering Command continued to sponsor its Civil Engineering Laboratory to

investigate various possibilities, with the result that immediately after

the last qualification/acceptance tests on the isolation transformers, a

series was run on eleven different synthetic suspension/strain insulators

at the NELC/Lualualei Test Facility. These tests proved to be the last

for which this 500 kV circuit was ever used, as operational use of the

transmitter thence forward precluded its diversion as a power source for

tests. Provision of separate 60 Hz power for a 100 kW transmitter dedi-

cated and available for the purpose as surplus from the experimental

Norway Omega station was deemed to be too costly.
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14.1 gollow Porcelain-Jacketed insulators

Two manufacturers had provided basically similar ceramic-

jacketed, oil-immersed fiberglass rod strain insulators tor use in top-

load guys; the one from CE-MCO was intended for use in umbrella top-loaded

towers in which the top-load elements were not considered an intrinsic

part of the tower supports, while the other, supplied by High Power Hard-

ware, was intended as a main structural stress member in a valley-spanning

top load. The latter therefore incorporated more and heavier stress mem-

bers and a larger jacket, but was otherwise the same as the former in over-

all dimensions for voltage rating. The anti-corona hardware was similar,

and initial tests showed that, in both cases under wet conditions, it was

controlling to levels below specification requirements. Simple modifica-

tions were constructed during the tests and were applied and found to raise

the wet characteristics to specification levels. The one outstanding prop-

erty that could not be tested in the allowable time was the behavior under

extended life and because of the suspected problems with the oil filler,

they were dropped as candidate insulators in VLF antennas, even though

satisfying the usual NELC defined withstand criteria. They albo were

hardly what could be called really light-weight designs, although they were

considerably lighter than the Lapp units for comparable use. Figure 17 is

a sketch of the modified North Dakota insulator.
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14.2 Organics

The remaining strain insulators were actually intended for

power line use as suspension insulators, and some were aftually strings

of multiple units. These were supplied by various manufacturers, such

as Lapp, Ohio Brass, A.B. Chance, Josselyn, Rosenthal, and Transmissions

Development Limited (through Permali as the U.S. contact). All but the

A.B. Chance, Permali, and Rosenthal units were segmented; the latter were

single fiberglass rods jacketed in two cases with synthetic petticoats,

while the A.B. Chance insulator was a single rod. The segmented devices

incorporated ceramic or glass petticoats jointed with various bonding and

stress members, which at this remove and with the time available for this

report, cannot be discussed in detail. Some were equipped with anti-corona

devices or grading rings, and when tested in the as-supplied condition

showed strong susceptibility to failure by burning at the ends in response

to corona especially when wet. Equpping with corona rings improved things

considerably by reducing local fields, but did not prevent destructive

burning except in one case. This was the TDL insulator supplied through

Permali.

In contrast with the other insulators which involved RTV and/or

epoxy petticoats (except for the Lapp units which were glass) the TDL insu-

lator was encapsulated with a filled aliphatic resin which instead of car-

bonizing and tracking in the presence of corona, vaporizes into carbon

monoxide without release of free carbon and thus does not track. It proved

to be almost immune to destruction under arcing conditions, similar to

electrical porcelain but without the hazard of cracking. This was true
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even when heavily contaminated with wet, salty mud. The performance with

the same modified corona rings that were developed for the North Dakota

oil-filled fiberglass rod assembly was so outstanding, that consideration

was later given to using this type as top-load insulators for a modification

to the LF antenna at Driver, Virginia. Although also considered for use

at Thurso when it became necessary to replace those insulators, a single

column of three Lapp porcelain station posts were in fact employed.
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14.3 Vitreous Ceramic Block Tests

CEL became aware of a vitreous ceramic material of very high

compressive and shear strength used in the view ports of very deep sub-

mersibles by NUC, and was naturally interested in this as a possible

replacement for porcelain in applications such as BIA's requiring high

compressive strength in a limited space. A massive block was available

through NUC for test, and so in conjunction with the last series of guy

insulator experiments in April 1976 it was placed on a shrouded pedestal

and equipped with large diameter grading rings and subjected to voltages

of the order of 200 kV. As for the guy strain insulator tests, the temp-

erature rise was observed and recorded by use of the AGA Thermovision

camera. The result was that it rose to a temperature of greater than 1150 C

in two and one-half hours, with no sign of approaching a plateau and tests

were halted when the transmitter became swamped by the unbounded increase

in rf loading. As the temperature increased, the resistance decreased in

a manner improving the match in a divergent manner so that the block took

all the rf power the transmitter was able to deliver. A repeat at a lower

voltage showed a similar result, so further tests were deemed useless.

Data was recorded that should enable the determination of the dielectric

characteristics of this material should this ever be of interest, but this

author feels that such is not the case since the device never achieved an

equilibrium condition under the tests.
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15.0 HIM VOLTAGE TEST FACILITY FOLLCW-ON

Although not directly relevant to the history of insulator

testing in itself, an account of the aftermath of the program seems

appropriate, mainly because a lot of effort on the side went into

defining a facility that could achieve the same kind of test conditions

at a location more convenient and less dependent on the personnel and

facilities of an operational communication station.

In 1975, looking to the future requirements of the Navy's

insulator procurement problems, alternate locations for a test facility

using 100 kW (with possible augmentation to 200 kW) amd maintaining the

500 kV capability were studied and proposed. Because of funding limita-

tions and a decreased sense of urgency now that alternates or fixes were

in view for most of the insulator problems at the existing stations, and

because of other urgent requirements for continued development of the

VERDIN modem, NAVELEX withdrew from sponsorship and left the funding up

to NAV7AC. The independent existence of a purely Navy sponsored test

facility proved to be impossible, and so with the cooperation of the Air

Force, a decision ultimately was made to create a facility with admittedly

limited capability at Forestport, New York. The Lualualei facility was

placed in a caretaker status in case very high voltage tests would ever

be required for proof testing, while the Forestport facility became the

test bed for development experiments not requiring voltages more than

120 kV rms (later 250 kV). This is the present status at this writing.
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18.0 TABLES

18.1 Table 1

Brief Chronology of Insulator Test Program

May - June 1972

First VLF Ad Hoc Committee meeting and in-placeLLL tests NELC

June - July 1972

Chollas Heights Test Facility construction and NSS BIA tests,
NVELC

BIA 1-tier DFO, WFO, DWS, DCI, WCI
BIA grading, wet/dry, stock and extended rain shield
Gap tests
Local field shaping rings
Cerelap post test

All above 9.8 kHz and 60 Hz

Aug - Sept 1972 - NELC witness

Deco LLL tests
Lapp mods on BIA for inspection and pressurization
SAl mods on BIA for local field shaping

Oct 1972

NELC tests LLL, Lapp BIA with NELC rain shields
Grading
Gaps
Glass brick wall DFO, WFO, DWS, WWS, DCI, WCI

Nov - Dec 1972

LLL oil capacitor HV test facility design, NELC
1/3 scale model tests, BIA's, Chollas Heights

Jan - Feb 1973

Construction LLL Test Facility N

Omega BIA grading testsJ NELC
Gap tests
Oil capacitor tests

Feb - May 1973

Further model tests, BIA's
Glass brick wall sample tests
500 kV test facility design, air capacitor
Model studies, test facility design

Coil
Capacitors
Electrolytic tank insulator grading tests
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June - Aug 1973

Finalize 500 kV test facility design
Component procurement

Sept - Oct 1973

500 kV test facility construction and testing

Oct - Nov 1973

Rotating I.U. tests, 2-deck
Grading
DFO, WFO, internal arc

Omega BIA tests on and off pedestal

Dec 1973 - Jan 1974

Lapp BIA tests, DFO, WFO, DWS, WWS, DCI, WCI
With and without NELC rain shield
With and without RTV petticoats
With and without refined field shaping rings

R&D tests on single small model insulators (SAI)
I.U. tests, 3-deck
CEMCO BIA mock-up tests, 60 Hz, A.B. Chance
CEMCO BIA mock-up tests LLL, 28.5 kHz
CEMCO gap tests, A.B. Chance and LLL
Omega BIA on pedestal, final design tests
Contamination tests, Omega and CEMCO

Feb - Mar 1974

Omega 4- and 5-post guy insulator tests, LLL
Lapp saddle-post test

Mar - Apr 1974

Gap tests, with P.R. Kocter
Final design I.U. tests, 2-deck NELC model

Apr - May 1974

CEMCO BIA hardware development tests,
1ock-up

July 1974

CEMCO BIA #1 acceptance test
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Aug 1974

CEMCO BIA #2 acceptance tests
Gap tests, single and multiple, with FRK

Sept 1974
Gap tests
Span marker and Phyllistran test

Oct - Nov 1974

Vibration damper tests
BIA #3 acceptance tests
Haiku span inspection

Jan - Feb 1975

Oil capacitor tests at NSS

Mar - Apr 1975

More oil capacitor tests at NSS
Multiple gap tests, impulse, at Patuxent River

June - Aug 1975

More oil capacitor tests at NSS

Aug - Sept 1975

Oil-filled isolation transformer #1
Acceptance tests

Mar - Apr 1976

I.T. tests, acceptance, #2, 3, 4, 5

April 1976

Omega and Lapp guy strain insulator tests
Experimental organic strain insulator tests for CEL
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18.2 Table 2

Detailed Chronology

Ist Chollas Heights 5-28 July 1972

Calibrate Transmitter, Antenna Base Volts/Imput Amperes
Single-deck BIA tests

As-built, Lapp
Field Shading Rings, Lapp

Corona inception, wet/dry VLF/60 Hz
Flashover wet/dry
Withstand, wet/dry

Cerrelap, single-deck, as above
Ball-ring gap tests

F.O., wet/dry
Square cross-section gap

C.I., DFO, VLF/60 Hz
Single-cone test

Internal CI, D/W, FO D/W
Internal contaminate

BIA test
FO D/W, single-tier
Grading

As-built VLF/60 Hz
Extended rain shield sold per JOI design
Extended rain shield with external conductor
enclosure (rain deflector)

C.I. D/W, single-tier, as-built

1st V1.T.r. LTJ. Tests. NET.r 21 - 29 May 1972

Voltage rise, East and West tower base vs bushing
Spurious voltage pickup
Mysterious resonances
DFO/WFC
DCI/WCI without gap, as-built and with grading rings
DCI/WCI with gap, as-built
Gap calibration
Wet welding arc
Grading

As-built
Various extended top rings

2nd LLL Tests, DECO/Cheqdiv 13 - 22 Aug 1972

Same as LLL tests by NELC Additionally:
Field shaping rings and DFO tests - 2 version
Developmental model CCO tests
Grading with Pearl Harbor version of solid NELC rain shield
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Gap tests extended to include
Ball-ring each tier
Ball to rain shield, each tier

Corona inception dry, on various hardware items, tier-by-tier,
as well as entire stack
Ultrasonic fault detection
Thermister heat rise tests
Inferior visual inspection vs boroscope, BIA cold
Pressurization with

N2 SF6
Sealing of grout or joints by various means
Grading tested post insulation on platform-mounted motor generator set

3rd LLL Tests NELC 03 - 27 Oct 1972

Glass brick wall test section
DFO /WFO

DWS/wWS
DCI/WCI
Grading
Durability
Grading chngs Qf BIA if any in presence of wall and roof

Further sealant tests, using casting resin 600 and 1800
Further protective gap tests
Heat rise measurements on East tower #2
Calibration of base current meter to explore reason for

"frequency" effect, on Wheeler donut
Design and installation of new
Pearson/Fluke digital meter system

Interior inspection via boroscope, BIA action

2nd Series Chollas Heights Tests NEL model range 28 Sept 1972
Chollas 3 - 10 Nov 1972

Lapp BIA scale grading with and without extended rain shield
Q-met er
Ball gap

Glass brick tests
Omega BIA on pedestal and off pedestal

ILth T,T.T, Tests - RV Facility using Oil Capacitors 26 Jan- 03 Mar 1973

Omega BIA
On base plate

No rings
Grading ring
Rain shield

On small pedestal as above
On high pedestal (Annapolis as above, +:

Raise rain shield
With and without base ring
Dry and wet grading
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Capacitor breakdown tests
Rough fill
Quiet fill
Quiet fill + degas
Quiet fill + degas and settling

Oil tests
60 Hz with/without separator in cup
VLF
DC

3rd Chollas Heights Tests March-April 1973

Omega BIA model on pedestal
Test for tuning capacitor models

4th Series Chollas Heights June-July 1973

Final modelling Test Facility, 30/1
Post-insulator grading, electrolytic tank

500 kV Test Facility, NELC at LLL. construction 13 Sept-20 Oct 1973

HV Tests Omega BIA, I.U., Lapp BIA, Lapp Porcelain Mods
31 Oct-22 Nov 1973

Omega BIA
DFO/WFO, TS/WWS, DCI/WCI
As-built 01-09 Nov
As-built
Manure test
On pedestal, no bottom ring
On pedestal, with bottom ring
Calibrate gap
Ice test
Salt water test

I.U. test, as-built, in conj with Omega BIA
DFO, WFO, DCI, WCI, Grading 17-19 Nov 1973
Internal arc and inspection

I.U. test, with 1st modification - 4" ring dropped 2'
1-2 Dec 1973

with 2nd modification - thick ring - later in year
Omega BIA test, raised rain shield

DFO, WFO, DCI, WCI, Grading 2 Dec 1973
Omega BIA test, raised rain shield with spring collars
Lapp BIA

Construction, 3-5 Dec - original rain shield
Baseline test with NELC extended rain shield

5-8 Dec 1973
DFO, WFO, DCI, WCI

CEMCO BIA mock-up original form ABC 60 Hiz
9-16 Dec 1973
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Clyde Richards crockery tests, with added petticoats
9-10 Dec 1973

Lapp BIA tests, with NELC rain shield and C.R. field-shaping
ring 17-21 Dec 1973

HV Tests, Omega BIA, I.X., Lapp BIA, CEMCO BIA, Gaps
Rubber petticoats and field shaping rings 30 Jan-4 Feb 1974
Lapp BIA - zipper failure
Gap tests

Stinger ball - Westinghouse single gap 4-7 Jan 1974
Smooth ball wet and dry

Zipper failure 10-11 Jan 1974

With dirt

CEMCO BIA
DFO, WFO, DWS, WWS, WCI, DCI - 14-17 Jan 1974

no gaps
Sphere gap test
Horn gap test 17 Jan 1974
Inverted top rain shield 17 Jan 1974
Inverted top rain shield - raised high 18 Jan 1974
Sphere to "cylindrical stinger" gap
Sphere to sticker ball
Stinger to rain shield, normal position 19 Jan 1974

Thicker added outer ring
Sphere to stinger
Heat run
Manure test 22 Jan 1974
Ice and snow, salt water 23 Jan 1974

More inverted rain shield 29 Jan 1974
Lapp E.U. 3-tier 2 Feb-6 Feb

Mods 1 through 12
DFO, WFO, DCI, WCI, Grading

(1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12)
Mods 13-19 26 Feb-3 Mar 1974

Omega guy strain insulator
Q-9-B pentapost
Stock - no anti-corona hardware 08-09 Feb 1974
Mod 1 - saddles 11 Feb 1974
od 2 - saddles and rings 11 Feb 1974

Q-9-A pentapost center post only
Stock 12 Feb 1974

Mod 2 12 Feb 1974

Mod 4 - saddles, rings
and collars and stirrups 15-27 Feb 1974

BIA mock-up 20-22 Mar 1974
Mod 2 27-28 Mar 1974
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Lapp I.U. 3-tier
Mods 15, 18, 19, 20, 21 2-5 Apr 1974
2-tier

Mod 2 2" upper rings 5 Apr 1974
Bottom rings
Mod 3 same as Mod 21, 3-tier 6-8 Apr 1974

CEMCO Hardware and ball - rod gap
Gaps DFO, WFO, WWS, DWS, f/WCI 25-27 Apr 1974
Top anti-corona hardware development
using modified top rain shield 27-29 Apr 1974
Same but open strut rings and small 01-04 May 1974
rain shield

Kotter gaps 05-12 May 1974
Ball - rain shield
Rod plane, multiple gap
emi-sphere

Grading of strings
Sphere sphere 05-13 May 1974
Multiple gap 14-15 May 1974

Kotter gaps single unit, rod-plane 16 May 1974
Rod, rod 17 May 1974
Square single rod-plane 18 May 1974

Quadrapost 0-7 A 19 May 1974
Kotter gaps - square rod 20 May 1974

Sphere-plane
Cascaded 2 sphere 21 May 1974

sphere-rod
sphere-sphere

CEMCO BIA and proof test 20-27 July 1974
DFO, WFO, DWS, WWS, DLI, WCI
Heat rise, etc.

Lapp Saddle Post Guy 30-31 July 1974
Tower Jacking West 1-5 Aug 1974
BIA #2 06-19 Aug 1974
Gap calibration 10 Aug 1974
Q 7A tests, stock 12 Aug 1974

with fixes
BIA 2 fixes for corona 17 Aug 1974

Q 7 19 Aug 1974
Rod-plane gap, grading ring 22-27 Aug 1974
with central free standing insulator
Rod wet
Spiral rod, rod, gap
Marker ball test 29 Aug 1974

Graded rod-plane gap tests 03-04 Sept 1974
BIA #3 15-17 Oct 1974
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Vibration damper and Phyllistran tests 20-28 Oct 1974

Marker ball tests

Capacitor failure and filling tests, Annapolis
30 Jan-11 Mar 1975

Impulse tests, MGD , Patuxent River 20 Mar-10 Apr 1975
Capacitor at Annapolis August and September
DECCA Austin Insulator I.T. 001 tests 15 Oct-24 Nov 1975
Gaps calibration, ext. heat run 1975
Grading, tests and adjustment of top ring

I.T. 002, 3, 4, 5 Qualification tests 9-24 March 1976
CEL new organic insulator tests 25 Mar 1976

(comparison with Lapp compression post) 10 Apr 1976
Small Lapp compression post f DFO, D6S, DCI
Stock C WFO, WWS, WCI
With "fat" shrouds in arms
La Moure oil-filled insulator fiberglass

Stock rings DFO, WS, CI
With collars and stock ring - brine

With collars modified rings
High power hardware (Argentine)

Oil-filled fiberglass, Bullers Ceramic
4-Section glass Lapp, no protectors
12-Section glass Lapp, with La Moure rings
4-Section Josselyn, flexi-coupling, ceramic, no protection
12-Section Josselyn, flexi-coupling, ceramic, no protection

No rings
La Moure rings

O.B. Fiberglass rod
O.B. Fiberglass rod, with cast petticoats
Permali aliphatic resin,

fiberglass rod

No protection D/W FO, WS, CI
With LaMoure modified rings and brine and mud
Cervit Block

MD Final VLF rests 11-13 April 1976
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18.3 Table 3

Insulator Travel History

1972

05 09 - 12 ist Ad Ho6 Committee meeting, possible NAA and
NPM causes, plan of action at LLL Wash., D.C.

21 - 29 NOSC lst LLL tests, East Tower - gaps, grading,
voltage NRTF LLL

06 05 - 08 2nd Ad Hoc Committee meeting, report results of
test plan Wash., D.C.

19 - 20 Tests at Chollas Heights, NELC,

07 05 - 28 Chollas Heights BIA and gap Cerelap tests at NELC
San Diego, CA

08 13 - 21 2nd LLL test, East and West Towers, gaps, grading,
voltage, NRTF LLL DECO/Chesdiv

08 24 Design Review, H & N, Los Angeles

08 20 - 31 3rd Ad Hoc Committee meeting, Omega insulator problems,
09 01 - 09 BIA design and preparation and proposed specification

Wash., D.C.

10 03 - 27 3rd LLL test, East Tower, gaps, grading, glass brick wall
NRTF LLL

11 03 - 10 Model tests at Chollas Heights

11 14 - 25 BIA specification writing, Omega guy strain insulators,
HV test design Wash., D.C.

12 12 - 14 NSS Tower inspection, HV test bed using gaps, finalize design
Wash., D.C.

1973

01 04 - 05 Omega BIA test plan, HV facility discussions Wash., D.C.

01 261  BIA grading, capacitor and gap tests LLL
03 03J

04 02 - 22) BIA bid evaluation and capacitor post mortem Wash., D.C.
22 - 24 BIA HV test procedures and bushing availability, Boston
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1973

05 07 - 17 New 500 kV test facility construction preliminary LLL

06 11 - 14 BIA bid review, first step Wash., D.C.

07 05 - 06 BIA final specification Wash., D.C.
07 - 13 HV facility design review Wash., D.C.

08 15 BIA Design Review Wash., D.C.

08 20 - 31 BIA Wash., D.C.
Test facility Design Review

09 13 LLL HV test facility construction LLL
10 21]

10 23) LLL HV test facility proof, I.U. tests LLL
10 31 Omega BIA
11 20

1973 - 74

11 28 Omega BIA, petticoat (Clyde Richards) IT tests

12 09 Lapp BIA tests NRTF LLL

12 09 - 16 60 Hz Continental BIA mockup tests A.B. Chance, Mo.

73 N 12 16/23> Lapp BIA, Continental BIA mock-up, Omega guy strain
74 02 20/24) gap tests, Continental BIA NRTF LLL

(01 26,
02 01) Design Review Wash., D.C.

03 04 - 06 BIA Design Review Dallas, Tdxas

04 24 Continental BIA hardware development LLL
05 23

05 29 - 31 BIA Design Review Dallas, Texas

06 09 - 13 BIA inspection Annapolis

07 18 Development tests, gaps, BIA qualification, LLL tower
09 06 !

09 20 - 25 Steering Council Wash., D.C.
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1973 - 1974

10 11 - 25 BIA #3 insulator tests Omega and Phyllistran; Haiku
markers LLL

11 10 - 17 Haiku span inspection K aneohe, Oahu, Hawaii

11 26 Omega span post mortem LAX

12 ii - 13 I.T. Design Review Toronto

1975 - 1976

03 20 Patuxent River impulse tests Wash. and NATC, Patuxent
04 20".

05 01 - 09 Insulator workshop conference, NSF Wash., D.C.

10 14' I.T. test, gap tests, Omega insulator LLL
t tests

1975 Ii 24 001

1976
03 09 'i I.T. tests 002, 003, 004, 005 LLL

CEL insulator tests
04 14./
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Figure Titles

i. Original Lapp BIA for NSS and NPM and NELC Grading Ring

2. Omega BIA

3. Pendapost Insulator for 1200-foot Omega Tower

4. Glass Brick Wall Concept, and NELC Extended Rain Shield

5. West Elevation of Capacitor Bank Test Facility at Lualualei

6. Plan View of Capacitor Bank and Test Insulator Installation

7. 500 kV NELC Test Facility Plot Plan, Lualualei

8. 500 kV Test Facility Control and Interlock Schematic

9. 500 kV Test Facility RF Schematic

10. Final NELC Anti-corona Hardware Models for Lapp I.U.

11. Original CEMCO BIA Mock-up with First Revised Gap System

12. First Series CEMCO Single Gaps Tested at 60 Hz and VLF

13. Lapp Saddle Post Insulator with Modifications (Single Unit Serves
as Guy Breakup)

14. CEMCO LLL BIA, Final Version

15. Isolation Transformer

16. Dual Post Antenna Guy Strain Insulator - Lapp "Double Triple"

17. CEMCO Top-load Insulator as Modified by NELC
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SECTIOII 16D. YAILSAF TYPE GUY S[Al±.. lr!2ULATO±i1S

16D.1 Ocorc. - This section iiicludcu fitilsaec type guy strain
insulators.

16D.2 General, - These insulators shall be incorporated in
the structural guys of the 1200-foot tower, in the halyard lines
of the uitenna panelS and antenna panel cat(:narjU.- as shown.

16D.2.1 Qualifications. - The electrical and strucLural re-
quircments of the insulators specified hercin arc unusually severe.
Each bidder shall be prepared to submit written data supporting
the experience and capabilities of the manufacturer or inanufac-
turers supplying all component parts of the insulators.

16D.2.1.1 Exnerience an3 cabiiites:. - The qualification
data shall sunmarize the prior expcriene of the insulotor rianufac-
turer in the desi.gn, fabrication and testing of high strength,
high voltage ceramic insulators. The siuv.iary shall include a de-
scription of the basic insulator types employed, the electrical
and structural chp-racteristics of the insulators, identification
of projects on which the insulators were employod an,1 other perti-
nent data. Particular emphasis should be placed on insulators
capable of withstanding voltages ranging between 50 and 500 kv
while wet, end tensile loads extending from 50 to )00 kips. The

bidder shall also summarize the test facilities to Le enpiloyed
In aualifie";4iAon liptih, r~ ti+1- latx d iz ic. ;.
capabilities in performing such tests.

16D.3 Aalicable documents. - Except as specified herein-
before in Division 1, General 11.cquirmcmnts, the following spec-
ifications and standards of the issues listed and referred to in
this section, including the addenda, amcnbrents and errata listed,
form a part of this specification to the extent required by the
references thereto.

MILITARY

MIL-I-10B(l) Insulating materials, eleczrical, ceramir,
Class L.

M4T-I-?2j264(2) Insulators ceramic, electrical ond elec-.(Int. 1; roic

NON-CO\j. , ; , ]

United States of America Standards InstituLe, 10 East hioth St.,
New York, N. Y. 10016.

C29.1 - 1961 Electrical powzer in.iulaLors.

81,710/67-161)-l

APPENDIX A
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Americxzn Society for Testin,; a.nd ater-.1s, 1916 laec St., "hila-
delplh;, Fa. l9iu.

A 123 - 6 Pa Zinc ( ... va'ized) eoating. ; on products
fabric v' - fro:.: ruT1.., pressed, and forged
stec'l- s, .i:.e, Laurs and strip.

A 153 - 67 Zinc co:,.ing (hct-dip) on iron and steel hard-
warec.

A h1. - 6 8a lligh-tr r th .o'w alloy structural rringanese
van: i,-I-: steel.

Natioalu ElecVrica] M4'unuftv: e''Lrs Association, 155 East 11th St.,
New York, IT. Y. 10017.

NEAA Publication lio. 107 (Joint Coordination Coimittce on Radio
Reception EEl, NE1MA, and BETA).

16D.It Perforancie reouirc;oents. - The failsafe type guy strain
insulators shall mcet the performance rcquirci:ents specified here-
in.

16D.11.l General descrintion. - The insulators shall be macde
up of one or more insulator units which can be connected together
in srieo to obtain the voltaLu: insulating level required. Each
insulator unit .hall enns i t of t.,,n ;nt.,rtoe !;;Z . . ..1 .z,
frames positioned opposrite each other with a ceramic body between,
and so arranged that the planes of these straddles lure slong the
insulator axis und oriented 90 dcgrees apart. The straddle frwnues
shall be articulated in such a manner that no eccentric loading
of any part of the insulator is permitted. When the units are
connected together into a string, two axes of articulation at each
porcelain iuit 90 degrees apart shall be provided. Articulated
Joints shall. be made with pins or bolts in double shear in such
a manner that no eccentric loading of any part is permitted. Con-
nections between units and betueen a unit and a guy fitting shall
be by uans of pins or bolts in double shear. Pins or bolts shall
not be used in direct tension. The method of retaining the ceramic
body within the straddle fraine; shall result in the frnc!Ics ilnd
ceronic being in intinate cortact and in com;pression to preclu6
voids and local hot spots in the insulator, to prevent rf noise
-nd effectively transunit the required m-echanical loads. The ir.,a-

lators sh-.ll be suitable for u,:.c at radio fr(quencics in the ran.(c:
of ].5 to 30 he arAi s;hall be tested with ap.,lied volta:;rr; as sh c:ln
in "Table 1" of p1'rrgraph "Inisulntor claraeteri tics". Graliing
rings shall be provided when required to obtain adequate grading
of the individual units in a group.
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16D.4.2 Ins.:A~..or charrtctci'i ,;Itic:;. - The insulators shall
( possess the phy;icil taid electrical eharactevisticz; cuntained in

"Table I"~.
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16D. 4.3 1"nvir'nmetal conlitions. - These insulators shall
perform sati factorily under the following environniental conditions:

(a) Ambient ternipe'ature range 0 degrces F. to
100 degrees F.

(b) Rain frcm light mist to heavy rainfall.

(c) Winds from 0 to 90 !.Wi.

(d) Wind blown dirt and sand.

(e) Salt spray.

(f) Relative humidity of 100 percent with condensa-
tion.

(g) Ice and snow.

16D.4.4 The straddle frrcs, connectinr links and other
structural jetbers shall be rmade fromi steel conformain; to AS"2iI A
1hl or equivalent with a mninimun yield of 50,000 psi, or from other

steels conforming to aii ASTM specification. Bolts, or pins shall
be made from steel conforminig to an AST14 specification or approved
equal. All ferrous parts of the insulator string, including fittings,
attachment plates, and hardware shall be hot dip gE,21vanized in ac-
cordence with ASTiM A 123 and A 153. except that threndin,/ h.11
be done before galvanizing. The finished galvanized surface shall.
be smooth and free from wrinkles, sharp points, or other surface
irregularities which might cause localized high clectrical stresses
resulting in corona.

16D.h.5 RoundinF of edges. - The corners of all plates, fit-
tings, and hardware shall be suitably rounded to avoid localized
high electrical stresses which could result in corona.

16D.4.6 All ceramic parts of the insulators shall consist
of materials of Class L, Grade 222 or better as defined in 1IL-I-
10. The surfaces of the insulators exponed to the weather shall
be glazed to minimize contanmination. No bare spots in the glazing
will be permitted. The ceramic body of the insulator shnll be free
from surface blisters and shall have no sharp points or' i'rrcgular-
ities in the surface.

16D.5 Grding ring assemblies. -

16D.5.1 General. - There shall be grading rinC assemblies
at each end of certain insulator assemblies to improve volt:'.e dis-
tribution across each Insulator unit. The design of the grading
rings shall be such that the overall voltage characteristics are met
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and the opcratici of thc ascmnbly is corona-free end shall be such
" that the possibility of d:,jiuar-c fro: self-induced vibrations is

minimized. Desirc of grldlni rings is th respon.sibility of the
Contractor, irjc3udin! 6ctailed sizing and design to satisfy all
structural and electronic requiremrents.

161).5.2 Vibration rwur)rezsion. - Consideration shall be given
in d:si(- n to thlu followinL in orcier to r:ini;:i the lpos-ibl. -
ity of nelf-induced vibratici.s with consequcrt daf,,Oe to the Urad-
ing rin g asseiblics:

(a) Limitation of the slenderness ratio of tubu-
lar memrbers.

(b) Use of spiral windings (spoilers) on tubular
mcwbers.

(c) Details at Joints to prevent fatigue failure.

() Use of hich strength bolts tightened to spec-
ified values.

(e) Elimination of eccentricities.

16D.5.3 4ial reouirenents. - All hardware in the Crading
ring assemblies sha-.l have s.nooth surfaccs and rounded exterior
eg . A prjsr-ting hends, nuts,: nd threoads of bolts .(nd
similar protuberances shall be treated to insure corona-frcc oper-
ation at the specified voltages.

16D.5.4 Materials for grading ring assemblies may be either
aluminiu or galvanized steel, as approved.

16D.6 Tests required. - Detailed test procedures for both
mechanical a-nd electrical tests, including the proposed method of
establishing the environizental conditions specified herein shall
be submitted for approval prior to the conducting of the tests.
Test procedures shall follow the applicable portions of U'AS Stan-
dard C29.l. Test procedure approval is required prior to conduct-
ing tests. All tests shall. be by and at the expens;e of the Contic.-
tor.

16D.6.1 1ic, nt rise test. - The following test shrill bc per-
formed on one completely assesbled in'ulator individa). un-it of
each basic porce]Min type. A voltage cju.;] to thLc' n:inuf: c .ar'
rated voltage of the insulator unit at 60 cyclc.; (rr s) rh:ill be ap-
plied across the insulator and held for 30 mdinutes. The tc.pc'atLurce
rise in the cerm;iic body shall be determined and rclated to 15 kc.
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The corrected temperature rise shall not exceed 30 degrecs C. Test-
ing of these units shall be made at 15 ke or at other frequencies,
relating the heating effect at the test fruquency to 15 kc.

16D.6.2 Proof test. - Each asse.bled insulator unit shall be
tested at full workinr load. for at least one minutc. Tests may
be mzdc in strings, as approved. Any evidence of p-rm.Lancnt deform-
ation or of cement or ceramic cracking shall be couse for rejection.

16D.6.3 Mechanical test. - One completc unit of each of a man-
ufacturer's type or size to be used shall be subjected to an ulti-
mate strength test as follows:

(a) The unit shall be incrementally loaded to 50
percent bf its safe working load. The load shall then be decreased
to zero.

(b) The unit shall be increinentally loaded to 1.50
times its safe working load and held at this load for three minutes.
The load shall then be decreased to zero. During the incremental
loading and unloading sufficient data shall be recorded to enable
a full load-deformation diagram of the unit to be made. At the
end of this p,-rt of the test all pins and bolts shall be rciovcd,
inspected and photographed. Any evidence of pemnancnt deformation
or failure shall be identified arid described.

(e) The unit shall be rpasremhlebl( ad I t 1ri tvn f i I-

ure. Sufficient data shall be recorded to enable a full load-defor-
mation diagram of the unit to be made. Load-dcfor:;.ation di;!ZrWns
shall be madie for all mechanical tests.

(d) Criteria for satisfactorily passin- the test
are as follows: 'Io element of the assembly shall fail, the ccrarmic
body shall not crack or spall, and no part shall deform sufficAcitly
to impair the function of the assembly at 2.3 times the safe working
load.

16D.6.; Tests of welds. - All welds on the iris:ulator frames
shall be magnaflux tested. Refer to Section "Structural stec] aiid
miscellaneous fittings" for welding require.;ients and test requiru-
meats, except that all testing shall be performed by the Contlrractor
at his expense.

16D.6.5 Electrical Testinr of Insulntors. -

16D.6.5.1 Gener-l. - The insulators shall bc- tented to c:teh-
lish their electrical performance iii accorcance ith the pvovisiow-
of this section and applicable portions of USAS Standird C29.I.
At least 60 days prior to covvencement of these te ;t the Contrac-
tor shall submit detailed procedures of his propelld test yrnogra
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to the Officer in Chargc of Construction for approval, The clec-
trical tests of the insulators shall be conducted at 60 cycles and
as far as practical shall be liade in accordance with current USAS
Standard C29.1. Each insulator type group, designated in paragraph,
"Insulator chpracteristics" as P-2, P-4, P-5, P-7, and P-9, shall
be subjected to electrical testing as defined herein. In the event
that identical insulators mecet the requircments for and are used
to fulfill the needs of two or more insulator type groups as de-
fined herein, the tests need be made only once for such type groups
provided the test is made under the more severe requirements. The
insulators within one type group may consist of one or more insula-
tor units connected in series. In conducting the electrical tests
for any one type group, the test shall be conducted first with the
greatest nunber of units required in series. After removing one
or more insulator units from the string the tests shall be repeated,
and so on until tests have been completed on each insulator type
identified in the first column of "Table I" in paragraph "Insulator
characteristics". Tests shall be conducted on complete assemblies
including insulator units, links, end units, hardware, and grading
rings if required. RIV (radio influence voltage) tests, ho,:ever,
shall be conducted on each and every insulator unit as defined in
paragraph "Radio influence voltage (RIV) test".

16D.6.5.2 Test setup and tests reauired. - The assembly shall
be suspended in air in an outdoor environment with the lower end
at least 25 feet above the ground. One end of the insulator assem-
bly shall be connected to ground. The test voltage shall be applied
to the other end of the assembly. Tests shall be conductea as spec-
ified herein.

16D.6.5.2.1 Corona-free dry and wet voltv- e tests. -The
insulator assembly shall be tested to establish that it is corona-
free (visual corona in the dark) under wet or dry conditions as
set forth in "Table I". In conducting the wet corona test the in-
sulator shall be allowed to drain after the application of water,
until essentially all dripping has ceased, before the application
of test voltage.

16D.6.5.2.2 Wet flashover voltarve tests. - The insulator as-
ser.bly shall be tested to establish that it will not flash over
under wet conditions as set forth in "Table I".

16D.6.5.2.3 Volta.e distribution test. - The voltcgc distri-
bution across the insulator assembly shall bc: measured so that the
voltage drop across each insulating uit is determined.

16D.6.5.2.4 radio influence voltn'.e (BTV) tcst. - Each indi-
vidual insulator unit shall be subjected to a radio influence volt-
age test in accordance with the Joint Coordination Co,.umittcc on
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Radio Reception of EEI, NEMA, and RETA (NI14A Publication No. 107).
- Reading of noise level shall be teken starting at 90 percent of

the normal rated voltage of the insulator unit and at regular inter-
vals up to the corona foruation voltage. Immediately after these
tests are completed the unit shall be lowered and the insulators
examined for evidence of local arcing or hot spots. Evidence of

localized arcing or heating is cause for rejection-

16D.6.6 Witness of tests, - The Officer in Charge of Construc-
tion will witness the tests specified and shall have access to witness
other tests and inspection procedures related to the procurement
at any time. Inspection in whole or in part may be waived at the
option of the Government.

16D.7 Drawings and data recuired of the Contractor. - The fol-
lowing shall be provided with the insulators:

(a) Assembly, installation and operating instructions.

(b) Drawing showing all part numbers, weights, dimen-

sions, exposed wind areas and breaking strength capacities.

(c) Complete shop drawings of grading ring assemblies,
including weight of the complete assembly.

(d)Evidcncc sh -- that ... i..ue i Ltuu ui all
parts of the grading ring assemblies are adequate to prevent damage
during the life of the installation.

(e) All test data, analyses, and extrapolations as
related to each insulator assembly.

(f) Mill certificates, magnaflux reports, and all other
pertinent information relating to materials and fabrication proce-

dures of the insulator.

16D.8 Packing and shinning. - The spares specified to be
delivered to the Officer in Charge of Construction shall be packed
and crated for shipment (level A) in accordance with MIL-I-23264.
The Contractor shall be responsible for packing and shipping in-
sulators and appurtenances that he is to install. Detachable
metal end units, frames, hardware fittings, and grading rings may
be shipped separately fron ceramic parts. All insulators shall
be clearly identified and part marked to expeditc identification
and assembly in the field.

16D.9 Installation of the insulators. - The Contractor shall
install the insulators in accordance with the manufacturer's
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instructions. All such tests as nay be required shall be made to demon-
strate that no da;iage to the insulators was suffered in transportation

r or installation.

16D.1O Spr-rcs shall be delivered to the Officer in Charge
of Construction at the jobsitc, in the quantities specified herein.
Terms used are as indicated on the drarings. End units shall be
of the type required to accomodatu the largest pin used wiji, a par-
ticular "I"-nimibcr.

NUL3ERS OF SPARES flEQUIRED

Ceramic Straddle Connecting
Type .Bodies Frames .Plates (Pairs) End
Ident. (Units) (Pairs) & Pins (Fours) Units

P2 6 3 3 3
P 4 6 .3 3 2
P 5 12 6 6 3
P 7 10 5 5 5
P9 8 4 4 4

Totals 482 21 21 17

16D.11 Basis of accentance. - Acceptance of the insula:tors
shall be based on compliance with all parts of the specifications,
the tests outlined above and delivery to the Officer in Charge of
Construction of all of the data required.

16D.12 Final acceptance shall be at the jobsitc, regardless
of previous inspections and/or acceptances in-plant or elsewhere.

--END SECTION 16D--
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SECTION1 162. BASE INSULATOR

16E.1 Scone. - This section includes a tower base insulator
under the 1200-foot tower.

16E.2 Anrlicable docuents. - Except as specified herein-
before in Division 1, General ecquirements, the follotrinp speci-
fications and standords of the issues listed and referred to in
this section, includinr the addenda, amen&ents and-errata listed,
form a part of this specification to the extent required by the
references thereto.

MILITARY

TL-I-lOB (1) Insulating materials, electrical, ceramic,
Class L.

MIL-I-2326h(2)(Int.I) Insulators, ceramic, electrical and electronic.

NON-GOVERN! FNT

United States of America Standardn Institute, 10 Fast 4oth Street,
New York, N. Y. 10016.

-4 C29.1-196l Electrical o'ower insulators.

National Electrical !'anufFacturers Association, 155 East With
Street, 'few York, T.Y. iOT.

T-EMA Publication No. 107 (Joint coordination conrittee on radio
reception S!-'I, N "A, and ,ETA).

16E.3 CcneriaI reouirerents. - The 1200-foot tower will be
insulated from rrowid by a base insulator which not only provides
electrical insulation but also carries the full down thrust and
shear loads irmposed by the tower. The base insulator shall be
equipped vith rain shields, a lightning protection ball gap and
grading rings for corona protection. The base innulzator shall be
comnatible with the tower foundation base rnlate and the tower base
rocker assembly.

16E.3.j Oualifications of hosc insulator manufacturer. -
Data shall be submitted. shoj:inf proof of successful and continuous
cx]cerience within the east 5 years in the design ad manufacture
of ceraiic innulators canable of operating at radio frequency
voltages between P50 -v nr.d 500 kv and canable of canrrinr mechnn-
ica1 loads in the ran,e of 2.5 million pounds in co,._esr.

16,'.3.2 Base insulator .nerformonce reouirements. - ",le
base insulator shall be of any one of the followirig Lyves: multi-
ple element oil fi]led ccra.y-ic cylinder; multiple element ceramic
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* cone, cither hollow or solid; or rultiple ceramic cylinder.
The insulator shall have a corona-free safe-onerating voltage
rating of 250 kv, rns, under either wet or dry conditions withi
the rar19 of 15 kc to 30 kc and shall have a minimum flashover
rating, wet and dr, of 00 kv rns. The insulator shall be
capable of resisting a vertical coryress Ing OM
the tower of 2.5 million pounds and a conclurrent transverse shear
of 25,000 Powds in any direction, both forces being applied at

the top of the base insulator.

16E.3.2.1 Ceramic narts of the insulator shall cornply
with MIr-I-10 Grade L, 243 or better. The ceramic surfacer exnosed
to the weather shall have a chocolate brown glazed finish. No
bare spots in the glazing will be permitted. The ceramic bodies
of the insulator shall be free from surface blisters and shall
have no sharp points on the surface.

16E.3.2.2 Structural metal narts shall comply with the
requirements of Section "Structural steel towers and guy anchors". ... 4

16E.3.2.3 Rain shields shall be provided as a part of
the base insulator. The outside edge of the rain shield shall
be graded to nrevent corona. Such grading ring shall have a mini-
mum tube diameter of It inches.

16E.3.2.4 Lifhtnin rrotection. - The base insulator
shall be provided with an adjustable lightning protection gan
which is sized and conriured in such u titfeinei t ,.t : rvldaz

tection to the base insulator from a li.htning stroke.

16E.3.2.5 Environmental conditions. - The base insulator
shall nerform Csatisfactorilyk under the following environmental
conditions:

(a) Ambient termerature range 0 degrees F. to
100 decrees F.

(b) Rain from. light mist to heavy rainfall.

(c) Winds from 0 to 90 TH.

(d) Wind blown dirt and sand.

(e) Salt spray.

(f) Fe~ative humidity of 100 percent with con-
densation.

16%.3.2.6 Base insulator heatern shall be providek1 to ,)revent
the forrmtion of hih capacitance -oisture film on oil filled ce-
ramic cylinders during severe weather conditions. These hcatnr:
elements shall be 230 volt ac and shall be thermostatically controllerd.
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).3.3 Tcstinr of base inisulators.. - All tests shall be by
and at the exonense of the Contractor.

161'.3. 3. 1 Mect ril tests. - The base insulators shall he
tested as described herein to detern-ine the electrical character-
istics. The :-manufacturer shall orovile test facilities to conduct
the tests anid shall nuhmjt renorts describinC, all tents and results.
The te!-t pla~n shall be stubmitted for approvni 60 days prior to test-
infg. Thle Officer in Charg~e of Construction shall be allowed free
access at all times to witness tests and to perform. inspections.

16r.3.3.1l.1 Si>xty-cycle wet flashover test. - This test shall
be made on one comiplete insulator assembly. The insulator assembly,
with, grading rings, rain shields, and lightning gap, shall be tested
in a suitable hig~h voltage test arca. Voltages shall be apulied
to the upper end off the insulator with the lower end grounded anti
restinI7 on an equivoalent ground plane 10 feet square to simulate
the insulator environ'ent. The test shall conform to IJSAS Specifi-
cation C29 .1, Parag-raphs 4.2.2., Ith. .2.5., 4.2.6., and 4.2.7.

16n-3- 3.1.2 Wet and dry corona free voltarc. - The test set- A
un shall be the sane as the 60-cycle flashover test and the test ' .-
made to conform to USAS. Snecification C29.1, Pararranh 4.0.4.
Separate tests shall be made for corona point under both wet and

6E3313 Rdoifunevoltae (RIVtests -The indi--
vidal as inulaorunit shall be tested at 250 kv (rims) at b6fi-

eyees or adi nose n acoranc wih UASSpecification

tin 10 07. nywltthtshows visn ooao more than 30
rucovots oie sa~lbecorrected or rejected. Any unit that

flases ver hal becorrcte orrejected.

16F,3. . 1 _eattest_-_ voltage equal to the rated voltag e
(ins) of the unit at 00cycles shall be applied across the innula-
tor and held for 30 minutes. The temperature in the coran.ic body
shall be determined and related toj kc. Thei corrected terin'rature
rise shall not excred. 30 erees Ca Testin-. of tis uiit shr-ll
be made at 15 ke Qatthrfeu ces, relating- t!,e heating ef-
feet to 15 kc.

16P.3. I Mechanical tests.-

161,.-3. Is 1 Cer-triic narts. - ach cerar-iC part to be usc !
in the insulator shall be tested at two tiyns thte rated safe worning
load. After tile load has hsen remioved the part shall1 be teslted
for electrical soundness.

84710/67-16r-3
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16E.3.5 Protecti.on froa damare. - Damage to any comoonent
of the insutlator asse,ly which cannot be acceptably repaired shell
he cause for rejection. Rough or careless handling and improper
preparation for shipping will not be tolerated. Containers and
handling procedures shall protect all components from damage at
all times. The insulator assmcrbly components shall not be exposed
to possible damar'e fror construction equiprent. The Contractor
shall provide new comronents to replace daraged components at his
own ex-nonse nnd shall not be entitled to clairs against the Govern-
ment for extra navment or extensions of contract time arising there-
from. The special measures required to minimize the possibility of
damage shall be submitted for approval. Such approval shall in no
way relieve the Contractor of responsibility. The necessary sur-
-veillance shall .be provided by the Cont-ractor to insure that the approved
measures are used. The Officer in Charge of Construction will
inspect the cor-ponents at the manufacturer's plant for damage.
The Officer in Charge of Construction will make a speciapl inspec-
tion of the assembly just prior to installation.

16E.3.6 Packin! ane shinnin;T. - The Contractor shall be res-
ponsible for packing and shin-in,, insulator and aonurtenrunces. All
components cofunrising the corplcte insulator assembly shall he
marked, racked, and shipped in such a manner that final asseibly
can be readily made at the site by the erection crew, ith due re-
gard to the requirementc of paragraph "Protection from daCc".

10'. '. 7 Prrawinrrs nnd dnt.' rpniiir.'d of tlbr' Cont.rpcltor.-
Complete shop drawings, materials specifications, and all other
pertinent data shall be submitted for aporoVUl. prior to manufacture
of any of the insilator comnonents. This data shall include de-
tailed field assembly instructions.

--END SECTION 16F--
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MEMORANDUM
M-2100-191-72

From: Code 2100 28 August 1972

To: NAVELEX PME-119, CDR Richardson

Subj: Preliminary informal opinion re attainment of 275 kV WFO OMEGA guy
insulators

Ref: (a) 11019/3 ser 521 PME-119 of 23 Aug 1972

1. Perusal of the 19 enclosures of reference (a) indicates to me that the
attainment of the specified WFO has not been demonstrated. There are serious
questions about the wetness of the insulators at the time of the tests, and
there appears to be no way from the work performed to data to resolve the
question about the differences in claimed voltage distribution. The method
of observing corona is open to some doubt in view of the distances to the object.

2. Tests should be run again with standard water, delivered at a known rate
and coverage. Questions about voltage distribution should be resolved unambi-
guously, and the ability of the entire assembly to meet required WFO should not
be decided on the basis of test of a single component and projection to the
entire unit based on voltage division ratios. Use of model data is not applica-
ble unless it can be demonstrated that the model is accurate as to environmental
effects on distribution of voltage.

3. There are ambiguous areas in the revised specification and use of 60 Hz tests
is indicated, especially drip-dry tests which are irrelevant in showing corona-
free operation under real-life conditions at vlf. Specifically,

16DX.6.1: "adequate" grading should be defined
16DX.8.2: ambient temperature against which temperature rise is to take

place is undefined
16DX.8.5.2.1: corona drip dry test is called out: this should be spray test
16DX.8.5.2.3: What is "undesired distribution?"

4. I shall be in the PME-119 office Friday, 1 September 1972, or in any case in
contact with some of the staff earlier in connection with the Ad Hoc committee
meeting and I shall review the material in more detail in the meantime.

ANDREW N. SMITH

Copy to:
NELC Code 2170

2100

APPENDIX B
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MEMORANDUM
M-2100-190-72

From: Code 2100 25 September 1972

To: Code 2170

Subj: Tests of La Moure, ND failsafe insulator sets Q4d and Q5d

Ref: (a) 11019/3 ser 521 PME-119 of 23 Aug 1972
(b) Trip report of 28 Aug 72-1 Sep 72 by A. N. Smith/NELC
(c) Fonecon between LT R. Gallen/NAVELEX PME-119 and A. N. Smith,

C. J. Casselman/NELC of 13 Sep 1972
(d) NELC memo to PME-119 from A. N. Smith of 28 Aug 1972

1. Reference (a) asked NELC OMEGA project personnel to review 19 enclosures
thereto in an effort to form an informal opinion concerning whether the subject
insulators had been properly qualified per the procurement specification for
performance in the La Moure transmitting station tower. Paragraphs 1, 2, and
3 were complied with by the writer on 28 August 1972 by reference (d). During

the visit to NAVELEX PME-117 and PME-119 documented in reference (b) the sub-
ject was discussed and the opinion rendered in reference (d) was reiterated;
namely, that in the writer's opinion the subject insulators had not been pro-
perly qualified for use in the tower structure by the tests reported and dis-
cussed in the correspondence represented by the 19 enclosures to reference (a).

2. Notwithstanding the submission of reference (d) and the conversation reported
in reference (b), a further request for opinion was made in reference (c). At

this time further examination of the material of reference (a) indicated that
several essential correspondence items appeared not to be in the possession of
the writer and PME-119 responded that they would supply same, specifically Woerfel
Corp. submission of 4 May 1972, #417, concerning the tests of insulators Q5d.
This was actually sent several days later by Holmes and Narver. Telephone con-
versations since 22 Sep 1972 reported to the writer by C. J. Casselman but not
participated in directly by the writer, indicate that it is now the desire of
PME-119 to make the opinion of reference (d) a part of official record. This
appears to be motivated by the pressing of claims for extra expense by Woerfel
against the Navy for additional qualification testing of the subject insulators
that may have been beyond scope of work.

3. Accordingly, the writer hereby submits paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of reference
(d) as his official opinion concerning the qualification of the insulator sets
Q4d and Q5d by the tests as described in the correspondence available to him.
Further, it is to be remarked that in none of the correspondence available up
to this date makes clear whether the entire assembly of two sets of two yokes
of insulators (comprising in the case of Q4d 8 posts, and for Q5d, 10 posts)
was tested for WFO or whether each set of two yokes in the cascade was tested
individually and the WFO for the entire assembly inferred from the voltage dis-
tribution between them, which is a matter under dispute. Moreover, in references
to water delivery rate, the least vague statements in submissions 416 and 417
give "7-1/2 gallons per minute estimated" (my emphasis) with no claim as to
actual measurement, or as to whether this amount and rate was delivered by

the pump into the hose, or whether this was delivered at the nozzle, and if
the latter, over what projected area this was sprayed so as to enable a cal-
culation to be made of delivery in tenths of inches depth per the AIEE standard.

APPENDIX B-1 Enclosure (2) to
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In consequence the condition of the insulator surfaces during the execution
of the tests is open to dispute relative to whether conditions required for
a standard spray test were indeed satisfied, and the correspondence does not
answer this question.

4. It is thus this writer's opinion, based on information available to him,
that the WFO qualification tests for these insulators as described are incon-
clusive, and that unambiguous witnessed tests remain to be carried out. It
should be noted that not all of the material referenced in the correspondence
included in the 19 enclosures of reference (a) is available, although some of
the items are recognized as contained therein. A crucial part of the chain
appears to be enclosure (7), to which no satisfactory reply in the form of firm
data or information other than opinions and allegations has ever been made by
Woerful. Enclosure (14) is as good a statement, concerning the WFO level to
which the insulator sets have been demonstrated, as any, and this writer agrees
with its conclusions. Enclosure (16) involves reasoning and references that
are totally obscure to this writer, and the conclusions drawn do not appear
to follow.

ANDREW N. SMITH
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REVIEW AND COMMENT ON INSULATOR RATINGS AND TESTS

by

Andrew N. Smith

26 January 1972

Radio Technology Division, Code 2100
NAVAL ELECTRONICS LABORATORY CENTER

San Diego, California 92152

APPENDIX B-2 Enclosure (1) to
NELC ltr ser 2100-39
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During a visit to the PME-119 office on 19 January 1972, the author was
asked to review pertinent documentation concerning the testing and rating of
certain insulator units incorporated in the OMEGA Navigation Station antenna
at La Moure, North Dakota. Motivation for this review was Navy/contractor con-
troversy over the occurrence of a crack in a base insulator porcelain at
Annapolis during initial high voltage tests and concern over the consequence
of possible similar occurrence at La Moure in view of the erection of the
tower and the incorporation.in the guys of insulators that have not passed
all high voltage tests to required specification despite Navy nonacceptance
of these units. A statement as to the advisability and safety of conducting
tests and definition of a safe upper limit was asked for.

Although the sub-contractor consultants (Westinghouse) to the Architect-
Engineer for design (Holmes and Narver) have already taken a position not re-
commending approval of the insulator sets in question unless adequate standard
tests under relevant conditions are carried out and successfully passed, PME-
119 desired an independent evaluation of the same information carried out by
NELC. In the time available between this request and the expected start of
high voltage station tests (about 1 February 1972), a complete reevaluatioi
has not been possible but the documents containing the main points have been
examined. These and pertinent telephone conversations covering topics con-
tained in reports submitted by Westinghouse are listed here as references (1)
through (12).

The units whose ratings may be exceeded in the application to the La Moure
tower are fail-safe guy strain insulator sets Q4d and Q5d and the tubular
strain insulator units when used in the tripod pull-off structure. Sets
whose ratings appear to be questionable are the tubular strain insulator units
when actually used in the topload members and the base insulator. This report
will consider conditions for each of the four insulators in turn, and attempt
to recommend a safe procedure for initial testing under high voltage for free-
dom from corona under dry conditions. However, this procedure will have no
bearing on subsequent recommendation for acceptance or rejection of the in-
sulator sets for all weather conditions if it is performed by the Navy for dry
weather.

According to Westinghouse personnel (8, 9, 10), the ratings for the in-
sulators in the various positions were arrived at for the specification (1)
through a fairly detailed electrolytic tank model study of the voltage distri-
bution in the region around the tower and specifically of the distribution
across the gaps in the guys caused by the presence of the insulators. Following
a practice similar to but somewhat less conservative than the electrical power
industry, a factor of two was applied to the experimentally determined expected
maximum operating voltages for arriving at required wet flashover voltage.
The more conservative and expensive factor of 2.75 used in power distribution
systems is generally not permissible in vlf radio structures because of a more
severe limitation on weight and cost versus performance mainly related to the
greatly increased distances involved in the free spans for the conductors and
consequent loadings. The multiplier for the specification of WFO versus
operating voltage allows for surges due to electrical storms and for degradation
of insulation quality due to contamination and aging. The figure for dry
flashover voltage (DFO) is usually also mentioned as part of the description
of an insulator but this rating is not usually considered relevant to the worst
condition of operation.
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For economic reasong based both on efficiency of operation and on avoiding
premature destruction of materials brought about by operating in an ionized
environment, it is also required that the insulator sets operate corona-free
under the worst case condition. The relation of corona-free voltage to the
flashover level is not simple, being dependent on the selection,arrangement,
and finish of field-grading devices at the ends of the insulating material
columns; but experience indicates that attainment of an extinction level of
voltage for corona in wet conditions of 25% greater than the maximum operating
voltage (or conversely 63% of the wet flashover voltage when this is defined
as twice the maximum operating voltage) by proper design and installation is
a reasonable expectation and is usually safe in operation, especially when
also properly designed arc-gap protective devices are installed in the system
and suitably adjusted. The corona onset level is higher than the extinction
level so that an assembly in normal operation that is momentarily driven into
corona is self-extinguishing when the surge dies away. The above choice of
extinction level allows a suitable margin between corona onset (or withstand)
level and WFO (momentary surge) so that corona onset does not necessarily
also lead to flashover. Beyond these considerations is effect of accumulated
surface contamination since the ratings described above are considered to be
met by insulators in new and clean condition when tested according to, the
NEMIA standards. Allowance for subsequent degradation is contained in the
ratio of WFO to safe operating voltage.

From the above one can see that the ratings for the guy insulators based
on the experimentally derived operating voltages are consistent with present
day practice. The ratings required for the base insulator are not as con-
servative but are considered acceptable based on accessibility for cleaning
and changing out if necessary. On the other hand, it is reasonable to make
the rating for the topload span insulators somewhat more conservative because
of the relative difficulty in access and because for reasons of economics they
were of the strain type and not structurally fail-safe. The figures are all
summarized in table 1.

Review of the correspondence concerning the Q4d and Q5d insulator sets
with reference to the requirements described above (2 through 8) reveals
several sources of possible shortcoming. First of all, this author can only
concur with Westinghouse that if the wet tests were conducted as described
they do not fulfill the NEMA requirements as to rate of wetting of the porcelains
and therefore are inconclusive at best. Secohd, the attempts to demonstrate
the voltage division between the two units of the sets closest to the towers
give results for geometrical conditions comoletely different from those of the
actual installation and are therefore irrelevant. The division was measured
for a condition in which only the Q4d or Q5d set was in the guy and placed
against a tower that had no topload. In addition, the sequential means of
determining the voltage division across the string by measuring the arc gap
voltage on one member of the pair with the other shorted across in no way
duplicates the conditions of use. The results here seem to be that the most
favorable split could be 60/40 versus a less favorable split of 70/30 between
the t,.*io units for a total of 131 kV. The third aspect is that this total at
this location pertains to model results in the tank for which the dimensions
were chosen to represent a continuous string of several compression cone type
units instead of the combination of two units connected by a long conductor
in the presence of two more single units in both cases. For the condition
actually in use, the voltage across the combination at units Q4d or Q5d could
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well be in excess of the 131 kV used as a basis for specifying the ratings.
Table 1 indicates that in the most favorable case of the 60/40 split the top-
most unit of the pair could well be working at 80 kV. Quite apart from any
of the other considerations in view of the fourth aspect, namely, that the
fifth (center) porcelain in the pantapost combination is rated for a normal
working voltage of 46 kV and a wet flashover rating of 125 kV it is apparent
that this unit is being worked greatly in excess of the normal manner for its
stated rating, specifically, 70% in excess as a minimum. If the voltage split
is less favorable or if the total across the combination is more than the 131
kV, either condition necessarily having to be regarded as probabilities then
the center element of the pentapost unit there is even more overstressed.
Note that this remark would not apply if it could be demonstrated at full
scale that, in a geometry comparable to that actually in use, the insulator
set did indeed withstand the full rated wet flashover voltage (not just the
expected operating voltage). One could concede that the ratio 125/46 = 2.75,
per the power company practice in which case it might be fair to say that
the revised permissible working load would be 62.5 kV in the vlf application.
Even if this is done, 80 kV represents a 30% overload compared to a probable
(theoretical) wet corona limit of 75 kV so that while no trouble may be ex-
perienced for tests in dry conditions, there may well be a problem with corona
during wet, especially after a period of aging and contamination. Note that
this condition applies without any reference to what could be the case in
event of failure of a unit lower on the string.

For the main topload strain insulators, a calculation of inductive voltage
rise for 10.2 kHz indicates that at 10 kW radiated the voltage on the cables
may be in the neighborhood of 230 kV for a mean topload voltage of 220. If
all this appears on the main units then the implied WFO rating on the usual
basis would be 460kV. The results quoted in Table 1 from reference (9) show
an expected division between this and the others of 171/31/19 for 220. There-
fore it could be argued that it would be fair to require only 360 kV WFO or
that certification to 400 kV would be adequate. However, this would ignore
completely the effects of catastrophic failure of one of the outer units. To
assure nonfailure of the tabular unit in this situation, it does not seem
unreasonable to insist on the full 500 kV WFO rating for these units although
in normal operation it is unlikely that corona will be observed either wet or
dry. In this connection, however, a question has been raised by Westinghouse
concerning the placement of the corona ring and the supports which physically
appear to resemble a grading ring,the location of which does not protect
shackles and other hardware items outboard of the caps of the insulators.
Finally, no reference available to this author to date indicates that this
insulator has ever been subject to high voltage test in the configuration to
be used in the main spans. It has been tested in the tripod arrangement to
be used for the pull-off structure but there are questions outstanding about
the validity of these tests which lead to a claimed rating of 410 kV for WFO
versus the specified 500. It is unlikely that tests in dry conditions to
220 kV will yield any indication of trouble, however; but these tests would
be inconclusive relative to the meeting of the specification.

Both the tripod pull-off and the base insulator sets are stated to have
passed WFO tests to 400 kV but Westinghouse has questioned the conditions of
the wetting of the porcelains and the use of grading protection for hardware
items in configurations other than that to be used in the actual installation
(10). A figure of 152 kVrms has been mentioned as observed corona extinction
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voltage for some of the tests. Therefore, while it would appear that operation
to 220 kV under dry conditions may be safe, this cannot be a priori assumed.
Moreover, successful ooeration in such a test would yield no conclusion about
operation to the limits specified for wet conditions.

In November 1971, base reactance measurements were carried out on the
antenna preparatory to locating the tapping points on the helix. This was
done according to a test plan written at NELC (13). A curve of reactance (12)
versus frequency is available that indicates that the actual values in the normal
operating frequency range of the antenna are within 1.5% of those predicted by
Westinghouse (11). From this curve the base reactance at 9.8 kHz, the frequency
chosen for the high voltage tests, is 578 ohms. Therefore a current of 365 amperes
is permissible to stay within a voltage of 211 kV at the base or 220 kV mean
topload voltage. Assuming that the effective heiqht of the antenna is as pre-
dicted, the radiation resistance projects from 0.071 ohms at 10.2 to 0.066 ohms
at 9.8. It follows that radiated power at this frequency will be 8.8 kW. Pre-
liminary base resistance measurement with .unfrozen soil during these tests were
made soas to have a basis for comparison with values to be determined for final
measurements which will be made during a season when the soil is frozen. if
the helix coil Q and tuning system losses are comparable to what are expected
at Haiku for which an expected tuning system Q of 2900 resulted, then the antenna
system losses for unfrozen ground turn out to be 0.70 ohm. The frozen condition
may lead to an additional 0.05 ohm ground loss or a total of 0.75 ohms. The
antenna system efficiency may therefore be expected to be about 8.8% during the
high voltage tests under frozen soil conditions at 9.8 kHz and thus the required
power delivered to the system at the matching transformer terminals is 100 kW.
Since the specified minimum power capability required of the transmitter at
this point is 135 kW, the high voltage tests to be performed under the voltage
limit of 220 kV on the topload will not constitute a full power test of the
transmitter even with the soil at the site frozen. Conversely, a full power
test of the transmitter under present conditions will exceed the voltage on the
system that the insulator supplier has indicated is acceptable since this would
yield 11.8 kW radiated and a base current of 420 amperes or 243 kV base voltage
(255 mean topload voltage). Correspondingly, a test to 10 kW radiated would
only require 114 kW delivered and thus would not constitute a full power test
of the transmitter. For this situation the base voltage would be 226 kV and
the mean topload voltage 236 kV, still in excess of the 220 permissible. At
10.2 kHz the situation is no better since the currents, projected efficiency,
and permissible voltages yield 10 kW radiated with about 105 IW delivered.

A corollary of the above discussion is that such power tests as can be run
under the voltage limitation of 211 kV on the base will in no way constitute
full-power heat runs for the matching and tuning components even if this were
to be done in the summertime under high temperature conditions. At present,
with an unheated helix house, this would be true even if full-power could be
absorbed from the transmitter and no question existed about the insulators.
Full-power test of the transmitter by itself are possible only by using the
dummy load.

The conclusions therefore are that with the supplier's limitation on per-
missible insulator voltage (1) a* 0.8 kHz no more than 365 amperes base current
is allowable; (2) initial detail examination of the system for corona should
start at a level no higher than ..,If this value, 185 amperes with particular
attention being directed at the pull-off and Q4d and Q5d insulator sets; (3)
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tests must be done during dry conditions and therefore no conclusion can be
reached about the acceptability of the insulators at these locations or at the
base, feed bus, or main topload strain sets for wet condition; (4) no meaningful
full power heat run or full transmitter load tests are possible with the antenna
system in the circuit.
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TEST PLAN FOR L3 BASE

VOLTAGE AND SPURIOUS COUPLED-IN VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS

18 MAY 1972

PURPOSE OF TESTS:

1. Measure ratio of bushing voltage to tower base voltage at VLF.

2. Test for voltage division across base insulator, calibrate system; try
grading ring to equalize voltage division.

3. Test for presence of LF induced voltages that may be a harmonic of VLF
operating voltage to which system is tuned, both ambient and induced; also
look for transmitter harmoni s.

4. Test for presence of atmospheric or other transients, both at ambient
levels and as induced in the VLF antenna system.

5. Apply results of 1 through 4 above to determine existence or not of exces-
sive voltage leading to arc-over of the rod gap at tower base and to devise
a means of preventing same.

PROCEDURE:

1. Voltage rise and calibration measurement. Make connection as indicated
in schematic in Figures 1 and 2. Voltmeters No. 1 and 2 are Jennings volt-
meters. At both places a tuned voltmeter can also be paralled through a
divider. Make connection with transmitter off and antenna grounded. Unground
antenna and raise CW excitation to a low level not to exceed several thousand
volts base. Record readings of voltmeter 1 and 2, starting with 2 connected
to the tower base. Make initial setup at West tower. Reduce excitation to
zero, reconnect VM #2 to intermediate and low level rain shield (points b
and c) in turn, repeating the readings of voltmeter for each condition. Re-
peat entire sequence for all VLF frequencies that are available. Excitation
can be either by FRT-64 or by auxiliary source such as MacIntosh 240 connected
at the plate tank terminals in the PA. This sequence is done at West tower.
Figure 3 gives connection details.

2. a. Set up for similar measurement at East tower. In addition, set up
shielded hut, position sphere probe and place instrumentation inside hut making
connection at point 3. With Jennings VM #2 on measuring point 2c, repeat all
of step 1 making a determination of voltage at point #3 with all instrumentation
connected, using HP 302. Record only Jennings VM #1 and #2 at points I and 2.
After low level measurement is complete, repeat using FRT-64 at normal power
level. During full power tests record base current; if calculation of bushing
voltage indicates that it is permissible, use Jennings VM #1 to read base
voltage directly. Figures 3 and 4 show complete test setup. Figure 5 shows
conceptual view of shielding hut.

b. Repeat A using temporary grading ring to optimize division across units.
(Figure 6).
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3. a. Under full-power conditions, either CW or FSK with circuit as in
Step 2, use HP 302 and 310 in turn to measure spectral distribution of tower
base voltage throughout the VLF and LF bands. Information from steps 1 and 2
provides calibration figures. Pay particular attention to frequencies deter-
mined from LF field strength survey of Step 3c below. Also look for signifi-
cant transmitter carrier harmonics. Look for coincidences of rod-gap strike-
over and LF voltages on base.

b. Under key-up conditions with FRT-64 and helix and antenna system
otherwise in full operating condition, make complete scan of VLF-LF spectrum
as in 3a above. The capacity division may be altered if necessary by shunting
the gap from the rain shield to the sphere probe with a fixed mica capacitor.
Additional calibration capability is available by use of the HP 350 test set,
at the connection point indicated in Figure 4. Record voltages observed, if
any, for resonant peaks in the range. Pay particular attention to frequencies
determined from the LF field survey.

c. LF ambient signals will be measured by NAVSEEACTPAC in accordance with
NAVELEX msg P 151920Z May 1972. The frequencies of such signals will be those
considered suspect in steps 3a and 3b above. Pr and distance to such stations
from both towers will be requested from NAVCOMSTA Lualualei.

4. Although not shown in the diagram of Figure 4, it is assumed that there
is available a URM 6 or Empire 105 or equivalent RIFt meter. Thts will be set
up in the shielded hut with the antenna inside but available to be moved
outside during actual down-time measurements. During measurements of broad-
band transient phenomena by means of the 181A memoryscope with multichannel
vertical amplifier and time base and delay generator, coincidences will be
looked for between the transients displayed on the oscilloscope vs threshold
level and atmospherics detected with the RIFI meter. The transmitter, helix,
and antenna will be in key-up condition witn the antenna system ungrounded.
Under operating conditions, either CW or FSK, the set-up is the same but the
RIFI meter is not used and a high-pass filter is used in series with the input
to the oscilloscope amplifier. The HP 350 set gives a calibration capability
for either condition for amplitude level. A sequence of repeated trials will
be used with increasing threshold levels to determine coincidences of atmos-
pherics with rod-gap arc-overs. Polaroid photos will be taken of such transients.

5. Ratios of bushing voltage to tower base voltage will be calculated to deter-
mine that these are as expected from design criteria at the VLF carrier fre-
quencies. Superposed LF signals that are induced from neighboring transmitters
may he harmonically related to the VLF frequency such that a voltage loop
apperas at the LF frequency at the field point, giving sufficient overvoltage
to lead to a rod-gap strike-over. The same is true of the transient voltages.
The necessary overvoltage is a function of atmospheric conditions. Hopefully,
the time frame of the on-the-air portions of the tests (Steps 3 and 4) is
sufficient to enable significant coincidences to be observed. The instrumen-
tation is adequate to detect the presence of LF signals which may be the cause
of triggering the carrier cut-off device used in the rod gap as an apparent
modulator. The output of this device will be monitored by station personnel
who will inform the test engineers in the test but when such a phenomenon
occurs, they will look for the LF signal with the tuned voltmeters at the
time their attention is called to it. Also in Step 3, using the additional
equipment terminals (Figure ), a true rms meter and an average reading meter
(403A) can be employed to give indication to Vd to characterize the total base
voltage waveform.
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EQUIPMENT LIST

Electronic Items:

HP 181A Memoryscope
HP 1804A 4-channel vertical amplifier
HP 1821A Time base and delay generator
HP 350A Test set
HP 310A Distortion analyzer
HP 302A Wave analyzer
HP 403A VM
HP 522A Counter
HP 466A AC amplifier
Polaroid scope camera and bezel
URM-6 or Empire 105 RIFI meter
Jennings 3-1004 VM
Jennings J-1003 VM
Chicago isolation transformer 150VA
High pass filter 500 kHz rolloff
Triplette 630 M multimeter
Coax connector fittings and terminal fittings
Jennings capacity voltage divider

Tools and Hardware:

Battery for 302 A
Metal hut 5' x 6' or larger, not to exceed 8' x 8'
1/4" square hardware cloth mesh, 4' x 16'
8 x 2" x 4" x 8' studs
2 x 4' x 8' x 3/4" A&C exterior grade plywood sheathing
2" x 12" x 6' plank
2" x 6" x 6'
Multiple electric sockets
Multiple electric plugs
2 to 3 prong socket adapters
Trouble light
5# 10 d hot-dipped galv. nails
2" x 3/8" bolts, nuts, flat washers, preferably stainless, 2 doz.
3/4" x 5/16" bolts, nuts, flat washers, preferably stainless, 3 doz.
50' extension cord, 4 socket
18" x 24" x 1/4" al, stressplate
1-1/2" x 5' pipe
9!' copper sphere and probe
2 x 24" x 1-1/2" angle bracket
tool box, assorted .Land tools
box assorted nuts, bolts, capacitors
1/2" power drill, ser 13677
bitts
litz connector
soldering iron
Type 107 film, 78 exposures/ 6 packs
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Figure 5 shows a conceptual exploded view of the test hut construction.
As far as possible, it will be pre-assembled outside of the high field region
of the VLF antenna and then carried into position on a cart. This will not
require .station down time. Down time will be required for making the connec-
tion to the base insulator rain shields and for initially adjusting the capa-
city divider gap. Because of the high voltages involved and the consequent
size of conductors for giadient control, it may not be practicable to make
direct determination of base voltage at the bushing under high power conditions
with the Jennings voltmeter. If this is the case, the determination of voltage
rise will be made at low level only.
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20 April 1972
EOPOSF TST P!AN FOR- LL

It is proposed to net. up nitrun:.ntation which will permit 0scilloraphic
recording of the voltage on the tower irmediatcly prior to flash over of the
protective Cap.

niSTRU1.0NTATICN

1. A capacitance voltare divider consisting of the Top Pain Shield
and Tower aL one Electrode and a Corona Rine (similar to that being
used for the aixiliary Cap) as the second electrode with a low voltage
(of greater than 0.01 ) capacitor as the low side of the divider.

2. Two oscilloscopes are required: one of which preferably would be a
high voltage surfe oscilloscope such as the Tektronic 507, and the other
a dual oscilloscope such as Tektronix 555 or 55C. One of these oscilloscopes
would be set to trigger with a start of voltage on the 20 kliz signal and
the other to be triggered by a separate probe in the vicinity of the
protective gap.

3. Polaroid cameras could be used to record the traces on each oscilloscope.

PROCEDURE

The transmitter frcquency and voltage level and the protoctive (-inp sotting
would be selected such lto he operation of Lhe .-ap occurs at. intervals
uf , , * c:: ,.. : &r . bc i u o. :A .. u.
and the film advanced periodically at what ever intcrv-1.s nrove necessary"
to avoid rerious n prior to tr!!-erin of the vcs:p by th_- cvcrvolt-e
or gap operation.

A preliminary series of such recordinGs with variable se op speed and gCain
settings should provide an bn1 act,1on of the iatLUrc of ti c *. o -o t,- e
(if any) ,nd guide fur~he:'er]ei, tion to e:ine th,, c'2ctc.iotics
of the overoltage 3.n r re-ter ctzil. A fArther solution rich'. t-ke the
form of -osing a much lon-er signal cable than trifger enbie in order to
permit rccording . he Signil vol -De for a lon7cr intpr.a pri ," to the
Cap operation; it rirht lnc]u. construction of a ccnzat..'ve dlcri 7:':inTtion
circuit for usc in shipint the triZcr pu].sc for tbat same rur;'one or t
might involve the intro uction of tuned circuits for filtering.

Dr. Falph Kotter (NPZ)
Telephone 921-3121
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PROBLEM

Supervise the high voltage measurements and application of proposed quick

fixes and tests thereof on the antenna base insulator assemblies of the VLF

transmitter systems at NRTF Lualualei, Hawaii.

RESULTS

1. Electrical measurements at Lualualei confirmed previous measurements

made at Chollas Heights test bed.

2. Internal corona without pressurization not detected but still a

possibility.

3. The applied fixes permit full power operation in fair weather, but until

exact method for environmental control and clean-up is determined driving rain

constrains operation to 400 kW.

4. Temporary method of partial seal of cones and pressurization of SF6

is unsatisfactory and hazardous.

5. Cleanliness of interiors poor and base ring drill technique needs

changing.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Set ball/ring gaps for approximately 80 kV each and external rod gap

to 250V wet.

2. Apply all fixes, including environment control and run final series

of test to refine fixes before going operational.

3. If similar hollow cones are used in future application, they should

be kept clean and dry throughout handling and assembly, but alternate skirted

design should be cost traded for application at Annapolis.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Work was performed by members of the Radio Technology Division (Code 2100)

during August 1972.
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INTRODUCTION

I- HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Two of the Navy's primary high power VLF transmitting facilities at Annapolis,

Maryland and Lualualei, Oahu, Hawaii are presently not operational because of

high voltage arcing problems at the bases of the antenna towers and in the trans-

mitting circuits. NELC has been tasked on a priority basis to assist in solving

these problems, both by carrying out experimental tests on fixes in the field

and by acting as NAVELEX consultant in Ad Hoc committee meetings taking place

on a regular basis with contractors and other government agencies concerning

progress in arriving at solutions. Initial studies for this effort were completed

in July 1972. Definitions of insulator fixes at both VLF transmitting sites

has been completed in August 1972. NErC has designed and constructed a test

bed at the Naval Radio Transmitting Facility, Chollas Heights, San Diego,

California for initial experimental testing of the proposed "quick-fixes." This

test bed included a concrete ppd, stand for insultators, and rain shield mock-

up. Investigative tests were then conducted during the period 1-10 July 1972

at Chollas Heights. These tests were for the onset and extinction voltage for

corona detecting devices: UV detector and carrier cut-off and ozone detector.

Based on the results of these preliminary experiemental tests, further tests

were required to be performed at Lualualei of some of the configurations invest-

igated.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Supervise the high voltage measurements and application of proposed quick

fixes and tests thereof on the antenna base insulator assemblies at the VLF trans-

mitter systems at the Naval Radio Transmitting Facility (NRFT), Lualualei, Oahu,

Hawaii.
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SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION

Concurrent with visits by representatives of the Naval Electronics System

Command Headquarters (ELEX -05), NAVSEEACTPAC, ROICC MLDPAC, NCEL, CHESDIVNAFACENGCOM

and contracted engineers from Maxwell Laboratories, Hy-Power Electronics, Lapp

Insulator, Westinghouse, Leesburg and Consultec, Inc., Mssrs, Andrew N. Smith

and J. C. Hanselman of the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center visited NRTF,

Lualualei during the period 3-21 August 1972 to perform the supervision indicated

in the statement of the problem.

SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS APPLIED

Figure A illustrates the insulator modifications to be applied, tested,

and evaluated. These were:

a. NELC modified extended rain shield for protection and voltage

distribution improvement.

b. Ball/ring intratier arc gap.

c. Westinghouse capacitor pickup electric field balance sensing carrier

cut-off (CCO) modification.

d. Temporary partial seal of cones and pressurization of SF6 .

e. External rod gap calibration and resetting for wet flashover at

rated voltage.

f. Cap and ring field shaping rings designed by Maxwell Labs. for local

gradient control.

g. Environment control and clean-up.

METHODS

INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES

The NELC team arrived at NRTF Lualualeion 3 August 1972. Preliminary

conferences were immediately held with station personnel, Westinghouse, NAVSEEACTPAC

and ROICC MIDPAC reprsentatives relative to the tentative schedule of events

and material support requirements.
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CONCLUS IONS

a. Electrical measurements at Lualualei reported in NAVELEX letter ser

2100-276 confirmed, and measurements at Chollas Heights confirmed.

b. Internal corona without pressurization is still a possibility but

was not detected although test may be inconclusive.

c. Modification fixes a through f (summnary of modifications applied

paragraph) permit full power operation in fair weather, but in driving rain safe

power level to prevent excessive corona flaring may be down to 400 kW.

d. Fix g will be necessary to permit full power operating in wet

weather, but the exact method for insuring dry environment for cones and Interior

ball gaps has not been determined.

e. Temporary metbod used for sealing involving application of silicone

grease over calking is not satisfactory, and with SF6 leaking out into wet and

ionizing environment pressurization may be hazardous.

f. Cleanliness of interiors poor and technique used for drilling base

rings needs chaning to avoid scattering of metal particles on cones of center tier

if base rings are to be drilled.

g. Skirted type porcelains would be preferable in this application if

cost competitive.

RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Apply all fixes listed below, including environment control for

providing dry warm air for cones and intratier ball/ring gaps dry.

b. Set ball/ring gaps for approximately 80 UV each, and external rod

gap to 250 kV wet.

c. Run final series of tests to refine fixes before going operational.
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d. If the future similar hollow cones are used in the application,

they should be kept clean and dry throughout handling and assembly, but alternate

skirted design should be cost traded for application at Annapolis.
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APPENDIX A - SEQUENTIAL CONDUCT OF INVESTIGATION

8 Aug 1972 Started interference voltage measurements E tower, recon-

firming grading and calibration. Started modifying Hy-Power Electronics' in-

terior corona detecting device to "look" toward top cap.

9 Aug 1972 60 Hz calibration comparison made of all Jennings Voltmeters.

Conference with LCDR Hull relative to progress and schedule and writing of daily

test plan by Westinghouse. Holes completed to interior of numbers 1, 2, and 3

cones E tower (see enclosure (2) for numbering scheme). Initial visual inspec-

tion carried out and conducted test with Hy-Power corona detector for discharge

presence under voltage. Based on visual determination with borescope of exten-

sive drill chip scatter, decision made not to drill base rings of inverted cones.

High intensity fiber optics borescope ordered for further visual inspection.

10 Aug 1972 Tests wet and dry of flashover and corona inception conducted

on one section of station posts under diesel unit at W tower.

11 Aug 1972 Discussion with Holmes & Narver Inc. representatives on

relative price and safety factor for North Dakota OMEGA base insulator for

application at Lualualei and Annapolis indicates that vertical load factors are

not quite adequate although shear loads are. All holes in top and bottom tiers

E tower complete, 4 at W tower complete, inverted cone caps not drilled. Test

of corona inception internally with Hy-Power device on all upright cones E

tower gave negative results but inconclusive because of doubts concerning sensi-

tivity of detector. HiPot test of ionization E tower inconclusive.

12 Aug 1972 Completed drilling upright cones W tower. Westinghouse CCO

balance modification circuit Installed and successfully tested. West tower, Corona

inception tests performed dry W tower showed various problems similar to E tower
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down to 98 kV levels, additionally there is corona on sharp edges of bolt ends.

" Test for interior corona conducted all upright cones W tower gave negative resuls

up to 142 kV tier. Measurement of antiresonances looking back in across tower

base ineulator failed due to loading of source on parallel resonant circuit.

"3 Aug 1972 Sunday.

14 Aug 1972 Remaining inverted caps drilled. Detailed inspection of

all upright cones both towers carried out by NELC and some of the cap interiors,

using high intensity fiber optics borescope. Photographs taken of some interiors

and some caps. Cleanliness of bases, porcelains, and caps highly variable,

including some evidence that splashed grout on surface of #9 E was never wiped off.

15 Aug 1972 Detailed inspection of cone interiors carried out by Westing-

house independently of NELC. A decision was mde to complete attempt at sealing

and pressurization before proceeding with more high voltage tests. Resonant

rise measurements made on E and W towers from within combiner room checked computer

calculations. Installation of NELC mod rainshield complete W tower and grading

measurements complete. Ball/ring gap installed E tower, leakage tests after

temporary sealing and pressurization complete. Moved to E tower to run wet and

dry corona inception tests with top ring field shaping devices installed on top

tier only.

16 Aug 1972 Held conference with all concerned on status of tests and in

conjunction with Westinghouse generated test plan for final period to end of week.

Bottom.field shaping rings mounted on top tier, E tower, NELC mod rainshield

mounted E tower. Ball/ring gaps installed W tower. Repeated test of sensitivity

of Hy-Power corona detector, indications are that this would be adequate but that

leakage of rf field into the circuit and into the light sensitive diode biases the

system and reduces sensitivity. NELC UV corona detector also shows the same sus-

ceptibility to rf fields. Set up for dry flashover test of top tier of E tower

and discontinued test upon observing extensive corona on the outer edge of lower
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field shaping rings, indicating that edges should be rolled.

- 17 Aug 1972 Botton field shaping rings removed and modified by addition

of flex tubing for rounded fairing.Carrier Cut-Off (CCO) device installed and

successfully tested E tower. Completed installation of ball/r-ing gap W tower.

Observed and photographed SF6 gas bubbles in DC-5 filler around center tier caps,

E tower, units No. 4, 5, 6. Tested top and middle tier E tower for dry flashover,

dry corona inception, wet corona inception, wet flashover with and without ball/

ring gaps in place. Tiers tested separately and in cascade. Performed dry flash-

over test of one and two station post sections under diesel-electric plant E

tower with and without electrostatic rain deflector.

18 Aug 1972 Ran calibration of Westinghouse rod gap dry and wet, E tower.

Performed partial check of grading with bottom tier strapped, dry. Performed dry

and wet flashover with top and middle tiers in cascade and wet test with entire

unit active. Observed arcing and burning phenomena and subsequent etching of

glaze near bottom of #5 E, attributed to chemical reaction with dissociation

products of SF6 in presence of water and ionization. Ball/ring gaps arced in

cascade with CCO modification active. Attempted dual tower operation at full

power, succeeded in getting up to approximately 900 kW. Wet flashover and wet

corona (spray). Test with standard water indicated that in presence of NELC

modified rain shield top tiers operate nearly dry, and grading is greatly disturbed.

With only 130 kV on E tower base insulator, extensive corona was observed on

surface of units No. 2, 5, and 6; although the flashover voltage wet was initially

190 kV, this progressively dropped to the lower value.

19 Aug 1972 NELC team held final brief conference with LCDR Tatom and

CWO Knapik and Hagaman, Morrison, and Milbourne on tentative results and conclu-

sions. Discussed probable cause of etching of porcelain and significance as to

structural integrity with D. Fiero, Lapp Insulator Div. Conclusion was probably

no significant weakening of unit.
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TOWER LIGHTING
ENGINE GENERATOR ISOLATION UNIT

3. 6, 9 LARGE GATE

0 0

2, 5, 8 1, 4, 7

BOARDING LADDER

NUMBERING SCHEME FOR INSULATOR UNITS IN BOTH TOWERS

Bottom deck, 1, 2, 3
Middle deck, 4, 5, 6
Top deck, 7, 8, 9 D12
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PERSONS CONTACTED IN

CONNECTION WITH PROGRAM, L
3

RTF L3  Lapp Insulator

LCDR C. Tatom D. Flero

LCDR C. Lewis J. Moran

LT L. Murch.

CWO P. Knapik Westinghouse, Leesburg

ETC Richardson B G. Hagaman

ETC Richardson W. S. Detwiler

L. V. Foster J. Morrison

0. Milbourne

NAVSEEACTPAC

G. Uedoi

V. Burch CONSULTECH

ROICC MIDPAC C. J. Pitt

LT E. Fucille

CHESDI VNAVFACENGCOM

LCDR D. Hull

Maxwell Labs

Dr. C. Richards

HY-Power Electronics

N. C. Matlack

NCEL

J. Norbutas

NAVELEX 05

F. Seyfried
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BASIS FOR LUALUALEI HIGH VOLTAGE TEST CIRCUIT
DESIGN

1. GENERAL

SPECIFIED INSULATOR TEST REQUIREMENTS

Frequency 10 - 30 kHz
DFO 475 kV
WFO 400 kV
Withstand, 60 min. 300 kV
Temp rise <30* C over ambient, at 300 kV
Dry Corona Inception 275 kV
Interruptions <6 per 12 hours cont. operation, 250 kV

TEST SOURCE VOLTAGE AND POWER

Source must be capable of at least 12 hours continuous operation in all
weather conditions of interest for the test object at 250 kV to perform the
interruption test, and must be capable of 300 kV operation for a period of one
hour for the withstand and temperature rise test. Since this involves wetting
the test object only, presumably the 300 kV operation capability of the test
circuit is required for dry conditions only, except if the test is once started
it should continue uninterrupted for the hour duration regardless of change in
the weather. The source voltage must be held within about 1% of nominal during
any condition of extended test, which means that if power requirements vary as
a result of wetting and change of leakage resistance across the test object
during the process, the source must sustain the output without regulating down.

Additionally, the source must provide for controllable output in a ramp rise
fashion during flashover tests from 300 kV to 500 kV and for corona inception
tests from a minimum of 250 kV. For calibration procedures, the source voltage
should be controllable down to 50 kV. Instantaneous shut-down capability is
also required.

By previous test results from Chollas Heights on fog-type insulators, the
leakage resistance under spray wet conditions can be expected to go as low as
1 to 3 Megohms, in overvoltage ranges from corona inception to flashover.
Accordingly, for withstand tests the power requirement can be expected to be
of the order of (3 x 105)/106 - 90,000 watts as a minimum; during flashover
tests the demand can be in the range 160 kW to 250 kW. During the tests con-
siderable variation can be expected, and the matching circuit of load to source
must be able to accommodate the changes. Impulsive change in matching conditions
when the load goes from dry to wet conditions as a result of spray application
must not result in undesired activation of safety overload protective'devices.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Temperature ranges expected are 50*F to 100*F, relative humidities from
40% to 100%, winds to 50 mph, blowing dust. Normally the circuit may not be
required to operate in rain although operation in light blowing mist is a
possibility. Accordingly, the components must be designed to be corona free
in these conditions, have the appropriate radii of curvature to remain below
critical gradients for these conditions up to the full operating voltage anywhere
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in the circuit, be of weatherproof material, i.e., porcelain fog type insulators,
PVC-jacketed litz with water tight joints and end fittings, and the structural
design must be such as to meet expected cantillever loads due to wind drag forces.

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

Ordinarily at )ower line frequencies high voltage insulator tests are con-
ducted with a source consisting basically of a high voltage transformer for
which no effort is used to tune. Impulse withstand tests are conducted with
the aid of a high voltage shaped-pulse generator such as a Marx generator. In
one installation where the test objects are high KVA reactors, a tuned circuit
is used at power line frequencies, but this is not usual. At VLF, on the other
hand, the economics of the circuit almost demand use of a tuned circuit.

Figure 1 is a simplified equivalent of the test circuit, in which Rs is the
shunt resistance offered by the test object and C represents its capacity com-
bined with other elements in the circuit. There is no circuit in which the
capacity will be less than the order of 200 to 300 pf as a minimum. The insula-
tion resistance will be of the order of 109 ohms or lower, depending on surface
conditions, although without regard to surface contamination the resistance of
the porcelain itself is several orders of magnitude higher. The high voltage is
supplied by a coil Ls which may be link coupled to the primary, or may be in
the form of a tapped inductor directly connected to a matching circuit, such as
the autotransformer in effect used in present day VLF station helix houses.
While tuning is not mandatory in principle, the most economic outcome is obtained
if the circuit is tuned, since then the highest voltage point appears in coin-
cidence with the terminal connection of the coil to the capacitor. If this is
not so, then the high voltage point appears within the coil (for a situationwhere there is "too much" coil for the capacity being used) so that part of the
coil is being used to cancel the excess capacitive reactance. Since under these
conditions the number of turns to the point of highest voltage in the circuit is

less than the total available, the effective series induced voltage is not pro-
ducing the highest evident terminal voltage that would be possible if the entire
coil is used. If the coil is too small, on the other hand, the same discussion
applies except with regard to some portion of the series capacity to some inter-
plate medial plane in the capacitor structure, and again the highest voltage
point is not available at the coil ends, where the connection of the test object
is made.

Assuming a tuned circuit, Table 1 has been constructed for pairs of capacitor
and coil to tune to a mid-VLF frequency 20 kHz. One can readily see that the
range of interest from the standpoint of practically realizable components is
toward the bottom of the table, for capacity above the order of 1000 pf and coils
smaller than 64 mHy.

Another aspect of importance that limits the range of circuit parameters is
the necessity of maintaining some kind of reasonable impedance match to the
power source. The economic limits imposed on most generators during design
severely limits the range of impedances they can match. The table shows the
effective series resistance presented to the circuit for the typically wet and
dry conditions for the insulator, and it is evident that although the order of
magnitude change is the same for each pair of conditions regardless of circuit
reactance, the absolute magnitudes of the effective series loss for wet conditions
for the low impedance circuit (small coil and large capacitor) reduces to something
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of the order of circuit losses already present as the reactance decreases. Thus
the change from dry to wet conditions on the test object makes much less relative
change in the total losses for the low reactance circuit than for the high reactance
circuit, resulting in less impulsive change in matching conditions for the source.
For this reason also, the reasonab-le lower limit to test circuit capacity at the
VLF frequency of the example appears to be of the order of 2000 pf, since the
test circuit resistance will be of the order of a few ohms under dry conditions.

Finally, as a matter of convenience in setting up the circuit components,
initial tests of the circuit itself will be done in the absence of the test object.
Therefore, the object must represent a perturbation in the circuit parameters
within the convenient capability to handle the change. This can be done if the
change is 10% or less. The expected capacity of the insulators under procurement
is about 140 pf, so on this basis the total circuit capacity will be of the order
of 1400 pf.

L AND C TRADE-OFF VS FREQUENCY

With the above order of magnitude limits in mind, and anticipating somewhat
the selection of conductor in the inductive part of the tuned circuit, which will
limit current-carrying capability to the order of 200 amperes, one can construct
Table 2. The 19.8 kHz portion of the table is seen to be a "fine structure" cut
of a portion of Table 1 with the additional requirement that the circuit resis-
tance has been selected so as to represent an upper limit for a power drain of
100 kW maximum. While this is not an absolute condition since at Lualualei the
power capability of the transmitter there is substantially higher, it does serve
to flag the upper limit of tolerable circuit loss, even under wet conditions on
the test object, for the 500 kV required test voltage. In other words, in this
table, if the transmitter driving the circuit can deliver no more than 100 kW,
and if during wet conditions a flash test must be conducted to 500 kV, then the
total circuit resistance must be less than the values indicated or else the cir-
cuit will "hang-fire" and the flash cannot be obtained. Obviously, for the same
current and voltage, as the power available goes up, the allowable resistance
rises also. The situations corresponding to what can more or less realistically
be realized for available sources and economically viable components under the
100 kW restriction are outlined in the boxes in the table. It is readily seen
that if the insulator resistance does not fall below about 3 megohms in wet
conditions, then the tests can be run with such a source with conveniently sized
components in the upper half of the VLF range. If the insulator in fact goes
to 1 megohm, then the power requirement rises to at least 300 kW, and to keep
the circuit components within reason the frequency preferred will be near the
top of the range. In fact, with about 400 kW, 1800 pf, 28.5 kHz, and about 18
mHy, thd impulsive change in circuit resistance in going from dry to wet conditions
is less than the allowable total of about 12 to 16 ohms, that the source can
supply at this power level. Since it is likely that the dimensions and configura-
tion of the test object will be such as to prevent the shunt resistance from ever
actually going as low as 1 megohm, selection of circuit parameters in this range
should assure that all conditions of the tests can be run using the Lualualei
transmitter as the source.

Another aspect favoring the choice of frequency at the top of the range is
that for fixed capacity and current (voltage), the coil size requirement decreases
as the square of the frequency increases. Thus a selection at the high end of
the range can lead to a substantial savings in material cost for the coil compared
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to selection lower down. Since inductance is proportional to the square of the
number of turns for the same coil dimensions, and is inversely proportional to
the square of frequency, the cost of the conductor is inversely proportional to
frequency. Finally, it is known from experience that coils in the range of 10
to 20 mHy for VLF are practicable to construct and still attain a reasonably
high current carrying capability.

APPROXIMATE CHOICE OF L AND C

At this stage it is appropriate estimate what a capacitor of the order of
2000 pf and a coil of the order of 15 mHy will look like. As a start, we con-
sider a parallel plate capacitor which must safely withstand 500 kV. It is known
from many experimenters that the critical gradient for corona formation in air
at STP is 2.35 kV/mm,* under dry conditions. If a surface is in its usual state
of roughness and oxidation from exposure to outdoor conditions, a fair estimate
of decrease in Ec is about 20%. The degradation in onset level in going from
power line frequencies to VLF is 10% to 15%. Allowing for atmospheric density
decrease from elevated temperature of heights or barometric changes up to the
equivalent of 4000 feet above sea levels indicates a pressure factor of about
5% decrease. These figures and their determination are discussed in references
1 through 6. It has been further found that an atmospheric density reduction of
about 40% may be applicable for very damp, but not dripping wet conditions. These
factors are represented by the symbols M, F, K, and D and are accordingly 0.8,
0.90, 0.95, and 0.6. Finally, for field concentrations either due to edge effects
or protuberances such as raindrops during wet conditions, a reduction of 50% might
reasonably be applied for long-term withstand. The combination of all these
factors applied together to the original figure of 2.35 kV per millimeter results
in a limit of 0.47 kV per millimeter for critical gradient under the worst com-
bination to be expected. Thus, a plate separation of 500/0.47 = 1060 m would
be required for safe operation corona-free under all conditions for a parallel
plate capacitor carrying 500 kV. The plate area would accordingly be

A - C d/ o ; 2000 x 10
-12 x 36 x 109 Z 225 m 2

or 15 meters on a side. If the plate were 2 meters off ground, then the dimension
would be 20 meters square.

The above estimate ignores treatment of the edges, which after being suitably
rounded for gradient control will themselves contribute substantially to the total
capacity. The relationship for critical gradient and voltage for a concentric
cylindrical capacitor or its cylinder-over-a-plane equivalent is displayed in
Figure 2. Using the above factors for gradient reduction, it is readily found
that a.conductor 0.15 m (6") radius two meters over the ground will withstand
500 kV. If used as the edge of a parallel plate capacitor, it will have the
capacity calculated by the formula of Figure 2 reduced by half because of mutual
shielding due to the presence of the interior plate. Accordingly 80 meters will
contribute

0-9 2x2 -
C-2 x 40 x (loge 0.-5- fd w 670 pf

An exactly similar capacitor 17 meters on a side will provide 1950 pf due to

*A.C. rms
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the combination of edge effects and the flat plate, and in this case about 30%
of the total is from the edges alone. In the absence of the interior plate, the
capacity would be twice the contribution of the edges, or 2 x 570 or 1140 pf for
a total run of 102 meters of conductor. This figure makes a structure composed
of a number of horizontal and phrallel busses look attractive, since for 2000 pf
six 100-foot long trunks of 6" radius and two meters off ground, and separated
by fifteen feet would suffice. (It should be noted that if built so that there
are free ends, the above approximate analysis would not apply since there is
change concentration and hence field enhancement at the free ends by approximately
100%). Table 3 has been constructed for various choices of dimensions assuming
that operation in dripping wet conditions will not occur, i.e., the additional
50% reduction would not occur. Also, account has been taken of the contribution
of the second term in the expression for corona-free gradient, assuming atmospheric
density of 0.95. The 2000 pf capacitor can be constructed from 164 meters of
0.1 m (4") radius buss located 5 meters off the ground, for example (if built
so there are no charge concentrations at ends or corners). Figure A-1 is a
curve of h vs a for M x F x K x H - 0.5.

An equivalent configuration would be a concentric cylinder with outer radius
the same as twice the height over ground. Thus, interpolating in the last pair
of entries in Table 3, we see that a capacitor 300 feet long, with a center
conductor about 10" in diameter and an outer radius of 10 feet would also
suffice. However, there are evident structural and construction complications.

A similar calculation for a hypothetical concentric cylinder capacitor sealed
and pressurized with SF6 , first at atmospheric, and then at one atmosphere gage,
pressure yields results listed in the bottom half of the Table. While these look
attractive at first, consideration of the feed-through bushing arrangement and
the cost of SF6 reveals that there would be little cost advantage in such con-
struction over that of the air capacitor consisting of parallel trunks.

To further define capacity realizable from structures put together to minimize
end effects, an extensive series of measurements was carried out on 1/33 scale
models. The measuring instrument was a Boonton 260A Q-meter, which gives very
accurate determinations of capacities of the order of 100 pf. The configurations
studied are shown in the top half of Figure 3. From these generalized configura-
tions could be constructed capacity values for other structures using a modular
concept. These are shown in the lower half of the figure. From preliminary
contact with suppliers, rough figures were obtained for major components in the
capacitors, again on a modular concept, and price comparisons as indicated in
these diagrams were then available. The rough price figures are given in Table 4.
The installed rough price for a capacitor having 1800 to 2000 pf and 500 kV
withstand appears to be in the range $15,000 to $20,000 of which about half would
be material costs. Since cost appeared to be in rough proportion to size, although
a larger capacitor would be electrically desirable, the installed price quickly
gets out of hand.

The corresponding range of inductance is 17.2 mHy to 15.6 mHy, of which 4.2
is already available in the helix house at Lualualei. This leaves 11.5 to 13 to
be provided, or slightly more if the capacity is reduced somewhat. Both because
of some savings available by reducing the capacitor size and because a voltage
division such that no more than 125 kV residing on the downlead connection from
the bushing to the external coils would be a favorable outcome in view of available
insulators for downlead support, a selection toward the higher of the figures for
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inductance is indicated. Accordingly, a preliminary selection of the pair 1800 pf
and 17.2 mHy was made. The cost of the coil to the project is not nearly so
sensitively related to size as is the case for the capacitor, because a major
cost item is available as pre-expended from another project. This is the litz
wire. The coil form components are the same in number almost regardless of the
coil size, so that this cost item does not vary much with size. Thus the limit
in capacity is defined by the matching considerations discussed earlier, at the
lower end of the range, and almost strictly by cost of the circuit, the variable
part of which is mostly that of the capacitor, at the upper end of the capacity
range. Frequency is selected on the basis that it should be as high as possible.

2. DETAILED ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

INDUCTOR

As a first approach to providing a coil outside the Lualualei helix house to
extend the inductance available to tune approximately 2000 pf, it was assumed
that ceramic coil frames taken out of the OMEGA Navigation Station at Haiku during
its reconstruction would be available. Calculations of inductance were based on
the formulas and Tables in Grover (reference 7). These are summarized in Figure 4.
The coil dimensions are approximately as given in Figure 5, lower half, except
that the litz actually used at Haiku was 5/8" diameter while that assumed to be
available at NELC for this purpose is 1". The frames consist of flanged circular
cyclindrical ceramic center forms, shaped much like very short sections of cast
concrete water pipe. Projecting from these are ceramic brackets with pads for
holding the cable; five of these brackets are arranged radially from each section
of the central column formed by the flat cylinders and are held in place by the
tension of the cable itself. The structure is sketched in Figure 5. All that
would have been necessary to permit use of two or three such assemblies on the
pad west of the helix house used in the February capacitor tests would have been
to design an insulating support base so that the coils were supported above the
ground by a distance adequate to provide the necessary insulation to the bottom
of the coil, and to add top and bottom turns at the outer edges with cross section
radii such as to control surface gradients to levels below corona onset.

Using the dimensions of Figure 5, which represent the coils as they were con-
figured at Haiku, the inductance available would be 12 mHy per coil. If two were
used, then neglecting mutual coupling the total from them and the helix house
would have been 28.5 mHy, so that (4.5/28.5) x 500 kV would be the voltage across
the indoors assembly with 440 kV outside, or 220 kV per coil. With the top-to-
bottom length of 5 feet, this division would not be safe. Several alternate
arrangements are possible, for example three similar coils with reduced number
of 'turns so that the total inductance would remain about the same (to keep capacity
up to a reasonable value). This would reduce the voltage per coil to about 147 kV.
The number of turns per coil could be further reduced so as return the total in-
ductance to about 17.5 mHy so that 375 kV would be split across 3 coils, or 125 kV
per coil. This is reasonably related to the 5' coil length, at least for fairly
dry conditions. Keeping the same shape factor, the required number of turns would
be N' - (128)(4.5/12.0)1/2 - 69 turns, where 128 is the number of turns on the
original 12 mHy coil, and 4.5 is the new required inductance per coil. The pad
on which they would be mounted is 30' long with .30 inches between each mount
center, so that there would be about 4 feet air space intervening between hard-
ware on adjacent sides of neighboring coils. Since they are offset vertically
because of the increasing insulation requirements at the bottom of each, the
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voltage gradients in air between coils are probably tolerable. However, the
roughly 12 foot distance from the high voltage coil to the helix house face is
insufficient to safely withstand the 500 kV, so the last coil would have to be
moved to a new pad farther away. The layout is shown in Figure 6.

These particular coil frames proved to be incapable of accepting the 1"
diameter litz available at NELC, having been designed for at most 3/4". An
alternative frame set still located in the old TCG helix house'at Haiku has
brackets with the required pad size, but there are only enough to make up two
coils with 7 double bank pi's of 9 turns per layer, or 126 turns per coil. With
a reduced number of turns to make coils of about 7 mHy instead of 12, two 97
turn coils would suffice, but there would be about 188 kV per coil, and again
this is unsafe.

Consideration was therefore given to constructing a coil frame offering
approximately this amount of inductance per coil, but with the structure spread
out over sufficiently more insulating distance that the gradients along it are
safe. The concept developed finally was to use fog-type station post insulators
at the apices of a regular polygon, so that the petticoats and the slots between
form the coil hangars. This concept is also illustrated in Figure 5. The posts
within the coil itself are assembled by fiberglass-wrapped epoxy-cemented joints
so that the metal and caps are eliminated. This is necessary because induced
circulating currents would cause excessive heating, being tightly coupled to the
solenoid current and hence large.

As a first approach to this second concept, it was assumed that three coils
would be wound on each of a set of four columns of station posts set up on the
existing anchorages on the pad west of the helix house. Such coils would have
cross section areas the equivalent of a circle roughly two foot in radius.
Typical station posts used as coil forms would provide a solenoidal structure
with individual turns spaced about 2.2" apart. Assuming 100 turns, this coil
would be about 18 feet high. Calculation based on these dimensions in the
formula in Figure 4 and the tables of Grover gives a total inductance of 7.4
mHy for the three which is insufficient. Moreover, on the highest voltage coil
there may be corona on the outside corners of the turns where they bend around
the posts.

A second approach uses three such coils and the same station post anchorages
but adds two new columns to each, making a hexagonal cross section. The result
is to roughly double the inductance per coil, which is more than the minimum
needed. Reducing the number of turns by appropriate shortening leads to 12 foot
high coils of 67 turns each with effective radius of about 3 feet and the total
of three giving the 7.2 mHy, and the voltage is divided down to 100 kV per coil.
This ii actually wasteful of structure material and the unfavorable height-to-
width ratio makes it hard to brace against wind load. Since the lengths are
such that in elevation the coils overlap, there are small distances of the order
of 4 feet with nearly 100 kV across them between coils, which is only marginally
safe in wet conditions. Again there is difficulty with proximity to the helix
house wall from the topmost coil which could have to be moved away to a more
remote pad. These and variant configurations are sketched in Figure 6.

Because some new anchorages must be provided beyond those already installed
and a new pad must be provided, a return was made to a two-coil concept to minimize
additional footings. A single coil concept, Figure 6, was rejected on the basis
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of its unwieldy physical size and again the necessity for moving the structure

farther away from the helix house than the existing anchorages would allow if

only they were used. For example, a coil 10 feet in diameter, 20 feet high,
with 110 turns spaced about 2.5 inches would give about 15.2 mHy; 105 turns on

the same form would give the required 13.5, although the voltage distribution

would be safe on the frame bracing it would be a problem. Shortening the frame
would lead to excessive gradient, so that the overall height for successive
modifications would have to remain the same even though the width were increased.

This would permit a reduction in the number of turns but not yield any saving on
structural material. The final two coil concept is sketched in Figure 7. It
makes use of two identical 12' dia x 13' high frames mounted 5 and 13' above the
ground plane, spaced 21 feet apart (9 feet between adjacent faces less projec-
tion of end turn hardware) and respectively 10 and 26 feet from the helix house

wall, which is safe. The mountings make some use of existing anchorages, as

indicated. The overall heights give insulator column lengths which are safe,
as indicated below.

With a choice of wire diameter of 1", a pitch of 156/60 = 2.5, a coil
radius of 6 feet, height 13 feet, and 60 turns, substitution into the formula
of Grover in Figure 4 givesL = 8.5 mliy. Account must be taken of the mutual
effects of the coil and its image, as well as between the two coils. Making
use of the dimensions given in Figure 7 in the expression of Grover, p. 219,

and carrying through the rather laborious calculation results in 0.3 mHy by
which to reduce the self inductance in the first coil because of its image in
the ground plane. The second coil suffers a reduction of about 0.1 mHy. The
mutual inductance between the two is very small because of the relative angle

between the axes and the line joining the centers, but is assured to be less
than 0.1. About 60 feet of 4" diameter downlead gives an additional amount of
about 15 uHy, from the formula

Ld - 1 (Po/2v) loge (2h/a), po - 4 x 10- 7 Hy/m

in which the distance from conductor to image plane is about 5-1/2 feet. The
grand total inductance is thus about 16.5 mHy in the external circuit and the

total including all that is available inside the helix house is 21 mHy. The
overallowance for 2000 pf to tune at 28.5 kHz is due to the desirability to
operate at times without the test object connected, which will reduce the
capacity by about 10%. Also some range of adjustment is permitted in the cir-
cuit components in the helix house and when set at maximum values of inductance

the bushing and downlead voltage will not exceed 110 kV.

Table 5 gives the details of the tuning capability trades with various

combinations of capacitors and choices of helix house circuit parameters.
The trades are based on the measured values of inductance in the fixed helix,

1.7 mHy, and the range of variation in the main tuning variometers, about 0.4
to 2.6 mHy. With the fixed helix in the circuit, the inductance range is 17.9
to 21 mHy, and the frequency is 28.7 kHz to 27.2 for 1630 pf. The expected
capacity of the test object is about 140 pf, and the capacity of the connector
from the high voltage capacitor to the object based on an assumed length of 20
feet and height over ground of 15 feet is about 80 pf, for 8" diameter conductor.
The total of 220 pf can be considered contained in the 1630. In this case, one
operates the circuit only with the capacitor and test object combined with the

fixed helix when the test object and connector are removed one cannot operate

at 28.5 kHz. If the capacitor is designed for 1630 instead of 1410 pf, then
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the test object and connector add to give a total of 1850. This can be tuned
at the test frequency without the fixed helix, but so also can the capacitor
by itself, in virtue of the 17.2 to 19.3 mHy range of the circuit using the
variometers only. Moreover, with this selection, one can operate without the
test object but with the fixed helix in the circuit if this mode appears desirable,
and still reach 28.5 kHz. This selection appears to give the highest degree of
flexibility.

For coil dimensions so selected, there will appear at most 4.0 kV per turn
(variometers at minimum and no fixed helix) or about 1.6 kV per vertical inch
of insulating column. Each turn looks at the medial plane between it and the
next across 2 kV, and for a conductor radius of 0.5 inch, looking across 2.5/2 =
1.25", the formula for limiting voltage in Figure 2 yields about 20 kV allowable
for high humidity conditions. For rainy conditions, 10 kV would still be
allowable so that there appears to be an interturn voltage withstand safety factor
of five for the worst possible conditions. The wet flashover of 12 feet of in-
sulating column should be at least 400 kV, based on measured flashovers of 125 kV
for fog-type posts 26" high, and flashovers in excess of 200 kV for 50 inches.
Accordingly the coil length of 13 feet is safe, and the selection of 50 to 60
inches to ground from the lower side of coil #1 and 10 feet for coil #2 across
the support columns is safe.

Since the gradient at the surface of a 1" diameter conductor is well above
the corona onset level when the voltage rises above 200 kV for spacings to
ground from the ends of the coils, some provision must be made for corona pro-
tection there (see Figure A-1). One can see from either this figure or from
Figure 2 that the selection of a conductor diameter of 6 inches for the top of
the first coil and the bottom of the second is conservative for an operating
voltage of 300 kV. In fact, for M x F x K x H equal to 0.40 = (0.8)(0.9)(0.95)
(0.6) the withstand without corona to a surface 10 feet away should be 375 kV.
This will not permit operation under spray wet conditions, however. For a two-
inch diameter bottom conductor looking across 60 inches from the bottom of the
coil #1, the result is Vc - (2.54 x 10-2)(2.36 x 0.4 x 106 x 1.18)(4.8) - 133 kV.
For the top turn of coil #2, which is to be 8" in diameter, an assumed separation
of 15 feet gives exactly 500 kV. This applies to the trunk over the ground plane
leading away from the coil to the capacitor, but the portion of the top turn
nearest the helix house looks at the corner of the building, not to its face.
If this corner is considered faired to an effective radius of 4" either by use
of metal flashing or by assuming the double corner acts like a conductor of
this radius, then the median plane over to which the voltage looks is 7.5 feet
away, and the safe voltage is about 400 kV. To get back up to 500 kV requires
a separation distance to the corner of nearly 30 feet. This is the basis for
the location shown in Figure 7 for the second coil. The withstands calculated
above for the bottom turns of the two coils result in the dimensions of the
stands also shown in Figure 7. The second coil has a stand height that gives
some safety factor over that calculated for 10 feet. In the detailed design
of the conductor mounts account must be made of the concentration of field near
the coil ends. In order to maintain radial departure of flux from turns near
the end in spite of the concentration and distortion, the end turns must be
located at a somewhat larger radius from the coil axis so as to act as guard
rings, The resultant overhang lessens the clearance distance between the con-
ductors of the two coils.
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CAPACITOR

From the formula for capacity to ground for a single conductor given in
Figure 2, it is evident that a run of 20 feet of 8" diameter buss 15 feet over
ground (for 500 kV withstand) from the coil assembly to the tuning capacitor
will have about 80 pf of capacity. A similar calculation for about 60 feet
of downlead 68 inches away from th2 helix house center rib and made of 4"
diameter tubing (the same assembly as was used during the February tests, but
located closer to the helix house wall) gives about 230 pf. These two quan-
tities together with the capacity of the test object and the buss connector
to it gives a total of 530 pf to be subtracted from 1850 pf to tune the helix
and coils, leaving a net of 1320 pf to be provided in the capacitor structure.

The general nature of the layout is defined by the modeling studies men-
tioned earlier, and based on the modules studies or upon calculations for
combinations of parallel conductors over ground, a number of possibilities can
be constructed quickly. The formulas for sets of parallel conductors can be
derived from the principle of superposition, and the results for six are given
in Table 6. A universal set of curves for all reasonable choices of conductor
radius a, height h, and separation s is presented in Figures A-2 through A-7.
In applying these to a grid where one set of conductors is crossed at right
angles by a second set, it has been found empirically that the cross grid acts
as if about half of its actual length is totally shielded.

Figure 8 shows a compilation of a number of possible installations calculated
in this way. As an example of the calculation, consider #10 in the two-conductor
case. Assume 15' station post height, and 8" diameter, so as to have the with-
stand voltage of 500 kV. If a 20 foot separation module is used, h/a - 45,
h/s = 0.75, and Figure A-3 indicates that the capacity is about 21 pf/m. A
length of 60 feet with an effective apparent lengthening to 66 because of
charge concentration at the ends gives a total of 425 pf. The cross-arms are
calculated as h/a - 45, h/s - 1.5, because of the 10 foot separation, and for
effective length only 20', because of the 50% shielding. Thus they contribute
(6.16) x (18 pf/meter) - 110 pf for a total of 535 pf. A 15 pf allowance is
made for additional capacity associated with the two sets of grading rings at
top and bottom of the insulator stacks, to give the indicated total of 550 pf.
All the other examples were done in a similar manner with curves for two, three,
or five parallel conductors used as appropriate. The end result is that con-
figurations 12 and 18 are the most promising, with some advantage lying with 18
because of a somewhat more sound configuration from structural considerations
for wind drag.

The selection of the station posts required to hold the grid up off the
ground is probably more critical than the selection of the conductors or the
determination of length and size, because almost any combination of height vs
conductor radius is possible, and one can almost surely be found to yield
corona-free operation for a specified voltage. To be assured that operation
at 500 kV rms at VLF will be possible without interruption, one finds from
perusal of manufacturers catalogues that a continuous duty rating of this
magnitude requires selection of a unit having about 2000 BIL rating. Such a
unit has about 900 kV wet withstand for 10 seconds, or about 1000 kV wet flash-
over. Continuous ratings are respectively about 0.5 and 0.4 times these values,
so that the continuous rating would be about 450 kV. This rating would apply
to all weather conditions including pouring rain. Units having such ratings are
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of the order of 180 inches high, have about 160 inches flash distance, and around
400 inches of leakage path. An assembly of seven 26" units such as used in sets
of four under the platform mounted generator units at Lualualei would suffice.
This is consistent with a measured wet flashover of about 200 kV with two such
units in cascade. Structural considerations would establish the column thickness
but the electrical aspects determine the length, and this would be unchanged
regardless of the structural loading.

An assembly of several units to a total length of 15 feet would require a
careful look at grading, since typically in a column of insulators the end units
carry a proportionally larger share of the voltage. That is, in a column 7 high,
it is rare that the distribution is uniform so that each carried 14% of the
voltage unless the assembly is between very large and relatively closely spaced
plates. Electrolytic tank experiments conducted as background for design pur-
poses on colum"- of six post units indicate that for the case of seven units a
typical voltage distribution under a structure such as being considered might
be as follows from top to bottom: 22, 17, 13, 11, 8, 13, 16. It can be seen
that if the string were perfectly equalized, it could be effectively operated
at 50% above its nominal rating without grading. Correspondingly, if the grading
were applied, then if the string were operated at the original ungraded rating
a 1.5 safety factor would be available. This safety factor is important to
obtain, since all the manufacturers ratings apply to 60 Hz, not VLF, and it is
known that in some cases under wet conditions corona and possible flashover can
occur at VLF sinusoidal voltages 30% below those for 60 Hz with the same assembly.
Accordingly, grading rings whose exact final dimensions have not at this time
been determined will be provided on the station post columns.

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT LOSSES, MATCHING AND BANDWIDTH

The 1" diameter litz is composed of 5160 strands of #36 AWG copper wire.
With 60 turns in a 12' diameter form there is close to 2500 feet, the dc resis-
tance of which is 414/5160 per thousand feet or 0.2 ohms. The rf resistance is
double this for optimum stranding, which this very nearly is and therefore for
two such coils in series the combined loss will be 0.8 ohm. Proximity to images
in imperfect ground planes will increase this figure by perhaps 20%.

The loss in the coils inside the helix house was measured to be 0.25 ohm
during the February tests.

The capacitor losses are calculated from a formula that relates the distribu-
tion of current density entering the ground to the return circuit to the dis-
tribution of displacement flux in the air immediately above the interface. This
formulation has been given by various authors (refs 8,9,10 ). In simplified form
it is"

- f(E hi/at) (wco Ez) 2 dA

in which the hi and oi are respectively the thickness and the conductivity of
each layer of material (assumed horizontally stratified) encountered by the
current flowing downward to the collecting plate buried in the ground. There
is sometimes included a factor that describes effects of current concentration
as the flow is collected on individual wires in a parallel wire grid ground
plane, but in many approaches this is accounted for in a redefinition in the
thickness h. For a grid of very closely spaced wire, i.e., they are at least
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as close together as they are buried, and for usual ground conductivity, this

correction is not important.

In the present design the return circuit for the capacitor is supplied by

the radial antenna ground system buried about a foot in the ground. The cover

is a rocky soil of decomposed crushed coral that has a conductivity near the

surface of about 10- 3 mho per meter. It is contemplated that-site preparation

will involve lightly scraping the surface to get rid of plant growth and
covering the bare earth with a membrane of 0.042 inch thick rubber sheet as
a plant growth retardent, overlain by a few inches of crushed coral rock. A
recent test of a sample of the material indicated that it has a conductivity
of about 9 x 10- 7 mho per meter. Assuming that no values vary in the horizontal
direction of interest, the first term in the integrand for the losses is
[(0.305)/(10-3)1(1.3) + (0.042)(2.54 x 10-2)/(9 x 10-

7) - 1.5 x 10s. The factor
1.3 accounts for the approximately 4 inches of coral backfill over the membrane.

The mode of variation of the field is given in Figure 2. One can see that
for a grid of several conductors the same height over ground and parallel to
each other, the field distribution for one is the same for each and the total
field can be obtained by superposition. To a fair approximation the losses
can then be obtained by calculating the loss for each separate conductor and
summing over the number of conductors. In the case of configuration 18, the
area of interest is then defined by the length of the conductor and the width
such that the field strength and the loss becomes small. For x - 5h, E/Eo - 0.04,
where E0 is the field immediately under the conductor. In absolute numbers,
immediately under a conductor the field is 45 kV/meter, while 50 feet away it
is about 5 kV per meter and 75 feet away it is 1.8 kV per meter. Assuming for
each conductor an area of width equal to the length of the conductor, 80 feet,
and a total width of 150 feet, and summing for nine such conductors, the loss
formulation becomes

4 x V2 (80 x 0.305)(W
2 CA) , (1.58 x 1 f 2 3  hh 2  2

h2 (loge 2h/a) 2 (166)2 -23 + ) dx

in which V - 500 x 103, h - 15 x 0.305, log e 2h/a - 4.5, w - 2n28.5 x 103 and

eo - 10-9 /36w. The reference current is obtained from V/X - 500 x 103/3010 - 166
amperes, where X - 3010 ohms is the reactance of 1850 pf at 28.5 kHz. The result
is 0.51 ohm. Of course this is partially shunted down by the collection of
current in the hardware cloth screen that interconnects the covers over the
concrete foundation pads for the station posts and connects this to the rest of
the pad screens under the coils, but since this area is only a small part of
the total, the loss is not affected much. Ground losses associated with fields
in the immediate vicinity of the test object will be inconsequential, but these
and stray losses from the coils might amount to another 0.1 ohm.

The grand total is thus 0.25 + 0.96 + 0.5 + 0.1 or 1.81 ohm. Of this total,
0.5 + 0.1 - 0.6 ohm is E-field loss in the vicinity of the capacitor and test
object. The two components of this portion of the loss are loss from the crushed
coral and loss from the plant regrowth retardent cover of reinforced sheet rubber.
The latter is 1.18/1.58 of the 0.6 ohm contribution, or 0.45. This latter
number is (0.45/1.81) x 100 - 25% of the total loss in the circuit. Therefore,
the contribution of the retardent cover forms an important part of the total
loss budget. The circuit Q is 3010/1.81 - 1670, so that the bandwidth will be
17 Hz. If the loss due to the rubber sheeting were not present, the bandwidth
would decrease to about 13 Hz, and control of the circuit would be more difficult.
The total of 1.56 ohms would be easier to match the transmitter to, but for
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resistances of this magnitude and the reactance of the circuit, the bandwidth
aspect may present the more serious problem.

Since any such calculations are best estimates only, and may be incorrect
by 20% to 30%, additional control of loss has been provided in the form of a
resistor that can be inserted in the circuit. It consists of a nichrome wire
with a water cooling jacket and is planned to be inserted in the circuit between
the connection to the main tuning variometers from the base current meter cali-
brating shunts. At this point in the circuit, with 110 kV at the bushing, the
helix house inductor parameters are such that there will never be more than
about 5 kV at this point. Therefore insulation of the water coolant feed is
not expected to be a problem. The point of insertion was chosen in favor of
that between the common ground of the coupling variometers because the effects
of raising the return connection back to the low side of the matching network
above an earth ground in the helix house is not known. When this resistor is
inserted, the combined loss will be nearly 4 ohms, which is substantially more
than the matching circuit has been made to handle up to now. It is expected
that the transmitter will be to a degree mismatched, but the direction and amount
of the mismatch are not expected to be troublesome inasmuch as conversion to a
linear mode of operation in the PA's will raise the effective internal losses
of the source.

VLF RADIATION

Radiation from this circuit will be small though finite. The usual expression
for power radiation capability under a voltage limitation for an electrically
small antenna is

Pr = (6.95 x 10-13) C 0
2 he2 V2 f

4

where Co, he, and V are respectively the electrostatic capacity, effective height,
operating voltage; and f is the frequency. Units are MKS. In the present case,
CO = 1850 pf, V = 500 kV, and F is 28.5 kHz. The effective height is somewhat
ill-defined but should in no case be larger than the physical height of the main
trunk members in the capacitor, or 4.6 meters. Accordingly, VLF radiated power
will be

Pr = (6.95 x 10-13)(1850 x 10-2)2 (4.6)2(500 x 103)(28.5 x 103)2 = 8.3 watts

Distant radiated fields accordingly will be of the order of 100 dB less than
those of usual VLF fixed stations at corresponding distances.

High frequency rfi fields cannot be calculated without a knowledge of the
spectrAl distribution of frequency components in the discharge, but a feel for
the expected magnitudes can be obtained from a comparison of the available current
moment in the test object when it arcs with those known to be associated with
lightning discharges. In a typical lightning stroke of the order of 100 to 1000
meters of vertical length, there may be 104 to 106 amperes flowing at the peak of
the discharge. The current moment accordingly varies in the range 106 to 109
ampere-meters with lightning. With the test object the current is of the order
of 102 in an electrical height whose upper limit is the order of 10. The current
moment is thus at most 10-3 as big as a small lightning discharge, and accordingly
VLF and HF rfi fields will be at most 1/1000 times as large as those from lightning,
and will actually usually be one or two orders of magnitude smaller. Operation.
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of the test facility at NRTF will thus be equivalent to the presence of a

thunderstorm of the order of 1000 km or 600 miles distant, from the standpoint

of local interference to circuits located 3000 feet or more away from the test
facility.

3. FINAL CIRCUIT AND INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

Figure 9 shows the final version of the circuit with the lrf parameters
indicated. The essential instrumentation elements are indicated also in this
figure. The base current is monitored with a digital voltmeter connected to
a Pearson toroidal transformer coupled to one of a set of three shunts. The
shunts can be used provided the circuit current goes above the 700 amp capa-
bility of the transformer, though for the insulator tests using the present
circuit this is not expected to happen. A console mounted oscilloscope is
used in various ways, one being to sample the waveform at high amplification
and filtering to detect corona onset. At current levels to be used, the
normal panel meter connected through the Weston movement will not provide a
useful indication. From the base current and a knowledge of the circuit
reactance, which will have been determined by previous calibration of the
console repeaters for variometer positions by a process of tuning up to a
substitute capacitor at low power level, the output voltage is determined.
This is cross-checked by direct reading from a Jennings voltmeter, set up in
a capacitive divider arrangement.

The remainder of the test instrumentation is located in a shielded hut
located near the high voltage coil #2. A capacitive probe provides a suitably
divided signal from which voltage level for arcover in the test object can be
determined from the readings on a Hewlett-Packard wave analyzer. The oscillo-
scope is used as a corona detection device as well as a means for checking on
the purity of the signal waveform, i.e., the absence of undesired modulation.
At low levels and with a mismatch, the tubes may not operate in saturation if
they are used in class C, and the present lack of filtering in the bias supply
leads to a modulation of 180 Hz on the signal under some conditions. The rfi
meter operating from a filtered and amplified hf (vlf components are filtered)
broadband signal also is a means for corona detection, and the pulse counter
is offered as a suggested means for detecting the presence of spurious pulses
exceeding the level described in the purchase specification as voiding arcover
and interruption tests.

Figure 10 shows the control system, safety interlocks, and communication
scheme. This is fairly self-evident. The central control is provided by the
Test Director, whose physical location is in the test hut. The attempt has
been made to make the system fail-safe, so as to minimize personnel hazard
from the very high voltages involves in the test circuit.

4. STRUCTURAL DESIGN

COILS

Both dead weight loads and wind loads must be considered in selecting com-
ponents for the coil frame. In addition to this, the bracing must be adequate
to take any compressive loading due to the collapsing stress set up by the
catenary shapes of the turns, as well as from magnetodynamic effects. These
loads are considered below in this order.
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Dead Weight: The I" diameter litz wire weighs 3/4 pounds per foot. There-
fore, 2200 feet of wire in the coil will weigh approximately 1700 pounds. The
dead weights of the insulator stacks can be estimated as 1200 pounds each, for
a total of 1500 pounds per coil, including an allowance for the weight of small
hardware items and top and bottom turns. Assuming each column of station posts
has a footprLnt area of 3/4 sq. ft., the result is at most 2000 pounds per
square foot of supporting surface or about 14 pounds per square inch. The
compressive stress in the porcelain material itself is conservatively estimated
as 12,000 pounds per square foot, if account is taken of the wall thickness of
the (hollow) insulator.

Wind Loads: Wind load is calculated from the expression:

D - Cd A p U2 /2

where Cd is a drag coefficient, A is cross sectional areas, p is the density,
and U is the velocity. A reference value for D for cylindrical conductors in
air stream velocities less than 100 mph, is 6.4 kilograms per meter of exposed
length for a wire 1.63 inches in diameter in 100 mile per hour wind. At 70 mph,
this figure reduces to 1.33 pounds per foot of 1" diameter wire. Sixty wires
12 feet long each lying in each of two faces (the front and the rear) forming
the projected area of the side of the coil yields 1920 pounds of wind shear
force applied to the top of coil frame base members. This is 240 pounds per
column which is well under the maximum allowable for any selection of candidate
post insulator type when made of porcelain. The columns can be made of extruded
polyvinyl tubing having dimensions typical of 6" diameter sewer pipe, in a con-
cept that has been considered as a substitute for porcelain station posts should
the latter not be available in the time frame required. In this concept careful
attention will have to be paid to providing diagonal bracing in the lower portion
of the coil frame supports to absorb the shear loads of the above magnitude.

Frame Crushing Loads: The conductor is hung between the supporting columns
freely without other mounts and accordingly exerts a force equal to the tension
in the catenary span at the supported ends. This is counterbalanced by an equal
tension in the span coming up to the support point from the next adjacent coil
face so that the column has no net tendency to sway sideways. However, since
the two faces are not coplanar, but lie at an angle of 45*, there is a component
of each of the tensions in a direction radially inward that tends to collapse
the coil frame. This must be counterbalanced by providing bracing to the column
in planes containing the coil frame centerline. The magnitude of the collapsing
force on each column is calculated as follows using the diagrams and formulas
given in Figure 11:

The total effective line density including dead weight and wind forces is
[(0.75)2 + (1.33)211/2 = 1.53 pounds per foot. The horizontal component of
tension in the catenary at the supported end is Th = (1.53) a, where a is to
be determined. If the sag at the center is d, the catenary formulas give

d - a(Cosh (1/2a) -1]

Assume that the conductor can be put on with about 2% sag, and the span across
the face of the coil between each adjacent pair of insulator columns is five
feet. Then the sag d is 2% of 60 or 1.2" or 0.1 foot. One must then solve
the transcendental equation
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0.1 = a [ cosh (2.5/a) -1]

By successive approximations a 31 is close to a solution. Then Th - (31)(1.53) -
47.5 pounds. From Figure 11, the inward crushing component of the force is
2 x (47.5) x Cos 67.50 = 36.5 pounds per turn and for 60 turns the total is
2200 pounds. If this is divided up into six planes of horizontal bracing, that
is one set of braces per joint in the vertical column inside the coil frame, then
the brace must withstand 365 pounds.

Some relief can be obtained by allowing the sag to be larger than 2%. Since
for these small sagrs a square law relationship holds very well, raising the sag
to 3% or nearly 2" in the five foot span reduces the compressive force per joint
to about 180 pounds. By using a scheme that prevents the braces from buckling
sideways such a compressive force can be readily absorbed either by a 5/8"
diameter fiberglass rod or by a 2" diameter polyvinyl tube.

Magnetodynamic Loads: There are two forces due to the magnetic fields
associated with the current in the coils that must be braced against in the
coil frame structure. These are the force tending to collapse the coil end-
wise on itself and the force tending to expand each turn outwards. The last-
named force is translated into a tendency for the coil to unwind itself since
the bottom turn is fixed and the top turn is in a sense "free." The forces
are calculated from formulas of Grover, pp 254 and following. This was done
in February 1971 for helixes to be constructed in the OMEGA Navigation stations
for coils similar to those under consideration here. Extrapolation to the
present case can be done in proportion to current 2 and (number of turns) 2.
When this is done it is found that the collapsing force is about 1 pound and
the unwinding torque is about 26 pounds-feet (4.4 pounds acting tangentially
at a radius of 6 feet). These forces are so small that they are inconsequential.

CAPACITOR

The only loads considered for the capacitor are dead weight and wind-induced
shear loads. Electrostatic forces are entirely negligible. The latter are
given by

F la (V/d)2 (parallel plate capacitor)2

where MKS units apply. For 500 kV and separation distance of 4.6 meters, the
result is 0.5 kgm,or about 1.8 ounces, per square meter. For the capacitor
having sides of 80 feet, this would be about 70 pounds.* Certainly in the case
of tubular conductors the actual total would be much less.

Dead Weight: There are roughly 80 x 9 feet of 0.125" wall thickness 8"
diameter tubing which weighs 3.64 pounds per foot. Total dead weight of the
grid structure is thus about 2700 pounds. The weight is divided among four
columns weighing about 1200 pounds each so that on each footing there is about
2000pounds, comparable to the approximately 1500 pounds for the coil frame per
column. Less than 25 pounds additional will be added by the electrostatic
loads.

Wind Loads: Using the figure previously found for 1" diameter conductor
of 1.33 pounds per foot for 70 mph wind, 8" conductor will experience 10.7
pounds per foot. Assuming the worst case exposure of winds from a direction 450

*100 pounds peak E-17



off the axis of the structure, 9 members will have their length 7cV exposed,
so that the total wind force will be 10.7 x 0.707 x 80 x 9 - 5500 pounds.
This is 1370 pounds per column so that the types selected satisfy the struc-
tural criterion for shear loading with about a 50% safety factor. Applied 15
feet from the ground, the moment is 20,500 pounds-feet. A concrete block 8
feet square and one foot thick weighs 10,000 pounds and for an instantaneous
axis of rotation about one edge exerts a moment of 40,000 pounds-feet. There-
fore the anchorage provided in the present design are capable of resisting
overturning of the columns with a safety factor of 2 for wind drag on the grid
due to 70 mile per hour winds. The porcelain columns themselves add about
1900 pounds-feet to the load at each footing which represents approximately a
5% increase.

Tube Material Selection: The combined wind and dead weight load for the
assumed tubing is [34 + 10.72]1/2 - 11 pounds per linear foot. The beam formed
by the tube suspended by its ends 40 feet apart must sustain a distributed load
of 440 pounds without buckling. This is the situation for the five parallel
conductors suspended from the cross-arms and for the two end members. The
cross-arms must suspend a similar loading plus point loads at their ends equal
to the dead weight of the conductors supported there at right angles. A
structural analysis carried out by R. H. Chalmers of NELC gave 0.092 inch as
the minimum wall thickness for 50 mph wind for the members suspended at their
ends without point-loads, and 0.17 inch for the cross-arms without trusses.
This assumed aluminum without special heat treatment for increased tensile
strength and assumes that the material is worked entirely within the elastic
range. As a good compromise for the 70 mph criterion, 0.125 inch wall material
was selected and the cross-arms are to be trussed with diagonal bracing made
out of the same material. The detailed analysis is attached herewith as
Appendix 2.

DOWNLEAD

The 4-inch diameter copper downlead was found to be fully capable of
supporting 60 feet of its own dead weight applied axially but to be assured
not to collapse due to sidewise wind loading, it must be guyed or otherwise
supported in three locations. In the present design, these are the bottom
end at the support insulator, the top end by a 52 inch cantilevered section
at right angles to the vertical 60 foot run and one guyed point at the middle.
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TABLE 3

SINGLE CONDUCTOR CORONA LIMITS

Length for

a Ec  h Vc  CI  2000 pf

m kv/mm m kV pf/m m

0.1 1.10 1 325 18.5 109

0.1 2 408 15.0 133

0.1 3 450 13.5 149

0.1 5 505 12.2 164

0.1 7.5 560 11.2 178

0.2 1.03 1 470 24.1 83

0.2 " 1.5 560 20.6 97

0.1 1.10 1 800* 20.2 110

0.1 " 0.5 630* 26.5 90

0.1 " 0.37 530* 30.5 77

0.1 0.2 900 44.5 45

* D = 2.41 r = 1.1 M - 0.8

t D = 6.0 er = 1.i F =0.9

K - 0.95

H - 0.6

D - 1 exc. where noted

r 1 exc where noted
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TABLE 4

RELATIVE ROUGH COSTS, MAJOR CAPACITOR COMPONENTS

Material Shipping Install. Total

6" Tubing 420 250 50 720
(per 100')

8" Tubing 850 400 50 1300
(per 100')

Corona/Grading Rings 750 250 50 1050
(each)

Station Posts 800 200 250 1250
(each)

Welds 20 20
(each)
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Hr V, f

Zm i/W C

R1 Q-mRUIZ
S- V 2 /Re - 2 R

Ir - V/Re
Lp p m -V/x

E Iil- (V/1,)( t R 2 xi )A

- (V/RA)( 1 + Q2) (It2 + c 2

- ?/(1 2 4 1z2 )  IZI " V/(l 2 + I 2)k
r r r

/Hp - llZ)k ts2 + IX

a Re X/(RG 2 + x2)4

Po't -x VIE, secondary must be
such that Ls  -ZI/2,f m x(1 - I/Q2)k - a/(1 + p2)4

- lzIlk

'm90tIfAc)(1 + i/Q2 )45 Re  is the shunt resistance that appears
accross C during insulator tsta.

- R l.a(l + q)

E ia the effective series voltaca induced
in the secondary ctrcuit

V is the voltage that appears across the
secondary indfuctor at frequen4 y f

R is the effective sertis refetitance
FIGURE 1: TEST CIRCUIT ANALYSIS referred to E in virute of power loss P

at series current I
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Note: Expression for V given below applies equally veil for cylindrical
conductor over plane, vith quantities defined as indicated $

a

-*
2 3 etc

voltage__'

H
Parallel cylidder

ih capacitor
S: Backfill

h2: Membraneh3 : Depth to radial
sys temn

Ground ef

I Ey,,J 2 Vfth lo&.2h/&)J[(l * / + (1+ x2/h2)-l - (etc., for all conductors)]

... b - 2h e.10- 9 /36r fd/meter

Concentric - C1 - 27J6o/1oge(2h/.) fl/1"

LCyliLder a
Capacitor s, - Ec  - 2.35 x 10 6 x M4t F Zk'

r 0 032"
"_____xDxUM Cl

V€ - a E log(2h/a) Volts

. surface roughnesw factor = 0.8

-, -.. . frequency factor a 0.9

Z - atmosphertc density factor - 0.95

D - relative dielectric strength
IECURE 2: FILD, GCADIEIIT,'VOLTAGE - I for air, 2.41 for SF6 at

EXPRESSIONS FOR CAPACITY STRUCTURES = 0 gage, 6 for 576 at 15$
S rel Humidity factor, 0.6
E" lizitin.7 ;ra&.iaent far corcn,-

free conditiai
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J ,.

Single layer solenoid

L a 0.002rT28(2a/b)N2 1 -LL uhy b a length, cm
a - radius, cm

AL - 0.O041fa(C + Hi) N p - center-to-center vire spacing
6 vive diameter

K - Nageaka const - K(bi2a) or K(2a/b), Table 36, 37 Grover
C - G( /p), Table 38
1 - H(N),- N - no of turns, Tatle 39

AL usually < L

Nultilayer coil

' L - 0.019739 (2a~b) N2 K' si>'

K' - K - k, K i as above

k - k(c/2a and c/b), Table 22, 23

FIMGRE 4: BASIS FOR COIL CALCUIATION
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I Solenoid

FIGURE 5: SXNCIPAL DIMMSIONS
OF COILS TO BE USED AT
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Helix House

Existing concrete pad FIGURE 6: MOSSTBLE COTL
F kL.mz LAYOUTS

+: Exis ting insulator anchorage
.. ~4 \centers. Each is a four-bolt

circle 12" in diamieter

A iku coils

* lossibla four post coils
Equivalent circular coil

,) Required relocation for highest voltage coil for vithstand\ *.

- I 7 11. ~oi~' rel Sixopast ocdls using all
/ , / \ /.existing anchor points

,. __ /.,. € . .and s ix add ittona I how ones

, r %

-." Required highest voltage coil relocation
-* -

Single coil concept

-+ i n, Required relocation becuate
/ of vithstand requirements

', . - __- -uses only two existing anchor
/ points
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COIL 0 F IGURE 7: r-WI'LDIMINSIONS
USED IN DETERMINING SAFE VOLTAGE
LIMITS AND INDUCTIVE COUPLING
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NITWEEN COILS
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±20

-7

Do --

10 11 12 13 -44 15 16 .17 18

--- -Scale: 10'

1: 700 O. 550 (610 with center conductor)
2: 780 11: 860 950 '
3: 915 (975 with extended ends) 12:" 1150 1300 " '
4: 890 13: 1400 1600 .

5: 720 14: 1040
6: 1070 15: 1050
7: 529 16: 1800 " /'
8: 800 17: 1630; 1900; (2330 with five)
9: 1100 18: 1400

.17 on 30' module: 1270, 1500, 1800

VIGUR 8: PLAN VIEW SETCUES OF POSSIBLE CAACITOR STRUCTIMES MID
CAPACITY REALIZED. 4 moter heL% t, 8" dia bl6

All capacity value, in picoiarads
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T /j
/!

Total line V P(xy) line density
density d -sag

Sa Th/w- catenary
v, . (v Vr2)h Th - "parsuetet'

Te - total tension at
a + d " h suseension oointa

aI Th - tension at center
v= line density of

wire material

______________> va- specific wind !oat

V

Catenary.Forulas: y - a cosh xsa
8 - a #Lnh x/e arc length to P

N1 d/ - L(sI2a) + lj, s - total arc length

2V bet'ween suepenutpn

T v y v(s+ Th + v(y -a) To ib/2

Th =a; Te = Th + Wd Te/v a Cosh 1/?a
/ S/2 a oinh 1/2d

/1
To coil axis

Litz wire,. " / F 2 Th cos 67.5"
catenary Th-

Station Post

Th

FIGURE 11" CATENARY RELATIONSHIPS AM THE CALCULATION OF COIL .RAZ1E
COLLAPSING FORCE
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Serial No.
E=E-1-157
16 July 1973

NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS COMAND
CONTRACT SPECIFICATION

INSULATOR ASSEMBLY, ELECTRICAL, VLF
ANTEM. BASE

This specification is for use only with Naval Electronic System
Comand contracts resulting from Procurement Request Number 311412
and vill be furnished only to activities directly concerned with such
contracts.

1. SCOPE

1.1 This specificationucovers the design, fabrication, and
test of very low frequency (vif) antenna tower base support insulator
assemblies for installation at the base of vlf transmitting antenna towers
at Naval radio transmitting facilities at shore locations.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 The following docunents of the issue in effect on date of invita-
tion for bids or request for proposal, form a part of the specification to
the extent specified herein:

SPECIFICATION

FEDERAL

TT-E-489 Enamel, alkyd gloss (for exterior and
interior surfaces).

TT-P-00641 Primer coating; zinc dust-zinc oxide
(for galvanized surfaces).

MILITARY

MIL-I-1O Insulating material, electrical
ceramic, Class L.

FSC 5970
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3.4.13 Interchangeability requirements. All parts of each base insu-
lator assembly shall possess both mechanical and electrical compatibility to
permit their installation as interchangeable parts. Interchangeability shall
be in accordance with MIL-STD-454, requirement 7.

3.5 Service requirements. The vlf antenna tower be support insu-
lator assembly shall be designed for a minimum operational life of not less
than 25 years without loss of mechanical and electrical Integrity. The design,
choice of materials, parts selection, fabrication and assembling methods, sur-
face protection, and other factors which determine durability and performance
reliability shall be consistent with these requirements.

3.6 Maintainability. Routine inspection and minor adjustments for ele-
ments of the base insulator assembly other than the ceramic bodies of the in-
sulator units shall not be required at intervals of less than 12 months and
shall not require an interruption of service of more than 5 hours. Parts shall
be mounted so they can be removed and replaced without interference from damage
to, or removal of other parts. Insofar as practicable, parts most likely to
fail or need repair shall have the easiest access.

3.6.1 Removal or replacement of rainshields, corona rings, and grading
rings or shields shall be possible in a five hour period without damage or
requiring jacking of the antenna tower.

3.6.2 Disassembly. The bse insulator assembly shall be capable of
being disassembled into its component parts without cutting, chipping or
burning of any materials involved.

3.7 Environmental conditions. The base insulator assembly shall seet
'the electrical requirements of 3.3 under the following environmental conditions.

3.7.1 Location. The base insulator assembly shall be designed to
operate in an outdoor exposed location.

3.7.2 Dust. The base insulator assembly shall withstand the effects of
wind blown sand and dust as encountered in coastal regions throughout the
world without permanent degradation of physical or electrical characteristics
when tested as specified in 4.4.24.

3.7.3 Atmospheric pressure. The base insulator assembly shall be de-
signed to operate at all atmospheric pressures which will be encountered in
coastal regions throughout the world at altitudes ranging from sea level to
100 feet above sea level and in a nonoperating condition shall withstand
without damage atmospheric pressures equivalent to those encountered at altitudes
ranging from sea level to 40,000 feet above sea level.

3.7.4 Wind. The base insulator assembly shall be designed to operate
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beneath the vlf antenna tower (see 3.9.1) in winds ranging from 0 to 100 miles
per hour.

3.7.5 Ambient temerature. The base insulator assembly shall be
designed to operate in ambient temperatures ranging from -25 0 C to 500 C.

3.7.5.1 Rate of ambient temperature change. The baess insulator
assembly shall be designed to operate in changes of ambient temperature up
to 230C per hour.

3.7.6 Humidity. The base insulator assembly shall be designed to
operate in relative humidities ranging from 0 to 95 percent, including
conditions wherein condensation takes place on the base insulator assembly.

3.7.7 Rain. The base insulator assembly shall be designed to operate
under rainy conditions from light mist up to 2 inches per hour with inter-
mittent rainfall of up to 0.2 inches per minute. The direction of the rain
under which the base insulator assembly shall operate will be variable from
vertical to horizontal (driving rain).

3.7.8 Snow. The base insulator assembly shall be designed to operate
under snow or sleet conditions up to 2 inches per hour.

3.7.9 Liahtning. The base insulator assembly shall be designed to
withstand the effects of a direct hit on the antenna tower of lightning
strokes as encountered throughout coastal regions of the world and as de-
fined in the high current stroke paragraph of MIL-A-9094.

3.8 Electrical desizn and performance requirements.

3.8.1 Shunt capacitance. The total shunt capacitance of the base
insulator assembly as measured from the top plate to the lower plate shall
not exceed 250 picofarads.

3.8.2 Grading. The design of the base insulator assembly shell
provide electrical grading such that the voltage across any one insulator
unit is:

(a) 50 percent + 5 percent of the total base insulator assembly

voltage for a two tier assembly.

(b) 33 percent + 3 percent of the total base insulator assembly
voltage for a three tier assembly.
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3.8.3 Uniformity of field. The maximtm variation of the electromagnetic
field in the air region imnediately adjacent to the surface of the ceramic
body of the insulator unit at the ceramic body/metallic end cap interface
shall not be greater than three times the minium field near the porcelain
surface elsewhere.

3.8.4 Corona damase prevention. The base insulator assembly shall
be designed such that any corona present under vet conditions will not
produce degradation of the properties of materials or parts (see 4.4.1 and
4.4.2).

3.8.4.1 Ceramic-metal Joint requirements. Joints between ceramic parts
and metal parts shall be made with homogeneous material. free of voids, shims
and foreign matter. Joints shall not exhibit characteristics under maxi=m
tower loads which will cause excessive localized electrical stresses resulting
in corona. A sealing compound shall be used to prevent the entrance of moisture
into the joint between ceramic and metal parts.

3.8.4.2 Shunts. Where it is necessary to place nonconductive material
(except insulator units) between metal parts, a conductive shunt or shunts
shall be placed across the interface so as to ensure that metal parts will be
at the same electrical potential. The design of the conductive shunt shall
preclude the formation of corona in the gap between the metals and in the
vicinity of the shunt itself.

3.8.5 Protection system design. The protection system shall provide a
positive means for preventing any damage to the insulator units of the base
insulator assembly in the event of flashover caused by lightning, overvoltage
from any other source, or environmental conditions as specified herein.

3.8.5.1 The protection system shall confine flashovers to areas no
closer to any ceramic material than the minimum dry arc distance across the
insulator unit.

3.8.5.2 Corona. The protection system shall produce no detectable
corona for continuous base insulator assembly operation at a voltage level
of 285 kV rms in a frequency range extending from 10 kHz through 30 kHz with
additional voltages present at frequencies other than the vlf operating fre-
quency which combine to a value that is not in excess of 7 kV peak under
both dry and wet conditions.

3.8.5.3 Tier-to-tier protection. The design of the protection system
shall provide for individual protection of each tier of insulator units in
the base insulator assembly.
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3.8.5.4 The protection system shall be designed to remain intact and
functioning after a vlf current surge through the protection system of 10
minutes duration generated by a 1.0 megawatt transmitter operating in the
frequency range from 10 k z to 30 Icls.

3.8.5.5 Adjustment. The protection system shall be designed to be
simply adjustable to flashover at voltags from 200 kV to 500 kV rus at 60
Hz and at vlf. The protection system shall be calibrated for flashover in
this voltage range.

3.8.5.5.1 The contractor shall specify a single fixed setting of the
protection system operation that will meat the requirements of this specifi-
cation (see 6.3).

3.8.5.5.2 The fixed setting of the protection system shall not require
a readjustment when subjected to the environme",tal and electrical surge speci-
fled herein.

3.8.5.5.3 If special tools are required to accomplish this adjustment,
they shall be provided. Special tools are defined as those tools not listed
in the Federal Supply Catalog (copies of this catalog may be consulted in the
office of the Defense Contract Administratioa Service (DCAS)).

3.8.5.6 Insofar as practicable, mechanical connections of metal parts
in the discharge current path shall be by welding or brazing. If it is neces-
sary that a bolted or other similar type connection be used in the discharge
current path, current shunts shall be welded or brazed across the connection.

3.8.5.6.1 Current shunts shell be as short and as direct as possible
and of sufficient size and number to carry the discharge current anticipated.

3.8.5.6.2 Current shunts shall be installed so that vibration, expansion,
contraction, and the relative movement incidental to normal service use will
not break or loosen the connection to such an extent that the resistance vil
vary during the movement.

3.8.6 60 Hz electrical performance requirements. Each base insulator
assmbly shall be designed in accordance with the following 60 Hz electrical
requirements.

3.8.6.1 The 60 Hz wet flashover voltage shall not be less than 540-kV
rus for the base insulator assembly without the included protection system
when tested in accordance with ANSI C29.1, modifled to include application
of water spray down to a horizontal direction.

3.8.6.2 The 60 Hz dry flashover voltage for the base insulator assembly
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without the included protection system when tested in accordance with ANSI
C29.1 shall not be less than 64 kV rus.

3.8.6.3 The dry impulse witstand voltage for the base insulator
assembly without its included protection system when tested in accordance
with ANSI C29.1 shall not be less than 800 kV peak.

3.8.6.4 The 60 Hz dry visual corona extinction voltage for the base
insulator assembly when tested in aacordance with ANSI C29.1 shall not be
less than 350 kV rms.

3.8.6.5 The radio influence voltage for the base insulator assembly
when tested at 60 Hz at 300 kV rms uder dry conditions in accordance with
ANSI C29.1 shall not be greater than 30 microvolts roe.

3.8.6.6 The base insulator assembly with the protection system at the
final setting specified by the contractor (see 3.8.5.5.1) shall flashover in
the protection system when tested at 60 Hz (see 4.4.12).

3.8.6.7 The 5 minute continuous wet withstand voltage at 60 Hz for
the base insulator assembly with the protection system at the final setting
specified by the contractor (see 3.8.5.5.1) shall not be less than 300 kV rus.

3.8.7 Vlf electrical performance requirements. The base insulator I
ssembly shall vithstand the effects of a vlf flashover across its ceramic

C surfaces for 10 seconds without mechanical damage. Each base insulator
assembly (without the included protection system , except as noted in
3.8.7.7) shall meet the following vlf electrical requirements.

3.8.7.1 Wet flashover voltage for the base insulator assembly shall
not be less than I0WkV ma. 31

3.8.7.2 Dry flashover voltage for the base insulator assembly shall
not be less than .;kV rms.

3.8.7.3 Dry corona onset and extinction voltage at vlf shall not be
less than 285 kV rms.

3.8.7.4 Localized corona under wet conditions on the base insulator
assembly shall not result in a temperature rise of any part of the base insu-
lator aksembly that will exceed 30 0 C above the existing ambient temperature
under continuous operation at 3068mkV rms. - Ao-n

3.8.7.5 Maxi-um temperature rise of any part of the base insulator
assembly shall not exceed 300C above specified ambient temperature under
continuous operation at 300 kV ras. 25

3.8.7.6 The 60 minute continuous wet withstand voltage for the base
insulator assembly shall not be less than 300 kV rms.
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3.8.7.7 The base insulator assembly with the protection system at the
final setting specified by the contractor (see 3.8.5.5.1) shall flashover in
the protection system when tested at vlf (see 4.4.22).

3.9 Mechanical design and performance requirements.

3.9.1 Mechanical loading. The base insulator assembly, adapter
plate, and grillage shall be capable of resisting siuzltaneously the fol-
loving maximm working load when installed under the tower.

Horizontal working load: 25,000 lbs.
Vertical working load: 3,300,000 lbs.

The horizontal working load shall be considered as being applied at the
top of the adapter plate in any horizontal direction. The vertical working
load shall be considered as being applied at the top adapter plate 3 inches
(76.2 im) off the vertical centerline of the base insulator assembly, and
along the axis of the applied horizontal working load such that the combined
effect of horizontal and eccentric loading is additive.

3.9.2 Safety factor. The bass insulator assembly, or any of its
components, shall have a safety factor of at least 2.0 times the maximum,
combination horizontal and vertical eccentric loading without mechanical
damage and at least 3.0 times the maximim combination horizontal and verti-
cal eccentric loading without mechanical failure.

3.9.3 Construction and assembly.

3.9.3.1 Physical requirements. The base insulator shall meet the
following physical requirements:

3.9.3.1.1 Height requiresenta. The total vertical height of the base
insulator assembly, the adapter plate, and the grillage shall match the total
available height shown on the appropriate Naval Facilities Engineering Command
drawing Nos. 3004582 and 3005498.

3.9.3.1.2 Interface requirements. The adapter plate shall be com-

patible with the existing tower base rocker assembly. The grillage shall
be compatible with the existing base plate. Both the rocker assembly and the
base plate are shown on the appropriate Naval Facilities Engineering Command

DravIng Nos 3004582 and 3005498.

3.9.3.1.3 Installation dimensional requirement. The base insulator
assembly, the adapter plate, and the grillage shall be capable Ad being
inserted under the tower through a vertical opening in the tower jacking
frisn. The size of the opening measured in the vertical plane is approxi-
mtely 120 inches high by 96 inches wide. The tower jacking system will
provide for lowering and raising the tower no ore than 2 inches below or
above the space available under the tower.
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4.3.5 60 Hz electrical inspection. The 60 Hz electrical Inspection shall
be conducted in accordance with ANSI C29.1 except an otherwise specified
herein. Each base Insulator assembly shall be tested fully assembled, complete
with adapter plate, and grillage except an otherwise specified herein. The
insulator shall be located in the center of a clear area not less than 20 feet
on a side. The Insulator grillage shall be connected to a grounded conductive
surface at least 20 feet on a side. The test voltage shall be applied through
a suitable conductor to the approximate center of the adapter plate. The
conductor configuration shall be such as to uinIise the distortion of field
in the test stand compared with that existing when the Insulator is Installed
under a tower. The following tests shall be conducted:

TABLE IR

Examination or Requirement Test method
test paragraph paragraph

60 Hz wet flashover 3.8.6.1 4.4.6
voltage test

60 Hz dry flashover 3.8.6.2 4.4.7
voltage test

Dry impulse withstand 3.8.6.3 4.4.8

voltage test

Calibration test 3.8.5.5 4.4.9

60 Hz dry visual 3.8.6.4 4.4.10
corona test

Radio influence 3.8.6.5 4.4.11
voltage test

60 Hz flashover 3.8.6.6 4.4.12
mode test

60 Hz wet withstand 3.8.6.7 4.4.13
test

4.3.5.1 Upon completion of the Inspection of 4.3.5, the following tests

shall be conducted on the complete base insulator assembly:

TABLE IJ

Examination or Requirement Test method
test paragraph paragraph

Surface examination (see table IA) 4.4.1

Ultrasonic test 3.4.1.1 4.4.2
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4.3.6 Vlf electrical inspection. The vlf electrical Inspection shall
be conducted in accordance vith ANSI C29.1 ezcept as otherwise specified
herein. Each base Insulator assembly shall be tested fully assembled, completej
with adapter plate end grillage (if requird). The base iasmulAtr assembly
shall be located outdoors in the center of a clear area, not less than 20
feet on a side. The base plate or grillage shall be connected to a grounded
conductive surface or wire grid at least 20 feet on a side. The test voltage
shall be applied through a suitable conductor to the approximate center of
the adapter plate.

4.3.6.1 The following tests shall be conducted. The shunt capacitance
and grading test shall be conducted prior to conduction of the other tests

listed. The calibration test shall be conducted prior to the tests which
follow it in the table.

TAUBLE I

Examination of Requirement Test method
test paragraph paragraph

Shunt capacitance 3.8.1 4.4.14
test

Electrical grading 3.8.2 4.4.15
test

V f wet flashover 3.8.7.1 4.4.16
voltage test

V",f -,i flashover 3.8.7.2 4.4.17voltage test

Vlf continuous vet 3.3.1, 3.7, 4.4.18

withstand voltage test 3.8.7.6

Calibration test 3.8.5.5, 3.8.5.5.1 4.4.9

Vlf dry corona test 3.8.7.3, 3.8.3, 3.8.4 4.4.19
3.8.4.1, 3.8.4.2,
3.8.5.2 _

Vlf jet corona heat rise 3.8.7.4, 3.8.3, 3.8.4 4.4.20

test 3.8.4.1, 3.8.4.2,
3.8.5.2

Vlf dry heat rise 3.8.7.5 4.4.21

test
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Vlf flashover 3.3, 3.3.2, 3.3.2.2, 4.4.22
mode test 3.7, 3.8.7.7

Vlf interruption 3.3.2, 3.3.2.2, 3.3.2.3, 4.4.23
test 3.3.2.3.1, 3.7

4.3.6.2 Upon completion of the tests of 4.3.6.1, the following tets

shall be conducted on the base insulator assembly:

TABLE IL

Examination or Requirement Test method
test paragraph paragraph

Surface examination (see TABLE IA) 3.3, 4.4.1
3.3.1, 3.3.1.2, 3.3.2,
3.7

Ultrasonic test 3.4.1.1, 3.3, 3.3.1, 4.4.2
3.3.1.2, 3.3.2, 3.7

4.3.7 Inspection of preparation for delivery. Sample packages and
packs and the inspection of the preservation and packaging, packing and
marking for shipment and storage shall be in accordance with the requirements
of section 5.

4.4. Inspection procedures.

4.4.1 Surface examination. Surface examination shall be in accordance
with MIL-E-16400 except as otherwise specified herein. The equipment shall be
examined to verify compliance with this specification as to design and construc-
tion and to other inspections deemed necessary by the procuring activity to
assure conformance with requirements not covered by the other tests of this
specification. Ceramic surfaces shall be inspected by the ultraviolet-red
dye method. Any evidence of defects in materials, cracking, mechanical damage,
mechanical failure, or permanent deformation shall result in rejection.

4.4.2 Ultrasonic test. The contractor shall utilize ultrasonic test
equipment (Branson model 50C, or equal) to test the ceramic bodies of the
insulator units. A calibrated permanent record, such as by camera photograph
or x-y plotter record, shall be obtained for every ultrasonic test measurement
indicating a possible void or discontinuity in the ceramic body of each insulator
unit. This record shall be calibrated in amplitude and width. The location of
the measurement point on the insulator unit and the insulator unit serial
number shall also be indicated on or attached to the record. The widest possible
inspection of each insulator unit ceramic shall be accomplished. Any mechanical
damage or evidences of internal discontinuities, cracks, defects, or voids shall
result in rejection of the insulator unit or the base insulator assembly as
appropriate.

4.4.3 Mechanical tests.

4.4.3.1 The surface examination of 4.4.1 shall be conducted on the
insulator unit.
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shall be capable of carrying 300 percent of the basic lag working load vith-
out failure. Failure of the average strength of the three insulators to

meet the strength requirement of 350 percent of the basic lag working load,

or failure of any one insulator to meet 300 percent of the basic leg working

load shall constitute failure to met the requirements of the specification.

4.4.5 Base insulator assembly proof load test. Each base insulator

assembly, with the adapter plate and grillage, shall be tested with a total

load of 200 percent of the basic leg working load time the nmer of legs
in the assembly. The base insulator assembly proof load test is to be con-
ducted as follows:

4.4.5.1 The surface examination of 4.4.1 shall be conducted on the

base insulator assembly.

4.4.5.2 The base insulator assembly shall be slowly and smoothly

loaded at 50 percent of the maximum vertical working load. The load

shall then be smoothly decreased to zero.

4.4.5.3 The base insulator shall then be slowly and smoothly loaded

in tventy equal incremental steps to the total proof load described above.
The load shall then be smoothly and slowly decreased in twenty equal incre-
mental steps to zero. During each step of the incremental loading and unload-

ing, sufficient data shall be recorded to prepare a strain versus total load
diagram for the base insulator assembly and for each insulator leg.

4.4.5.4 The surface examination of 4.4.1 shall be conducted on the

base insulator assembly.

4.4.5.5 The ultrasonic test of 4.4.2 shall be conducted on each and

every insulator unit of the base insulator assembly.

4.4.6 60 Hz wet flashover voltage tests.

4.4.6.1 Standard test. The 60 Hz standard vet flashover voltage test
shall be conducted on the base insulator assembly for water spray appli- I
cation downward at an angle of 45 degrees from the vertical in accordance

with ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise specified herein.

4.4.6.2 Rorizontal spray test. The 60 Hz horizontal spray wet flashover

voltage test shall be conducted on the base insulator assembly in accordance

with the 60 Hz wet flashover voltage test of ANSI C29.1 with the exception

that the application of the water spray shall be in a horizontal direction

and except as otherwise specified herein.

4.4.7 60 Hz dry flashover voltage test. The 60 Hz dry flashover

voltage test shall be conducted on the base insulator assembly in accordance
with ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise specified herein.
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4.4.8 Dry impulse withstand voltase test. The dry impulse withstand
voltage test shall be conducted on the base insulator assembly under dry
conditions in accordance with the impulse withstand voltage test of ANSI
C29.1 except as otherwise specified herein.

4.4.9 Calibration test. The protection system shall be calibrated
in accordance with teat procedures described In ANSI C29.1. The following
calibration measurements at 60 Hz or vlf as appropriate shall be conducted
on the base insulator assembly including the protection system.

4.4.9.1 Under dry conditions the protection system shall be calibrated
for flashover in the protection system in the voltage range from 200 kV rms
to the dry flashover voltage of the base insulator assembly(operating without
the included protection system)or 500 kV rms whichever is the lesser. The
total number of settings or adjustments to determine calibration shall not
be less than 10, and shall include flashovers in the protection system at
the following nominal voltages: 200 kV, 250 kV, 300 kV, 350 kV, 400 kV,
450 kV, 500 kW.

4.4.9.2 Under wet spray conditions at the maximum rate as required by
this specification and for spray in a horisontal direction, the protection
system shall be calibrated for flashover In the protection system In the
voltage range from 200 WV ra to the wet flashover voltage of the base insu-
lator assembly (operating without the included protection system) for the
same spray conditions or 500 kV ru whichever Is the lesser. The total
number of settings or adjustments to determine calibration shall not be less
than 10 and shall include flashovers in the protection system at the follow-
Lg nominal voltages: 200 V, 250 k, 300 kV, 350 V, 400 V, 450 WV, 500 kW.

4.4.9.3 Based on the data obtained from 4.4.9.1 and 4.4.9.2, the con-
tractor shall set or adjust the protection system to meet the requirements
of this specification.

4.4.10 60 Hz dry visual corona test. The 60 Hz dry visual corona
test shall be conducted on the base insulator assembly under dry conditions
in accordance with the visual corona test of ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise
specified herein.

4.4.10.1 The Government reserves the right to verify the visual
observation through alternate means.

4.4.11 Radio influence voltage test. The radio influence voltage
test shall be conducted on the base insulator assembly in accordance with
ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise specified herein.

F-12
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4.4.12 60 Hz flashover mode teat. The 60 Hz flashover mode teast shall
be conducted on the bass insulator assembly with the included protection
system at the final setting specified by the contractor which will allow
continuous operation at 300 kV rms at 60 Hz without electrical flashover
under the requirements of this specification and shall be tested as follows:

4.4.12.1 The 60 lz dry flashover voltage test shall be conducted on
the system in accordance with ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise specified here-
in. Flashover shall occur in the protection system as designed and not in
other areas of the base insulator assembly.

4.4.12.2 The impulse flashover voltage test shall be conducted on the
system in accordance with ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise specified herein.
Flashover shall occur in the protection system as designed and not in other
areas of the base insulator assembly.

4.4.12.3 The 60 Hz wet flashover voltage test shall be conducted on the
system in acccordance with ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise specified herein.
Flashover shall occur in the protection system as designed and not in other
areas of the base insulator assembly.

4.4.12.4 The 60 Hz wet flashover voltage teat shall be conducted on
the system in accordance with ANSI C29.1 with the exception that the appli-
cation of the water spray shall be in a horizontal direction except as other-
wise specified herein. Flashover shall occur in the protection system as
designed and not in other area of the base insulator assembly.

4.4.12.5 The impulse flashover voltage test of ANSI C29.1 shall be
conducted on the system except that the test shall be conducted under wet
spray conditions as elsewhere described in ANSI C29.1 for application of water
spray and in a horizontal direction. lasbover shall occur n the protection
system as designed and not In other areas of the base insulator assembly.

'4.4.13 60 Hz Wet withstand test. The 60 !z vet withstand test shall
be conducted on the base insulator assembly in accordance with ANSI C29.1
except as otherwise specified herein. With the protection system at the
final setting specified by the contractor which will allow continuous oper-
ation at 300 kV run at 60 Hz without flashover, the base insulator assembly
shall withstand 300 kV rms at 60 9z without flashover for a period of five
minutes.

SFr 13
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4.4.14 Shunt capacitance test. The shunt capacitance of the base
insulator assembly shall be measured at 1 kHz between the base insulator
assembly top adapter plate-top rainshield terminal and the base insulator
assembly bottom plate or grillage.

4.4.15 Electrical grading test. The voltage distribution across the
base insulator assembly tiers shall be measured in accordance with the ap-
proved procedure to determine compliance with the requirements of this speci-
fication.

4.4.16 Vlf wet flashover voltage test. The vlf wet flashover voltage
test shall be conducted to flashover in accordance with ANSI C29.1 except as
otherwise specified herein. If the actual vet flashover voltage of the base
insulator assembly exceeds the voltage available for test, determination of
the compliance of the base insulator assembly with (1) the vet flashover
voltage requirements of this specification and (2) the actual wet flashover
voltage of the base insulator assembly shall be by application of the avail-
able voltages to insulator tier(s). The water spray shall be in a horizontal
direction. At the discretion of the Government test director, additional
tests with the water spray fixed at application angls from vertical down-
ward to horizontal may be conducted.

4.4.17 Vlf dry flashover voltage test. The vlf dry flashover voltage
test shall be conducted to flashover in accordance with ANSI C29.1 except
as otherwise specified herein. If the actual dry flashover voltage of the
base insulator assembly exceeds the voltage available for test, determination
of the compliance of the base insulator assembly with (1) the dry flashover
voltage requirements of this specification and (2) the actual dry flashover
voltage of the base insulator assembly shall be by application of the avail-
able voltages to insulator tier(s).

4.4.18 Vlf continuous wet withstand voltage test. The test voltage shall be
slowly raised to a level of 300 kV ra and maintained at that level during
the test period. Waterspray application shall be at a rate not to exceed
0.2 inch per minute over the projected area of the insulator and will be
varied in any direction from vertical downward to horizontal. The base
insulator assembly shall withstand the applied voltage for a minimum period
of 60 mwnutes without flashover except due to overvoltages in excess of the
vet flashover v, Ltage test level. Provision shall be made for detecting the
presence of sparious signals, transients and overvoltages. In the event
flashover not due to spurioua voltages occurs, the probable reason for the
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flashover shall be determined, alterations made as required, and the teat
repeated up to a maximum of five trials. The base insulator assembly shall
operate without interruption under test conditions for 60 minutes after appli-
cation of full test voltage or it shall be rejected.

4.4.19 Vlf dry corona test. The vlf dry corona test shall be conducted
in the time period from two hours after local sunset to two hours before local

sunrise. Corona onset and extinction shall be measured. The test voltage shall
be increased until corona is clearly detectable. The voltage at which corona is
first detectable shall be taken as the corona onset voltage. The test voltage
shall be slowly reduced until corona is no longer detectable. This voltage shall
be considered to be the corona extinction voltage. Failure to attain operation
at 285 kV rus onset and extinction voltage test conditions shall result in
rejection of the base insulator assembly. The Goverment reserves the right to
verify these measurements through alternate means.

4.4.20 Vlf wet corona heat rise test. The vlf wet corona heat rise
test shall be conducted in the time period from two hours after local sunset
to two hours before local sunrise. The base insulator assembly shall be
operated at 300 kV rms under the water spray conditions of 4.4.18 until all
parts have reached a stabilized temperature. Immdiately after stabilization,
the heat rise of the surfaces of the ceramic bodies of the base insulator
assembly shall be measured in regions where corona has occurred. Temperature
rise in excess of 300C above ambient shall result in rejection of the baseinsulator assembly.

4.4.21 Vlf dry heat rise test. The vlf dry heat rise test shall be
conducted under dry conditions at 300 kV rms at a teat frequency as close
to 30 kHz as available. The base insulator assembly shall be operated in
still air (less than 5 mph wind) until all parts have reached a stabilized
temperature. Measurements of hot spot temperatures of the ceramic bodies
shall be made and recorded from the initial application of the 300 kV rms
voltage until ceramic body hot spot temperatures are reached which do not
vary more than +30C for one hour. Temperature rise in excess of 30 0 C above
ambient at any point on the insulator ceramic body(s) shall result in rejection
of the base insulator assembly.

4.4.22 Vlf flashover mode test. The vlf flashover mode test shall
be conducted in accordance with ANSI C29.1 except as otherwise specified
herein. The base insulator assembly with the protection system shall be
tested'at the final setting specified by the contractor (see 3.8.5.5.1).
In the event that voltages high enough to cause flashover for the final
setting specified by the contractor are not available the protection
system settings shall be changed such that flashover occurs.
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4.4.22.1 A dry flashover voltage test shall be conducted on the
system. Flashover shall occur in the protection system and not in other
areas of the base insulator assembly.

4.4.22.2 A wet flashover voltage test shall be conducted on the system.
The application of the water spray shall be in a horisontal direction. Flash-
over shall occur in the protection system and not in other areas of the base
insulator assembly.

4.4.23 Vlf interruption test. The base insulator assembly with the
protection system shall be tested at the final setting specified by the contractor
(see 3.8.5.5.1). A vlf voltage of 250 kV rms shall be applied to the base
insulator assembly and maintained for 24 hours. During this 24 hour period
normal variations in atmospheric pressure and temperature will obtain, but
humidity in the area around the base insulator assembly will be varied. The
number of interruptions of vlf transmission (see 6.4.12) shall be determined
and shall be not greater than 12 in the 24 hour time period. If the number of
interruptions exceeds 12, the protection system shall be examined, modified,
and retested up to a maxims of five trials to meet the requirements of this
specification. A means of monitoring the presence of any spurious voltages
in excess of 7 kV peak shall be provided.

4.4.24 Dust test. One insulator unit shall be tested in accordance
with Method 510 of MIL-STD-810, except that the maximum temperature shall be
50 0 C. The surface examination test of 4.4.1 shall be performed. Failure to
meet the requirements of the surface examination test shall result in rejection
of the insulator unit design.

4.4.25 Temperature shock test. One insulator unit shall be subjected
to the following temperature cycle:

(a) Starting at ambient room temperature, decrease the room
temperature at a rate of 250C per hour until -250C + 20 C is reached, and
hold at that temperature for four hours.

(b) Increase room temperature at a rate of 250C per hour
until 500C + 20C is reached, and hold at that temperature for four hours.

(c) Reduce room temperature at a rate of 25 0 C per hour until
250C + 20 C is reached, and hold at that temperature for one hour.
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BACKGROUND

For wet testing of high voltage insulators, considerable water

is used of a lower conductivity than obtainable in ordinary city tap wa-

ter. In order to obtain the proper conductivity or resistivity, it is

necessary to blend city water with distilled or deionized water. For

testing insulators, 18,000 ohm cm3 water is required. At the Lualualei

Test Facility, distilled water was trucked 40 miles from the Naval Ship-

yard; and delivery at the proper time was not ensured. At the Lualualel

Test Facility, the city water had a resistivity of 4,000 ohm cm3 in Janu-

ary 1974, and 1,400 ohm cm3 in July 1974. In January 1974, tests were

made to determine if a deionizing system would be practical.

THEORY OF OPERATION

Two types of resin are necessary to deionize water. These re-

sins may be mixed or used separately. When used separately, the water is

first passed through the Cation-absorbing resin and then through the Anion

resin. The resistivity of the water used to test insulators is much lower

than the water from either the mixed bed or separate bed system. The
mixed bed system produces the highest resistivity water, but the separate

bed system produces the greater volume of usable water. This is due to

reactions between the resins in the mixed bed system.

The following reaction takes place in the Cation resin:

Ca SO4 + 2R SO3H --. R"* SO3Ca + H2S0 4

Calcium Cation Calcium Sulfuric
Sulfate Exchange Exchanged Acid

Resin Resin

The reaction for the Anion resin is as follows:

H2504 + 2R4NOH --m (R4N)2SO4 + 2H20
Sulfuric Anion Anion Water
Acid from Exchange Exchanged
Cation Resin Resin
Reaction

By the use of the Cation and Anion resin, both ions are absorbed resulting

of only water from the reaction. These reactions are reversible.
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city of the mixed bed system. This reduction of capacity of separate bed

systems is compensated by not having to separate the resins when they are
rejuvenated. Also, the resin is only supplied in 3 cu feet lots of each

type. The manufacturer supplied the Cation resin activated and the Anion

resin in the deactivated state.
The only water aspirators available in the Hawaiian Islands were

too small to do a complete reaction of the Anion resin. Only 50% activa-
tion of this resin was possible. With 1,400 ohm cm3 water, the 50% acti-

vated system produced 2,000 gallons of usable water. With completely ac-

tivated resin, 4,000 gallons of water at a flow rate of 12 gallons/minute

may be produced.

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the system be modified slightly to im-

prove the rejuvenation process. This may be done by replacing the water
aspirators with Cole-Parmer Metal-Less Magnetic Drive Centrifugal Pumps
No. 7004-54. Figure 2 is the modified flow diagram, and Table III gives
the system valve functions. With the above pumps, the rejuvenation time

will be approximately 30 minutes, and the system will produce 4,000 gal-

lons of satisfactory water.

The pumps may be obtai.ed from the Cole-Parmer Instrument Com-

pany, 7425 North Oak Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60648 - telephone (312)

647-0272.

A resistivity metering circuit has been developed. This will im-

prove the mixing process at values of resistivities in the 18,000 ohm a 3

range.
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Table I

Barnstead NELC Flow
Meter Meter Meter- Gallons

Time Megohms Megohms Gallons/Hr. Processed

0747 7.4 6 30

0803 15 6.2 30

0837 22.36

0839 17 5.7 30

0932 47.03

0935 16.5 5.7 30

1032 73.99

1035 7.5 2.75 30

1052 3.0 2.3 30 82.88* Measurir

1330 1.5 1.01 30 23.67 tank euj

1350 .45 .38 30

1430 .12 .11 30 48.66

1530 .036 .035 30 74.64

1547 .021 .025 30 81.54*

*Total gallons processed 82.88 + 81.54 = 164.42 gallons by .0717 cu feet

of mixed bed resin. Gallons processed per cu feet of resin = 164.42 =

2,293 gallons.
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Table II

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM FUNCTION

To Rejuvenate Cation

Close V1, V3, V4, V6

Open V2 , V5, V13, V14

To Back Wash Cation

Close V1 , V2, V5, V6 9 V13, V14

Open V3 , V4

To Use Deionized Water

Close V3 , V2 1 V4 , V5  V13 , V7 , V8, V9, Viol V12 , V14

Open Vl, V6, V11

To Rejuvenate Anion

Close V6 ' V8 , V9, V11

Open V9, Vlog V12, V15

To Back Wash Anion

Close V61 V7 1 Vl Vll, V12, V15

Open V8 1 V9
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Table III

REVISED SYSTEM FUNCTION

To Rejuvenate Cation Resin

Close V,, V3 , V4 , V6

Open V2 1 V5

Activate Acid Pump

To Wash Cation Resin

Close V1 , V4, V5, V6

Open V3 1 V2

To Rejuvenate Anion Resin

Close V 6 9 V8 9 V9S V1  NOTE: Acid and NaOH tanks

may be filled and
Open V7 1 V1o mixed while system

To Wash Anion Resin is in operation.

Close V6 , V9, Viol VI1

Open V7, V8

To Fill Acid Tank

Close V5

Open V4

To Fill NaOH Tank

Close VI0

Open V9

To Operate Deionized System

Close V2. V3 1 V5, V7. V8 V1 0

Open V1, V6 1 V1 1

L'- II n~ll I ....... I _ .. II II Illl I.49 - I .. .... . . I I"
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NAVAL ELECTRONICS LABORATORY CENTER

271 CATALINA BOULEVARD

SAN OIEGO. CALIFORNIA 9215Z
47 , U O 0.225 O tI 4011

t r .1B223
ANS :bt-- lS

- Ser 2100-261

From: Commander, Naval Electronics Laboratory Center

To: Commander, Naval Electronic Systems Command (Code PME-1l7)

Subj: VLF HV insulator test pass criteria

Ref: (a) NELC ltr 8223 ANS:bsb ser 2100-260, end (1) of 29 Oct 1973
(b) NAVELEX contract spec 1-157 of 16 Jul 1973 and addendum 3

of 27 Aug 1973
(c) Fonecons btwn W. E. Morris, L. C. Hlce/CSC and A. N. Smith/

NELC of 25 and-29 Qct 1973

1. Reference (a) Is the test plan for conducting measurements of flash-
over and withstand characteristics of candidate Base Insulator Assemblies
(BIAs) that are being considered as alternate or interim "fixes" for VLe
antennas at Lualualei and Annapolis pending the availability of new
insulators under procurement under reference (b). Reference (b) gives
the pass criteria for the new insulators, but reference (a) states that
the alternate BIA's will have their characteristics determined by the
tests without relating results to performance that will be required in
order for these assemblies to be regarded as satisfactory.

2. Reference 4X) describes the desired performance in the following terms:

a. Annapolis:

Radiated power shall be 400 kW for a megawatt into the antenna
system at 21.4 kHz; this corresponds to a tower base voltage of
206 kV.

b. Lualualet:

Radiated power shall be 600 kW for a megawatt into the antenna
system at 23.5 kHz; this corresponds to an East tower base
voltage of 221 kV.

The radiating system shall meet a required reliability of performance
described as 1 hour wet withstand for the insulators themselves without
protective devices, and a maximum allowable 12 interruptions per 24 hour
operating period due to activation of the protective devices from any
cause regardless of weather conditions.

H-1
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3. For the new insulators under procurement, the pass criteria that allow
the requirements of paragraph 2 to be met are expressed in terms of minimum
allowable flashover voltages and withstand criteria into which are in-
cluded substantial safety factors. In addition, a 300 C heat rise limit
over ambient temperatures must also not be exceeded during wet operation
with corona flares on the porcelain from the hardware.

4. Since the procurement specifications Under which the alternate BIA's
were purchased are different from reference (b), the actual safety factors

*and indeed performance limits of these units must be regarded as at the
present time unknown. Accordingly, criteria must be defined under which
a candidate assembly will be regarded as capable of yielding the performance
of paragraph 2. These criteria are the following:

a. Regardless of wet- or dry-flashover, the candidate BIA for
alternate use at Annapolis will be considered electrically satisfactory if:

(1) Without protective devices, it successfully passes a horizontal
spray wet withstand test for one hour at 28.5 kHz and does not exceed the
300 C temperature rise criterion of reference (b) at an operating voltage
of 206 kV. Wet withstand may also include application of packed crushed
ice.

(2) With protective devices it satisfies the above requirement
and in addition under actual weather conditions including a one hour
period of rain the protective devices do not cause more than twelve
interruptions in a 24 hour period.

b. Regardless of wet- or dry-flashover, the candidate BIA for
alternate use at Lualualei will be considered electrically satisfactory if:

(1) Without protective devices, it successfully passes a horizontal
spray wet withstand test for one hour at 28.5 kHz and does not exceed the
300 C temperature rise criterion of reference (b) at an operating voltage
of 221 kV. Wet withstand may also include application of surface dust
and pasture debris.

(2) With protective devices it satisfies the above requirement
and in addition under actual weather conditions including a one hour
period of rainthe protective devices do not cause more than twelve
interruptions in a 24 hour period.

c. Actual wet at ry flashover and corona extinction values as well
as observed withstar limits will be measured and allowable antenna system
performance will be calculated for these limits.
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5. The pass criteria of paragraph 4 are herewith transmitted as addenda
* to reference (a) and should be attached thereto.

Copy to:
CNO
COMNAVTELCOM
COMSUBPAC
NAVELEX (Code 09, PME-119, 05)
NAVELEXWASHDIV
NAVSEEACTPAC
NAVFACENGCOM (Code 09A, PC-6)
NAVFACENGCOMCHE SDIV
PACNAVFACENGCOM
01CC MIDPAC
Science Applications, Inc.
Electrospace, Inc.
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NAVAL ELECTRONICS LABORATORY CENTER
271 CATALINA BOULEVARD
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92152

AUTOVON 51011 IN MIPLY MCF9M TO:
es L.06,B223

ANS : ieb-1/ #-*
Ser 2100-260

From: Commander, Naval Electronics Laboratory Center
To: Commander, Naval Electronic Systems Command (Code PME-117)

Subj: Test plan for use of Lualualei facility In alternate base
insulator assembly and isolation unit investigations

Ref: (a) NAVELEX Spec 1-157 of 19 Jul 1973 and Statement of Work,
ser 311312

(b) NAVELEX ltr 51052:FRS:ejr ser 151-510123 of 4 Sep 1973
-(c) NAVELEX 011715Z May 1973

(d) NAVELEX Itr 3930/SPECOM ser 239 PME-117-22 of 17 Sep 1973
(e) NAVELEX 242119Z Aug 1973
(f) CNO 292134Z Aug 1973
(g) NAVELEX ltr 3930/SPECOM ser 257 PME-117-223 of 21 Sep 1973

Encl: (1) Test Plan for Establishing VLF Characteristics of Alternate
Base Insulator Assemblies and Isolation Units

1. References (a) and (b) together establish the desired electrical
characteristics of new Base Insulator Assemblies (BIAs) presently con-
tracted for with Continental Electronics Manufacturing Co. of Dallas,
Texas by NAVELEX. The specification establishes the requirement to
test these assemblies at voltages up to 500 kilovolts for acceptance.
References (c) and (d) establish NELC as the agent for NAVELEX to
design, construct, and test the test facility at NRTF Lualualei and
to act as test director for carrying out tests on BIAs under procurement.

2. References (e) and (f) establish the further requirement to consider
certain existing insulator designs as possible alternate approaches to
new procurement, based on existing availability of the units; and re-
quires that they be tested at VLF using procedures similar to those
called out in references (a) and (b). These tests are to be carried
out on the high voltage test facility at Lualualei, under NELC as test
director.

3. Reference (g) establishes the performance schedule of construction
and test of the facility, and of the subsequent insulator tests. The
submission required therein, called out as items 14 and 15 in the
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Lualualei portion of the schedule, is the Test Plan for carrying out
the electrical performance measurements on alternate BIAs. Enclosure
(1) is herewith submitted in fulfillment of this requirement. It does
not address the testing of the new permanent BIAs.

4. Message or letter approval of this plan is requested.

Copy to:
CNO
COMNAVTELCOM
COMSUBPAC
NAVELEX (Code 09, PME-119, 05)
NAVELEXWASHOIV
NAVSEEACTPAC
NAVFACENGCOM (Code 09A, PC-6)
NAVFACENGCOMCHESDIV
PACNAV FACENGCOM
01CC MIOPAC
Science Applications, Inc.
Electrospace, Inc.
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TEST PLAN FOR ESTABLISHING VLF CHARACTERISTICS

OF ALTERNATE BASE INSULATORS AND ISOLATION UNITS

A. N. Smith
23 October 1973

1. INTRODUCTION AND REFERENCES

This test plan addresses the testing of the following insulator assemblies:

the tower base insulator for the OMEGA navigation station in Argentina; the

existing Lapp 9-cone tower base insulator as presently configured for Lualualei

and Annapolis, combined with certain modifications thereto; and two configura-

tions of the Lapp insulated-shaft motor-generator power unit for insulated

tower lighting. It generally includes all tests required by the specification

describing the new Continental Electronics base unit presently under procure-

ment, but does not regard the voltage levels of that specification as require-

ments, but as guides and design goals. In addition, certain other tests will

be run to establish the behavior of the modification to the Lapp assembly

suggested by Science Applications, Inc. under adverse environmental conditions.

This document refers to, makes use of, and herewith incorporates as an

integral part of its content, material from the following:

a. NELC Itr B223 ANS:bsb ser 2100-169 of 6 June 1973, Enclosure (2)

Lualualei High Voltage Test Circuit Design Drawings.

b. NELC ltr B223 ANS:bsb ser 2100-171 of 11 June 1973, Enclosure (1)

Basis for Lualualei High Voltage Test Circuit Design.

c. NELC ltr B223 ROE:jcs ser 1300-24 of 24 January 1973, Enclosure (1)
Test Plan for High Voltage Tests of OMEGA Tower Type Base Insulator.

d. NELCEN 121909Z Sep 1973 to NAVELECSYSCOM

e. USAS!IEEE C68.1/No. 4, 1968/Apr 1969: USA and IEEE Standard Techniques

for Dielectric Tests.

f. USAS C29.1 - 1969 (R1969) C29.la - 1971: USA Standard Test Methods

for Electrical Power Insulators.

In addition, it is to be noted that some of the suggestions contained in the

following listed messages have been incorporated, and other tests mentioned

therein will be attempted if time permits: COMNAVELECSYSCOM 302306Z Jan 1973;

NAVCOMMSTA HONO 060300Z February 1973; COMNAVELECSYSCOM 100525Z February 1973.

The test configuration for the Lapp insulator is described in NAVCOMMSTA Hono

281209Z Sep 73 to NAVELECSYSCOM.

4
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II

Although commonly used as a portion of the pass criteria, NEMA Pub No.

107-1964, Methods of Measurement of Radio Influence Voltage (RIV) of High

Voltage Apparatus, this document is not a part of the present test plan,

inasmuch as the present procurement specification requires no rfi tests to

be performed except in connection with the 60 Hz qualification tests.

With a few exceptions, detailed manipulative procedures are not repeated

in this text where they are adequately described in the above reference list.

Instead, specific reference is made in the plan to appropriate paragraphs.

2. TEST PLAN OUTLINE AND MILESTONE DATES

The following dates are defined for the various tests in NAVELECSYSCOM

Itr 3930/SPECOM ser 257 PME-117-223 of 21 September 1973. In a separate

column have been included what are regarded as realistic dates for actual

testing in view of occurrence of holidays and availability of personnel. The

detailed scheduled dates have been compiled with these probable realistic

dates in mind.

TABLE 1

Test (Major Category4 Sched. Dates Realistic Dates

Test Facility Prelim Checkout i - 10 Nov 73 1 - 10 Nov 73

Low Level 1 - 5 Nov 73
High Level 5 - 10 Nov 73

Argentina OMEGA BIA tests 10 - 24 Nov 73 11 - 20 Nov 73

2-Tier Isol Unit 24 Nov 73 - 4 Dec 73 26 Nov 73 - 4 Dec 73

Lapp BIA Test 4 Dec 73- 10 Jan 74 5 Dec 73 -21 Dec 73
2 Jan 74 - 10 Jan 74

3-Tier Isol Unit 10 Jan 74 - 15 Jan 74 II Jan 74 - 15 Jan 74

Tower BIA Heat Rise Tests 15 Jan 74 - 2 Feb 74 16 Jan 74 - 2 Feb 74

New Continental BIA Tests 7 May15 Jul 74 -

7 Jul/7 Sep 74

The above constitutes in broad outline the test sequence by component to

be tested. The following listing gives the individual test categories and

estimated dates. H-7I



TABLE 2

Al pha-
numeric

Maj. Category Title Desig. Dates

Test Fac. Checkout Water System F-l 1 Nov or prior
" Low Level Impedance F-2 1-3 Nov 73
" Current Meter Cal. F-3 4 Nov 73
" Voltage Distribution F-4 5 Nov 73

CCO Checkout F-5 5-6 Nov 73

Corona Detection F-6 6-7 Nov (Night)

Protective Gap Calibra-
tion, Heat Run F-7 8 Nov 73

Final CCO setting F-8 9 Nov 73
Public Demonstration and
Slide Show F-9 9 Nov 73 (Night)

Arg. BIA Tests Capacity A-i 10 Nov 73

Grading A-2 10 Nov 73

Heat Rise A-3 12 Nov 73 (Night)

Corona Inception A-4 12 Nov 73 (Night)

Withstand A-5 12-13 Nov 73 Optional

Flashover A-6 13 Nov 73 ) day/night

External Gap Calib. A-7 13-14 Nov 73

Intratier Gap Calib. A-8 17-18 Nov 73

Tests A-i, A-2, -4, -5, 14-17 Nov 73
-6 with External Gap only
will have suffix designa-
tor E, e.g., A-I-E

Tests A-1-E, etc., with 8 18-20 Nov 73
both External and Internal
gap will have suffix de-
signator El, e.g., A-i-El

NOTE: Some of the calibration tests on gaps
may be conducted at night. Heat rise
tests with gaps will not be done.

2-Tier Isol Unit in Capacity 12-I-A 27 Nov 73
Parallel with Arg.PA Corona Inception 12-4-A 27 Nov 73 (Night)

Withstand 12-5-A 28 Nov 73
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TABLE 2 (CONT)
Alpha-
numeric

Maj. Category Title Desig. Dates

2-Tier Isol Unit in
Parallel with Arg. BIA Flashover 12-6-A 29 Nov 73

2-Tier Isol Unit - Capacity 12-1-I 30 Nov 73
No BIA present Corona Inception 12-4-1 30 Nov 73 (Night)

Withstand 12-5-I 1 Dec 73
Flashover 12-6-I 3 Dec 73

NOTE: Grading and heat rise will not be done

Lapp BIA Tests Stock, Capacity L-l 5 Dec 73
with NELC R. S. & NELC Grading L-2 5-6 Dec 73
Intratier gaps, w
external gap. In- Heat rise L-3 6-7 Dec 73 (Night)teriors clean, sealed,pesrized. no tet Corona Inception (tier
pressurized. No tests by tier and whole unit) L-4 7-8 Dec 73 (Night)to be conducted with-L-10Dc7 

Otoa
out NELC rainshield Withstand(w- & wout L-5 Dec 73 ypt/ioal
(R.S.) Flashover gaps L-6 11-12 Dec 7

External Gap Cal. L-7 Unsched

Internal Gap Cal. L-8 Unsched

L-7 and L-8 are not scheduled tests.
Settings will be made according to
NELC ltr rpt 1300-543 "Technical Report
of VLF Transmitter Antenna Base Insulator
Fix Investigation" of 16 Oct 1972 and to
NELC ltr B223 ser 2100-523 ANS:bsb of
12 Nov 1972. If different settings are
required, L-7 and -8 will be conducted
as necessary and when convenient.

With Field-shaping Capacity L-1-F 13 Dec 73
rings, external Grading L-2-F 13-17 Dec 73
surfaces dry

Corona Inception L-4-F 18 Dec 73 (Night)

Withstand (w & w/out int L-5-F 19-20 Dec 73

Flashoverl L-6-F 21-22 Dec 73

With Field-shaping Corona Inception L-4-FG 2 Jan 74 (Night)
rings, external Withstand -S-FG 3 Jan 74
surfaces greased Wihsan (W & w/o-ut nt ~. L-5 3 Jan

Flashover) gapj L-6-FG 4 Jan 74 y/night
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TABLE 2 (CONT)
Alpha-
numeric

Title Desig. Dates

.s Corona Inception L-4-FGC
.-shaping Withstandw u L-5-FGC 7-9 Jan 74.urfaces (w & w o t i tinclusive

4d, and using Flashover gap L-6-FGC
.caminants in

,ddition to water

3-Tier Isol Unit Capacity 13-1-A 11 Jan 74
with Lapp BIA Corona Inception 13-4-A 11 Jan 74 (Night)

Withstand 13-5-A 11 Jan 74

Flashover 13-6-A 12 Jan 74

without Lapp BIA, Capacity 13-1-1 12-13 Jan 74
in isolation Corona Inception 13-4-I 13 Jan 74 (Night)

Withstand 13-5-I 14 Jan 74

Flashover 13-6-I 14-15 Jan 74

Tower BIA Heat Rise Tests

This series of tests is to be run by (Night) 15 Jan-2 Feb 74
NAVSEEACTPAC, with NELC as consultant- (Night)
observer. This test plan does not
address these tests.

NOTE: Dates chosen for the tests in the above schedule'allow for no Sunday work,
although they require Saturday work. The time periods of 21 through 26 November
and 23 December through the first half of 2 January 1974 are uncommitted due to
Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. The following days,or part thereof, are
reserved for moving in heavy equipment or assemblies, and assembly work:

TABLE 3

Argentina Insulator Assembly Prior to I Nov 73

2-Tier Isol Unit Move-in 26 Nov 73

Argentina Insulator Dissassembly and
move-out 30 Nov 73 (Morning)

2-Tier Isolation Unit move-out 4 Dec 73

Lapp BIA Assembly 4-5 Dec 73

Final Fit and Place Shaping Rings Late 12 Dec 73, Early 13 Dec 73

Lapp BIA Dissassembly and move-out Late 12 Jan 74

3-Tier Isol Unit move-in 10 Jan 74

3-Tier Isol Unit move-out After 15 Jan 74
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It is also noted that in the above schedule the time period 13 December through

16 December 1973 is reserved for travel by the NELC test director to the

Final Design Review for the new Continental BIA, scheduled at present to take

place on 14 December 1973 at Dallas. If this event is rescheduled, the above

dates will shift accordingly. The completion date for the entire sequence will

not be affected. Finally, it is to be remarked that no allowance has been made

for transmitter down time for any reason, nor has any allowance been made for

extension or contingencies due to weather.

3. LOGISTICS AND HANDLING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

The physical setting up and removal of the test objects as well as the

conduct of certain tests will require special support on the part of several

organizations. This section identifies requirements and where possible establishes

end dates for delivery. It does not attempt to define start dates of prepara-

tion, since that is a proper function for the agency involved to define for

itself to meet the required delivery date. The listing is keyed to the test

-':,,iations of Section 2, and names the agency tasked. It is assumed NELC

conducts all tests. The following abbreviations have been employed:

NAVCOMMSTA TABLE 4

NAVCOMMSTA HONO NCS

Public Works Riggers PWCR

NRTF Lualualei NRTF

NAVSEEACTPAC NSP

Naval Electronics Lab Ctr NELC

Science Applications, Inc. SAI

Continental Electronics Mfg Co. CEMCO

TABLE 5

Test Agency Requirement Dates

F-l NRTF/NSP Set up water system, run pump, provide Prior to 1 Nov 73
baffle for determining density distr.

F-l NELC Measure delivery rate and density distr. Prior to 1 Nov 73

F-2 NCS/PWCR Make & break helix connection. Provide 1-3 Nov 73
fork lift access to capacitor connectors.

NRTF Technician help in circuit manipulation.

NSP Provide further instrumentation:
Boonton Q meter, 260; HP 302 Wave
Analyzer; 422 Scope, if available;
HP current probe
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TABLE 5 (CONT)

Test Agency Requirement Dates

F-1 NELC Measure delivery rate and density Prior to I Nov 73
distribution.

F-2 NCS/PWCR Make & break connection. Provide fork 1-3 Nov 73
lift access to capacitor connectors.

NRTF Technician help in circuit manipulation.

NSP Provide further instrumentation:
Boonton Q meter, 260,
HP 302 Wave Analyzer
422 Scope, if available, HP current

probe
Access to top of coils (24' free ladder)

NRTF Access to Helix house and lights to
illuminate test circuitry.

F-3 NRTF Use of HiPot, and tech help at console 4 Nov 73

NSP Access to outside coil top
HP RF current probe if available

F-4 NSP Access to top of outside coils 5 Nov 73

NRTF Technician help in low power trans-
mitter runs

F-5 NRTF Adapts and places CCO and adjusts 6 Nov 73

F-6 NRTF Technician help to run transmitter 6 Nov 73
Extra observers

NSP Extra observers
10 pr binoculars, 7 x 50 min.
Arrange for materiel support in event
of necessity for circuit mods. Thermo-
tabs if required for thermal rise detec.

F-7, -8 NRTF Run transmitter, make final CCO adj. 8 Nov 73

NSP Ladder access to all parts of coils.
Extra observers; ladder access to large
sphere gap.

F-9 NRTF/NCS Auditorium, publicity slide projector, 9 Nov 73
technicians to run transmitter, water
system, safety observer; observer seats
buest)

NCS/PWCR Set up dummy test object and HV connector 9 Nov 73
(may make use of tripod of stick insulators
or of platform generator posts)

A-l NCS/PWCR Set cribbing for mock-up grillage Prior to 10 Nov

NSP Cover grillage with hardware cloth 10 Nov 73

NCS/PWCR Uncrate, set Test Object, Set up HV 10 Nov 73
test lead
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TABLE 5 (CONT)

Test Agency Requirement Dates

A-1 Cont NSP/NELC Assemble rain shield, lower corona ring
NCS/PWCR Provide foundation for external gap

NSP Provide hardware for mounting intratier Prior to 10 Nov
gap per NELC design. Arrange for UT
tests if NAVELEX tasking requires.
Provide access to top of HV coils, extra
instrumentation, per F-2

A-2 NRTF Run transmitter 10 Nov 73
NCS/PWCR/ Install HV lead from capacitor 10 Nov 73
NELC

NSP Assist in mounting gaps for grading meas. 10 Nov 73

A-3 NRTF Run transmitter, water system 11-12 Nov 73

NSP Provide personnel and means for heat
rise detection

A-4) NRTF Run transmitter, water system 12 Nov 73

NSP Provide extra observers and detection
6 means

ISP Provide sea water (20 gal) and 2 tons 13 Nov 73 and
.A-4-E&E-I crushed ice (about 3 yards) if contam- 17 Nov (approx)
-5 ination tests are run (two occasions)
-6

12-l-A NSP Arrange for construction and delivery of
mock-up mounting table. Access to coil. Prior to 25 Nov

NCS/PWCR Set up mock-up mounting table, bolt down 25 Nov 73
"1 Mount isol. unit on table

NCS/PWCR Modify HV test lead and connect to isol. 27 Nov 73
& NELC unit (Provide interconnection from IU

to TO)
12-4-AJ Agencies as described in A-4, -5, -6 above 28 Nov 73

S
6)

12-1-I NCS/PWCR Remove Argentina BIA from pad, recrate 29 Nov 73
for shipment. Remove grillage

NSP Arrange for post-test UT if required. Prior to shipment
Access to top of HV coil

12-4-1 Agencies as described in A-4, -5, -6 30 Nov 73

L-l NCS/PWCR Remove 2-tier isol. unit and table. 3 Dec 73
Assemble Lapp BIA in place 4 Dec 73
Remove NELC rainshield from E tower 4 Dec 73
and assemble to Test Object. Remove
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TABLE 5 (CONT)

Test Agency Requirement Dates

L-l external rod gap from E tower, bring in.
Provide mounting support for external 4 Dec 73
rod gap, and mount (W type, not Lapp gap)

NCS/PWCR Install sealant under cone hardware as 4 Dec 73
& NELC BIA is put together; seal grout and cover

sealant with caulking.

NELC & Install vent system and test. 5 Dec 73
NSP/NRTS

SAI Pre-fit and later install shaping Prior to 3 Dec
rings (installation to be as scheduled
below)

L-2, L-3 Agencies as in A-2, A-3 5-6 Dec 73

L-4} Agencies as in A-4, -5, -6. Additionally, 7-12 Dec 73
-5 NSP assists in mounting and demounting
-6 intratier gap.

L-1-F As in the L-series without shaping Dates as shown
through rings. Additionally, SAI installs rings in section 2
L-6-F to their satisfaction.

L-l-FG Agencies as in the L- series. Additionally Dates as in
through NSP/SAI/NELC grease outside of Lapp cones. section 2
L-6-FG

L-l-FGC Agencies as in the L-X-FG series. Dates as in
through Additionally, NRTF/NCS PWCR will provide section 2
L-6-FGC pasture debris contaminant. As option,

NSP will provide salt brine, 20 gal.

13-l-A Agencies as in 12- series Dates as in
through Additionally, NCS PWCR remove Lapp BIA section 2
13-6-A prior to 13-1-I. 12 Jan 74

13-1-I Agencies as in 12- series As in sec 2
through
13-6-1

At conclusions of tests, NCS PWCR will remove and store, ready for crating, all

components of BIA's that must be shipped.

4. OPERATING POSITIONS AND PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

During most electrical tests, the following positions will be manned:
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TABLE 6

Building watchstanders (not NRTF
part of tests per se)

Transmitter operators (2) NRTF

Water handler (1) NRTF
Truck operator
Conductivity mixer
Pressure pump oper.

Manifold Operator (1) NELC or NRTF

Safety Observer (1) NRTF or NELC

Test Hut Observers (2) NELC
Take data
Control system (Test Director)

Logistics, Instrumentation (1) NSP
Provides assist with
special envir. conditions,
provision of gaps, etc.

Riggers, when required, for (4) min. NCS PWCR
test object handling

*Observers for special tests (4) (one from CEMCO/SAI/LAPP/ESI
contamination, field each org.)
shaping rings, BIA cone
interior vent, trans-
mitter mods, etc.

*These individuals are not active participants in running tests but provide
special equipment, configurations, and consultation.

Under exceptional conditions, such as when the test facility itself is

under acceptance tests, during the F series, more personnel will be required

on a temporary basis. This will be especially true during initial corona

detection and heat rise tests. During these tests as many as ten observers

in the "safety observer" category will be used for visual corona detection

and manual search for hot spots. Under usual test conditions, the only indivi-

duals'inside the protective fence when the circuit ;s active will be the two

observers inside the test hut, one of which will be the Test Director. All

other personnel will be outside the fence. The only exception to this practice

will occur possibly during corona tests on the test facility itself, F-6, and

possibly during the voltage distribution measurements, F-4. All individuals

other than those assigned specific positions in the numbers given above are

supernumerary to the conduct of the tests, and have the position of unofficial

observers only. Regardless of their Navy rank, or their position in other
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,th the VLF improvement program, they will be asked to stay as

ssible of the test area inside the protective fence, to vacate it

-ly on request from the Test Director, to refrain from~asking for

.cal explanations about the tests during their performance, and specifically

to engage the Safety Observer in any kind of conversation or distraction

juring actual testing. It is understood that for the most part the test facility

positions will belong to specifically assigned persons whose names will be

known to the Test Director. The only two individuals that may countermand a
procedure being carried out by the Test Director are the NRTF OIC and the NCS

Commanding Officer; the sole function of the Safety Observer is to interrupt
a test procedure in the event of unexpected emergencies or hazards arising

during a test, by use of a "panic" switch. Redirection, shift of emphasis, or

change of schedule will arise by mutual exchange between Test Director and

NAVELECSYSCOM PME-I17.

5. DESCRIPTIONS OF TESTS, PARAMETERS, METHODS

In the descriptions to follow, heavy use is made of references to detailed

procedures given in the document list of Section 1. Where possible, this will

be by specific paragraph.

5.1 Test Listing by Type

For convenient reference, the test categories by alphanumeric have been

listed below according to the nature of the tests. The following abbreviations

have been used:

TABLE 7

WFO wet flashover CFO contamination flashover
DFO dry flashover
WWS wet withstand CWS contamination withstand
DWS dry withstand
WCI wet corona inception CCI contamination corona inception
DCI dry corona inception
WCE wet corona extinction CCE contamination corona extinction
DCE dry corona extinction
WHR wet heat rise
DHR dry heat rise
GCW gap calibration, wet
GCD gap calibration, dry these are withstands
GCWWS gap calibration wet withstand
GCDWS gap calibration, dry withstand
IF interruption frequency
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Wet flashovers and withstands may be performed with 45* plunging spray applica-

tion, or with horizontal spray. In any case, for purposes of this test plan, a

wet test is an active spray test. A wet corona test according to the ANSI

standards is generally a drip-dry test. In this test plan a wet corona test is

a spray test, but a drip-dry test may be run for comparison, time permitting.

All water will be of American standard conductivity. A contamination test is

in the nature of a drip-dry test or a dry test, depending on the contaminant.

This is because no convenient means exists at this test facility to apply a

continuous spray of a wet contaminant. The contaminants considered are:

Dry salt water and dirt

Wet salt water and dirt

Dust, manure, straw, with and without insulator surface silicone grease
treatment

Shredded ice, to simulate wind-slabbed snow.

In the flashover listings below, the only F series tests are the public

demonstration and the gap calibrations. This is because the corona detection

tests are aimed at producing information for fixes to enable the circuit to

perform corona-free up to 500 kV, rather than producing merely the existing

inception or extinction limit. There are no flashover tests to be performed

per se, except for informal trials with the Lapp station posts in the capacitor,

but these are rated to values such that normal operating voltages are not ex-

pected to produce flashovers.

TABLE 8

WFO: F-7, F-9; A-6, A-7, A-6-E, A-6-EI; 12-6-A, 12-6-I; L-6, L-6-E,

L-6-EI, L-7, L-6-F, -FG, -FGC; 13-6-A, -I.

DFO: F-7, F-9; A-6, A-7, A-8, A-6-E, A-6-EI; 12-6-A, -I; L-6, L-6-E,

L-6-EI, L-7, L-8, L-6-F, -FG, -FGC; 13-6-A, -I (same as for WFO).

Also, A-2, A-2-E, A-2-EI and L-2, L-2-E, L-2-EI.

WWS: F-7, F-9; A-5, A-7, A-8, A-5-E, -El (A-7-E, -El, A-8-E, -El);

12-5-A, -I; L-5, L-5-E, L-5-EI, L-7, L-8; L-5-FG, -FGC; 13-5-A, -1.

DWS: Same as for WWS

WCI, F-6 (Dry only); A-4, A-4-E, A-4-EI; 12-4-A, -I; L-4, L-4-E, -El;
DCI,WCE, L-4-F, -FG, -FGC; 13-4-A, -I. If a dummy test object is used for

DCE: demonstration, F-9 is also included.
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WHR, A-3; L-3, L-3-F, -FG, -FGC (the latter three are not listed as tests
DHR: in section 2, but may be added as options, time permitting).

GCD, F-7; A-7-E, -El, A-8-E, -El (dry only); L-7-E, -EI, and L-8-E, -El
GCW: may be added as options, time permitting.

IF: A-7-E, -EI; L-7-E, -El

Impedance and Voltage Calibration Tests:

F-2, F-3, F-7; A-l, 12-1-A, -I; L-l, L-l-F if used, 13-1-A, -I

Special Facility Tests:

F-I, F-5, F-8. F-7 is run in connection with F-6

CFO: A-6 (salt water drip dry, salt water dried, dirty salt water drip

dry and dry, dust, crushed ice); L-6 (salt water drip dry, salt

water dry, dirty salt water drip dry, and dry dust); L-6-F, -FGC

(same as L-6, additionally, use pasture and lifestock debris dry

and then damp).

CWS, Same as for CFO.
CC',
CCE:

5.2 Test Methods

The methods of carrying out individual types of tests are given in this

section. They are listed by type of test. The test object configuration

will be chosen and constructed according to the test designation. Because

of the type of insulator involved, the configurations do not comply in all

respects to the geometrical arrangement of high voltage connectors described

in the ANSI Standards, references (e) and (f).

DFO: Dry flashovers are performed in the manner called out in ref (e) by

paragraph6

1.3.1, 1.3.2: with atmospheric corrections applied by the method of paras.

1.3.4.1, 1.3.4.2, 1.3.4.3, 1.3.4.4: Dry flashovers also comply with

ref (f) paragraphs

4.2.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.4.1, 4.2.4.2

WFO: Wet flashovers are performed as called out in ref (e) by paragraphs

1.3.1, 1.3.3.1 and in ref.(f) by paragraphs

4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 4.3.5. However, horizontal spray direction
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will be used, and at the option of the Test Director, 450 plunging direction

in some instances.

DWS: Dry withstands will be conducted as described in ref (e) paragraphs

1.2.1.2, 4.3, 4.3.1 and in ref (f) in paragraphs

4.4.2, 4.4.3, 4.4.4

WWS: Wet withstands comply with ref (e) paragraphs and ref (f) paragraphs

4.5.2, 4.5.4, 4.5.5, 4.5.6. Again, horizontal spray applications of primary

interest.

Withstand procedures deviate from the ANSI standards in that they will not be
10 second withstands, but will be one hour withstands, as called out for the

procurement specification for the Continental base insulators. Heat rise tests

will be conducted in much the same manner as withstand tests.

DCE, WCE: Corona extinction tests, both wet and dry, will be conducted as

in ref (f) paragraph 4.10.3. However, the observation will be made through

7 x 50 binoculars, using a number of observers. The tests will be spray wet

tests with spray application made in the manner called out in the wet flashover

and wet withstand tests. In some instances comparison will be made with drip

dry corona extinction tests.

DCI, WCI: Corona inception tests will be carried out in the manner used

for extinction tests, except for the reverse trend in applied voltage.

CFO, CWS, CCI, CCE: Tests with contaminated surfaces will be performed
in accordance with procedures applicable to wet tests, but they will be per-

formed as "drip dry" tests when the contaminant is wet, since there is no

provision in the facility to apply a continuous stream of contaminated water

or dust or pasture debris.

GC9, GCW: Rod and ball gap calibrations are carried out generally as
described in the USAS Standard C68.1, ref (e). However, the geometry of the

gaps used in the test facility does not comply in all respects with that

described therein.

IF; Interruption frequency will be conducted as a withstand test.

In carrying out the detailed manipulative processes in the tests, the
procedures outlined in ref (c) will apply with modifications to reflect the
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higher reactance of the present test source circuit compared with that used

before. In the present instance, the circuit impedance is such that approxi-

mately 160 amperes of rf current at a frequency of 28.5 kHz will produce 500

kV on the test object. Dry flashovers are described in section 3 of ref (c),

wet flashovers in section 4, grading measurements in section 5 (these are

relative comparisons of sphere gap dry flashovers), and withstands in section

6. These procedures as described comply closely with the paragraphs called

out in the other two references.

The calibration tests on the facility itself are of two kinds, one to give

assurance that the circuit components are not driven to perform at levels

higher than is safe, and the second to provide accurate knowledge of voltages

and water delivery rates. Tests F-4, F-5, F-6, and F-7 are of the first kind,

while tests F-l, F-2 are of the second, F-B is a verification that the circuit

is fully functional, and test F-9 is of the same nature, as well as a public-

relations effort.

5.3 Detailed Test Procedures and Sequence

This section is for two purposes. First, in Table 9, the test types have

been listed by test category (alphanumeric) and in this sense the table con-

stitutes a cross reference for Table 8. Second, the manipulative details for

the F series of tests have been described. Those for the other test categories

are considered to be adequately covered by material in the references

appended hereto.

TABLE 9

Alphanumeric Test Type and Sequence Comment

A-l Impedance and voltage calibration By substitution and/or
impedance bridge

A-2 DFO, each tier in turn at common setting

A-2-E DFO with external gap only, in place Comparison between -E and -El
with test conducted without
gaps should show little change

A-3 DHR, then WHR Start with 10 min intervals,
extend to I hour in about 3
tries. Use 250 kV as operating
limit.

-4 DCI, DCE, WCI, WCE. (CCI, CCE as options) 450 plunging, then horizontal
spray application 0.2" per min.
Follow with drip dry, time
permitting.
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TABLE 9 (CONT)

Alphanumeric Test Type and Sequence Conment

A-4-E, -EI DCI, DCE, WCI, WCE Compare formation of corona
on gaps with that on insul.
hardware (level of voltage)

A-5, A-5-E, DWS, WWS (May be run as CWS as option, Look for 1 hour limit in each
-EI time permitting) case.

A-6 DFO, WFO, CFO (see table 2 and 8 for com-
binations of conditions.)

A-6-E, -EI DFO, WFO (CFO optional) (ompare behavior and levels
with A-6)

A-7 DFO, WFO Use six to ten gap settings in Exploratory determination of
upward order of separation, each case. appropriate protective setting
Afterward, a WWS is determined such as to allow specified operation
to yield IF of 1 hour. This test also is of BIA. Gap is left set for
categorized as GCD, GCW. desired WWS.

A-8 DFO. Afterward, observation is made As for A-7.
of behavior as WWS, but spray may or may
not wet gap. Test is also categorized
as GCD. Note that in Table 8 these
tests appear as types A-7-E, -El, -8-E,
-El, but these are not really separate
tests.

12- series Replace A by 12 where appropriate in above
listing. Note that there are no grading
tests or gap calibrations for the isol.
unit tests. Also, there are no CFO tests.

13- series Same categories as for 12.

L- series Replace A by L where appropriate in
above listing. Note that CFO & CWS are
not optional, but that gap calibrations
are optional, as data already exists for
them. Also, conditions for CFO tests are
not the same as for the A- series. See
Table 8 for the differences. In corona in-
ception and extinction (CCI, CCE) for
contaminated conditions, the tests are
required, not optional. Note also repe-
titions as required for set-up where
field shaping rings (F) and field
shaping rings with greased porcelain (FG)
and with greased and adhering pasture
dirt (FGC) are used. Finally, in some
of the latter (see Table 8) the internal
ball gap system may be removed so as not
to interfere with the determination of
actual limits.
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TABLE 9 (CONT)

Test Type and Sequence Comment

A special supplementary series of these
tests will be run on a single tier of
the insulator assembly. This will com-
prise all tests of this set run on the
entire unit as a whole.

In all the above, the data to be recorded are the base current meter readings,

the frequency, the capacitor divider readings from the Jennings meter, if used;

and the barometric pressure, dry and wet bulb readings, and relative humidity.

The field-sampling tuned voltmeter readings will also be recorded and the cali-

bration factors for this will be kept. The static capacity of the test object

and high voltage capacitor will provide the information needed to calculate

test voltages. The signal presentation on the oscilloscope will provide quali-

tative information on signal purity. Wave analyzer readings at harmonics of

the test frequency will give information on distortion. It is expected,

however, that since the PA grid bias supply has been filtered, and since the

tubes will probably be operating in saturation in view of the employment of

the bandwidth resistor, there should be little trouble with modulation of the

carrier With the 180 Hz sidebands as was the case heretofore when the supply

was unfiltered and the transmitter was lightly loaded.

The test facility checkout consists of nine steps, as given in Table 2.

In this series of tests, more is involved than recording voltage levels, as

this part of the test sequence constitutes a facility calibration. The tests

are described below in the order of their performance.
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TEST F-i

Water System Test

1. Assemble water system as shown, Figure 1.

2. Fill tank with standard water:

a. Use proportions calculated as follows:

If k = fraction of distilled water needed

l-k : fraction of tap water needed to produce

R = desired resistivity

r = resistivity of distilled water

r'= resistivity of tap water, then:

rri - rRR - F - -

The volume of water required is

V= V (1 - k)/k, V' = volume of tap water required
V = volume of distilled water required

Measure R, r, r' with conductivity cell and 1650 A bridge.

b. Mix thoroughly (about 15-20 min. pumping through recirculating line)

until after several samplings no further drift in conductivity is observed.

3. Position water stands, and mount spray heads thereon. Connect hoses to

manifold and leave at least two valves open.

4. Start delivery pump after recirculating pump has been shut off and valves

repositioned. Run up to show 60-70# gauge pressure with two spray nozzles

fully open. Record pressure.

5. Direct spray into catch basin (bucket). Be sure all spray is collected.

Time collection rate for I minute. Measure volume of water collected and

convert to gal/min. Repeat procedure for 4, 6, 8, 10 nozzles at constant pressure,

or for 2 nozzles at 80, 90, 100#. In any case collect data and plot parametric

in nozzle number the delivery rate as a function of gauage pressure for 5
combinations of nozzles and 4 pressures (20 sets). CAUTION: During this phase

of tests, never run pump with all nozzles closed.

6. With pump running at about 70#, all ten nozzles open, close each in turn,

observing behavior of pump speed and pressure. Pressure should not show
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-overshoot, and pump motor should tend to race. Be prepared to throttle down,

especially if pressure tends to overshoot, After satisfactory results, retest

at 100#, starting with all nozzles open, close all as rapidly as possible,

observing pump.

7. Water Spray distribution test: Arrange water towers so that nozzles when

active appear to wec an area 15' x 15' when directed approximately 450 down.
Place catch basins at center and four in circle about 6' radius. Turn on all

10 nozzles and then start pump, run up to pressure at which a total delivery
rate was determined. Holding speed constant, remove covers from catch basins

simultaneously and run system until basins have at least one inch of water in

them. Measure depth of water, and calculate volume from dimensions of catch

basin, taking due account of taper in side walls, if any. Then calculate the

delivery rate at each basin in inches per minute by the following formula:
Delivery rate =volume per unit time x cosine a

catch basin top area

where e is the plunging angle (estimated) at the top of the catch basin. See

figure 2.

Determine the maximum spread of the pattern that hields uniformly of

collection over the area sampled of ±25%. The minimum acceptable delivery

rate with 10 nozzles operating is 0.2 inch per minute average for each catch

basin within the above tolerance.

Using the same pattern as before, cut the number of nozzles in half by

shutting off alternate nozzles, and confirm that the delivery rate is halved
at the same line pressure and that the distribution remains in proportion and

to the above tolerance.

8. Check that communications between test hut, manifold operator, and pump
operator are satisfactory.

9. Test of distribution with horizontal spray: Set all nozzles close to

bottoms of towers and direct them so that water arrives in horizcntal direction

over a coverage area of about 10 x 10 feet. Erect and brace a baffle made of

3 4'x 8' sheets of plywood placed vertically as in figure 3. Holes of known

size are cut as shown. Hold buckets back of holes, and also build catch

trough at bottom of plywood to deliver water to another container. Starting

with 10 nozzles as before at a reference pressure, on a signal each person

holds bucket to catch water coming through holes.

At conclusion of 1 or 2 minutes, contents of each bucket is measured and

divided by area of hole corresponding to it. This gives delivery rate in inches

per minute horizontally over area of hole. Do this for each hole, and calculate
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average. Deviation for each hole must be within 25% thereof. Calculate

volume of runoff from catch trough, divide this by net area of plywood

surface. This should give average rate of non holes and should agree with

average of holes.
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TEST F-2

Low Level Impedance

1. Establish that induced voltages in coils and capacitor are not a hazard

to measurement equipment.

a. Using high impedance broadband VM: Disconnect capacitor from top of

coil 2. Connect VM from top of coil 2 to ground, with helix and variometers

connected for maximum inductance. Measure and record voltage. With coil 2 and

capacitor still disconnected, connect VM to capacitor.

b. Repeat A with oscilloscope and high impedance probe of known calibra-

tion. Compare results.

c. Repeat A with 302 wave analyzer and with HF voltmeter.

2. If maximum voltages are safe for instrumentation ratings (decade capacitor,

bridge, Q meter) proceed as follows:

a. Measure capacity of capacitor without HV lead to test object,by 1650 A

bridge. Repeat, using Q meter and series capacitor consisting of decade capacitor

to keep Q meter on-scale. See figure 4. Compare results and record. They

should be within 2%.

3. Set up circuit of figure 4, for resistance and reactance measurement.

Power source and decade resistor are inside helix house, with current and voltage

indicators; decade capacitor and air capacitor are outside, connected to top

of coil 2. Start with maximum inductance in variometers and fixed helix.

Make entry of measuring circuitry at top of coupling variometers. Set sub-

stitute capacitors to value measured on air capacitor, and connect to top of

coil 2. Resonate the series test circuit, using oscilloscope determination of

tuned condition. DO NOT EXCEED 130 MA. Record frequency. Disconnect the

decade capacitor and place the air capacitor in the circuit. Confirm that

the resonant frequency is the same as was measured using the decade capacitor

set for the bridged value of the capacitor. If this is not so, repeat the

comparison of determinations until agreement is obtained to within I%.

4. Calculate the change in setting, if any, for fixed helix and variometer

that will result in resonant frequency near 28.5 kHz (within 100 Hz). Use

the known range of 0.34 - 260 mhy for variometers and 1.75 mhy for full fixed

helix for making this estimate, and reconfigure the helix to produce this result.
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Repeat step 3,confirm that the apparent capacity of the air capacitor has

not changed.

5. With bandwidth resistor in the circuit carry out resistance measurement using

AR technique. Repeat, using no bandwidth resistor. LIMIT OF CURRENT WITH AIR

CAPACITOR IS NOT CRITICAL.

6. Repeat 5 using decade capacitor. LIMIT CURRENT TO 130 MA TO AVOID EXCEEDING

500V LIMIT ON DECADE. Results of foregoing steps yield coil loss, capacitor

loss, total circuit loss, coil reactance for 28.5 kHz air capacitor reactance

without test object.

7. Bridge test object, and compare with Q meter measurement. Connect T. 0.

and HV connectors, but leave insulating pad between HV connector and air

capacitor. Bridge the combination of T. 0. and connector.

8. Estimate further change in helix and variometer setting to tune to 28.5

with T.O., HV connector and air capacitor. Make setting. Repeat steps 4, 5,

6. This establishes circuit impedance excluding coupling variometers. These

will add approximately 0.04/21 or about 0.2% to total loop impedance when

circuit is normally used, which is an error in test object voltage smaller

than the instrumentation error. Note also that this sequence must be repeated

for each different test object, although the expected range of variation of

capacity is small. Total capacity is approximately 1800 pf, of which test object

is about 140 pf down to 50, or+O, -90, or 5%, which is significant.

9. From above results for R&X, determine combiner network settings for best
match.

10. Repeat 8, but with only that part of the circuit consisting of variometers

and fixed helix inside helix house by connecting decade capacitor to foot of

downlead and removing jumper connection from downlead to coil 1. Keep all

settings and frequency the same as in step 8, and tune the circuit by adjusting

decade capacitor. This procedure gives reactance of helix house only, and

thus the voltage ratio between that on the whole circuit to that at the down-

lead.
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TEST F-3

Current Meter Calibration

1. Break connection in series circuit at bandwidth resistor, and insert #10

AWG wire link. Replace air capacitor with decade capacitor and use source to

test F-2. Clip Current Probe over short small wire link (see Figure 5). Raise

output of amplifier, tune circuit to resonance, and compare circuit probe output

with reading of Fluke meter. During this test, record output of HP 302A in

test hut as a basis for a linearity test. Use at least 3 levels within range

of current probe and rating of decade capacitor.

2. Replace decade capacitor with air capacitor. Starting with highest level

used with decade capacitor raise level; observe that 302 and Fluke meter out-

put are linearly related to current probe to limit of probe.

3. Using hipot, compare Jennings meter J1005 readings with hipot. Then con-

nect to top of downlead support insulator. During step 2 above, record Jennings

readings, and compare with probe and Fluke readings and 302. Linearity should

be observed to within 2%.

4. When range of current probe is exceeded, remove #10 wire connector and probe,

and continue comparison to higher levels, to limit of Jennings (90 kV peak or

60 kV rms). This should be to about 70 amperes rms indicated by Fluke. Remove

Jennings meter from circuit, continue comparison of HP 302A with Fluke meter

readings up to 160 amperes. (NOTE: This test should be done in conjunction

with corona detection test to avoid damage to HV circuit).



TEST F-4

Repeat steps 3, 4, of F-3, with J-1005 connected to divider capacitor, J-1003

connected to downlead.

1. Conduct si e-by-side comparison of J1003 with J1005 at downlead.

2. Leave J1003 at downlead, place J1005 on divider capacitor (Figure 6) with

direct connection to HV bus from divider capacitor. Establish A-B comparison

of J1005 with and without direct connection to divider, for same level indicated

on J1003 and on all current meter.

3. Working back through calibration factors thus established, confirm that

voltage ratio of entire circuit to downlead voltage is as calculated from

reactance ratios of step 10 of Test F-3.

4. OPTION: Grading measurements of capacitor station posts. These are

carried out using ballgaps set at constant distance across each member of

the post in turn. The details are described in reference (c), paragraph 5.
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TEST F-5

Carrier Cutoff Checkout

This test consists of 2 parts. The first tests the reliability of the carrier
cutoff (CCO) interlocking and switch system. The second tests the effectiveness

of a field sensing device to prevent shockloading of the transmitter during

flashover tests.

1. Close all gates and place all switches (panic switch, CCO manual, override
and CCO deadman) in 'transmitter operate" position. Monitor the CCO system while
each switch is opened in turn to establish that the CCO system is activated.
This step is carried out with transmitter inactive machine.

2. Repeat with transmitter active at low to moderate level (not over 30 amperes)

to assure that the interlock system is indeed effective.

3. Set up the Westinghouse CCO box that is used with the Westinghouse rod gap
in a convenient location and connect its output into the CCO systems. Locate
the two capacity sensors in a manner similar to that used at one of the antenna
towers, placing the general field sensor at a relatively remote location such
as near the equipment access gate. The local field sensor for purposes of

testing is located near the downlead protective ballgap. The gap is set for
a moderate voltage, such as not to exceed 50 kV, or about 13 amperes in the
circuit. By successive adjustment of the size of the sensing capacitors and
the bridge circuit balance the device is set to cause carrier interruption if
possible immediately following an arc but not so near its occurrence as to
prevent it; at the same time the circuit should cut the carrier before the
shock pulsewave from the arc is propogated back through the helix and matching
circuit to cause possible horngap arcs and breaker trips.

After these low level tests have been conducted satisfactorily, and after
corona detection and heat rise tests have been run on the test circuit, the
CCO system tests are run at higher levels, at first without test object and
high voltage connector, using a location near the high voltage ballgaps for
the local field sensor. The gap itself is set to arc over at intermediate
levels near 300 kV or 115 amp in the circuit.

After the test object is in place, the system is checked again. The
local field sensor is placed near the test object at a location similar to that
which will be used operationally at one of the antenna tower bases.
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TEST F-6

Corona Detection

intended to assure that the circuit is corona free and has no

iy destructive hot spots.

.ne circuit operation is started at a moderate level, 100 kV (approximately

amperes) and slowly brought to full voltage. The increase in level is accom-

plished incrementally and between each increment the circuit components are

checked manually for excessive temperature rise. Voltage increments are 50 kV,

and the period of time for a run is 10 minutes.

The procedure is:

1. Bring transmitter up to starting level, 100 kV, in about 2 or 3 minutes,

while observing circuit for corona. If no problems are evident, run at that

level for 10 minutes. Shut down transmitter, and immediately check for hot

spots. If none are found, bring up transmitter to previous level first, then

over a period of one or two minutes, raise voltage to next operating level,

in this case 150 kV. Repeat the 10 minutes run if no corona is evident. If

corona is observed, irmmidiately stop the procedure and apply a fix. Retest

at the level at which corona was observed before proceeding to higher levels.

The same remark applies to hot spots.

Proceed in this manner until full 500 kV operation is attained or whatever

lower limit is possible. The minimum acceptable level is 300 kV.

The following observation points will be manned. Note that this test is

the only one for which personnel will be inside the boundary fence and outside

the test hut. They will use polypropelene rope tethers (safety lines) which

are to be anchored to some fixed object and to belts worn by the individuals

to prevent wandering around the area.

a: Top of ladder overlooking helix house roof.

b. Halfway between test hut and equipment gate, looking at downlead and coils.

c. Same, but looking at capacitor.

d. Northwest corner of fence, looking at capacitor.

e. Southwest corner of fence, looking at capacitor.

f. Halfway from southwest corner of fence to test object location, outside

fence.
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server position, looking at coil, capacitor, downlead.

fence, at angle between berm and helix house, looking at downlead.

.ide test hut.

,oserver will be equipped with 7 x 50 field glasses. They will sweep their
.signed areas primarily, but should not ignore others.

Particular locations for attention are:

a. All hardware connections and mounts on helix house roof, including 90*
elbow and 45° elbow bends and insulator hardware.

b. Downlead hardware details, top and bottom turns of coil 1, bottom turn

of coil 2, especially around gap and bolted fittings in lexan supports,

coil corners.

c. Capacitor grading rings and support struts viewed from east. Also, flat

plate braces between doubled longitudinals.

d. Same, other side (viewed from west).

e. Same, viewed from southwest, also general view of downlead.

f. Same as 5, also top connector of coil 2.*

g. Top turn coil 2, coil corners and bottom edge of vertical section supporting
coil end of HV connector to capacitor.

h. Downlead fittings, bottom turn of coil 1, especially bolt heads on

connectors and litz at end of turn I and start of turn 2. Also, water towers.

i. Such areas as are visible, ballgaps at dl and hi V bus.

Note that these locations are assigned to the positions noted previously.

In the event any problem is noticed, the observer making the observation

calls to the safety observer to shut down the transmitter. If need be, the

observation will be confirmed by repeating the test, coming up to observation

voltage level by a slow rise from a level known to be safe. The fix will be

applied if the full 50 kV increment has not been made, and the latter accom-

plished, before making a ten minute heat'run at that level.

The entire assembly of coils and the top portion of the downlead accessible

from the helix house roof are the areas checked in the heat runs. The items of

particular interest are the following:

*litz pigtail and bolt heads
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a. Elbow bends at the 450 and 90 locations.

b. Two-inch diameter connector from downlead to bottom turn of coil 1.

c. All 450 angle bends in bottom turn of coil 1.

d. The 6" shielded flex tubing top corona ring, coil 1, and bolts.

e. Flex tube connector, coil I to coil 2.

f. Bottom 6" shielded flex tubing bottom corona ring, coil 2, and hold 1

down bolts.

g. Top 8" shielded flex tube top ring coil 2, connectors, and hold down bolts.

h. All cemented joints on coils and PVC braces.

Each suspect location will be checked manually for temperature rise. If

any are found, a judgement by the Test Director will be made as to safety of

preceeding to next higher level. When a situation Is reached that the tempera-

ture is considered dangerous, a fix will be devized before proceeding to next

higher increment. If none can be applied, this condition will be considered

to limit the circuit. Goal is 500 kV, with 300 kV minimum.
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TEST F-7

Gap Calibration, Heat Run

general procedure is similar to that used to calibrate all gaps, in-

.9 test object gaps. Initial settings are based on the assumption that

- gap flashovers are roughly ten kilovolts per inch for dry tonditions, and

0.6 the value for wet.

Large gap will be calibrated first. The gap is presently set for its minimum

separation, 20 inches between opposing surfaces, slant distance. Bring up cir-

cuit on 28.5 kHz to approximately 150 kV. Then conduct a flashover test using
the procedure of references (e) and (f), under dry conditions. Change gap

setting to a larger value, estimating new gap by projecting to a voltage higher

than the first by 15% of the difference between it and the 500 kV circuit limit.

Continue in this manner, until gap has been set for a voltage equal to the cir-

cuit design limit. Recheck this setting under both wet and dry conditions.
Reset the gap to a separation calculated to correspond to a value, wet, midway

between the wet flashover opening and the dry flashover opening to the circuit

design limits.

Small gap (downlead) is calibrated in the same fashion, starting at a setting

calculated to be in the same ratio as the voltage division determined in Test

F-4, using an absolute value of not over 50 kV to start (50 kV at the downlead).
Proceed as in large gap setting, objective is to get the two gaps to fire simul-

taneously.

After setting both gaps, run circuit for 20 minutes at design limit, and

check for hot spots as in Test F-6. If this is satisfactory, run for 40 minutes.
Finish by a continuous run of one hour.

As an option, mount a pairof rough brass spheres and run calibration checkt

wet and dry vs separation. Compare these results for 6" spheres with the 3"

graphite and the 18" aluminum spheres.
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TEST F-8

Final CCO Setting

This test is run in a manner similar to F-5, but with test object in position

and the local field sensor near the test object. It will be necessary to set

the imbalance detector circuitry to a condition near that expected in test object

flashover measurements. It is not known at the time of writing of these test

plans if this is a practicable procedure.
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TEST F-9

Test F-9 is a demonstration of WFO, DFO, WCI, DCI using test objects of

various configurations on the small pad. The test object will be provided

with removable corona rings so that A-B tests with and without anti-corona

hardware can be shown. The test object will be composed of:

1. Single NELC 31" station post.

2. Dual NELC 31" station post.

3. Triple NELC 31" station post.

4. Single stick insulator.

5. Tripod assembly of sticks.

6. Brass sphere gaps.

1 through 5 above can be conducted with and without anti-corona hardware.

Prior to actual testing a brief lecture and slideshow will be presented

in the NRTF theater to give background on the program including present insulator

problem, previous test sequences and results, present circuit design

concepts and capabilities, and results expected from insulators under contract.
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* DLPARTMENT OFPTHE NAVY

Memorandum DATE: 29 April 1974

FROM A. 1. -:-aith, U. S. Navy lectrorics Lab Ctr, Dist: CD4CO (2)

NAVEUX P 117
TO 0510

TO W. E. Norris, NAVUI.XSMiCCM HQ, PME 117-223 NiLC 1300

2100
SUBJ Supplemetary Mockup Test Pln and Schedule NRTF 2160

105
Ref: (a) .henecon 14/29/74 ANSmitht4. E. Becker, NAVW.IE NAVSEFACTPAC"

(b) MAVCOSTA HONO 022001Z April 74 NAVFACCHESDIV"
NBS (Dr Ketter)

Encl (1) Test Schedule dtd 4/25/74

(2) Mockup Te3t Sequence A"" / Pr6

1. Encl (1) and (2) are supplied herewith in ac-ordance with ref (a) and
also discussions with the undersigned CEKCO representative. Encl (I) is a revis--
ed schedule and replaces that uf ref (b) due to delay in arrival cnsibe of
mockup hardware for testing from I7 April to 23 April 74.

2. It inderstood that the tests listed in Encl (2) are based un general
information and guidance given by the Contractor, Contirental Ulectronics
Kanufacturing Co, under contract N0039-74-C-.0052, and that Encl (2) was arrived
at by mutual agreement between the Navy Test Director and the Continental
representative prior to start of testing on 4/25/74. They are to be run as
developmeintal tests an protective gap hardware ( hase 1), on mockup rainshield
hardware (-hase 2), Tests on generalized protective system hardware, as yet
undefined to serve as guidance if desired for the Contractor's future efZort(Phjd Srceedenly as nh areement . 9y content is to be determined by Test Dzrector;
3e It is further understo a'n agr ed ttat at the conclusion of the tests

listed in Encl (2) further development tests may be found desirable on both
gaps and rainshield hardware, and that these maj be scheduled as convenient any
time in the test sequence. Dates called out in Encl (1) are therefore regarded
as flexible, except that a prior existing coamittment by NAVFAC1GCCUPACDIV
for installing furhter modifications to the helix ruse require an end date
for electrical tests of 5/29/74. After this date no further WLR -tests will
be possible- until 15 July, 1974.

40. -It is alzo understood and agreed that neither EncB (1) and (2) nor furhter
tests per paras (2) and (3) above not described as yet, nor changes in
indicated completion dates, constitute in any way direction of the 6ontractor under
N0039-74-C.-CO52, or change orders thereto. Likewise test results officially
reported to NAVI'LEX by message by the Test Director shall not constitute
direction of the C ontractor, but no test results not reported by message
shall be regarded as official representations b. the havy.

_____ Andrew Nowwll Smith
VLF FAcility Test 1irector

Conover artin III
Contirental 11ectronics Re --_,
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End (2)

PROPOSED CFMCO BIA MOCKUP
DFVELOPIENT TESTS 4/24/74 - 5/24/74

1. Intratier Gap system, using several combinations of settings for
upper and lower gps, mounted on original mockup hardware configured as for
tests conducted 1/14/74 through 1/24/74 with additional 3" torus placed under
top Plate of lower insulator tier outboard of insulators.

Lower gap consists of 6" dia sphere on 2" dia rod. Upper gap
consists of 2" dia rod with hemispherinal cap same diameter. Clamps are
improvised to slip into srace between center mockup insulator mounting plates

1. Calibrate top tap, bottom shorted DFO, DWS
2. " botton, ? top " "

3. Both &aps active, set top to approx 150, bottom to 170, or
whatever setting makes top gap arc first, with bottom gap con-
trolling location of arc path, resultant DFO to be Teaterthan 450 kV

1. Repeat 1. wet
5. Repeat 2 wet
6. Repeat 3 wet (both gaps). Resultant WFO greater than 3-5 kV

11r it " 300 kCV
7. Repeat 3 and 6 for coeona incepteion/extinction 'et level unspec

Dry " gr. th. 285 kV
8. Check test circui calibration

a. Whole BIA
b. Two halves separately
c. ;whole BIA with flex tube trunk replacing standard (option)

2. Remove gapps. Check mockup hardware and cmpare ith January results for
DFO
DIS
WFO

3. Add to existing mockup hardware an 8" thick torus extension ring on
brackets sup lied by CI4CO located anultr to top rain shield with 12 inch spacing
between outer surfaces (see sketch #1). Relative vertical location of under surface
as follows:

1. -3 inches
2. 0 "

3, +4 of
4. +7-.3/4I,
5. +10 "

In each case determine WFO and UWS. In cases I and 4 deteimine grading using
sphere-gap voltmeter technique, flashing each gap in turn, with the other present
but spaced too far to flash.

4. Set 8 inch torus as in 3-4 above, and add a 6 inch torus anularly
with rainshield and -8 inch torus, spaced 6 inches between outer surfaces (sketch
2). Relative vertical location of under surface of 6 inch torus as follows,
referred to 8 inch torus:

1. +3 inches
2. +6 "

3. +12 "
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-2- End (2)

4. Other, either v ith 6 Inc h horizontal spacing, or other combinaticn
as experience indicates

Check grading of BIA in atl east one configuration in this set, and also test
facilit- calibration if this appears csirable.

5, Return to only that hardware described in section 1, above, but without
gaps, and with top rainshield inverted as for some of the tests performed in January
of 1974. Under surface of inverted rain shield is flush tith top surface of
B IA top insulator mounting plate, and sealed with TV. Mount bracket sulrorting
8 inch thick torus on staging contaired within the bowl formed by inverted rain

shield so as to per-it attaining vertical relaticnships called out below. Refer to
sketch 3 for definitions: Test for WFO, VWS; check grading for at least one,

1. 0 inches
2. 4 "

6. With hardware as described in 5 above, add second 6 inch thick toro&al

anulus, with horizontal spacing between outer faces of tor ids 8 or 12 inches
(it may be necessary to try both). Test for FO, VAS. Check grading for one
combiiatifn6 Distances are vertical separation of under sides of torieds (sketch 4).

1. 0 inches
2. 4 " (also bthers as time and experience indicate)

7. Replace original top rainshield with new ocbagonal rainshield mockup.
1. Repeat WFO and dWtS tests run 20 March 74, and check grading

with rainshield upright.
2. Remove wide, flat rainsheild at botton of upper tier, replace

with 3" thick anti ccrzna ring taken from under top circular
ritn shield on lower tier (see sketch 5). Retest for WFO, WINS
and grading.

3. Geometry as in 2, but with octagonal rain shield inverted

4. Return center hardware to condition as in 1, keep top octagonal
rainshield inverted

5. Using either 3 or 4s, whichever is bettero add external 8 inch thick
annlus, as in Section 3.

In 3, 4, and 5, WS and 6BO ar grading are te be measured, and facility cali-
bration determined in at least one instance.

8. Return hardware to configuration of Section 7-1, except without either

original or octagonal rainshield. Place 6 inch thick torus outboard of sharp
edge of upper plate of top tier. Place 12 inch thick torus outboard of this

an struts mounted to center (between tier) hardware sea as to provide shiled
as ifi kod 21 of three tier Isolation Unit. Measure DFO, D 'W, WFO, 'WS and
grading, as well as facility calibration. AIi remr -P//z- ^R) jrd,-%j Pi-j "w-wI...

9. Return BIA mockup to eithe r original (section 2) configuration
or to optimuium configuration of Sections 3 through 8. Assembld protective
gap devices as advised by NBS representative, and test for all calibration
ccnditions required by I-I 57, and others at option of Government representatives.

Item t. Serves as development tests on Bontractor-peevided protective gap
hardware, or Phase I tests. Sections 2 through I serve s development tests
of Contractor-provided rainsheild mockup modifications, or Phase 2 tests.
Section 9 serves as generalized protective system hardware tests for eontracton
guidence, or Phase 3 tests.
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Alm oi r...'andum DATE 5 9 Y 1974

OM
. .. t. L::, Code 21 60 g-i-L-- :ist: C '.C0

117 F "' 117
TO . - caris, *,,..L.,CC4 ?i 17-223 ,510510

..... • .-. . ,130'3
L Test ...- L J't on

0 2100
21 b(),.'O

.RTF !U

Ho: (a) . -'en@ dtd 29 Appril 197L 1
L)5

A. 7. 3 , G CT A C

5n!c.: (1) Figs 1 thru 5, 31A .,Y.ckup! . .. HQ PC6
NA. ?A 0' ESDIV

* . ncl (1) shows corfigurations of CL2',iCO BIA raockup hard- IA:,._EXWA3MDIV
"vre tested in the reriod 25 April - 8 Ihay 1974 at tne NE.LC ::Bs
ualualei VI.- test facility. Some dimensions called out for

test in .ief (a) were changed, znd some configurations were omitted.

2. 7y mu!uai agreement between the Test Director and the C",:c6 re.pre-
serntati", an wit.out direction of the contractor, tests with the octagonal
rai: shield t ere dro- ed from the eauenca (item 7, -Lef (a) Encl (2).

- everal conf-i-rati~o;-s a'pear to have met requirements of ,..vLi: e
.1 57. Xuerical re :lts ivil! be -ep.rted by me-save following this memo, end

il Izeefer to the fir.res enclosed herewith for description.

L. a :) svtez tested to date in the present test series -All satisfy 1-157,
and a zrotective s--stem confignration is thus as yet undeter-mined.

5. Tap syste:. development tests and fundamental studies planned by
r. . . K.tter of V3, ier- started 5/7/74, and will contlnue "tiI end of

schedu led reriod ker -ncl (1) of ref (a).
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81-PCCIAL DELIVERY 1 OCT 1175 NELC 8228 ANS: rdl 2. Boueth hr seooyL eU.~i22-.o L usbe copropaie, lo
ed. ainclude, attention codes, when

To "Comm~anding Officer (CHESDIV FP02) In widwiivlooadsm

Chesapeake Division 2.il Pririt to ~ precseaq. foutlp. and

Naval Facilities Engineering Command = qle.Avoid tzmeawesmm

Build ing 57 4. In orderto Speed proceasinq. a readily
Washington Navy Yard idtlicb. t19oci01. Winnow envlop.

Washington, D. C. 20374 is Prvie I~ nkcfedse"er

TANARD KREENCS AN ENCLOSURES. IF ANY. T&X ANO SIONATURN ELOCK

Subj: Static Isolation Transformer, Detailed VLF Test Plan

Ref: (a) INELC ltr ser 2100-86 of 30 May 1975
(b) NELC ltr ser 2100-120 of 25 Sep 1975.
(c) CHESNAVFACENGCOM 041757Z AUG 75
(d) CHESNAVFACENGCOM 051759Z SEP 75
()NELC SAN DIEGO CA 081712Z SEP 75

(f) NELC ltr B228 ROE:em ser 1300-643 of 26 Sep 1975

( nclosure (1) is herewith forwarded for your-information and retention. It is
intended that taken together with references (a) and (b), the three documents
constitute a conplete detailed test plan and milestone book for carrying out
VLF acceptance tests on the first delivered item under CHESDIV contract N62477-
75-C-C043. Wh~~n the data sheets supplied herewith are properly filled in and
signed off by the cognizant authorities, they and the book constitute the final
report by NELC on acceptance tests of this isolation unit.

The present document is the final submission in response to references (c) and
(d). It is as complete and detailed as is possible in the time frame allowed

Fo for its composition.

Although not of itself contractually a cause for rejection of the unit, the
presence of corona inside the device may be a detriment, and provision has been
made in the plans to use oil samples drawn in closed syringes as controls, when
properly analyzed, on the possible- change of the condition of the Oil as a result
of the test program. It is especially recommnended that the long term, 144 hour

CO PY TO

um[ *Commander ADORESS

Naval El ectroni cs Laboratory Center REPLY AS SNCWt. AT LEFT;
271 Catal ina Blvd. Oft, REPLY HEREON AND

San Diego, CA 92152 RETURN

t CLASSIFICATION

UNCLASSIFIED
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NELC B228
ANS:rdl
Ser 2100-122

heat run, test be implemented so as to get the most operating time practicable
during the test period. Experience has shown, reference (e), that changes if
any due to corona will be evident in such a time frame. Reference (f) docu-
ments some of the investigation carried on at NELC on diagnostic techniques
being developed. To date, the only known available commercial technique of
value is that developed and available on a regular basis from Doble Engineer-
ing, Inc. It is strongly recommended that the oil testing be implemented by
CHESDIV.

In view of the proximity of starting scheduled tests, It is recommended that
any changes, deletions, additions, etc., desired by CHESDIV, to this test
plan be communicated by message to the addressees in the distribution list.

CHARLES A. NELSON
By direction

Encl:
(1) Static Isolation Unit VLF Test Plan, Annex for Detailed Test Procedures

( and Data Sheets

Copy to:
NAVELEX PME-117
NAVELEX 51012
NAVFAC HQ PC-6
NAVSEEACT PAC 210 GU
CIVENGRLAB Port Hueneme
NAVCOM14STA HONO (URTF LLL VLF Officer)
PACNAVFACENGCOM 09A23C
2100 (2)
2130
2000
2020
2040
1300
6460,(4) (w/o encl)

Prepared by: Andrew N. Smith, Code 2100, X7303
Typed by: Roberta Lanning, Code 2100, 29 Sep 1975
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STATIC ISOLATION UNIT VLF TEST PLAN

ANNEX FOR DETAILED TEST PROCEDURES AND DATA SHEETS

30 Sept 1975

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 VLF electrical testing is a requirement for acceptance of the Static Iso-
lation Unit under Contract N62477-75-C-0043 issued by Chesapeak Division, Naval
Facilities Engineering Command, and ammended by Mod PO0001, Navfac Spec 21-75-
0043 25 March 1975. These requirements are called out specifically in Section 3
Materials and Equipment paragraphs 3.8.6.1 VLF Wet Flashover (modified by P0001
Para 6); 3.8.6.2 VLF Dry Flashover; 3.8.6.3 VLF Dry Corona; 3.8.6.4 VLF Wet
Corona (Modified by P00001 Para 7, adding VLF Wet Withstand); P00001 Para 8 add-
ing new para 3.8.6.7 VLF Voltage gradient; the requirements actually to test for
these items are contained in Section 4 Testing paragraph 4.2 VLF Testing.

1.2 The VLF testing will be carried out at the NELC VLF Test Facility at NRTF
Lualualei, Oahu, Hawaii. This facility is capable of delivering 550 kV under
spray wet conditions on the test piece for extended peiods of time for withstand,
corona inception, or flashover tests. It requires the use of the FRT 64 VLF
transmitter, in a linear mode of operation, as a source of power. All VLF tests
will be carried out at the U. S. Navy's assigned test frequency of 28.5 kHz.
Since this frequency is near the upper limit of the specified VLF range of opera-
tion 10 to 30 kHz, and tests at such a frequency represent the most severe condi-
tion in this range, a pass at this frequency assures a pass at any lower frequency,
and hence VLF testing will not be required lower in the range. A plot plan is
shown on p. 17 of NELC B228 ser 2100-86 of 30 May 1975.

1.3 Since performing the VLF tests will require the interfacing of several Navy
organizations within NAVFAC, NAVELEX, and COIMAVTELCOM, as well as the Contractor,
sufficient detailed description of the test procedures, (including equipment and
personnel requirements, and data sheets which when filled out will comprise the
final acceptance report date) is provided to give all concerned a clear idea of
the methods, the schedule, and the end dates. Although for VLF some of the at-
mospheric correction factors have not been accepted as standard as for 60 Hz, the
tests will be conducted in accordance with ANSI USAS C29.1 - 1961 (R 1969) C29.1a -
1971 and the corrections applied as therein set forth; however, three important
exceptions are noted. 1. The wet and dry withstands are extended for 10 minutes
and 1 hour (wet 1 hour at 300 kV is, not a true withstand measurement, but a dem-
onstration of freedom from arcover). 2. The direction of spray application dur-
ing wet tests will not be in a 45" downward plunging direction, but will be at
the discretion of the Test Director in any direction including horizontal. The
method of determining delivery rate will be as in the ANSI procedures.3.The
corona detection observations will not be made with the unaided eye, since the
test piece will be in an outdoor location and complete darkness as in an enclosure
cannot be obtained; therefore 7 x 50-binoculars will be used.

1.4 In connection with flashover tests, visual observation will be supplemented
by closed circuit TV/Video tape recording so that locations of arcs can be reliably
determined. Although no specification requirement exists, it is obviously
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desirable that arcs follow paths not immediately adjacent to porcelain members,
and the existence of this condition will be determined.

1.5 During FY75 and FY76 there has been a series of failures in oil filled
power supply capacitors in the FRT 64 and FRT 87 apparently associated with
inclusion of air bubbles and subsequent formation of corona discharge and
generation of hydrogen therefrom. Extensive investigative efforts within
NAVELEX on the properties and handling of oil during filling and break-in and
diagnostic testing indicate that it is important to select one of two, or at
most three, brands of transformer oil for use at VLF in such devices in which
fields of the order of 4.5 kV per millimeter exist. While the average field in (Pq
the 12 inches of oil insulation is only QJ kV per m in the I.U. 7to be tested, Irwo)
for a working voltage of L kV, the fields are far from uniform' and without (t)s)
analysis can only be assumed to approach the larger value at locations within
the device near bends and corners of the components. In view of the experience
with the capacitors, it seems desirable to make use of whatever diagnostic means
exist to determine the probable presence or absence of corona inside the trans-
former, even though there is no clause in NAYFAC CESDIV Specification 21-75-0043
requiring its absence.

The selection of the proper oil is important, because it is known that
some oils are more susceptible to the problem than others, and in fact at least
one brand of oil is certain to lead to catastrophic failure and should therefore
be avoided. The diagnostic is important to indicate probable failure in advance
of actual, so as to permit remedial action In the form of further degassification

( to take place.

The diagnostic means found most effective to date, though there are uncer-
tainties in their application, is to sample the oil in a closed syringe for use
either in a combustible gas analysis, conducted by Doble Engineering Co., or
an analysis of residual unsaturated hydrocarbon bond concentration, conducted
by Naval Weapons Center, China Lake. The actual diagnostic consists in comparing
changes in the tested parameters before and after the test series. Consequently,
provisions for oil sampling for the analysis are made in certain of the test plans.

The sampling is done on three occasions: 1,prior to wet withstand, to assess
the original condition of the oil, 2. immediately after all flashover and corona
tests, to determine the condition of the oil after the high voltage tests involv-
ing test levels higher than those expected in normal operation, and 3, at the
conclusion of the extended heat run test, to compare condition with the test
sequence conclusion both with the initial condition of the oil and with its
condition immediately prior to the heat runs.

Although the three decks of the device are connected in common, the design
admits very little circulation of oil between the decks. In consequence a
separate sample of oil is taken from each deck, and a total of nine sampling
syringes is therefore required.

1.6 Since the VLF Test Facility is a tuned circuit and not a commercial trans-
former, and is not a commercial installation and has not been certified by any

* measurements standards agency, considerable attention has been given to the de-
tails of the calibration procedure in the original test plan outline (B228 Ser
2100-86 30 May 75) so that all concerned can have understanding and convincing

* demonstration that the voltages applied during tests are indeed as claimed.
This of considerable importance In the event that a test produces a marginal
pass. . .

.... l e . ... . .14 . . .Th4~~~~~~~~~ 6A7 e*ad .0 rA., eJAa~a~r J fJ1



2. TESTS TO BE PERFORMED

2.1 The tests to be carried out are listed in the table below in their expected
order of performance.

Test Title Contract Pass Applicable
No. Specttfcaton Value ANSI C29.1

1 Facility Calibration ......

2 One Hour Wet Withstand 21-75-C-0043 300 kV rm 4.5 Low Freq
P00001 Para 7 Wet Withstand

Voltage Tests

3 10 Minute Wet Withstand None Measure to U

4 Wet Flashover 21-75-0043 3.8.6.1 Not less 4.3 Low Freq
PO0001 Para 6 than 360 kV Wet Flashover

rms Voltage Tests

5 Wet Corona Inception/ 21-75-0045 3.8.6.4 Not less 4.10 Visual *
Extinction than 250 kV Corona Test

rms

6 10 Minute Dry Withstand None Measure 4.4 Low Freq
Dry Withstand
Voltage Tests

7 Dry Flashover 21-75-0043 3.8.6.2. Not less 4.2 Low Freq
than 475 kV Dry Flashover
rms Voltage Tests

4.2 Tier by
8 Dry Inter-tier Grading 21-75-0043 In propor- Tier by

P0001 Para 8 tion to
indtv. preset auxi-
rating liary gaps

9 Dry Corona/Inception 21-75-0043 3.8.6.3 Not less 4.10 Visual
Extinction than 285 kV Corona Test

rms

10 24 Hour Heat Rise and
Interruption Test
Combination

a. 300 kV Dry Heat Rise 21-75-0043 3.8.6.6 No more than
30* C over
ambient

b. 250 kV Wet Heat Rise 21-75-0043 3.8.6.5 No more than -

30* C over
ambient

c. 250 kV Interruption 21-75-0043 No more than
Flashover (wet) with. P00001 Para 7 12 interrup-
simultaneously applied tions per
7 kV peak pulse 24 hours -"

-- S



11 144 Hour Heat Rise 21-075-0043 Sect 2 Continuous
with simultaneous General Require- operation
60 Hz full load, ments and 2.2.1 satisfying all
with 250 kV rms VIF Integrated systems other condi-

requirements tions of
Test 10

2.2 Instrumentation of the Test Facility will consist of Instrumentation
Packages #1 and #2, described and Illustrated on pages 18 and 19 of NELC 8228
Ser 2100-86 of 30 May 75. After system calibration, Package #1 in conjunction
with base current meter indication at the transmitter console gives direct mea-
surement of applied voltage during all tests. Package #2 permits the monitoring
of number and duration of interruption events, during the 24-hour interruption
test, as well as providing.a means of voiding an interruption-if it occurs
during the application of a pulse exceeding the permitted 7 kV peak on top of
the 250 kV rms (354 kV peak) VLF cw test voltage. Additionally, meteorological
instruments, consisting of a pyschromter and associated tables and curves,
and an aneroid barometer, and herein referred to as Instrumentation Package #3,
will provide the means to collect necessary atmospheric data for flashover
corrections. All three packages are located in the Facility Test Control Hut
inside the high voltage enclosure. Individual detailed test plans give the
exact items needed. For sme. tests,. such as facility calibration, other items
are required. For completeness of record, sheets are supplied herewith to be
filled in onsite listing all equipment actually used.

3. STANDARD WATER
2 3.1 Standard conductivity water for wet tests is available onsite in lots of

5000 gallons,.replenishable at the rate.of about.2000.gallons per day by use
of an Ion exchange resin process described on. page 21 of NELC B228 Ser 2100-86
of 30 May 1975 or in Megatek Final Report 'Testing of a Controlled Conductivity
Water Source. as Used in Testing Base. Insulator Characteristics-for VLF Trans-
mitting Antennas," R2005-001-F-1 Contrat N00123,75-C-0328 15-Dec 1974. Alter-
natively, it can be obtained by mixing station water with distilled water
obtainable-from SubBase,. Pearl Harbor, in 3000 gallon lots. Delivery rate
through the pumping system. at the test facility when using ten standard spray
nozzles is 1000 gallons per hour- By Judicious use of an extra 4000 gallons
of distilled water storage in the transmitter coling system,-approximately
12 hours continuous, full rate delivery.supply is available before a halt for
replenishment is required. If, as is usual,. the delivery rate is in proportion
to the five nozzles comonl.y used,. then approximately 3 1/2 days. of water for
continuous use is.available. Since the test procedures envision only inter-
mittent use of water up to about 4 hours maximum at a time, the available supply
of standard water at this facility is essentially unlimited, and no interruptions
In carrying out the test.plan will be necessary for making up new standard water.
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3.Z STANDARD WET SPRAY

Standard wet spray as used herein is defined in ARS-|LC1 Specific
parameters derived therefrom are summarized below for ease of
reference:

a) Direction of Spray - Downward at an angle of 450 from the
vertical. BIA and protective system to be uniformly sprayed.

b) Rate of Precipitation - 0.2 inch/minute
c) Tolerance on Precipitation rate - At single measurement

point, +25%. Average of all measurement points, +10%
d) Resistivity of Water- 7000 ohms per inch cube +lj% (17O.Jem-XC°n)
e) Water pressue (P) on Spray Nozzles - 35 <P<60 psi
f) Location of Spray Nozzles - Such that no flashovers shall

occur to nozzles
g) Preliminary Wetting - The entJe surface of the test sample

will be wetted with standaxd water no more than one minute
prior to electrical test

h) Position of Precipitation Rate Measuring Vessel -

Separate measurements shall be made opposite the top,
middle, and bottom of the specimen with the measuring
vessel held in a line between the spray nozzles and the
axis of the specimen, the side of the rim of the vessel
being approximately 3 inches outside the largest diameter
of the specimen. The vessel shall be held with its top
opening horizontal.

i) Measuring Vessel -

The precipitation measuring vessel shall have a top
opening of 6 to 12 inches inside diameter with an
upstanding rim at least one inch high having an edge
thickness not exceeding 1/16 inch.

3.3-'HORIZONTAL WET SPRAY

Horizontal wet spray as used herein provides for all conditions
coveked by Paragraph 3.2. above with the following exceptions:

a) Direction of Spray - Horizontal It the precipitation
measuring points (ceramic surfaces of the BIA to be wetted
by spray)

b) Position of Precipitation Rate Measuring Vessel -
Separate measurements shall be made opposite the top,
middle, and bottom of the specimen with the measuring
vessel held in a line between the spray nozzles and
the axis of the specimen, the side of the rim of the
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4. INDIVIDUAL DETAILED TEST PLANS AND DATA SHEETS

4.1 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, FACILITY CALIBRATION

4.2 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, ONE HOUR WET WITHSTAND

4.3 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, 10 MINUTE WET WITHSTAND

4.4 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, WET FLASHOVER

4.5 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, WET CORONA INCEPTION/EXTINCTION

4.6 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, 10 MINUTE DRY WITHSTAND

4.7 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, DRY FLASHOVER

4.8 STATIC ISOLATION UNIT, DRY INTER-TIER GRADING

4.9 DRY ISOLATION UNIT, DRY CORONA INCEPTION/EXTINCTION

4.10 DRY ISOLATION UNIT, 24 HOUR HEAT RISE AND INTERRUPTION TEST

4.11 DRY ISOLATION UNIT, 144 HOUR RF AND. 60 HZ FULL LOAD HEAT RISE
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NVLELECTRONICS LABORATORY CENTER
271 CATALINA BOULEVARD

SAN OIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92152

AVTOVON 933-101 N MCPLY 11F64 TO

NELC 8223
ANS:rdl
Ser 2100-137

20 DEC 1975

From: Commander, ;Iaval Electronics Laboratory Center

To: Commander, Naval Electronic Systems Command (PME 117)

Subj:- Multiple Gap Base Insulator Protective Device, Final Development

Ref: (a) NELC ltr B228 ser 2100-69 of 6 May 1975
(b) NAVELEXSYSCOM ltr PME 117-223 ser 271 of 30 Sep 1975
(c) NAVELEXSYSCOM 141931Z NOV 75
(d) NAVCOMMSTA HONO 200018Z NOV 75
(e) NAVCOMMSTA HONO 250121Z NOV 75
(f) NAVELEXSYSCOM memo Code 510123 to PME 117 of 24 Nov 1975

Encl: (1) Summary sheet and sketch, MGD characteristics
(2) Final design development texts of VLF multiple gap protective

device

1. Reference (a) outlines principles of operation of the NELC/NBS Mul-
tiple Gap Protective Device (MGD) and summarizes VLF and impulse behavior
of a prototype. Information therein was stated to be sufficient tO per-
mit installation of a final version without further tests except those
required for final adjustment at the various sites.

2. By reference (b) NAVELEXSYSCOM continued the MGD finalization .is
item 96 of Circuit Charger, and after an exchange of informal mcn.os by
ELEX Code 510123 and NELC Code 2100, the test plan of reference (c) was
implemented as a follow-on to VLF tests on the static isolation trans-
former. Results of these tests were briefly summarized .in references (d)
and (e), and the earlier recommendation of reference (a) to use configur-
ation #8 or a closely related development version thereof was confirmed.

3. In view of doubt engendered by reference (f) on suitability of this
configuration in preference to another apparently showing higher VLF
withstand characteristics, the program of reference (c) was considerably
expanded by the NELC Test Director, and the data base was sufficient upon
detailed analysis to show that as previously stated configuration ;8 is
indeed the desired MGD arrangement. This is an eleqen-tier bank of par-
tially graded rod-plane gaps whose spacing has been tailored to -t the
operating requirements of the tower base environment at Annapoi's and
Lualualei VLF communication transmitting antennas; it is noted that the
recommended MGD of reference (a) fits the actual cperating condit~orls
of both stations at their normal broadcast frequencies with a consider-
able safety factor, although the margin at the lowest possible VLF
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frequencies is small. The "growth" version of MGD #8 is in this respect
somewhat better suited for Lualualei. In support of the above, enclosure
(1) is herewith forwarded for information and retention. It is further
noted that the recommended MGD is compatible with either choice of acces-
sory tower lighting mechanisms, whether the existing rotary unit or the
new transformer. With only a minor further readjustment, #8 can be made
compatible with the Omega tower base insulator.

4. Configuration #10 and all related rod-rod configurations have higher
withstand and flashover voltage levels for given electrode spacing, but
this is no advantage since reduction of tested levels to those compatible
with application of the MGD to protecting the smaller insulators requires
use of gap spacing possibly allowing connected water streams in extremely
wet and windy conditions. There is a greater spread in activaticn level
wet versus dry, for the rod-rod geometry, compared to the rod-plane elec-
trode; thus the latter has the advantage of more predictable behavior
regardless of weather. Upon assignment of withstand levels for wet opera-
tion, the rod-rod MGD in consequence stresses the insulator stack more
highly for dry withstand than does the rod-plane MGD, and in consequence
the life expectancy of insulators in the #8 configuration is greater.
Enclosure (2) gives the details of the comparison of the five major con-
figurations and their 14 minor variants that were tested.

5. Configuration 8a is recommended for use at normal operating frequencies
at both Lualualei and Annapolis. If full-power operation at 14.7 kHz is
desired at Lualualei, configuration 8b or the refined version, 8c, will
be required. In view of the limits imposed by the present insulator at
Annapolis, 8a is adequate for all conditions at that site. Because of the
reduced performance of the tower base insulator in the LaMoure and Argen-
tina Omega installation due to the smaller flashover distance resulting
from the rainshield geometry, configuration 8a with the gap string set-
tings reduced by 16% will be required.

6. Assembly experience in the field has shown that after appropriate
site preparation has been accomplished, erection of the device on the
foundation pad by a properly trained crew of 4 antenna mechanics can be
accomplished within the usual 6-hour weekly maintenance period working
with a prepared kit of prefabricated parts.
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7. NELC is prepared to finalize working installation and assembly draw-
ings and procurement specifications for the MGD.

C. A. NELSON
By direction

Copy to: (w/encls)
NAVSEEACTPAC
NAVELEXSYSCOM (51012, PME 119)
NAVELECSYSENGCEN WASH DC
COMNAVFACENGCOM (PC-6)
NAVFACCHESDIV (FPO-2)
NBS High Voltage Lab (F. R. Kotter)
NAVCOMMSTA HONO NRTF Lualualei
NRTF, Annapolis MD
COMNAVTELCOM

2100 (3) (w/encli)
1300 "

2020
2040
6860 (4) (w/o encls)

Prepared by: A. N. Smith, Code 2100, Ext. 7303
Typed by: R. D. Lanning, Ext. 7302, 17 December 1975
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SMIEDUL OF MfGD DIIZSIO'.'S
ANT2 E LE f .C HARAC TUISTICS

?late Thickness Diareter 23paratisn Insulator** Gap Spacing gt d s8 8i 8 c IOd

11 72
12, ? 37723 377S 21 2-3/4- 2-7/8 2-1/8

io 1/16 66 
2

12 12 37723 N 26-3/4 2-13/16 2-1/89 1/16 &0
12 K1 37723 * 2j 2-j 2-9.6 1-7/3

7 1/8 36 12 10 37723 TM -4 2, 2-3/16 1-5/8

10 10 37715 a 1 3.-3/4 2-1/16 1-9/16
2/8 36

10 :A 37715 i 1-3/4 -1.5/16 11
5 1/a 36

2 36 12 3 38704 131 -3/4 1-7/8 121

12 15 34oh0 37M. ij 1-3/h 1-7/8 112
1 2 li2

2 211 18 31152 37746 1]2 1-3/h 1-7/8 121
o 3Ah 72 sq M

*includes 5" to 3" b.c. 10 thck adapter plate. **This set for Bc & lCd only.
Boxeo figures are configs actually measured. Electrodes all " dia, hemispherical ends.

ELECTRICAL PERF01MANCE COVARISO)MS, rD,
VERSUS TOWER BASE COVOrr l UIjE:NTS

Characteristic YD Configuration Tower Base Component
8 a 0 b 8 c 1O d LLL BIA ANNAP RIK, OMFA IA LAPP I.U.f A0 I.T.

DFO 260 280 320* 3qO** 510 U40 400, h24 475 a35 
*

DWS 2LO 270 310* 33!"* h75 398 360 300+4

DI 060 kL4O 510 * 570* O* . .* 550
s o 490* 5o * 520* .. .....
C 4,20 (47YO)* (530)* k h9) 1700 800 -- . 8X4

WFO 260 78O 320* 330 ** 390 268 250 354 381 31544
WWS -2h2 265 305* 300 4+(s 0O 250 220 +  210 250* 295 .h0C)

00 (25f P 3 fre(2) 2 4 int. f
WI -n ri 470 * 530 * 540** --....

50390 45r * 5o0*510 * ........
0(370) (L30)* (49o)*(0)*, 950 o ... .. o4

*Cale from 8a or 8b. **Calc from lOa or 10c. +Required -iith rd h2 :.*Requircd
Figs in parens inferred frcm 10C% & 50% FO data. IPZL gracng 16" ai
Witnstands (7-iS) are for 1 hr except as noted. All figures ring as pressntly
except Tnpulse (I) are rmns. 100/50/0 desigd are % occurencesir.stalled LLL & AIN'AP.
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FINAL DESIGN DEVELOPMENT TESTS OF VLF

MULTIPLE GAP PROTECTIVE DEVICE

A. N. SMITH

15 December 1975

Principles of operation of the NELC/NBS Multiple Gap Device (MGD) have
been outlined, and experimental results of tests on various prototype configur-
ations at VLF have been reported by NBS,(l). A selection of prototype varia-
tions was tested for impulse behavior by NELC and NBS on a Marx generator at
NATC Patuxent River in April of 1975. Test results were reported (2) along
with a review of requirements for the device in its contemplated application
for diversion of lightning discharges from tower base insulators, and rather
specific recommendations were made concerning the final electrode arrangement
and gap settings, related to the specific installations where the device is to
be applied. At the time of these recommendations it was recognized that a final
series of VLF tests should be carried out to confirm compatibility of the device
in its last configuration with tower base device characteristics, since there
were some differences between the geometry used in the then last VLF tests ver-
sus the impulse tests, and there was a significant change in insulator stack.
However, not until September of 1975 did the probability exist that sucn a final
series of tests would be carried out.

At that time it became apparent that the time allowed for testing a new
tower lighting VLF/60 Hz power isolation transformer would permit some parallel
effort on the final version of the MGD, unless unforeseen aevelopment effort
became necessary on the transformer. Accordingly a test plan was developed
by NELC Code 2130 and NAVELEXSYSCOM Code 510123 addressing dry flashover, wet
flashover, wet withstand, and interruption tests of those configurations C;ought
to be, as a result of the previous tests, most nearly suited to give required
protection to base insulators and isolation units at Lualualei, Annapolis, La
Moure, and Argentina. This plan was promulgated as an instruction to KELC (3)1
its scope was later extended (4), (5), in order to permit as detailed a study
and comparison as possible of all likely configurations of interest. In par-
ticular, extended withstand tests were de-emphasized and their probable results
calculated as predictions based on other related experience; and the 24-hour
interruption-free test at 250 kV was dropped completely in favor of a series
of tests of inter-tier grading, and a study of corona inception behavior.

Because the Patuxent River impulse tests indicated that a stack of 11
tiers or fewer, properly graded, would suffice, the version erected at Lualualei
for the final test series consisted of 11 instead of the 13 tier geometry used
before. Five major variants, of which four involved different combinations of
active tiers, were tested; within each variant as many as three changes in gap
setting were used. The numbering scheme refers directly to that used in ref-
erence (2): #8 is the identical rod-plane arrangement tested at Patuxent River,

Enclosure (2) to NELC itr
K-6 ser 2100-137 of December 1973



#9 and 410 are the eight-and eleven-tier rod-rod configurations (10 and #8
share the same deck sequence, with only the electrode geometry differing sig-
nificantly, while #9 is a foreshortened variant of #10). Configurations #11
and #12 are new, in that the first is a rod-rod 9-tier version of #7 of ref-
erence (2), while #12 is an "inverted" version of #9. Figures 1 and 2 herewith
completely define the geometry of the decks and the various electrode spacings
used.

As will become evident, the upper limit of continuous operations is determined
in part by the selection of the insulators on which the array of gaps is mounted.
These were selected on the basis of cost, ease of handling, simplicity of struc-
ture, limit on bulk, and on rating required to withstand voltages expected as
well as structural considerations, primarily working limit on shear loading brought
about by wind and vortex shedding. The voltage at which the device provides pro-
tection is then set by the adjustment of the gaps and in part by the determination
due to their physical type. This level is distributed over the individual gaps
and insulator decks by the grading due to the capacity tier-by-tier to the out-
side world, and hopefully no individual insulator is stressed at the gap withstand
to a level above the working rating of the insulators. The actual breakdown of
the assembly is of course determined by the most highly stressed gap, regarcless
of its actual spacing, all other conditions being equal, provided the gaps are
all adjusted to a range of spacings where they act similarly. That is, if deck
#5 has due to capacity grading 24 kV on it and the gap is set to 1-1/2 inches
while #11 has 36 kV on it and the gap is set to 2-1/2 inches, #5 would be con-
trolling, whereas if #11 were reset to 2 inches it would become controlling
(assuming all other gaps were not so highly stressed in kV per cm of separation).
The ideal situation is to set the gaps in proportion to the capacity grading,
so that no one is more likely to control the behavior of the string. The sim-
plest situation is to equalize the grading so all gaps can be set the same, but
this may not be easy to do in a practical sense. In re-adjusting the gaps so
as to arrive at some new overall protection limit, due regard must be given to
the grading to determine which gap is controlling in the old situation, and
which one will become controlling in the new. This is the basis on which the
tables have been constructed that predict the behavior of the refined version
of the two configurations that finally appeared to be most promising. Also, in
re-adjusting overall response levels, attention must be paid to the working
stress on the insulators, especially if the level is to be raised.

The ratio between withstand levels wet versus dry is in part dependent on
gap type. It appeared that within the range of spacings employed the rod-plane
gap displayed behavior less dependent on environment than did the rod-rod gap,
although for the latter a shorter total separation can still yield a higner dry
flashover level than an assembly using rod-plane gaps. This is in itself no
particular advantage since the ratings of the individual insulators may thereby
be exceeded. This was in fact the case for some of the configurations and gap
settings studied, and led in one instance to.a failure in an insulator.
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Table 1 is a compilation of all the characteristics measured during the
test series run at VLF during the period 17 through 21 November 1975. The
flashovers were run in accordance with ANSI C29.1 procedures, as were the with-
stands, except that those cases of the latter actually measured were extended
in time period from 10 minutes to in some case 40 minutes. The flashover values
quoted are corrected from applicable atmospheric conditions, and then rounded
off in some cases downward where more than one trial sequence yielded a sig-
nificantly smaller result. The withstand values quoted are long-term levels
estimated as 90% of a withstand observed for 5 to 15 minutes, and 95% of those
observed for 20 minutes or more. These factors are based on experience observed
in testing devices of various sorts, including gaps, over a perioa of the last
three years. This expedient was adopted because of the extreme limit on avail-
able time for the test series, which limit did nQt permit running extended long-
term withstands. Where no actual data was taken for a given configuration, an
estimate was made interpolation from the behavior of some similar configuration,
or else interpolated on the basis of a likely mode of variation with settings
appropriate for the range used. This appeared to be something between linear
and square law.(l) Figures arrived at in this manner are enclosed in parentneses.
Impulse test results were treated in a similar manner, based on results observed
and reported in reference (2). It is noted that three impulse levels are listed,
(all for negative polarity, as those for positive are higher in absolute value)
namely levels for 100% flash occurrence, 50%, and no flashover. The first two
levels were the best values obtainable, where experimental data was actually
run, resulting from the statistical approach required by the ANSI procedures.
The third or zero occurrence level is in every case quoted here surmised on the
assumption of normal distribution about the 50% level.

Obviously the selection of a configuration for the protective device must
satisfy the following requirements:

1. VLF flashover, and withstand must be higher by some desired factor than
either or both of:

a. The interruption-free wet operation requirement for the device
being protected, typically 250 kV

b. The actual operating voltage level of the insulator being protected
at a particular installation at full power at a specified frequency.

2. Operation must either be corona free wet or at worst corona and local
heating effects consequent thereto must not be destructive or lead to system
interruption if a failure occurs

3. Impulse withstand level for zero events must be higher than the levels
mentioned in item 1 above, and for 100% events must be below the withstand level
for the device being protected (for zero events for it).
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4. Flashover of any individual gap for either VLF surges or overload
or for impulse application should lead to cascade of all the other gaps, so
that no sustained "welding" type arc can exist in an individual tier with-
out the rest of the gaps firing.

5. An insulator failure in any one tier should not lead to flashover
of the entire assembly at normal system operating voltages, and should not
result in catastrophic mechanical failure of the pretective device.

6. Operation of the device at either of its withstand limits should not
result in overstress of any individual insulator in the stack, for that
environmental condition. If under this condition corona exists, it should
satisfy item 2 above.

7. To assure item 4, the unit stress of all gaps should be equalizea,
that is each individual gap should be adjusted for a flashover level in the
same proportion in relation to those of the other gaps as is the capacity grading.
Fulfillment of this condition does not require actual equalization of the grading.

8. Though not an absolute requirement, it is highly desirable that the
behavior of the protective device be immune to changes in environmental con-
ditions, for example, dry conditions versus blowing rain and mist. The
voltage response of the device must satisfy all above conditions, particularly
1 and 3, for the least favorable environmental condition for the device teing
protected, even though the desirable condition of equality of behavior wet
versus dry is not completely met by the protective device.

9. Attainment of item 7 has the further advantage of maximizing the
arcover level of the device for a given selection of total gap separation,
since in this case no one gap is controlling through having reached its
critical stress level earlier than any of the others.

10. The device selected should be as universally applicable with a mini-
mum of readjustment as possible, to all installations and for all parts of
the frequency range to be used.

From Table 1 it is noted immediately that all configurations tested except
those involving the larger gap spacings for #10 satisfy items one and Lhrae
for the Lualaulei BIA and for the isolation transformer. If application to
Annapolis and to either of the Omega installations is desired, then the
range of allowable gap settings becomes more limited to the smaller end of
the tested adjustment range. The table does not address item 2, but it is
noted that for the pin-cap insulators used the device was corona free at
all levels of interest dry, while wet the insulators displayed corona around
the top cap grout joint at levels about half the withstand although the corona
did not become severe enough to be of concern until levels above that at
which the BIA was to be protected were reached.

Figure three shows the absolute grading. From this, and from a similar
plot of grading normalized to unity for the least stressed insulator configuration
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#11 is seen as the most uniform, with #8 and #10 the next, and #9 the worst
with #12 intermediate. However, if the rating of the insulators is taken into
account, the development of a table like table 2 shows that the most faverable
grading distribution without extensive rework is #8 and #10. This would be so
even if the bottom two insulators were replaced with the 12 inch types like
37723. While #11 could be made to function almost as well as #8 or #l0, it is
evident that even in the case of perfectly uniform grading the unit stress
per insulator would be at least 9% higher than an equally well graded version
of the other two and as the data finally indicate for the optimized gp
spacings, the insulators would in consequence be operated that much closer to
their limiting ratings. For this reason alone #11 is rejected.

Configuration #9 was carried along in the data analysis as a sort of
worst case, and cotments concerning it apply almost equally well to #12.
Although #9 looked promising as a result of the impulse tests in terms of
the rating attained versus the relatively fewer number of decks, the data
analysis indicates that serious overstress existed in the version tested
(due to faulty grading), to the extent that one of the 37723 types failed.
Even if perfectly graded, with the present insulator selection there is no
way to operate continuously in a safe relationship to insulator ratings at
VLF and offer the degree of protection desired. It could be improved in this
respect by selection of larger insulators, but it then would lose whatever
advantage in cost it would otherwise have over #8 or l0.

Considerations such as the above lead to investigation of the choice cf
insulator types other than pin-cap to see if higher voltage ratings were
available for insulators occupying the same vertical space per deck. The
only candidate appeared to be existing porcelain station posts, but no pro-
duction version of such in the desired size appeared to be available that
offered in one unit the desired voltage and horizontal mechanical shear
ratings with the use of an end cap casting permitting outside-exposed bolt
heads without use of special adapter plates. Existing experimental posts
employing exotic and/or novel materials such as epoxy or other organic-
encapsulated fiberglass compression members were rejected on basis of non-
availability for commercial purposes.

Tables 3 and 4 show how estimated performance can be improved by refining
the relationship of gap setting to grading and insulator rating. The pro-
jection of characteristics is based on prediction of individual gap behavior
with reference to unit stress, the objective being to stress the gaps equally.
It can be seen that configuration #8 in its various versions comes the closest
to meeting performance requirements imposed by the application to the VLF
coirrunication stations, and in a version in which the gaps are slightly
shortended will meet the Omega station requirements as well, when the actual
performance of the various base insulators is taken into account. These
relationships are summarized in the table of page 2 of enclosure (1) to the
present covering letter. #10 gives apparently better dry performance but with
no substantial improvement wet, and only does so at the risk of increased
stress on the individual insulators in the assembly, unless larger insulators
are used. Table 5 gives the detailed performance comparisons. It should
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be nQted that conceptually configuration #10 could be adjusted for reduced
flashover and withstand characteristics dry, but this would also reduce the
wet characteristics and furthermore require spacings sufficiently close that
either significant danger would exist that connected streams of water could
flow across the gap or else require further developmental investigation about
the properties of other rod-rod geometries that would prevent this but whose
electrical characteristics are unknown. Use of configuration #8 has the
advantage that the behavior of the rod-plane gap is sufficiently well defined
over the range of adjustment being considered here that no further development
is needed. A final rendering of configuration #8 is shown in page 1 of enclosure
(1). It is noted that the plates are to be made of either zinc galvanized or
cadmium plated steel, of the thicknesses shown for additional shear rigidity,
and the electrodes are made up of stainless steel 1/2' diameter rounds with
hemispherical ends, segmented in 1/2" long modules if desired for adjustment
purposes. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the ratio of insulator stress versus
rating for the final versions of #8 and #10 at their highest settings.

While other gap arrangements and combinations of gap separations can be
imagined, and in fact have been looked at, it appears that the rod-plane
type is the simplest and most natural form of self-grading geometry available,
and furthermore in the spacings employed shows the greatest predictability
in behavior.

All VLF and impulse testing carried out on the MGD since May 1974 has
been done with the device connected in parallel with a mockup of the BIA of
the Lualualei type. The interconnection employed has been a trunk longer than
any contemplated in the final "production" version, and hence no problem is
expected in the definition of the discharge path in virtue of distribution
of trunk series inductance, since this has always been larger in the experi-
mental version. In no case up to now has any discharge been observed to take
place other than in the gaps at either impulse or VLF.

In summary, configuration #8 in its highest rated form will withstand
300 kV wet, flash at 315 kV dry, (rms), provide negative impulse protection in
the range 500 kV (zero events) to 540 kV (100% events) wet, and about 580 kV
dry for 1001 events. Under continous duty at wet withstand no insulator in
the set will be stressed to more than 85% its long-term 60 Hz withstand rating,
and under actual conditions of full power use in the most usual severest con-
dition (23.4 kHz, full power, east tower at Lualualei, voltage is 208 kV)
the ratio is not over 60%. For this condition, wet operation is not corona
free, but such corona as will exist is not severe.

A modified configuration #10 will permit satisfactory but less predictable
performance wet versus dry, with somewhat higher insulator stress at its dry
withstand level. As described in reference (2), it is unsatisfactory since
it withstands to levels such as to overload the individual insulators, and the dry
VLF withstands are too high in relation to the levels it is desired to provide
protection to some of the base insulators.
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1.0 BACKGROUND

The insulators in VLF antenna systems and antenna tower lighting

isolation units require protection from high voltage arc-overs caused by

output from the high power VLF transmitter and/or from external lightning

discharges striking the antenna system. Ball gaps (uniform field gaps)

offer protection of the equipment if spacing is set for either wet or dry

conditions. However, with a given gap setting ball gaps do not offer

adequate protection under both wet and dry conditions.

2.0 APPROACH

The high voltage impulse generator at the Naval Air Test Center

at Patuxent River, Maryland, was used to determine the characteristics of

multiple "rod to rod" and "rod to plane" gaps under lightning or impulse

conditions. Ten different gap configurations were tested with various gap

setting3, rod sizes, number of gaps, and placement of grading rings.

3.0 RESULTS

An attempt was made to measure the grading on the gap stack with

a 100 kV 60 Hz transformer. This measurement was not successful since the

capacitive reactance between the plates of the stack was too high to offer

any appreciable capacity grading. Voltage distribution on the stack in

this case is determined by the leakage resistance across the supporting

insulators. However, at VLF frequencies the capacitive reactance, between

the plates of the gap stack, is lower and does determine the grading on the

stack. This was substantiated at the Lualualel Test Facility in Hawaii.

Seawater sprayed on a base insulator did not change the grading on the

insulator indicating that it was, in fact, capacity graded.
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Figures 1 through 8 show the configuration of "rod to plane"

gaps tested at VLF frequencies. Figure 9 and 10 show the configuration of

"rod to rod" gaps. (Rods from 1/2" to 3/4" in diameter with rounded ends

were used).

Table 1 presents a summary of "rod to rod" data taken. Table 2

presents a summary of "rod to plane" data taken.

Oscilloscope pictures were taken for each arc-over of the gap.

These pictures show the rise and decay of the pulse and were retained by

the NELC Test Engineer for study.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

This series of impulse tests demostrate that "rod to rod" and/or

"rod to plane" gaps will protect the antenna system at VLF frequencies under

both wet and dry conaitions with a single setting of the gap. It was found

that there is only a very small difference in the arc-over potential under

wet or dry conditions of "rod to rod" and "rod to plane" gaps at VLF

frequencies.

The "rod to rod" and "rod to plane" gaps are, therefore, suitable

for protecting the VLF antenna and the associated equipment from lightning

discharges.

The Figure 8 gap configuration is suitable for protecting the

towers at NAVCOMSTA Lualualei.

The Figure 9 configuration is suitable for protecting the Annapolis

and OMEGA 1200 foot antenna systems.
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5.0 RECOMENDATIONS

It is recomended that if such gap systems (as shown in Figure 8

and 9) are integrated into the VLF antenna systems, tiat they be modeled

in an electrolytic tank, or some other field mapping scheme, to determine

the optimum size and placement of the corona rings and field shaping plates

before the final design of the protective gap system is undertaken.
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TRIP RE PORT IO2-tO1140.GEN,115MO1 1,1-6) 1a25W

This is your official report to the office which ossigned you the trip. You ore requested to proviarwswers to the questions listed below within 5 working
doys of youw return. Be specific and concise. Be candid in reporting observations, problems, recomnmendat ions.

a. Did you make commitments - personal, unofficial, or official? Tom

It. Wee classified subjects discussed? If so, what? Classify this report, if necessary. ~

TRAVELER w-. rmi.. QO.. c.gi INCLItVE DATES 0F TRAVEL

Andrew W. Smth Pwsiltv G11-34 Code 230 10 Or. - 17 ftv 71.

OTHER TRAVELERS (N i..si. i. Pt*POK OF VI

Oisefve and participate in Ca~ Baiku
toploed span inspostlo. for elentrical

PLACES VISITED DATES PERSONS CONTACTED (Ne.e end Position)

01CC MIDPAC 13/34/t4 CAPY 1. Bookag LCMi W Cuwle, 01CC and

Oega Wv Stia Ikiku 13,4Q/74 221/74 It. Je Fb~& satoex i

Coast Onod Operational ±2. a raM C. MMer011 ILYJAC BQ m0.6

____________________L Naga___ 6 m, Wootigoiss

SUBIJECTS 015MiAED rch .. i.. .- C.i.. R...-i.. CW i... .... M E

ft@ft ColtAtut I-nel"' Industries
B. Gstta614 Pearl Harbor Naval Shipym 4
V. Bassamel PHI 119 Project of fioe

1. Background for Vt'4 a trip was a seen of weetio starting April 74
Involving obs~eiuoion markersa and vibration daimos as spans at Haiku Omeg Navigation
statin, Initial full powr trials took place not 3oW aftem electrical stom eet
In Util 74 dabig whIah possible wb1ke or xu tock pisee on spans. Dhi1i4
Initial testing, tw mrkwo bUres and fall fern span&. An result of RF teus
mumtd by oversigned at IMInmle& MT fe"Its demision was takent to remove
pokitftW active portion of s~ansv and slim mrkers on grounded bal'ards to remain.
Contractor' that i?~mve mrkes toportM evid.,. of damage to span cable in
neighborhood of vibration kiprs: sugeoltie of we damage. In cooequemo overaigmed
was 2""dtd to test vibration damporm at high, cbtage levels at Imslusad;
contrary to, obstustion dampr test reml~t vibration dap.' testi led to no evidemee
that cable don" was nseessawily attiiuable to ars A'VFWC lot now contmat
'to Toy.'r Inspectors to condmit d~itd le anizatio.i of anl 3a1ka sps and
overmigiied w as invited to partlipato In p 2aSv'1±DC aets as consultant doig

semztion, and interpret resuts, of s"a instpeoton. Program includd verbal
repor a# photographs# sketahes and tird a. of damage and location th.'e, also
mossunmout of gro ad resistance ard gr ret=% awrooto at the ballard terminations.

2, rurMa lrftrtedr p.'iodo &gw J AMet moan 6i. none
ANATR OF TRAVELER DATE

COPY TO-.si 21" 13-_ 13 i, ft .

PgFACUMCCH 0 01CC AIi~C '-''



TRIP REPORT - CONTINUATION
1 IMO.GEN-5050/1 0145) 0190-029.5200

'RA4ELEQPLACE VtS.E0

Andrew 17. Smith ;sap Haikno 01CC MAC

succeedirg in making a complete traverse of span 6 to its center, although e-e
pass attain'ed the high voltage end of the main span insu"lar. Detaiied logs
were kept on the ground of sill verbal descriptio - of surface imperfections by
the inspection team, and the to=n photographed all snob areas. Most uigrificenTt
items found were Pita in the haliard strands at the fameor loostlo- of the
obatructio- marker, wbat4 were fi-al~y interpreted an abrasions on the cable
surface )Ietvpen members oftSothird group of vibration dampers, and "weld rpd
spattes 3 o,, *A~ two of the small corona rings on the gomind side of the span
insulator smt. Additioal1ly, wbitish corrosion-like disecoorationp subsequently
attributed to packing material adhering to the ourf-es, vans observed on scim
of the damper weights; and a dark discoloration due to a mateal doeribad as
resembling fungus or moss was ft2und o-I the lowermost eztraitieas of insulaW~
petticoats (this wa-c cleared off). WKothing was fotind thut could reaso'-ably be
attributed to high potential artidg phenomena with the possible D 0- the
surface defects on the corona rings, and this could be arplaIM2 IFf ca-
tion process carried out IT, the field during assiy. CiraizfereAial abrasions
were also found on t e haliard cable; t-,eoe appeared to be caused bV possible
rotation of vibration damper mounting elaops during assmbly.

3.* Two obstruction markers that had beam on the opans and subser'uently rmoved
were exautired fcr possible electrical damage. Both showed positive evidende in
the form of 0 arrirg and tracking in the opozy-bonded fibergiass malla In the
ptxtior inmeditelj7 around thme i~medded ends -f the proformed vfre ilamps
used to support the markers on the ce&"le. Aditinally, or* of the two~ 91'c'ed
unimstalzm'le burnir:- around the peripheu7 along the fo-.nt libne betwee.n the
two hemispheres and 61 the soided pads acconfdating the bolt locatio-s for
JIlsing tvl two halves. This burni-g and trahIMC was idebtical 1- nature to thkt
obikezved as a result of 117 testing ty thie obersigmed in Angust at Ialualai. These
tests indicAted that initiation of& burning imust take place at higher rormal surface
gradients thanlJul attained during operation of the spans, but that after
such initiation takes place, subsequ"n progressive deterioration a"'1 ft al destruc-
tion from burning can and does take place at uwnual operatirg lev.els for gradient.
The inference isi that the ritiatior rf the damage at Haiku probably took place
dunl g n lightnigm~duced surge, and that flnal destruction; resulted duri-g
high power operation subseququb to tlit wa. Pits were fo 'nd in the wires of
the preformed st-e2 clamp sinilar In nature to those foun~d or th haliard; siface
or figurati-n and surrounding raised soarosion armss initially suggested the pits
co id hav e ba~ formed from high locaulind temperatures. The clamps coicened
were taken to the Metallwgisal Idb at Pearl Harbwr for ealmi-atio- and test;
result was that -itting was held to be from mechanical wear and saltm-air cwre-
ioop not esectrically induced heating such as might take place duri'-g a very heavy
carom flare as a result -f a surge. This onclusion does r~ot invalidate the
suppoition that the obs-rved binrn damge takes'Alie during a lightning surge
but does indicate that the current flov outward from the marker is insufficient t
host the metal to the softening point. Assomption of mechanical vw for the
IMUse4 Of Pitting mvs that signifisait sW& from spanvibration is dispated
in the assembly# and that it gains entry across a clamiping device that is not
sufficiently rigidly attatched.

4. Under instructions from the ground ly the oversigned& ground rea- stance and

SHUET OF SHEETS

2
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TRIP REPORT - CONTI14UATION
I IND.61N.3050. 2 012.65) 1 90-029-5200

~A E.1 PLACE VISTED

1.dw 1. ~th megs Hailug 0TCC MC!P C
$,;LECTS 0 SCJSSED C-..-,

cuirrent to ground at the P-6 anchor point was masured 1W the inupeatiov' tn.
A Vemape-AJ-electrode array using a Biddle YAgge cmprised the ground as st
while the cur-rent was dehermined IV means cf e3ap-uon k.C, ameters. Geawd n g
resistance was ap. roximately 10 oboal, a value 6onsistest wi~th the oonfigwation
of the grounding covrnactiov's used at the snekorag-e and the eonduastiwy masswed
on the ridge at Ib±3m, bt the oversigmed in 1965, The b&14swd vound Petr aet
at 1.0.2 k~s vne variously reported as J92 and It amperees the small vai in
invudIdp based on a deecriptiom of the set-up furMIshad 1v the inspection tam
later in the v-ek. This 2 vs 8 amere diswcraq Is mepained at prs"t, and
therea is no a priori reason to praffr* one over the other. The two values were
obtained from tw aifferent meters suipposedly hold in a smilar configuration.
Both meters were calibrated by~ comparison with a Pauson toroidd.t current tr~nafaimer
at3.,2 k~m swith the cooper tior, of tho- Coast CGards enry was ade to the con action
from or~e of~ the t reamitters to the d12nW iced, vhere callbratior test- were
carreid out 1?' the ran~ge of 5 to 13 amperes. The eters were .seW consistent 6e
w&n relative to the Pearson to witbip? 20%p one, reading High, tie other low;
while fairlyr large, the 37% discrepara between the W~ average of tine two mter.
was consistent aer-se t e ran -s, and was never large enough to acoun~ for the
2 to 8 ampere diff'steace obtained on the tidge. It is like]$ that a value

of34of 5 amperes Is reasona~ but the check should be rerun,, =n theca.oc factors --ov knowvn for the aiters.
The uigziificance ,f this grou~nding resixtance tAn9 6 al Me f I s

a 10,000 awapore pulse<~ the :mchorage can be 100 kV abir. a reference located at
infl-ityr so mucai as" *1.ocal vuriatiors Ini potential in the soil 1mediste3,y around
the anchorage ,bscausop of the Phk~sIcal distribuition of the rods& can be substantial
if not actually dangerous from the posaikd31ty at local arcing along eoncrrt-soll
interfaces becaupe the, block is not a& Ia equipotential gurfsa-e~ risasupet Of
the grounding layout is perhaps worth sow Isporoyaat. Us &WF aspect o the
Tr adiny resistance 13 that if all. aanbpages a re almi~arv then there is about

() 2x 10 z 12 = 3000 wa*h of RI' power loss In the, termlaotion remista-ce of the
halyard system. This reprssents about 2$ fif the b s budgbb6 for the hntenag and
perusal of the design lo~uentation do"s jot r asel that this was taken into scant.
Along with ti.. neglect of tarmi4tion laq I" the radial AW* gro nd systeo
this ± s an additi± nal fa.ctor havrvant~athe present installation from achieving
its design goal of 10 k14 radiated. FinallYt there0 was aomS concern t at t-ts
grounmding res.lstancemray hav~e some effet on the response of the antesna atructure to
a surge, sAd tlius dever~iine the mgnitudes of the surgaae gradients so developed and
so have aignifiaa-.ce relative to poswibi~ity of damage to soeeisav equi~pmenit
MOUNtid On the cable. This aspect is probab37 totally negligible, bemause the
surge invedanc. of the ha~zard sable looking frote insmUtor loostion toward
the acugwrag. is about M5 ohe., while looking aliong the Iaetive spas from t1*
iatator- towrd t he feed point Wi ± a about 62D che. A ton obn teination of
such a 2±kel1,1 onlJy negligibly differen from a one ohm termination oxceeot for
attenistion effects an surge spectral a umq ce-"a for wh oh the line langht Is very

Sclose **a quarter wavo; therefore in gross Goffsts the, differences art, hardly rotlrnb
),b~even if the comparison Is mado to a lie teradInated iJ% sc resistance Therefore

the qualityr of grcund offered to 1mliards bc' the zoughbjv ta"4 termination fw
2±ghtnirg 1rurges and control of graftents resultig theroft'omas fai* ly good,

5. Eecju.o of the difTi~ilty and uVwtwe1ar Of gainbg access to the sman ackaorages
to cvrny out direct visual inspetion, - a .- * '
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andrew ff. 'ith hugs Ha~ku, 01CC NIWAC
W~BAECTS DiSCUSS9O C-- N

vapa tial hhggtlon ws carried out
frc a oveingtehicopber 14r use of~ bnocu3w 9 and tseephote oana. '"his

was !ao-a f=,- spans 6, 4p and 3, ith most attentior bil~g a ,,cwnratsd o- the
vibrationi d~ grotp on, the active portior of' the mpas oloseet-to the inscu2aro
It ws folund t' s detail as mrs3, an spots on Individxwl strands# and the fftrands
themelvea, could be oasiy resolved through 7Imsvu tdnownau3m from a dixtanes CC
80 feet. tUaing ASA 64 eukum n chrmeb' is ar effeetive 430 =i foal loom
louise with effeativow A-stop of £9, and an expome t1". CC 3/500 ffacor. talr37
good photograT hA were obtained of the damper grop and asahi. Us.n za*W's cE
a group) such that indivdual1 strands col 0114just be resolvid. The 1, .4tati on
of resolton~ aemed to be relative motion of the oar end obi et; it man oncluded
that photographico inspection ui~Bng ASA 360 or 4W0 ith a eli~il r focal lan~f
but vith correspondingly bighw stattr spes with the same stan op~ening 1A~
sia~la~r strong saig Lht cam.tion should result in the abdLiW to rescive as inmih
detail photograpially asU visizlly with 20opoer bixamzs. Mhe limi~t of' reso'-
3atici unider thisea etreumIstancam should bea bledlsheue d So ets of moderate
cortrast viththie vMr, having diinters or wi~dths if tbi o rder of 1/8 irah.
This is not sufficiaht to enable deteotcni of mollmto",/ or -,ite f-rc
s=11 area, U.,x it pendtas eeing rust straks& large chafe mrks, dit
spots on insulators. and the residue of pa~c1M material str* to thd Mrtace of
the damper we±izts., discolorstiom dlue to vetherig ard aore son. Me-iec
vw-s asj durLrg t ii peation of affw s ie siw'way attribatable to. - leetri a
arcing~. o dalp- 'd5-L- wa obsuy tobga ove beui ini oo'tact irith the
CC 9ul copf.rher o an e b: a=drr& th

-6. 'Conc3=~iona fromi irspsotion a carred oat ftrliig the reowti-g p~eriod
coixwad wi.h data geti.sred frogcontralled toet1ug usigg the high vrCtage facilit7
at L.Lla are ao folXoasI

Vibration dam-para are causing vw araing or ,meo4aiical abraiian of+-'~ r
i'nstaillation; scrme o2 the zlazpa my hov* b-se applied in a matmer tbpt abrded
the <=le h~t t~.a cl-Azap looation; daruoer ghto'i2d .9 rwaed irein-
spsoted,. anid.~e ra- A-Aledo aftt suitable cable ourfao., trweet.

VikL1.-~ Lar; ra .re not nearly asi iebie ,s insulJatoerap the makxkers
are umsceptibla to burn &mxaae as a result of owensa flares eaumed 'qv lightf n
fftrika v~ nd 2iLeon.Lter xwq zogressivsly fai I with applied~ tun of operti g
17 fielda; 'W..a .6 Mi attateed tv cla t"r ar* not suf.air-rtly rigid and
that calis local 1a 6 !ear and abasion o.f the ut"r as. f rnu iuszhavioa
vilratitnv; tuie zmrkere shoiA thai'ore be rumoved.

Periodic Inapections of tu. opens if required mu be 'irried o,-,t t bu'eli-copber
usire vii uldg such I igh kualil* blxoc~ja c? to24orioto *4bLa, but cny
mjor defects :no %"*~to b~e detected In tbis my.

9=zLi diagre res ekots on the abbe of span 6 aubjected t- abavu i4 spaet n
am rot be ati*'ibuted to electrical affet or~ to Ihfing by- vibration u.pEV
vieghtsp -but is due to scae otiw naatmid shidWi cause w-Ah apparently
tock plaes duriz; arection.

~r~ms Ie-d 6 a-sbu- ba ocailetely Inspet"e viz=aIy by tte *-resftt
-ravelling cage tee%3qe;A,-bch Pa2L and Umbf balards of all. other $P11111s1

sheul be inspectd born ahalz if posdale. Ground resi sta'*e mess' .. 1nt and
gro 540 retm-n Ourrmt mft-l -0O r MZ4ohw aew f hET

Pal6; the latter sho 34be reatlst4oteate4fS'Ft~ET
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